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Abstract 

Control of underactuated ocean vehicles is an active field of increasing interest due to their 

theoretical challenges and important applications such as passenger and goods transportation, 

environmental surveying, undersea cable inspection, offshore oil installations and many others. 

This thesis mainly reports new results on nonlinear control of underactuated ocean vehicles 

including surface ships and underwater vehicles. In addition, control of mobile robots, aircraft, 

and nonholonomic systems with strong nonlinear drifts is also presented as an application of the 

methodologies developed for ocean vehicles. 

Part I addresses the problem of forcing an underactuated surface ship to globally asymptotically 

track a class of reference trajectories generated by a suitable model vessel. Particularly, this part 

presents a single controller for both stabilization and tracking without imposing restrictive 

assumptions that are often made on the reference trajectory in the literature. Both state and 

output-feedback issues are considered. A n extension to trajectory tracking of underactuated 

underwater vehicles is also considered. The controllers are designed based on a several of 

coordinate transformations motivated by the practice of ship control, and nonlinear control 

theory. 

Part II focuses on forcing an underactuated ship or underactuated underwater vehicle to follow a 

specified path with a desired forward speed under environmental disturbances induced by wave, 

wind and ocean-current, and without knowing system parameters. The control developments are 

based on several coordinate transformations, nonlinear adaptive control, and some new results 

on stability of cascade systems with nonvanishing disturbances. Both state and output-feedback 

issues are addressed. 

Part HI addresses the problem of controlling mobile robots, vertical take-off and landing 

( V T O L ) aircraft, and nonholonomic systems with strong nonlinear drifts. In particular, a 

simultaneous stabilization and tracking output-feedback controller, and an output-feedback path 

following controller for mobile robots at the torque level are presented. A nonlinear output-

feedback controller to force a non-minimum phase, underactuated vertical take-off and landing 

aircraft to globally asymptotically track a reference trajectory generated by a reference model is 

developed. Finally, the problem of global adaptive stabilization for a class of nonholonomic 

systems with strong nonlinear drifts is considered. 

Throughout the thesis, formal proofs of the obtained results are derived. Numerical simulations 

are presented to illustrate the effectiveness of the developed methodologies. The main results of 

this thesis have been published/accepted in several journals, and presented at some conferences. 

The most recent results have been submitted to some journals for possible publication. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

This chapter sets the background for the main theme of the thesis: Nonlinear Control of 

Underactuated Ocean Vehicles. The chapter starts with a brief perspective of developments of 

nonlinear control theory and its applications in recent years. A short review on control of 

nonholonomic systems is then presented due to their relevance to the control of underactuated 

systems. Next, literature review on control of underactuated systems is given to motivate the 

research. The chapter ends with contributions and organization of the thesis. 

1.1 Overview of nonlinear control developments 

Over the last two decades, nonlinear control theory has received considerable research effort 

and has undergone a period of significant progress. This is motivated from the fact that real 

world problems are often inherently nonlinear. Conventionally, control engineers studied a 

nonlinear system by using a linearized model around selected operating points, and suitable 

techniques for linear control systems founded on the basis of the superposition principle. A 

fundamental limitation of this approach is that stability and performance can be only guaranteed 

in the neighborhood of the selected operating points. Consequently, studying nonlinear systems 

based on linear models is very limited since real world systems are usually required to operate 

over a large number of operating points. In addition, many phenomena such as the existence of 

multiple equilibria or operating points, periodic variation of state variables or limit cycles, finite 

escape time and bifurcations cannot be described or predicted by using linear models. The 

above-mentioned limitations lead the control researchers to directly study nonlinear systems. 

Moving from linear to nonlinear systems, w e are faced with a much more difficult situation. The 

superposition principle does not hold any longer, and analysis tools involve more advanced 

mathematics. In addition, the separation principle does not hold for nonlinear system in general 

either. 

The last decade has witnessed great developments in nonlinear control theory from an internal 

and input-output points of view (Kokotovic and Arcak, 2001). Currently, the techniques that are 

available for nonlinear control system design include linearization and gain scheduling 

techniques, feedback linearization, circle Popov criteria, small-gain theorems, passivity, 

averaging, singular perturbation, sliding mode control, Lyapunov design and redesign, 

backstepping and forwarding, adaptive control, input-to-state stability, integral input-to-state 

stability, and differential geometric approaches. For details of the above-mentioned approaches, 

the reader is referred to (Nijmeijer and van der Schaft, 1990; Sontag, 1990; Isidori, 1995; Krstic 

et al., 1995; Marino and Tomei, 1995; Tao and Kokotovic, 1996; Sepulchre et al., 1997; Isidori, 

1999; Tao and Lewis, 2001; Khalil, 2002; Tao, 2003; Taware and Tao, 2003). Nonlinear control 
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methods are increasingly implemented in practice with a great success such as electrical motors, 

diesel engines, ocean vehicles, jet engine compressors and electromechanical systems. For some 

of these applications, the reader is referred to (Fossen, 1994; Fossen, 2002, Fossen and Strand, 

1999a; de Queiroz et al., 2000; Dixon et al., 2001). 

1.2 Previous work 

Over the last few years, there has been a great interest in control of nonholonomic and 

underactuated systems. From a theoretical point of view, controlling these systems is inspired 

by the realization that nonholonomic and underactuated systems pose challenging problems in 

control theory. From a practical point of view, the systems in question do arise in a number of 

vital important applications such as in the area of robotic and vehicle control. For example, land 

and marine vehicles often have fewer controls than the degrees of freedom to be controlled. 

1.2.1 Control of nonholonomic systems 

The term "nonholonomic system" originates from classical mechanics and has its widely 

accepted meaning of "Lagrange system with linear constraints being nonintegrable". A 

mechanical system is said to be nonholonomic if its generalized velocity satisfies an equality 

condition that cannot be written as an equivalent condition on the generalized position (Wen, 

1996). Control of nonholonomic dynamic systems has formed an active area in the control 

community - see recent surveys by Kolmanovsky and McClamroch (1995), Canudas de Wit et 

al. (1996), (Murray and Sastry, 1993), and references therein for an overview and interesting 

introductory examples in this expanding area. 

It is well known that nonholonomic systems pose difficulties to feedback stabilization at the 

origin or at a given equilibrium point since the tangent linearization of these systems is 

uncontrollable. In fact, a direct application of Brockett's popular necessary condition (Brockett, 

1983) for feedback stabilization implies that nonholonomic systems cannot be stabilized by any 

stationary continuous state-feedback although they are open loop controllable. A s a 

consequence, the classical smooth control theory cannot be applied. This motivates researchers 

to seek for novel approaches. These approaches can be roughly classified into discontinuous 

feedback (Astolfi, 1996; Astolfi and Schaufelberger, 1997; Astolfi, 1998; Bloch and Drakunov, 

1996; Canudas de Wit and Sordalen, 1992; McCloskey and Murray, 1997; Sun et al., 2001; 

Hespanha et al., 1999) and time-varying feedback (Morin et al., 1998; Colbaugh and Glass, 

1998; Canudas de Wit et al., 1996; Jiang, 1996; Murray and Sastry, 1993). The discontinuous 

feedback approach often uses the state scaling originated from the a -process (Arnold and 

Novikov, 1994) and a switching control strategy to overcome the difficulty with the loss of 

controllability. The advantage is fast transient response, usually an exponential convergence 

achieved, while indeed the drawback is discontinuous in the control input. O n the other hand, 

time-varying feedback approach provides smooth/continuous controller, i.e. no switching is 
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required, however the price is slow convergence. The stability analysis is often based on linear 

time-varying system theory and Barbalat's lemma. The backstepping technique (Krstic et al., 

1995) is usually used for high-order chained form systems in both discontinuous and time-

varying approaches. Those aforementioned systems are either driftless or have weak nonlinear 

drifts. W h e n nonholonomic systems perturbed by drifts with uncertainties, robust and adaptive 

control approaches are often applied. The robust control design schemes are based on the size 

domination concept (Qu, 1998). The control is conservative when priori knowledge of 

uncertainties is poor. A class of nonholonomic systems with strong nonlinear uncertainties was 

recently considered in (Jiang, 2000). Discontinuous state and output feedback controllers were 

designed to achieve global exponential stability. However the x0 -subsystem is required to be 

Lipschitz since a constant control input w0 is used to get around the loss of controllability. The 

adaptive approach (Colbaugh et al., 1996; G e et al., 2001; Su et al., 2001; Dong and Huo, 2000) 

provides less conservative control input but increases the dynamics of the closed loop system. 

The systems studied in these papers do not allow drifts in the x0 -subsystem. A difficulty in 

designing adaptive stabilization controllers for chained systems with drifts is that the state of the 

x0-subsystem can have several zero crossings due to transient behavior of the unknown 

parameter estimate. This phenomenon causes difficulties in applying the state scaling. 

The above discussion motivates us to investigate a new solution to stabilize nonholonomic 

systems in a chained form with strong nonlinear drifts and unknown constant parameters. 

1.2.2 Control of underactuated ships and underwater vehicles 

Control of underactuated ships and autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) is a field of 

increasing interest due to its important applications such as passenger and goods transportation, 

environmental surveying, undersea cable inspection, offshore oil installations and many others. 

Recently stabilization, trajectory tracking and path following of underactuated surface ships and 

A U V s have received a lot of attention from the control community. These control problems are 

challenging due to the fact that the motion of the underactuated surface ships and A U V s 

possesses more degrees of freedom than the number of the controls under some nonintegrable 

second-order nonholonomic constraints (Wichlund et al., 1995; Pettersen, 1996; Leonard, 

1995a). In particular, the underactuated ships do not usually have an actuator in the sway axis 

while in the case of A U V s there are no actuators in the sway and heave directions. This 

configuration is by far the most common among the marine vehicles. Therefore Brockett's 

condition indicates that any continuous time-invariant feedback control law does not make the 

null solution of the underactuated surface ship and A U V dynamics asymptotically stable in the 

sense of Lyapunov. Furthermore as observed in (Sordalen and Egeland, 1995; Leonard, 

1995a,b; Pettersen, 1996), the underactuated ship and A U V system is not transformable into a 

standard chain system. Consequently, existing control schemes (Samson 1992; Samson, 1995; 
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Jiang, 1996; Jiang and Nijmeijer, 1997; Jiang and Nijmeijer, 1999a; Jiang, 2000b; Astolfi, 1996; 

Astolfi and Schaufelberger, 1997; Astolfi, 1998; Bloch et al., 1992; Bloch and Drakunov, 1996; 

Coron, 1992) developed for standard chain-form systems cannot be applied directly. 

Nevertheless, in the past few years, stabilization, trajectory tracking and path following of the 

underactuated surface ships and A U V s have been studied separately from different viewpoints. 

a) Stabilization 

A discontinuous state-feedback control law was proposed by Reyhanoglu (1997) using the <T-

process to exponentially stabilize an underactuated ship at the origin where the ship model is 

discontinuously transformed to an extended chained form system. It should be noted that under 

arbitrarily small nonvanishing environmental disturbances induced by wave, wind and ocean-

current, the closed loop system is unstable in the sense that the states go to infinity 

exponentially fast. Sordalen and Egeland (1995) developed a discontinuous time-varying 

feedback stabilizer for a nonholonomic system and applied to underactuated ships. Some local 

exponential stabilization results were reported in (Pettersen, 1996; Pettersen and Egeland, 1996) 

based on time-varying homogeneous control approach. A n application of averaging and 

backstepping techniques was proposed in (Pettersen and Nijmeijer, 1998a) to design a global 

practical controller for stabilization and tracking control of surface ships. Experimental results 

on dynamic positioning of underactuated ships were reported in (Pettersen and Fossen, 1998, 

2000). By transforming the underactuated ship kinematics and dynamics into the so-called skew 

form, some dynamic feedback results on stabilization were given in (Olfati-Saber, 2001; Behal 

et al., 2002). Aguiar and Pascoal (2001) proposed a discontinuous solution to the problem of 

steering an underactuated A U V to a point with desired orientation using the polar coordinate 

transformation motivated from the work in Aicardi et al. (1995). In Leonard (1995a), several 

control configurations were considered, and a technique for synthesizing open-loop controls was 

given. The first control scheme with dynamic A U V model taken into account was proposed in 

Leonard (1995b). A kinematic drift free model of the underwater vehicles with four control 

inputs was used to design a regulation controller in (Egeland et al., 1996). Astolfi et al. (2002) 

proposed a controller that is able to stabilize an A U V to some equilibria based on the 

interconnection and damping assignment passivity-based control approach, which has been 

successfully applied to many other mechanical systems (Ortega et al. 2002). See also Bullo 

(2000) for stabilization results of underactuated mechanical systems on Riemannian manifolds. 

Very recently, Mazenc et al. (2002) proposed a time-varying controller for stabilization of an 

underactuated ship. The control development is based on several coordinate transformations 

and a recent result on stabilizing time-varying systems in Mazenc (2002). 

b) Trajectory tracking 

Trajectory tracking here is defined as a control problem of forcing an underactuated surface ship 

or A U V to track a reference trajectory generated by a suitable vessel model, i.e. the vessel 

model that has the same parameters as the real one. Several authors have studied the tracking 
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control problem in position and orientation of underactuated surface ships. Using sliding mode 

control, output redefinition and results on tracking of nonlinear nonminimum phase system 

(Gopalswamy and Hedrick, 1993), a path controller for surface ships was proposed in Zhang et 

al. (2000). However, the convergence of the combined output does not guarantee of its 

components. A continuous time invariant state feedback controller was developed in (Godhavn 

et al., 1998) to achieve global exponential position tracking under an assumption that the 

reference surge velocity is always positive. Unfortunately, the orientation of the ship was not 

controlled. A n application of the recursive technique proposed in (Jiang and Nijmeijer, 1999a) 

for the standard chain-form systems yields a high-gain based local tracking result in (Pettersen 

and Nijmeijer, 1998b) for surface ships. The experimental results of this proposed controller 

were reported in Pettersen and Nijmeijer (2001). Based on Lyapunov's direct method and 

passivity approach (Jurdjevic and Quinn, 1979), two constructive tracking solutions of an 

underactuated surface ship were proposed in Jiang (2002). The constructive control design 

procedure exploits the inherent cascade-interconnected structure of the ship dynamics, and 

actually generated an explicit Lyapunov function whose availability might suit the need of 

robust and adaptive control design. Based on the cascaded approach (Panteley and Loria, 1998; 

Panteley and Loria, 2001), a global tracking result was obtained in (Lefeber, 2000), see also 

Lefeber et al. (2000). The stability analysis relies on the stability theory of linear time varying 

systems. For recent results on tracking of second-order chained form systems, the reader is 

referred to Aneke et al. (2002), Lizarraga and Nijmeijer (2002), and Lefeber (2000). It is 

important to note that in (Jiang, 2002; Pettersen and Nijmeijer, 1998b; Pettersen and Nijmeijer, 

2001; Lefeber, 2000), the yaw reference velocity is required to be nonzero. This assumption is 

very restrictive from a practical point of view, since a straight-line reference trajectory cannot 

be tracked. Full-state feedback straight-line tracking (way-point tracking) control was recently 

proposed in Pettersen and Lefeber (2001) for underactuated ships without environmental 

disturbance (see also Indiveri et al. (2000) for using a polar coordinate approach). In (Olfati-

Saber, 2001; Behal et al., 2002; see also Dixon et al., 2000), the authors developed a high-gain 

dynamic feedback control law to achieve global ultimate regulation and tracking of 

underactuated ships. The dynamics of closed loop system is increased due to the controller 

designed to make the state of the transformed system track the auxiliary signals generated by 

some oscillator. The same approach was extended to the case of adaptive tracking control in 

(Behal et al., 2001). It is worth mentioning that in Lee et al. (2001), a time-varying velocity 

feedback controller was proposed to achieve both stabilization and tracking of unicycle mobile 

robots at the kinematics level motivated by the work of Jiang and Nijmeijer (1997). However 

this controller cannot be extended directly to the case of underactuated ships or A U V s due to the 

nonintegrable second-order constraint. Some related independent work includes Tossaint et al., 

(2000a,b) on local H^ tracking control and output redefinition, and trajectory planning 

approach (Sira-ramirez, 1999; Toussaint et al., 2001). 
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From the above discussion, a challenging open problem remained is to design a controller that is 

able to force the underactuated ship to globally asymptotically track a reference trajectory 

generated by the suitable virtual vessel. A more difficult problem is to address a single 

controller that can achieve both stabilization and the above-mentioned tracking objective. 

c) Path following 

Path following is here defined as a control problem of forcing an underactuated ship or A U V to 

follow a specified path at a desired forward speed. Due to high dependence on the reference 

model and complicated control laws of the trajectory tracking approach, several researchers 

have studied the path following problem, which is more suitable for practical implementation. 

The problem of path following for air and underwater vehicles was introduced in Karniner et al. 

(1998) where some local results were obtained by using linearization techniques. In Wahl and 

Gilles (1999), a feedforward cancellation of simplified vessel dynamics scheme followed by a 

L Q R design was proposed to obtain local results on "track-keeping". A fourth order ship model 

in Serret-Frenet frame was used in Encarnacao et al. (2000) to develop a control strategy to 

track both straight-line and circumference under the constant ocean-current disturbance. The 

ocean-current direction was assumed to be known. A path following controller was proposed in 

Aicardi et al. (2001) by using a polar-like kinematic model, which is inspired by the solution for 

mobile robot (Aicardi et al. 1995). However, the controller was designed at the kinematic level 

with an assumption of the constant ocean-current and its direction to be known to achieve an 

adjustable boundedness of the path following error. Since ocean vehicles do not have direct 

control over velocities, a static mapping implementation might result in an unstable closed loop 

system due to nonvanishing environmental disturbances. Recently, a path following controller 

based on a transformation of the ship kinematics to Serret-Frenet frame, which was used for 

mobile robot control Samson (1995), on the path was proposed in Skjetne and Fossen (2001), 

where an acceleration feedback and linearization of ship dynamics were used. It is worth 

mentioning that in (Egerstedt and Hu, 2002; Egerstedt et al., 2001), a simple control scheme 

was proposed to make mobile robots follow a specified path using a polar coordinate 

transformation. Since the underactuated surface ships have fewer numbers of actuators than the 

to-be-controlled degrees of freedom and are subject to nonintegrable acceleration constraints, 

their dynamic models are not transformable into a system without drifts. Therefore, the above 

proposed control scheme is not directly applicable. Recently, an output maneuvering controller 

was proposed in Skjetne et al. (2002) for a class of strict feedback nonlinear systems and 

applied to maneuver fully actuated ships. In (Pettersen, 1996), a continuous, periodic time-

varying feedback control law was proposed to locally exponentially stabilize an underactuated 

underwater vehicle at the origin. W h e n the hydrodynamic restoring force in roll is large enough, 

this controller can be used without the roll control torque. However the closed loop system 

exhibits undesired oscillatory motions. In (Silvestre et al., 2002), with a notice of the trimming 

trajectories of underwater vehicles, which are helices parameterized by the vehicles' linear 
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speed, yaw rate and the path angle, some linearization technique was introduced to develop the 

so-called time-invariant generalized vehicle error dynamics and kinematics. Various controllers 

were then designed based on the gain-scheduling technique to yield some local stability result 

about the trimming trajectories. 

Therefore the design of effective controllers that achieve the path following objective for 

underactuated ships and A U V s under environmental disturbances and without knowing the 

system parameters exactly is still a challenging problem. 

d) Output feedback tracking 

Output feedback tracking control is here defined as a control problem of forcing an 

underactuated surface ship or A U V to track a reference trajectory generated by a suitable vessel 

model without using measurements of the vessel's velocities for feedback. Output-feedback 

tracking control of ocean vehicles has been solved for the fully actuated case, see for example 

Fossen and Blanke (2000); Fossen (2000); Fossen and Strand (1999b); Fossen and Grovlen 

(1998); Pettersen and Nijmeijer (1999); A a m o et al., (2001); Loria et al., (2000); D o and Pan 

(2002b). There are no currently available results of output-feedback tracking of underactuated 

ships although some results are proposed for a class of nonholonomic systems in (Jiang, 2000a; 

Jiang and Nijmeijer, 1999b), and an underactuated omni-directional intelligent navigator 

(ODIN) in (Do, Jiang, Pan and Nijmeijer 2002a). Some recent results related to the output-

feedback control of the single degree of freedom (DOF) Lagrange systems were addressed in 

(Besancon, 2000; Loria 1996) and in (Jiang and Kanellakopoulos, 2000) for a nonlinear 

benchmark system. The reader is referred to (Berghuis and Nijmeijer, 1993; Nicosia and Tomei, 

1995; Zhang, Dawson, de Queiroz and Dixon, 2000; Astolfi, 1999; Astolfi and Rapaport, 1998; 

Mazenc and Astolfi, 2000) for output feedback control of robot manipulators and rigid body 

without measurements of angular velocities. Menini and Tornambe (2002) proposed a 

semiglobal observer for mechanical systems subject to nonsmooth impacts using a standard 

nonlinear filter. Loria and Melhem (2002); Loria and Panteley (1999) proposed an exponential 

observer and output feedback controller for a special class of multi-DOF Lagrange systems 

without cross terms of quadratic velocities. The reader is also referred to Besancon et al. (1998) 

and Besancon (2000) for a state transformation approach requiring a solution of differential 

equations, which does not exist for systems of more than one degree of freedom. A different 

approach to design an observer is the use of contraction theory (Lohmiller and Slotine, 1998, 

2000; Jouffroy and Lottin, 2002). This approach has been applied to Lagrange systems with 

monotonic velocity terms but without any quadratic velocity terms. 

The main difficulty of designing an observer-based output-feedback for surface ships and 

Lagrange systems in general is because of the Coriolis matrix, which results in cross terms of 

unmeasured velocities. In addition, the underactuation of surface ships makes the output-

feedback problem much more challenging. For example, many solutions proposed for robot 

control, see Nijmeijer and Fossen (1999) and references therein, cannot directly be applied. 
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From the above discussion, an open challenging problem in controlling underactuated ships is to 

find a global output-feedback controller (i.e. the controller uses only position and orientation 

measurements) that can force the ships to track a class of reference trajectories including a 

straight-line and a circle. 

1.3 Thesis contributions and organization 

The thesis consists of 12 chapters and two appendices. The contributions are presented in three 

main parts. The first part consists of Chapters 2, 3 and 4. This part is devoted to presentation of 

new results in trajectory tracking and stabilization of underactuated ships and underactuated 

underwater vehicles. The second part consists of Chapters 5, 6, 7 and 8. This part presents new 

results in path following of underactuated ships and underwater vehicles. The third part consists 

of Chapters 9, 10 and 11. In this part, the problem of controlling mobile robots, vertical take-off 

and landing aircraft, and nonholonomic systems with strong nonlinear drifts is addressed. 

Chapter 12 summarizes the thesis and discusses future works. This chapter also discusses a 

method to extend the trajectory tracking and local path following controllers proposed in Parts 1 

and 2 to have a global path following controller, and to relax the assumptions on the mass and 

damping matrices of the ship dynamics. Mathematical models of underactuated ships and 

underwater vehicles are presented in Appendix A. Appendix B gives basic stability tools that 

are used in the thesis. The main contributions of each chapter are summarized below. 

Part I. Trajectory tracking of ships and underwater vehicles 

Chapter 2. Trajectory tracking control of underactuated ships and underwater vehicles 

under relaxed conditions 

A new methodology is presented to develop a controller for underactuated surface ships with 

only surge force and yaw moment available to globally asymptotically track a reference 

trajectory generated by a suitable virtual ship in a frame attached to the ship body. The phrase 

"relaxed conditions" means that P E (persistent excitation) conditions of the reference yaw 

velocity are relaxed in comparison with publications available in the literature discussed in the 

previous section. A s a result, the reference trajectory can be a curve including a straight-line 

and a circle. The control development is based on Lyapunov's direct method and backstepping 

technique, and utilizes several properties of ship dynamics and their interconnected structure. A 

similar approach is also presented for trajectory tracking of underactuated underwater vehicles. 

Extension to the case with actuator dynamics and/or unmeasured thruster dynamics is also 

discussed. Numerical simulations of the proposed controller and those in the recent literature 

illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed methodology. The work of this chapter has been 

partially published in (Do, Jiang and Pan, 2002a), see also Do, Pan and Jiang (2002d); Do, Pan 

and Jiang (2002f). 
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Chapter 3. Universal controller for stabilization and tracking of underactuated ships 

The problem of designing a universal controller for underactuated surface ships with only surge 

force and yaw moment is addressed. The term "universal" means a single controller that 

achieves stabilization and tracking simultaneously. The proposed controller guarantees the 

global asymptotical convergence of the regulation and tracking errors to the origin. 

Furthermore, the reference trajectory is allowed to be a curve including a straight-line, a path 

approaching to the origin, or just a set-point. The work has been published in (Do, Jiang and 

Pan, 2002b). 

Chapter 4. Global output-feedback tracking control of underactuated ships 

A new global output-feedback controller is developed for tracking control of an underactuated 

surface ship with only surge force and yaw moment available and without measurements of 

velocities. The reference trajectory to be tracked is allowed to be a curve including a straight-

line and a circle or a combination of these special cases. The new result is facilitated by: (1) 

deriving a coordinate transformation to cancel the velocity cross terms in the ship dynamics to 

design a global exponential velocity observer; (2) introducing a key coordinate transformation 

to transform the tracking errors interpreted in a frame attached to the virtual ship, to a triangular 

form, to which the backstepping technique can be applied. The work has been submitted for 

possible publication in (Do, Jiang and Pan, 2002k). 

Part II. Path following of ships and underwater vehicles 

Chapter 5. Robust global stabilization of underactuated ships on a linear-course: State 

and output feedback 

State and output-feedback controllers that force underactuated ships to globally ultimately 

follow a straight-line under environmental disturbances induced by wave, wind and ocean 

current are developed. W h e n there are no environmental disturbances, the controllers are able to 

drive the yaw angle and cross-tracking error to zero asymptotically. Based on the backstepping 

technique and some technical lemmas introduced for a nonlinear system with non-vanishing 

disturbances, a full state-feedback controller is designed. A nonlinear observer is developed to 

globally exponentially estimate these states from the yaw angle and sway displacement. Using 

the approach in the state-feedback controller design and the observer, an output-feedback 

controller is then developed. The work has been published in (Do, Jiang and J. Pan, 2003c), see 

also Do, Pan and Jiang (2003). 

Chapter 6. Robust path following of underactuated ships using Serret-Frenet frame 

State and output-feedback controllers that force an underactuated surface ship to follow a 

predefined path at a constant forward speed controlled by the main thruster system under the 

presence of environmental disturbances induced by wave, wind and ocean-current are 
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developed. The solution is originated from an observation that it is reasonable in practice to 

steer a vessel such that it is on the reference path, and its total velocity is tangent to the path. It 

is also realistic to assume that the vessel travels along the path with a constant forward speed 

controlled by the main thruster control system. The path-following errors are first interpreted in 

a Serret-Frenet frame. The controller is then synthesized based on Lyapunov's direct method 

and backstepping technique. The stability analysis is based on a technical lemma developed for 

a nonlinear cascade system with nonvanishing disturbances. A similar approach is applied to 

design an output-feedback by introducing a new nonlinear observer to estimate the sway and 

yaw velocities. The work has been submitted for possible publication in (Do, Jiang and Pan, 

20021). 

Chapter 7. Robust adaptive path following of underactuated ships using polar coordinates 

A nonlinear robust adaptive control strategy is developed to force an underactuated surface ship 

to follow a predefined path at a desired speed, despite the presence of environmental 

disturbances induced by wave, wind and ocean-current, and unknown ship's parameters. The 

solution is originated from an observation that long-distance navigation tasks are usually carried 

out by traveling via way-points. It is reasonable in practice to steer a vessel such that it is in a 

tube of nonzero adjustable diameter centered on the reference path, and moves along the path 

with a desired speed. The path-following errors are first interpreted using polar coordinates. The 

proposed controller is then designed using Lyapunov's direct method and the popular 

backstepping and parameter projection techniques. Interestingly, it is shown that the developed 

control strategy is easily extendible to situations of practical importance such as parking and 

point-to-point navigation. Extension to the case of output-feedback, i.e. only ship position and 

orientation measurements are available for feedback, is also investigated. The work has been 

accepted for publication in Do, Jiang and Pan (2003a); see also Do, Jiang and Pan (2002h). 

Chapter 8. Robust and adaptive path following for underactuated autonomous 

underwater vehicles 

A nonlinear robust adaptive control strategy to force a six degrees of freedom underactuated 

underwater vehicle with only four actuators to follow a predefined path at a desired speed 

despite of the presence of environmental disturbances and vehicle's unknown physical 

parameters is presented in this chapter. The path-following errors are first interpreted in polar 

coordinates. The controller is then designed using Lyapunov's direct method, the popular 

backstepping and parameter projection techniques. The closed-loop path-following errors 

asymptotically converge to an adjustable radius ball centered on the path. Interestingly, it is 

shown that our developed control strategy is easily extendible to situations of practical 

importance such as parking and point-to-point navigation. Numerical simulations are provided 

to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed methodology for path following of underactuated 
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underwater vehicles. The proposed control method is directly applicable to parking and point-

to-point navigation. The work has been submitted for possible publication in (Do, Jiang and 

Pan, 2002j). 

Part III. Control of mobile robots, VTOL aircraft and nonholonomic systems 

Chapter 9. Output-feedback tracking and path following of mobile robots 

This chapter shows that the methodologies developed in the previous chapters for surface ships 

and underwater vehicles can be readily applied to control of mobile robots. In particular, w e 

present a time-varying global output-feedback controller that solves both tracking and 

stabilization simultaneously, and a path following controller for mobile robots with only 

position and orientation measurements at the torque level. A passive observer is designed to 

globally exponentially estimate the unmeasured velocities based on a coordinate transformation 

that cancels the velocity quadratic terms. The controller synthesis is based on Lyapunov's direct 

method and backstepping technique. A part of the work has been accepted for publication in Do, 

Jiang and Pan (2003b) 

Chapter 10. Global tracking control of a VTOL aircraft without velocity 

measurements 

This chapter presents an application of the methodology developed for the ship trajectory 

tracking control in Chapter 4 to design a nonlinear output-feedback controller to force a non-

minimum phase, underactuated vertical take-off and landing (VTOL) aircraft to globally 

asymptotically track a reference trajectory generated by a reference model. The control 

development is based on a global exponential observer, some global coordinate transformations, 

Lyapunov's direct method and the popular backstepping technique. Interestingly, the proposed 

methodology also yields new results for the previously studied problems of stabilization and 

output tracking or regulation. The work has been submitted for possible publication in Do, Jiang 

and Pan (2002p) 

Chapter 11. Adaptive global stabilization of nonholonomic systems with strong nonlinear 

drifts 

A new input-to-state scaling scheme is first introduced to transform a class of nonholonomic 

systems in a chained form with strong nonlinear drifts and unknown constant parameters into a 

strict feedback form. The backstepping technique is then applied to design a global adaptive 

stabilization controller. A switching strategy based on the control input magnitude and the time 

is derived to get around the phenomenon of uncontrollability. Simulation examples validate the 

effectiveness of the proposed controller. The work has been published in (Do and Pan, 2002a). 
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Parti 

Trajectory tracking of ships and underwater vehicles 
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Chapter 2 

Trajectory tracking control of underactuated ships and 

underwater vehicles under relaxed conditions 

In this chapter, a method is developed to design a controller for underactuated surface ships 

with only surge force and yaw moment available to globally asymptotically track a reference 

trajectory generated by a suitable virtual ship in a frame attached to the ship body. The phrase 

"relaxed conditions" means that PE (persistent excitation) conditions of the reference yaw 

velocity are relaxed in comparison with publications available in the literature (Jiang, 2002; 

Lefeber, 2000; Pettersen and Nijmeijer, 2001). As a result, the reference trajectory is allowed to 

be a curve including a straight-line and a circle. In addition, a new solution to global K-

exponential tracking as in the previous works is also obtained. The control development is 

based on Lyapunov's direct method and backstepping technique, and utilizes passive property 

of ship dynamics and their interconnected structure. A similar approach is also presented for 

trajectory tracking of underactuated underwater vehicles. Numerical simulations of the 

proposed controllers and those in the recent literature illustrate the effectiveness of the 

proposed controllers. 

2.1 Trajectory tracking of underactuated ships 

2.1.1 Problem formulation 

For convenience of the reader, the mathematical model of the underactuated ship moving in 

surge, sway and yaw, see Appendix A, is rewritten as 

x = u cos(y) - v sin(yO, 
y = u sin(yO + v cos(yO, 
Y = r, 

m „ d.. 1 
u=—vr ^u + T„, r 2 n 

mn mn mn \^-1) 
m., d,~ 

v = —ur — v, 
m22 m22 

. (mn-m22) d33 1 
r-ZZ—U 22£M V 33_r + T s 

m33 m33 m33 

where x, y and \]/ are the surge displacement, sway displacement and yaw angle in the earth-
fixed frame, u, v and r denote surge, sway and yaw velocities respectively. The positive 

constant terms ds and m ^ , l < 7 < 3 denote the hydrodynamic damping and ship inertia 

including added mass in surge, sway and yaw, respectively. The available controls are the surge 

force T„ and the yaw moment xr. Since the sway control force is not available, the ship model 
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(2.1) is underactuated. The tracking control problem is to force the underactuated ship to track a 

reference trajectory generated by a virtual ship as 

xd = ud cos(V0) ~
 vd sin(V</), 

yd = uds\n(\j/d) + vdcos{\i/d), 

Wd=rd, 

"hi du 1 
— vdrd U-ud+ T„,, (2.2) 

vd= udrd vd, 

m,, mil ra,, 

UhLt, r
 d^ 

udrd 

"hi "hi 

_(mll-m22) _dyL J_ 
'd ~ UdVd 'd ̂  ''rd 

m33 rni-i mi3 

where all variables have similar meaning as in system (2.1) for the virtual reference ship. In this 

chapter, we propose a novel method to design a controller such that it forces the ship model 

(2.1) to globally asymptotically track a reference trajectory generated by a virtual ship 

described by (2.2) under the following assumption. 

Assumption 2.1. 

1) The reference signals ud, rd, ud,iid and rd are bounded. 

2) One of the following conditions holds: 

(i) There exists a positive constant ar such that, for any pair of (t0,t), 0 < t0 < t < °°, 

\r2d(x)dT:>ar(t-h). (2.3) 
'o 

(ii) There exist constants C ™ n > 0, %\ - 0 and %i > 0 sucn that 

ar--\uAt)\,md\rd(t)\<xle-
X2('-'''), Vr>r0>0. (2.4) 

Note that a PE condition similar to (2.3) is also required in (Lefeber, 2000; Pettersen and 

Nijmeijer, 2001; Jiang, 2002) and that (2.4) implies that the sign of ud(t) remains unchanged. 

However, we only require either (2.3) or (2.4) satisfied. Assumption 2.1 is quite realistic from a 

practical point of view. Roughly speaking, either rd or ud is allowed to approach to zero. W h e n 

both rd and ud are equal to zero, the tracking problem becomes stabilizing (2.1) and cannot be 

solved by any time invariant smooth feedback. It is also noted that the exponential vanishing of 

rd in (2.4) can be easily replaced by j|rd(_)|df < #, 0 <#<<*>, see Chapter 3. 
o 

In (Lefeber, 2000; Pettersen and Nijmeijer, 2001; Jiang, 2002), the coordinate transformation of 

the form (z, =cos(y0x+sin(y)y,z2 =-sin(y)x+cos(y0;y, z- =w) was used for both (2.1) and 

(2.2), then different controllers were designed for the resulting tracking error system. 
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Consequently, the reference yaw velocity rd must satisfy P E conditions of various kinds. 

Hence, the way-point tracking is excluded from consideration. In addition, the physical 

meaning of the tracking errors is less clear. To overcome the above-mentioned drawbacks, w e 

introduce the position and orientation errors (x-xd,y-yd, y-yfd) in a frame attached to the 

ship body. This results in the error coordinates as 

Xe 

ye 

We 

cos(\ff) sin(y) 0 

-sin(y) cos(y) 0 

0 0 1 

x xd 
y-yd 
¥~¥d 

(2.5) 

W e also define the velocity tracking errors as ue=u — ud, ve=v-vd and re = r-rd. Then 

w e have 

K =«. -ud(cos(y/e)-l)-vd sm(y/e)+ reye + rdye, 

ye=
ve- vd (c°s(ve) -1) + K, sin(ve) - rexe -rdxe, 

¥e=re, 

d^ 1 

ra,, 

"hi "n 

u. = vr u + 
-T.-«„, 

ra, ra,, (2.6) 

v, = — 
ra,, ra,, 

= uerd (ue +ud)re -
"hi 

(m„-ra,2) 

122 

"hi 

uv-
*33 

r+-
1 

ra^ 

-T -r. 

•Ve> 

m33 m33 m33 

It is now clear that the tracking problem of underactuated surface ships becomes the one of 

stabilizing (2.6). In particular, w e design explicit expressions for xu and xr such that 

|X.(0|^rp.(«b)|)«'/,(^). 'o^O, XMeiK\ with Xe=[xe, ye, y/e, «,, v„, ref, y 

being a class-AT function are designed, and fl being a nonnegative continuous decreasing 

function of |(Xe(f0)|. W h e n Assumption 2.1 satisfies with (2.3), it can be shown that fl is a 

positive constant, i.e. global AT-exponential tracking, see Appendix B for a definition of K-

exponential stability, is achieved. 

2.1.2 Control design 

In this section, a procedure to design a global asymptotic stabilizer for the tracking error system 

(2.6) is presented. The triangular structure of (2.6) suggests us to design the actual controls 

Tu and rr in two stages. First, w e design the virtual velocity controls ue and re to globally 

asymptotically stabilize xe, ye, y/e and ve at the origin. Based on the backstepping technique, 

control T H and Tr will be then designed to force the error between the virtual velocity controls 

and their actual values exponentially to go to zero. 

By looking at (2.6), w e can directly see that xe and y/e can be stabilized by ue and re. There 

are several options to stabilize ye. W e can either use re, ve or y/e • If re is directly used, the 
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control design will be extremely complicated since re enters all of the three equations of (2.6). 

In addition, re couples with xe and ye in the first and second equations of (2.6) respectively. 

This causes difficulties in obtaining a global solution. O n the other hand, the use of v. to 

stabilize ye will result in an undesired feature of vehicle control practice, namely the vehicle 

will slide in the sway direction. Hence w e will choose y/e to stabilize the sway error ye. This 

also coincides with the ship control practice as described in Pettersen and Lefeber (2001): a 

good helmsman will use the ship course angle rather than the use the ship sway velocity to steer 

the ship. Toward this end, we define the following coordinate 

( 

ze=yse+asm 
kudye 

Ji+J+y2-
(2.7) 

where k is a positive constant satisfying: 

kUd™<k, (2.8) 

for some positive constant k* < 1 to be chosen later in the stability analysis. M™3* denotes the 

maximum value of \ud\. It is seen that (2.7) is well defined and convergence of xe, ze and ye 

to zero implies that of yre. Using (2.7) instead of ze=yre+kye, we avoid the ship whirling 

around for large ye. It is also different from the one in (Koditschek, 1987; Jiang and Nijmeijer, 

1997), which resulted in local tracking for mobile robots. By using the coordinate (2.7), the 

ship error dynamics (2.6) are rewritten as 

xe=ue+ ud (1 -G5e) + kudvdyetUel + reye +rdye + px, 

^ =K +Vd(l-®e)-ku2dye®el ~ *_*, ~ Ve + Py , 

ve =-ccve-Puerd-p(ue +ud)re, 

ie =(--kudts;2
lxe)re +tn;2

l(Pz + pu)-kudxeyetn;2
1tu2lae, 

"hi dn 1 
Ue =—

Vr—^-(Me +".) + — T„ ~Ud, 
"hi "hi "hi 

(2.9) 

ra,, — m-^ d3, , . 1 

ra,3 ra,3 m33 

Tr->_, 

where, for notational simplicity, we have defined a = d22/m22, p = mli/m22, 

Px=-((cos(ze)-l)ud +sm(ze)vd)aje -(sin(z>rf -(cos(ze)-l)vd)kudyetBel, 

P> = ~((cos(zJ - l)vd - sm(ze)ud ) © « " (sin(^)v, + (cos(ze) - \)ud )kudyelDel, 

Pz = kudPy -kudye {xepx + yepy)K, 

Pu =k»dve+kudvd(l-C3e)-k
2udyelBel -kudrdxt +kudye - (2.10) 

to/Bljy^xjj +xeud(l-GJe) + kudVdGelxeye + yeve + yevd(l-GJe)-hifaiy
2
e), 

*A = p+x^+yy m'2 = V^+a-^rt)2)^2, me = tneltue2 
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with ude and ue being defined in (2.12). Before designing the control laws, Tu and xr, we note 

from (2.8) that 

0<1-*,<1—^-Jto, (2.11) 
®el 

This allows us to design global control laws xu and xr to asymptotically stabilize (2.9). The 

control design consists of two steps as follows. 

Step 1. At this step, we define the following virtual control errors 

ue=ue-u
d
e and ?e = re-rf (2.12) 

where ue and rf are the virtual velocity controls of ue and re, respectively. 

The virtual surge and yaw velocity controls are chosen as 

ude=-Kxe+k2rdye and rf=r
d+rfe (2.13) 

where 

Pu (2-14) 
U5e2-kudxe 

rfe = - - ; (k3GJe2ze + pz) (2.15) 
U5e2-kudxe 

and kt,i = l, 2,3, are positive constants to be selected later. W e have written rf as a sum of 

rfe and rfe to simplify notation in the stability analysis later. 

Remark 2.1 Unlike a standard application of backstepping, in order to reduce complexity of 

the controller expressions, we have chosen a simple virtual control law ud without canceling 

the known terms. The first term in ude is used to stabilize the xe -dynamics while the second 

term plays the role of stabilizing the ye -dynamics when (2.3) holds. From (2.14) and (2.10), we 

observe that rfe is of at most linear growth in (xe,ye,ve) and with (2.15), rfe exponentially 

vanishes when ze does. This observation plays a crucial role in the stability analysis of the 

closed loop system. 

Step 2. Differentiating (2.12) along the solutions of (2.9) and (2.13) yields 

i nu-. dn 1 . ,d 
" . = — v r — l ± u + ru-ud-u

d, 
ra,, mil ra,, 

• (nt.-nu-.) d33 1 . ., 
re =____! 2 2 _ M V _ ^ L r + xr-rd-rf 

(2.16) 

m33 m33 m33 

where ud and rf are the first time derivative of ud and rf along the solution of (2.9). 

From (2.16) we choose the actual controls xu and xt without canceling the useful damping 

terms as 
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( 

*u="hl .5A-^vr + ̂ (uf+ud) + ud+u
d 

"hi m. (2.17) 

xr=m33 
~ _ (ra,, -ra,,) d33 , d . . -d 

S2re - - ^ ^ M V + -2-(rf +rd) + rd+re 
m33 m33 

where <5, and <52 are positive constants to be chosen later. We now state our main result, 

whose proof is given in the next section. 

Theorem 2.1 Assume that the reference signals (xd,yd,\f/d,vd) are generated by the virtual 

ship model (2.2) and that the reference velocities (ud,rd) satisfy Assumption 2.1. If the state-

feedback control law (2.17) is applied to the ship system (2.1) then the tracking errors 

(x(t)-xd(t),y(t)-yd(t),\i/(t)-y/d(t), v(t)-vd{t)) are globally asymptotically stable at the 

origin with an appropriate choice of the design constants kt, 1 < / < 3 and Sj, j = 1,2, 

Furthermore if Assumption 2.1 holds with (2.3), the tracking errors are globally K-

exponentially stable at the origin. 

2.1.3 Proof of Theorem 2.1 

Substituting (2.13) and (2.17) into (2.9) yields the closed loop system 

Xu=fl(t,XJ + gl(t,Xle,X2eX 

X2e = f2 (t, Xu, X2e), 
(2.18) 

where Xu = x u„ re\ 

fi(t,XJ = 

-kxxe + k2rdye + ud(l-tne) + kudv/3elye + r
dye + rdye 

ve+vd(l-tUe)-ku
2
dGJelye -rdxe -rdxe 

-ocve-Pu
drd-p(u

d+ud)r
d 

(2.19) 

gl(t,Xu,X2e) = 

fi(t,Xu,X2e) = 

rLye
+reye

+px+ue 

-rfexe-rexe + py 

-Pfad +ue(ru+rfe + ?e) + (u
d +ud)(rfe + ?e)) 

-k.ze + (1 - kudxe /We2 ) re - kudxeyeW
2
eXue lG5e2' 

-{.Sl+dn/mll)ue 

-(82+d33/m33)re 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 

The time dependence in Mt,Xle),gl(t,Xle,X2e) and f2(t,Xu,X2e) results from the time 

varying reference velocities. To prove the global asymptotic stability at the origin of the closed 

loop system (2.18), w e note that (2.18) consists of two subsystems, Xu and X2e, in an 

interconnected structure. If Xle does not appear in the second equation of (2.18), w e can use 

the stability analysis approaches for cascaded systems in Panteley and Loria (2001). One might 

claim that if Xle = f(t,XJ and X2e =f2(t,Xle,X2e) are uniformly globally asymptotically 
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stable (UGAS), and the coupling term gx(t,Xu,X2e) somehow is of linear growth inX,e, then 

the closed loop system (2.18) is U G A S . However, we are interested in proving stronger stability 

properties of (2.18). Hence we present the following lemma. 

Lemma 2.1 Consider the following nonlinear system 

x = f(t,x) + g(t,x,£(t)) (2.22) 

where xe 9T,£(f)e SRm, f{t,x) is piecewise continuous in t and locally Lipschitz in x. Assume 

that 

Cl. There exists a proper function V(t,x) satisfying: 

c,H2 <V(t,x)<c2\\x(, l^-(tJ<c3\\x\\, 

dV dV + ̂ -f(t,x) < -/, (t)\\x\f -12 (f)-J__L Ci > o,/ = 1,2,3 

where the pair /,(f) and l2(t) satisfy one of the following conditions: 

(I) ['l^dx^it-toXrj^O, and /2(f)>0, V. >.0 > 0 , 

(77) 0 < 772 < Z2 (r) < oo, and |/, (t)\ < p^*™, p, > 0, p 2 > 0, Vr > r0 > 0, 

C2. g(t,x,i;(t)) grows linearly in x: 

Ig(r,^(0)|<(^+A8H)|^(Ol,^^0,i = l,2, 

C3. £,(t) vanishes globally exponentially: 

||(/)|| < 70 (|$(A>)||)«"
ff,<|U*). <?Q>0,Vt>tQ>0, with y0 being a class-Kfunction. 

Then, the solution x(t) of (2.22) is GAS in the sense that 

|x(Ol<r(I(^o)^ao))||)^(<7l"2X,"o)> V*>*0>0, <7,>0 (2.23) 

where y is a class-K function, <J2 is a nonnegative continuous decreasing function of 

|(jc(fo)>£0o))|' and tne constant cr, > 0 if Cl holds with (I). It can be understood that £(.) is 

generated from a globally K- exponentially stable dynamic system. 

Proof of L e m m a 2.1 W e first consider the case of Cl satisfying (I). From conditions Cl, C 2 

and C3, w e have 

at ox ox 

•c3 
< _ _ _ _ v + 

c2 

By defining K(t) = yjV(t), we can rewrite (2.24) as 

(l 1 ^ (2-24) 

yci 
r0ii\^oi)e~^'-'

a) 
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*«)< 
1 2Vci 2c2 2c, 

(2.25) 

An application of Lemma B.4 in to (2.25) yields (2.23) readily. It is of interest to note that in 

this case, the system (2.22) is GES due to independence of a, in (2.23) on ||(*(fo).£(*o))| • 

W e now move to the case of Cl satisfying (II). W e first show that x(t) is bounded for all 

t > t0 > 0. From conditions Cl, C2 and C3, we have 

V < Ple-»™ \\xf -l2(t)^L= + c3 W(A, + K \\4)Yo (U(t0)\)e-°^ 

VHMI 

<c, -^jV+rh-V 

(2.26) 

v^ 
A „-Pi<-'-'oh Y0{^(t0)\\)e-

a^+^e-
p^V 

From (2.26), it is not hard to show that the solution x(t) is bounded by 

||x(f)||<&(||(;t(f0),£(r0))||) with b being a class-K
- function. By utilizing this bound and (II) of 

Cl, w e can rewrite the first line in (2.26) as 

V< li V + c. 
,Vl+P" '{yfc 

J^Jy- . *-
\ 

+-^V r0(||^(r0)|)^
('-'o)+^-^('-'°V. (2.27) 

By defining K(t) = yjv(t), we rewrite (2.27) as follows 

( 

*(;)<-
Vi 

2cJl+b2 2c, **(<.»« 
o('-'o) A c-Pi(t-ta) 

2c, 
K(t)+^L y0^(t0)l)e-^\ (2.28) 

2̂ /c, 

Again, an application of L e m m a B.4 to (2.28) yields (2.23) readily. 

W e now view our closed loop system (2.18) as a form of the system studied in L e m m a 2.1 with 

X,e(l) as x(t), X2e(f) as t;(t) . In the following, w e will show that the closed loop system 

(2.18) satisfies all the conditions Cl, C 2 and C3. 

2.1.3.1 Verifying condition Cl 

To verify condition Cl of L e m m a 2.1 for the system 

we take the following Lyapunov function 

Vi=\x2e+±y
2
e+*±(ve+k5ye)

2 

(2.29) 

(2.30) 

where k4 and k5 are positive constants to be chosen later. The first time derivative of (2.30) 

along the solution of (2.29) satisfies 

Vi=~klx
2-pk2kik5rd

ly2e -ku2d(l+k4k
2)GJely

2-k4(a-k5)v
2
e +M (2.31) 

where 
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M =k2rdxeye+(X-U5e)(udxe+k4k5vd{ve + k5ye) + vdye) + kudvdtUelxeye -k1k4Pr]yeve -
kMudaelyeve-Pk4(ve+k5ye)(k2rdye+ud)r

d. 

and we have chosen 

/3&,-A:5=0 and l-k4(a-k5)k5 =0 (2.33) 

to cancel some common terms. In addition, we note that 

(kujfy^ 

yl^+xj+yl ^ + xl + y2e(yll+x
2
e+y

2
e+^l+x

2 + (l-(kud)
2)y2) 

yll + x2eHl-(.kud)
2)y2e ,l\ + x2 + v2-.^\ kudxe l-k. 

yll + x2e+(l-(kud)
2)y2 

(2.34) 

W e now write M = M, + ̂ T Ni,, where 
i=i 

M , = v.**?, +(l-CJe)(Mrfxe + M5vrf(ve + k5ye) + vdye) + kudvdGJelxeye -k2k4Pr
2yeve -

k4k5ku
2
d(Delyeve, 

Ni =-^2k4rdyever
d,N2=-Pk4udverfe,N3 = -Pk2k4k5rdy

2rd,N4 =-Pk4k5rdyerfe. 

Applying (2.34) and the completing square to (2.35) yields 

(2.35) 

1 ii 
M , <—{k2 +ku2 + kv])x2 + fee, + pk2k4e2)r

2y2 + (2k£l + 2kk4k5£3) f " ^ = + 
fi+Se+ye 

k(l + k4k
2)\udv0 ye 

V1+^+rf 
"̂4"~5V</ , Pk2k4rd kk4k5ud 

1 1 

2 A 

4e, 4e, 4e, 
2 

V,, 

(2.36) 

/V,< 
JLI nf\l\tA*T» 

l-k. 
\ud

r
d\ 

(( 

fi-kl 
• + \uJrA + -
> """ 4e, 

•2 

•y 1 AC* 

/3.:2*4 
f / 

« + k v r f | ) ) ) v e
2
+ ^ fee, 3 +A:, + £, + 2k\ul \ + V, T^ A,2 

^ ^ 
+ \u,v. 

d"d\ 1 + k2e7 
1 1 

r
dye> 

N2 <^- 2u2 +u2\rd\£l +^-(k
2u2v2d+2kud+u

2
d +kxu] +k2u]r

2 + k.2ud+kudv
2
d+kt

lu2dv
2
d) 

(2.37) 

v2 + 

Pkkyd\rd\x2 [ Pk4e3k 
( 

(l-fc,)4e, e l-k. 
3k2+2kud + 

yji^kl 
•+k{+k2+k 

2 2 

We 
V1+*2+rf' 

(2.38) 

N3< 
LJ tC'yfCA'^'Cn' 

l-k. 

2e-
\ 

L) /CA /*< nrnKi 

l-k. 

Ji-kl 
2k\udrd\ 

Jl^kJ 

• + KI + *aK| 
2 2 p k2k4k5k 

r
dye

 + 

1-*. 

W j 
\ 

Vi^i 
•+^ik| iy.+ 

+ ̂ 2fcvrf| + ̂ 2 +^\rdvd\ + k2\u^v, *d'dvd\ 

2 2 _| Pk2k4k5ku
2
dv) 

y/l + xj+yj (l-k.)2e2-Jl^kT' 
(2.39) 
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<pjc4kLku^_ 2 pk4k5ku] l x, | pk4k5ku
2
d£12 21 i w K l K|y' | 

4"l-*. 2c/' 1-*. 4e, < 1-fc 'y' (l-k.)-Jl^k2 Jl + x2+y2e 

pkAk5k 
l-k. Jl-k? 

1 = + 2k1. \vd I + 2kud +kx + &2|rrf| + A:
2|w(/| + .c|Mi/vJ + l 

"\ 2 2 

udye 
Ji+xl + y, 

Substituting (2.32) with (2.36)-(2.40) into (2.31) yields 

Vx <-^{t)x
2
e-^(t)y

2
e- ^ y ' -^t)v2e 

yll + x2 + y2 

(2.40) 

(2.41) 

where 

VLx(t) = k i - — 
4e, 

( 

ki+H+H+^Mj
k^l 

l-k. l-k. 

fhiti) = fhniOrj -H2l2(t)\rd\, 

Hm(t) p k2k4(lc5 £2) fc2e. 
Pk2k 2 "-4 

l-k. 
k£. 3 + fc, +k2 +2k \ud 

1 I I 

+ / r+K/M 

Vi-*2 
+ k2£. 

fj J^^Aj 

l-k, 

2k£-

limit) = 
IJ /CJIKAKH 

^Ji^k; 

k\uA 
l-k. ^ k l 

• + k ]ud \ + kk2 \ud 

• + kkl \ud\ 

P k4k5kud£x 
l-k. 

Un (0 = //22, (f)u] - fl221 (?) \ud |, 

M221 (0 = *(1 + k4k
2) ~ 2k£x - 2k4k5k£3 -

P k4£3k 
f 

l-k. 

\ 

3£2+2Jfc..2 + 
yll^k2 

+ k, +k, +k t, 1 IVj 

LI ACJ Afe/C^/C 

l-k. 

pk4k5k 

2k\udrd\ 
+ k2\rdvd\ + k.

2+k\rdvd\ + k
2\udrdvd\ 

l-k. ji^kl 2
 +2k. \vd\ + 2kud +kx + k2\rd\ + k?\ud\ + k\udvd\ + l 

H2At) = W + k4k
2)\vd\ + 

Pk4k5k\u 
{l-Q-Jl^k2' 

. q O - M t t - * , ) - -**4*sV' Pk2k*r< **4*sl<' Pk2k4k5ku
2
d Pk4k^h^__Pk2KlL 

4e3 4e2 4e3 (l-k.)2£2Jl^kJ l-k, 2e3 " l-k. * 

'\u r\ 1 ( -2 Y\ 

/3*4* 

1-A. 
2"_ + "_ h^, + ^ - ( ^ M + 2*Mj +M,

2 H-fc.u2 +A:2Mjr; + *
2
Mj - H ^ 2 + ^ v j ) 

(2.42) 
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for some positive constants £,, / = 1,2,3. The time dependence of p,, p21, p2 2 and p 3 is due 

to the time varying reference velocities. Hence condition Cl is satisfied if there exist positive 

constants k4 and k5, and the design constants k, &, and k2 such that the following conditions 

satisfied. 

a) fa£"</c<l, pkx-k5=0, l-k4(a-k5)k5=0, p,(0>p;,P3(0^^,Vr>0, 

b) p221(_) > 0, fi2Uar -fi2l2r^ -ii^u^ ^ tii >if (2-3) holds, see Assumption 2.1, 

c) p22(0 > p2 2, if (4) holds, see Assumption 2.1, 

where p*, p21, p22 and fi3 are some positive constants, p^12 andp^2 are the values of 

p2,,(f) andp2,2(.) with the maximum values of |«d(0|51"_(0| and \rd(t)\ substituted in, /-J
nax 

denotes the maximum value of |r,| . W e now need to show that such the above constants 
I " I 

always exist. From the second and third equations of the condition a), we have 

it, =k5/p,k5 =al2-yja2IA-llk4 . (2.43) 

It is noted that w e take k5 = a/2-*Ja
2 / 4-1/k4 instead of k5=a/2 + yja2 /4-l/k4 since we 

want to have a small k5 for the condition Pj(f) > p,* > 0. W e choose k4>4la
2 to make k5 real 

positive, and set k2 =8k with 8 being a small positive constant, say 8 < max(«Jiax,«Jlx,rjIiax), 

with u^ being the maximum of \ud\. By observing from all functions p.(f),/= 1,21,22,3 that 

their negative parts have k as a factor, and that the mass including added mass in the sway 

dynamics,w22, is always larger than that in the surge dynamics,ra,,, for surface ships, i.e. 

P < 1, therefore we can always find a positive constant k or even k = 0 such that the 

conditions a) and b) hold with some small ej >0,/ = l,2,3. For simplicity, one can take ei = P . 

In fact, k = 0 results in the controllers proposed in Jiang (2002) and Lefeber (2000) (with 

nonzero k2 selected). However if k = 0 the condition c) cannot be satisfied. Hence w e should 

choose k to be a small positive constant. Note that a small k automatically implies a small it.. 

The value of this constant should be reduced if the reference yaw, rd, and surge, ud, velocities 

and surge acceleration, ud, are large. The physical meaning of this interpretation is that the 

distance from the ship to the point it aims to track should be increased if the velocities are large 

otherwise the ship will miss that point due to high velocities. Furthermore if a is small, k5 is 

automatically small. This physically means that if the damping in the sway is small, the control 

gain in the surge dynamics should be also small otherwise the ship will slide in the sway 

direction. This can be mathematically seen from expression of p3(f). Due to complicated 

expressions of p,(?)> we give a simple procedure to choose the design constants fe,and k2 

rather than present their complex explicit expressions. 
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Vx* 

1) Pick a small positive constant k, say k K K m z K i u ™ , ^ , * ™ ) , 5 such that 

5 < m a x ( « r , O and set ̂  = 5* , fc4 = 4/a
2. 

2) Substitute (2.43) into p,(Oand slowly increase k and k4 until all conditions a), b) and c) 

hold with arbitrarily positive constants p,\ p21, p22 and p 3 . 

Once conditions a), b) and c) hold, the design constant fc, is calculated from (2.43) and 

k2=8k . Based on the above choice of design constants, it directly follows that 

'-M -(ft",rf -ftvr - ^ > r ) ^ 2 -w2, if o) hows, 
* 2 (2 44) 

-p>2 - , ̂ f 2 -P3V
2 +(|/i211(0|z, +|/i21.(0|)^-

ZiCMk)y.2, if (4) holds. 
yji+xl+y; 

It is now seen that condition Cl of L e m m a 2.1 follows readily from (2.44) since the last term in 

the second line of (2.44) is linear in y] and its coefficient exponentially vanishes, see also 

proof of L e m m a 2.1. 

Remark 22. When the reference surge and sway velocities and surge acceleration are very 

large, the above procedure will result in very small control gains k, kt and k2, which will give 

very slow convergence. Hence it is suggested that for large ud, rd and ud, the control gains 

k, kx and k2 should be chosen such that either conditions a) and b) or a) and c) hold to improve 

the convergence. The trade-off is that some "switches" in the control gains for different 

reference trajectories will occur. 

2.1.3.2 Verifying condition C2 

W e need to show that gx(t,Xu,X2e) satisfies condition C2. It can be seen that: 

tUe £_, kudmelye<k\ |sin(ze)/ze| <1, \(cos(ze)-l)/ze\ < 1 . (2.45) 

From (2.10) and (2.45), it is not hard to show that: 

Ŵ l + **)(kl+M)W> k,|^(l+^)(kl+|v_|)|^| , \Pz\<k*(2\Py\+\Px\). (2.46) 

Applying (2.46) to (2.18) and noting Remark 2.1 yield the condition C 2 readily. 

2.1.3.3 Verifying condition C3 

This condition is verified by showing that the X2e -subsystem is GES. Take the following 

quadratic function 

V2=0.5(z
2
e+u

2
 + rf). (2.47) 

Differentiating (2.47) along the solution of the X2e -subsystem satisfies 

V,
2<-(fc3-1.5)z

2-(51+^1/m11-0.5K
2-(52+^3/ra33-l)r£

2<-p2K2 (2.48) 
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where p 2 = min(2(fc3-1.5),2(<5, + dn/mll-0.5),2(82 + d33l m33-l)). 

Thus it suffices to choose the design constants &3,<5, and 82 such that 

Iks > 1.5, 5, > 0.5, <52>1 . (2.49) 

Hence condition C 3 follows from (2.48). W e have thus verified all the conditions of L e m m a 

C.2. Therefore the closed loop system (2.18) is globally asymptotically stable at the origin. 

Remark 2.3. From the proof of Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 2.L it is seen that when the yaw 

reference velocity rd satisfies the P E condition as stated in Assumption 2.1, the tracking error 

system is globally exponentially stable. This is the case reported in (Lefeber, 2000; Pettersen 

and Nijmeijer, 2001; Jiang, 2002) based on different approaches. Therefore the results in those 

papers are a special case of the result in Theorem 1. 

2.1.4 Simulations 

This section validates the control laws (2.17) by simulating them on a monohull ship with the 

length of 32 m, mass of 118xl03 kg and other parameters given in Appendix A. From the ship 

parameters, w e have a = 0.54, P = 0.55. The reference signals are taken as follows: 

xud—^u~
miivd

r
d with xrd =~("hi~mii)udrd f°r the first ^0 seconds and 

xrd =-(m,, —m22)udrd +0.k/33 for the last 50 seconds. This choice means that the reference 

trajectory is a straight line for the first 50 seconds and a circle with a radius of 10 m for the last 

50 seconds. W e first pick & = 0.02,£4 =13.9 then increase these constants until conditions a), 

b) and c) hold. W e have 

fc = 0.1,fc,=0.34,jt2=0.1,fc3=2,£4=15.26,£5=0.19,5,=5,52=5. The initial conditions are 

chosen as [x(0),y(0),VA(0),«(0),v(0),r(0)] = [l5m,15m,0.7 rad.Oms'^.Sms^Orads"1]. The 

reference trajectory is generated by a virtual ship with the initial conditions as 

[xd (0), yd (0),\i/d (0), ud (0), vd (0), rd (0)] = [0.5m, 0.5m, 0.2 rad, 1ms
1, 0ms', Orads'1 ] . 

The simulation results are plotted in Figure 2.1. It can be seen from this figure that the tracking 

errors asymptotically converge to zero as proven in Theorem 2.1. For comparison, w e also 

simulate the controller proposed in Jiang (2002) with the same initial conditions and reference 

trajectory in Figure 2.2. It is clearly seen that the controller proposed in Jiang (2002) cannot 

track the straight-line as discussed in Section 2.1. It should be noted that the controllers 

proposed in (Pettersen and Nijmeijer, 2001; Lefeber, 2000) also result in similar nonzero errors 

although they were designed based on different approaches. 
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Figure 2.1. Simulation results of the controller proposed in this chapter. 
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Figure 2.2. Simulation results of Jiang (2002) controller. 

In Figures 2.1 and 2.2, Top: Convergence of tracking errors: x—xd: solid, y — yd: dash, 

W~¥d '• dash-dot. Bottom. Tracking trajectory in (x,y) plane, (x,y): solid, (xd,yd): dash, JC-

axis: horizontal, y-axis: vertical. 
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2.2 Trajectory tracking of underactuated underwater vehicles 

2.2.1 Mathematical model 

By ignoring the roll motion, the mathematical model of an underactuated underwater vehicle 

can be described as, see Appendix A: 

-Kinematics 

x = cos(y/) cos(0)u - sin(i//)v + sin(0) cos(y/)w, 

y = sin(y/) cos(0)u + cos(i//> + sin(0) sin(yO w, 

z = -sm(6)u + cos(6)w, (2.50) 

e = q, 
r 

V 
cos(0) 

-Dynamics 

ra,, m~,3 du 1 
u = —^-vr —wq —u + Xu, 

"hi "hi "hi "hi 

v = —ur — v , 
"hi "hi 

^---^Luq-hL^ (2.51) 
m33 rajj 

m33-ra11 _d^_ pgVGMLsin(fl) | 1 

m55 m55 ra55 ra55 

. ra,, -ra22 d66 1 
r = _li 22. m 66_r + ^ 

m66 m66 m66 

<?' 

where all symbols are defined in Appendix A. The available control inputs are xu, xq and xr. 

Since the sway and heave control forces are not available in the sway and heave dynamics, the 

underwater vehicle in question is underactuated. Notice that (2.50) is not defined when the pitch 

angle is equal to ±90°. However, during practical operations with underwater vehicles, this 

problem is unlikely to happen due to the metacentric restoring forces. One way to avoid the 

singularities is to use a four-parameter description known as the quaternion. W e here use the 

above Euler parameters because of their physical representation and computational efficiency. 

W e first assume that |0(fo)|<O.57T . Then we will find feasible initial conditions such that our 

proposed controller guarantees \6(t)\ < 0.5TT, Vf > t0 > 0. 

2.2.2 Control objective 

W e consider a control objective of designing the control inputs xu, xq and xr to force the 

underactuated vehicle given in (2.50) and (2.51) to asymptotically track a reference trajectory 

generated by the following virtual vehicle 
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= cos(yrf) cos(0d )ud - sin(^ )vd + sm(6d) cos(yrf )wd, 

= sin(vrf) cos(0, )ud + cos(jjfd )vd + sin(0rf) sin(vo )wd, 

— —cin/'P \u 4-m<iW.}w.. 

*d 

yd = sm(^/d) <zoa\pdJud TWSI 

z^-sinC^^+cos^H 

rd 

d cos(0J 

"hi "hi du 
ud=—vdrd

 w ^ — — 
"hi "hi "hi 

"n 1 
l±Ud+ T^, 

ra,, 
m,, d2: -II -̂ 22 „ 

/«22 ™22 

ra„ 4.3 
wd = udqd wd m33 m33 

«33-Wu ^55 pgVGML sin(0rf) , 1 
— udwd qd + — " V ' 

m55 ra55 ra55 ra55 

Qdz 

_mn-m22 _d^ _J_ 
r_ UdVd rd + ''rd 

m.. tn.. tn,. 

udvd 'd^ "rd 

m66
 w66 m66 (2.52) 

where all of the symbols in (2.52) have the same meaning as the real vehicle. In this chapter we 

impose the following assumption on the reference model (2.52): 

Assumption 2.2. 

1) The reference signals ud,qd,rd,ud, rd and qd are bounded. There exists a strictly positive 

constant udtBia, such that \ud(t)\>udmiB,Vt>0. The reference sway and heave velocities satisfy: 

\vAt)\<\ud(t)\,\wd(t)\<\ud(t)\, Vf>0. 

2) The reference pitch angle satisfies \dd (t)\ < 0.5TT, Vf > 0 . 

Remark2.4. Condition \ud(t)\>udmin,Vt>0 implies that the reference surge velocity is always 

nonzero but it can be either positive or negative. This means that we consider both forward and 

backward tracking. From a practical control viewpoint of marine vehicles, the condition 

\ud(t)\^udwia, V/>0 is much less restrictive than a PE (persistent excitation) condition on the 

yaw reference velocity in the earlier literature in the sense that tracking of a straight-line is 

included. The condition \vd {t)\ < \ud (/)| and \wd (t)\ < \ud (t)\ implies that the underactuated vessel 

cannot track a circle with arbitrarily small radius due to the vehicle's high inertia and 

underactuation in the sway and heave directions. 
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2.2.3 Coordinate transformations 

Since designing the control inputs xu ,t and xr to achieve the control directly from (2.50) and 

(2.51) is difficult, we interpret the tracking errors in a frame attached to the vehicle body as 

follows: 

ye 

ze 

ee 
We 

cos(yOcos(0) sin(yf)cos(0) -sin(0) 0 0 

-sin(y) cos(y) 0 0 0 

sin(0)cos(YO sin(0)sin(yO cos(0) 0 0 

0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 1 

x-xd 
y-yd 

z-zd 
0-0, 

w-Yd 

(2.53) 

Indeed, convergence of (xe,ye,ze,6e,\i/e) to the origin implies that of (x-xd,y-yd,z-zd, 

0 -Qd,V -yd) • We also define the velocity tracking errors as ue=u-ud,ve =v-vd, 

we = w-wd, qe-q-qd,re = r-rd. Differentiating (2.53) along the solution of (2.50) and 

(2.52) yields: 

xe =ue -(cos(6e)-l + cos(6)cos(6d)(cos(\i/e)-l))ud -cos(0)sin(^)vrf + 

(sin(0J -cos(0)sin(0d)(cos(yO -l))wd + (rd + re)ye -(qd + qe)ze, 

ye =ve +cos(8d)sm(yfe)ud - ( c o s ^ - l ) ^ - s i n ^ J s i n ^ ) ^ -(xe +tan(0)ze)(rd +re), 

ze=we- (sin(0J + sin(0)cos(0rf)(cos(vO - l))ud - sin(0)sin(^e)vd -

(cos(0e) -1 + sin(0)sin(0d)(cos(ve) - l))wd + tan(0)(rrf + re)ye + (qd + qe)xe, 

6e=<le, 

¥e=- -(cos(0d )(1 - cos(0e)) + sin(0d) sin(0e)). 
cos(0) cos(0)cos(0d) 

(2.54) 

From (2.54), we can directly see that xe, 6e and \j/e
 can b e stabilized by ue, qe and re. There 

are several options to stabilize ye and ze • W e can either use qe, re, ve, we,xe, 6e or y/e. If qe 

and re are used, the control design will be extremely complicated since qe and re enter all of 

the first three equations of (2.54). O n the other hand, the use of ve and we to stabilize ye and ze 

will result in an undesired feature of the marine vehicle control practice, namely the vessel will 

slide in the sway and heave directions. If we use xe and ze, the reference yaw and heave 

velocities must then satisfy P E conditions. Hence we will choose 6e and ye to stabilize the 

sway error ye and the heave error ze, respectively. This choice also coincides with the ship 

control practice. Toward this end, we define the following coordinates 

/ 

Zi =ye+arcsin 
Kye 

( 

, z2 = 0e - arcsin 
k2ze 

Ji+t + yl + z] 
(2.55) 

Jl + x^ + yl + z] j 

where the constants kn i = 1,2, are such that |&,j < 1. These constants will be specified later. It 
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is seen that (2.55) is well defined and that convergence of (z,,ye) and (z2, ze)implies that of 

9e and y/e. 

Remark 2.5. Using the nonlinear coordinate transformations (2.55) instead of z, = We +kxye 

and z2 =0e ~k2ze, we avoid the vessel whirling around when ye and ze are large. If one uses 

the transformations: z, = We + arcsin\kxyjyjl + y] J and z2=8e-arcsinfk2ze l^l + z
2
e\, the 

problem of vessel whirling around is avoided. Indeed using these coordinate transformations 

will result in a much simpler tracking error system than using (2.55). However, these coordinate 

transformations make the design of the control inputs xu, xq and XT difficult because the terms 

(xe + tm(0)ze)re and (tm(6)reye + xeqe) appear in the ye and ze dynamics. 

Using the coordinate changes (2.55), the tracking error system in the 

(xe,ye,ze,z,,z2,ue,ve, we,qe,re) coordinates can be written as: 

xe =ue -(CJ2 -CJ + cos(0)cos(0(/)(C71 -U5))GS~
xud +cos(0)kxvdU5~

xye + 

{k2ze -cos(0)sin(0J(GJ, -G5))n5^wd+{rd+re)ye -(qd +qe)ze+px, 

ye=ve- cos{0d)kxudG5-
xye - (CJ, -®)®-

xvd + sm(dd)klwdCJ-
1ye - (xe + tan(G)ze)(rd + re) + py, 

ze=we-(k2ze+sm(d)cos(dd)(Gyi -G5))G5~
xud +sin{6)kxvdtn~

xye -

(G72 -CJ + sin(0)sin(0rf)(GJ, -CS))GJ-
lwd + tan(d)(rd + re)ye + (qd + qe)xe + pz, 

z, = (l - W (cos(0)_te + sin(0)zj)cos(0)-' re - k^CJ^x^^ + fzX + pzX, 

z2=(l-k2tn2
ixe)qe -^2tan(0)CJ2

1yere +k2CU2
1GJ-2xezeue + fz2 + pz2, 

m-n nu3 rt/,, 1 
ue=-^vr ^-wq l±u + Xu-ud, 
"hi "hi "hi "hi 
fit] 1 , . "01 

v. = (uere + uerd +udre) ^-ve, 
^22 r*hi 

"hi / dzn 
we = -^-(ueqe + ueqd +udqe) ^ we, 
/M33 ra33 

m33-m.1 dS5 pgVGM, sin(0) 1 
Qe = "vv 2-q-r.s L K—L + T -q 
ra55 m55 m55 m55

 H 

"hi~"h2 d(6 1 
£ = — ^ w v 25_r + xr-rd. m(* ™66 «, 66 

(2.56) 

where, for simplicity, we have defined the following notations: 

a) The terms U5, CJ, and GJ2: 

«* = 4l + xl<+yl+Z2e&X = Jl + xl+d-ktrt+zl tU2 = Vl + ^ + y?+a-*2
2)«J • (2.57) 
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b) The terms exponentially tend to zero when z, and z2 do: 

Px =-((cos(z2)-l)GJ2 -sin(z2)k2ze +cos(0)cos(0</)((cos(z,)-l)C71 + sm(zx)kxye))tn'
1ud + 

(sin(z2)GJ2 +(cos(z2)-l)£2z, -cos(0)sin(0d)((cos(z,)-l)CJ, +sin(z1)fc1ye))GJ-'wd -

cos(0)(sin(z1 )CJ, - (cos(z,) -l)kxye )G5~
xvd, 

py = cos(0rf)(sin(z,)GJ, -{cos{zx)-l)kxye)m'
xud - ((cos(z,) - 1)CJ, + sin(z,)fc,y£)GJ~

1vrf -

sin(0d)(sin(z,)CJ1 - (cos(z,) - l)kxye )tn~
1wd, 

Pz =-(sin(z2)CJ2 +(cos(z2)-l)fc2z, + sin(0)cos(0d)((cos(z,)-l)CJ, + sin(zx)kxye))®~
xud -

((cos(z2) - 1)CJ2 -sin(z2)k2ze + sin(0)sin(0d)((cos(z,) - l)CJj + sin(z,)kxye))td~
xwd -

sin(0)(sin(z,)CJ, - (cos(z,) - l)kxye)G5'
xvd, 

PzX = ̂ GJ"1 (Py - yeGJ-\xepx + yePy + zePz)) + 

cos(0)_,CJ-1 ((1 - cos(z2))CJ2 + sin(z2)£2ze + tan(0£/)(sin(z2) + (cos(z2) - l)k2ze), 

Pz2 = -^CJ"
1 (Pz - zenr

2(xePx + yePy + zePz)), 

(2.58) 

c) The terms fzX and fz2 : 

fzi ={& -Q2+\Mdd)k2ze)cos(6y
x®-x + £,GJ~1(ve -cos(0rf)^«</OJ"

1ye -(GJ, -ta)/BS~
xvd + 

sm(ed)kxwdm~
xye -(xe +tan(8)ze)rd -yeGJ~

2(xe(-{®2 -CJ + cos(0)cos(0rf)(CJ1 - G J ) ) ^
- 1 ^ + 

cos(0)kxvd®-
xye +(k2ze -cos(0)sin(0rf)(GJ, -tU))tn'

xwd) + ye{ve -cos(8d)kxudm-
xye -

(CJ, -tuyn-xvd + sin(0d)&1wdGJ~
1ye) + ze(we -(k2ze + sin(0)cos(0rf)(GJ, -U5))m~

xud + 

s i n ^ V ^ y , ~{®2 -GJ + sin(0)sin(0rf)(GJ, -GJ))GJ-'v^))) 

fz2 =-k2CJ2 [we -(k2ze + sin(0)cos(0J(GJ, -GJ))GJ_1ud +sin(0)^vdC7
_1y. ~{®2 -OJ + sin(0)x 

sin(0J(GJ, -G5))G5~lwd +xeqd + tm(8)yerd - zeU5~
2(xe(-(CJ2 -GJ + cos(0)cos(0rf)(CJ1 -CJ))x 

GJ- 1^ + cos(0)fc,v,/GJ~
1ye +(k2ze -cos(0)sin(0</)(CJ1 -OJ))tU~

1wd) + ye{ve -cos(8d)kxudm-
xye -

(CJ, -tU)tU~xvd +sm(dd)kxwdGJ-
xye) + ze(we -(k2ze + sin(0)cos(0d)(GJ1 -GJ))GJ

_1wd + 

sin(0)£,vrfGJ
_1y£ -(CJ2 -GJ + sin^sin^XGJ, -GJ^GJ

-1*^))] 

(2.59) 

It is n o w clear that the problem of forcing the underactuated underwater vehicle given in (2.50) 

and (2.51) to track the virtual ship (2.52) becomes stabilizing the system (2.56). The efforts, w e 

have made so far, are to put the tracking error dynamics in a triangular form of (2.56), and to 

have the terms -cos(8d)kxudtU~
1ye and -k2udGJ~

lze in the ye and ze-dynamics, respectively. 

These terms play an important role in stabilizing the ye and ze -dynamics. In the next section 

w e will design the control inputs xu,xq and xT to asymptotically stabilize (2.56). 
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2.2.4 Control design 

The triangular structure of (2.56) suggests us to design the actual controls xu, xq and xr in two 

stages. First, we design the virtual velocity controls of ue, qe and re to asymptotically stabilize 

x , y , z , z,, z2, we and ve at the origin. Based on the backstepping technique, the controls 

ru, x and xr will be then designed to force the errors between the virtual velocity controls and 

their actual values exponentially to zero. Since ue enters the ve and we, we will design a 

bounded virtual control of ue to simplify stability analysis. The virtual controls of qe and re 

are simply chosen to stabilize zx and z2 -dynamics. 

Step 1. Define the virtual control errors as 

"«="«- Ue ^e=Qe~ £ ^e = Te ~ Tt (2-60) 

where ud, qd and rf are the virtual velocity controls of ue, qe and re, respectively. The virtual 

controls ud ,qd and rf are chosen as follows: 

ude =-k0tn~
xxe+(p52 -GJ + cos(0)cos(0rf)(GJ1 -m))G5~

xud -cos(8)kxvdGJ~
lye -

(k2ze -cos(0)sin(0d)(CJ1 -GJ))GJ
-1wd, 

d d . d 
re =rle+r2e> 

Qe -Qle+Qle 

(2.61) 

where 

n. -• 
cos(0) 

1 - ̂ GJ,-1 (cos(0)xe + sin(0)z£) 
{kxU5x-

xG5-2xeyeu
d-fzX), 

(2.62) 

d cos(0) , , 
he ~ i (_cl^l - Prl )' 

1 - ̂GJ,"1 (cos(8)xe + sin(0)ze V '*' 
q*< = i .Li (^ x**Qys-Aye'u -k2U52

xU5-2xezeu
d
e -fz2), 

1 A:2to2 xe 

q2e = 7T7H-(~C2Z2 + *2 tmi°)GS2lyeride ~ Pz2 ) 

with k0 being a positive design constant to be specified later, q and c2 being positive 

constants. It is not hard to show that the virtual control ude is bounded as 

^|<£0+(l + £1
2+*2

2)|Mrf| + ^ (2.63) 

Remark 2.6. Unlike the standard application of backstepping, in order to reduce complexity of 

the controller expressions, we have chosen a simple virtual control law ude without canceling 

some known terms. We have written rf = rfe + rfe and q
d = qx

d
e + q

d
e to simplify stability 

analysis, because q2e and rfe exponentially vanish when z, and z2 do. From (2.62), we observe 

that rf and q* are of at most linear growth in (x^y^z^z^z^v^wj. This observation plays a 

crucial role in the stability analysis of the closed loop system. 
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Step 2. By differentiating (2.60) along with the solutions of (2.56) and (2.61), the actual controls 

xu, xq and xr without canceling the useful damping terms are chosen as 

i:u=mu ~Pi«« - — v r + ̂ w q + - V - ( u d +ud) + ud + u
d + kxm\

XQ~2xeyezx -k2C32
XGJ 2xezeZ2 

"hi "hi "hi 

( 

*r = ™66 •P-f. ~ m u m 2 2 u v + ^ ( r f +rd) + rd+rf -(l-kltnx-
l(cos(8)xe +sin(0)z e ) )-^- + 

ra66 m66
 v ycos(0) 

k2 tan(0)GJ2
1 yez2), 

tq - ™55 
ra33-ran d-- , d „ p g V G M , sin(0) . ._•/,, „-i \ 

p3<7* " — ~"w + - ^ ( ^ + ̂ ) + -^ * — — + ̂  + tf -(1 - *2GJ2 *e)z2 ra55 m55 ra55 
(2.64) 

where p(,/ = 1,2,3, are positive constants. We now state the following result whose proof is 

given in the next section. 

Theorem 2.2. Assume that the reference signals ixd,yd,zd,8d,wd,vd,wd) generated by the 

virtual vessel model (2.52), and Assumption 2.2 holds. If the state-feedback control law (2.64) 

is applied to the vessel system (2.50) and (2.51), then the tracking errors 

(x(t) - xd (t), y(t) - yd {t), z(t) - zd it), 0(0 - 8d (f), wit) - Wd it), v(t) - vd (t), w{t) - wd (f)) 

are locally asymptotically and locally exponentially stable at the origin with an appropriate 

choice of the design constants kQ, kx and k2. 

2.2.5 Proof of Theorem 2.2 

Substituting (2.64), (2.60) and (2.61) into (2.56) yields the closed loop system 

xe = -kQtU~
lxe -iqd +qe)ze+ (rd + re)ye +px+ue, 

ye=ve -cos(8d)kxudCU-
lye -(CJ, -GJ)GJ

_1vrf +sin(8d)kxwdm-
xye-(xe+tan(8)ze)(rd +re) + py, 

ze = we -ik2ze +sin(0)cos(0,)(GJ, -U5))m~
xud +sin(8)kxvdtU~

xye -

(GJ2 -GJ + sin(0)sin(0(/)(GJ, -CJ)^
-1^ + tan(0)(rrf +re)ye+(qd +qe)xe+pz, 

v, =-^i<rt +u'.rd +udr
d)-^ve-^(u

d + ud)(rfe + re) + ueirf + rd + ~re)), 
m22 m^ ra^ 

*. =—i»eli + «.'* +udqfe)-^-we +^i(u
d +ud)(q

d
2e+qe) + ue(qe +<__ + «.)), 

^ 3 /W33 ra33 

z, = -c, Zj + (l - MV1 icos(8)xe + sin(8)ze ))cos(0)
_1 re - fySJ-'cr

2'xeyeue, 

z2 =-c2z2+(l-k2C32xe)qe -k2 tani8)tU2
xyere+k2CJ2

xtn-2xezeue, 

K =-(Pi + <himi\)iie +ki®?®'~2xeyezi -k2GJ2
lCS-2xezez2, 

ke ="(P2 + d55m;
l
5)qe -{l-k2Q2xe)z2 

?e =_(p3 + d^m^)re -(l-/c1GJ1-
1(cos(0K + sin(0)ze))cos(0)-

1z1 +k2 tan(0)GJ2
xyez2. 

(2.65) 
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To prove Theorem 2.2 we just need to show that the closed loop system (2.65) is asymptotically 

stable at the origin. To simplify stability analysis of this closed loop system, we observe that 

(2.65) consists of two subsystems ixe,ye,ze,ve,we) and (zx,z2,ile,qe,re) in an interconnected 

structure. Therefore we first consider the izx,z2,ue,qe,re)-subsystem then move to 

(*,' ye. z..
 ve > we) -subsystem. 

Vx=0.5(z
2+zl+u2+q2+re

2' 

2.2.5.1 izvz2,ue,qe,re) -subsystem 

From the last five equations of (2.65), it is direct to show that this subsystem is exponentially 

stable at the origin by taking the following Lyapunov function 

') 

whose time derivative along the solution of the last five equations of (2.65) satisfies 

î = "ciZi2 ~C2Z2 ~(Pi + ̂ n^Ti1 )u] ~(p2 + d55m;l)qe -(p3 + d66m^)rf 

which in turn implies that 

l(z,(f),z2(0.ue(0,fc(0,re(0^ 

where a, =min(c,,c2,(p, +^„rari
1),(p2 +d55m]l),(p3 +d66m^i )). 

(2.66) 

(2.67) 

(2.68) 

2.2.5.2 (xe, ye, ze, ve, we) -subsystem 

To analyze stability of this subsystem, we consider the following Lyapunov function 

V2 = ̂  + x
2 + y2 + y2 -1 + 0.5A:3 (v

2 + w2) (2.69) 

where k3 is a positive constant to be specified later. The time derivative of (2.69) along the 

solution of the first five equations of (2.65) and (2.68), after a lengthy but simple calculation 

using completed squares, satisfies 

V2 <-Hx(t)tU-
2x2 -p,(r)GJ-2ye

2 -p2(f)CJ-
2ze

2 -Hvit)v
2 -flwit)w

2 +{Xli-W2 + Xi^Y*1^ 

(2.70) 

where £.(•),/= 1,2 are some nondecreasing function of \\izM,z2(t0),ue(t0),qe(t0),?e(tQ))\\, 

u W - l - i A ^".VernCl (yVd\ , ,,3 L;2| | , „ 2 ,2,1, 

"*(0~*° ^Z m,.n-o\k.h TZU
+kiu4 + k> Kl + C*. +k'^-m^ «22(l-2|*I|)ll-Jfc1

2 

^ • k k i Mi«_|*iN»)|tifi, , 1,3 i ,,, , ,,, ,, , . 

~Z ^iq^xi-(l*''il+KJ'''l+':.|v,|+(*,2+t2
2)K^|+«„)-W33 

h"hxuem£x 

«33(1-|*_|) 

1*2%/1 
11-*,2 

1 *3 A • 

(2.71) 
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+ 

«%3<1-|*_|) 

p.(r) = k2ud - e 3 -|*,v_| -*2
2 \wd| _rtJrtrt^lW (*£|Mrf|+|^Wrf|j 

kz\"hlUem£l I / 2 

1-*J 

^ffluM™ |&2 tan(0)|ej 

(2.72) 

'«22(1-2|A:) 

ra33(l-|/:2|) 

1 I ; 2 . I, I . ri'd , I, , 1/1 1,1 |\ 1 *3mll &* £1 /I, | . 7 21 |\ 

-j- *j +|*2|+|—T+I^Khl+KI)
 L——(M^l+^hl)-

i|) Ĵ  1 - K , J ra33 
- ^ i ^ i - ( 2 | ^ | + ( A : 2

2 + ^ 2 | * 2 | ) ( K | + | V , | + K | ) + | ^ 2 | ( | M ( / | + | V , | + 2|W,|)) 

(2.73) 

MvW = 
M 2 2 l *3«nk| (*2 +(*2 +*2

2)|«J + | V j + k ^ | + Jt1
2K|) k^em x 

ra22 4 e 3 ra224e, ^ 2J\ d\ \ i d\ \ 2 d\ \ <t\) ^ . ^ h ^ 

(|*,|(uem+2.5 + |rJ(l + tan
2(0))^ 

Ii t l/l I . I IWMI/I l_i_ol I . I l\.|t I. ^3*2^11^1^0)1 k3k2mxluem 
\k\k2 ( «<f + wrf ) + K, ( K

 + 2 h + K + *2 ii 11 — 
|12|VI</| ' A) l 1 ^ " 1 | d | ' "' | 2 " ra33(l-|/:2|)8£1 ra33(l-|*2|)8£, 
(2.74) 

miZ 4e3 ra334£j
 v ' ra33(l-|fc2|)8e1 

(|^|(«£m +2.5£l +|rd|(l + tan
2(0))) + /c2 +A:2(|Md| + 3|v,| + 2|w,|) + (^

2 + *2
2)|*1|(h| + hl) + 

^^1(^1 -t-^l) + |AI
3|(|^| H-[^| +[vt^|) H-lA^l)- ^^^K7gi (^ + (Af H- ^1)1^1+^^1 + 

(|A2| -f-A2
2)lw„[)- ^^[^^ (l^|(2-5£l -t- tan

2«9) + |^|) + ^2|/c2|(3|^| + 2|v„| + 2|w^|) + 

^2 (|^^|"»- ^|>*VI) -»" |^a |(|"rfI "•- 2Iw^I) -»- 2I^i^21(|^^I -+- lv^I"»-1>*^|)) 
(2.75) 

with £ ,i = 1,2,3 being some positive constants, and 

8(t) = 8d it) + z2 it) + arcsin 
k2zeit) 

(2.76) 1 ^ r r n ^ = ^ = . 

^l + x2(t) + y2it) + z2it) j 

We now choose the design constants k{, 0 < i < 3 such that 

HX>H*X, Hyit)>v], Hz(?)Zfi't, Vvit)>li*v, ."„, >P*, V* >t0 >0 (2.77) 
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for some positive constants fi*x, Vy, pz\ / C tC and 0 being replaced by 

f 
0it0) = 8dit0) + z2it0) + arcsin 

k2ze(t0) 

Jl + x2(t0) + z
2itQ) + z

2ito) j 

(2.78) 

Substituting (2.77) into (2.70) yields 

V2 <-M>-2X2 -liy2y] -iip-2z)-nye - p >
2
 +(z.W + z2«)^

i(f"o) • (2-79) 

From (2.79) we have K2 <(^,(-)V2 + %2i'))e~
aii'~to), which implies that V2 (r) < # 3 (•) with 

£3(«) being a class-£" function of I^C^X^C/bX^^XVcC^XWeC^X^C^X^C^Xu.C^X^C^)'^^))! • 

Substituting V2 (*)£_&(•) into (2.79) results in 

V2 < -pCxm-
2x] - iip-2y) - p > " 2 4 - /i>2 - P > 2 + te « Z s (•) + Xi i-))*-^ -(2-80) 

From (2.80) and (2.69), it is not hard to show that there exists a nonnegative constant cr2 and a 

class-# function /2(«) depending on the initial conditions such that 

\\ixeit),yeitueit),veiti w,(0)| -- y2i-y-
a^. (2.8i) 

The dependence of <r2 > 0 on the initial conditions implies that the closed loop system (2.65) is 

asymptotically stable at the origin. However one can straightforwardly show that (2.65) is also 

locally exponentially stable at the origin. To complete proof of Theorem 2.2, w e need to show 

that there exist the design constants £,, 0 < / < 3 such that |fcj|<l,|&2|<:l, condition (2.77) 

holds, and that |0(f)|<O.5;r . Before discussing these conditions, w e note that: 1) under 

Assumption 2.2, the reference surge velocity ud is always nonzero, and the magnitude of the 

reference sway and heave velocities are always less than that of the reference surge velocity; 2) 

the mass including added masses in the sway and heave dynamics, ra22 and /^, are often larger 

than that in the surge dynamics, ra,,, for underwater vehicles, i.e. mxxm2\ < 1 and ra,,/?^
1 < 1. 

The condition of |£,|<l,|/c2|<l can be satisfied easily by picking small enough it, and it2. A 

close look at (2.77) shows that (2.77) always holds if w e pick it, and fc2 such that they are small 

and have the same sign with the surge reference velocity ud, and pick large enough it3 for 

some small positive constants e,,i = 1,2,3. For example, one can choose e,. =|jfe,| = |it2|. W e can 

see from above choice that the value of |Aj | and | A2| should be decreased if \ud\ is large. This 

physically means that the distance from the vessel to the point it aims to track should be 

increased if the surge velocity is large otherwise the vessel will miss that point. Furthermore 

when d^nill and d33m-~
x are small, |^|and|it2| should be also decreased. Small 

\kx | and |^21 also imply a small value of k0. This can be physically interpreted as follows: if the 
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damping in the sway and heave dynamics is small, the control gain in the surge dynamics 

should be also small otherwise the vessel will slide in the sway and heave directions. 

The condition |0(_)|<O.5JT can be written as |0(O|^|0</(O| + 7 2 W + |arcsin(£272(«))|<O.57T . 

Hence there always exist initial conditions such that this condition holds under Assumption 2.2. 

Due to complicated expressions of p.x(t), p(t), fiz(t), fiv(t) and jJ.wit), w e provide some 

general guidelines to choose the design constants rather than present their extremely complex 

explicit expressions: 

Select small values for |£j |and|it2|, set £,. =|it,|,i = 1,2,3, large enough value for k3. Then 

increase k3 and/or decrease |£, | and | k2\ until (2.77) holds. 

Finally, w e note that for the ease of choosing the design constants, one can replace the absolute 

values of ud, vd, wd and rd in all of the negative terms in JJ.x(t), p.yit), pz(0> M v(0 a*"* M«X0 

by their m a x i m u m values. The trade-off is that the control gains k( ,0 < / < 2 may be very small, 

which results in slow convergence of the tracking errors, if the surge reference velocity ud (t) 

varies largely, i.e.udsnax »udmin with udmax and udmin being the maximum and minimum values 

of ud (t), respectively. 

2.2.6 Simulations 

This section illustrates the effectiveness of the control law (2.64) by simulating them on an 

underwater vehicle with the following parameters: 

ra,, =l,ra22 =1.5,ra33 =2,m55 = 3,m66 =3.5,dlx -l,d22 = 2,rf33 =2.5, d55 =3.5, d66=4. 

The reference trajectory is generated by (2.52) with x^=l0du-(m22vdrd-m33wdqd), 

Tqd =i^d +0-2-^d)nh5-{inh3-"hl)UdWd ~d55ad ~ P8^GMLSini6d))^ Xrd = ~ K l ~"hl)Ud Vd 

for the first 100 seconds, xrd = -(ra,, -m22)udvd +0.05J66 for the last 200 seconds. This choice 

means that the reference trajectory is a straight-line for the first 100 seconds followed by a 

helix with constant curvature and torsion. The initial conditions are picked as follows: 

ixitQ),yit0),zit0),8(t0),wito)Mt0)Mto)Mto)Mto)^^^ 

ixdit0),ydit0),zdit0),Od(t0),wdit0),udit0),vd^ 

Based on proof of Theorem 2.2, the design constants are chosen as kQ = 0.8,^ = k2 = 0.4,c, = 2, 

p. =5,/= 1,2,3. The reference and real trajectories in three dimensions are plotted in Figure 

2.3. The vessel position and orientation are plotted in Figure 2.4.a while the norm of tracking 

errors, and control inputs are plotted in Figures 2.4.b and 2.4.c, respectively. Note that in 

Figures 2.4.b and 2.4.c, w e only plot for the first 150 seconds. As proven in Theorem 2.2, the 

tracking errors asymptotically converge to the origin. 
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Figure 2.3. Reference and real trajectories in three dimensions. 
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Figure 2.4. a) Position and orientation in (x,y) plane; 

b) Norm of tracking errors: <J(x-xd)
2+(y-yd)

1 + (z-zd)
2 +i8-8df + iW-Wdf \ 

c) Control input: xu (dash), xq (solid), xr (dot). 
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2.3 Unmeasured thruster dynamic extension 

The purpose of this section is to show that the controller proposed previously can be directly 

extended to a dynamic model of underactuated ships with unmeasured thruster dynamics, which 

has often been excluded in earlier works. The hydraulic actuators are normally equipped with 

local controllers. The closed loop of the actuators with local controllers can be modeled as a 

multi-input multi-output linear model 

AP=-P+z (2.82) 

where P is a vector of piston displacement of the hydraulic systems and % is a vector of 

commanded actuator inputs. A = diag(a,.) is a diagonal matrix of positive known actuator time 

constants (a. > 0). 

Moreover ai can be considered as the effective time lag in a Pi-controlled hydraulic system, 

that is 

H>»(u) = 7 ^ 7 (Hydraulic system) (2.83) 
(l + f,u)(l + f2v) 

where v is the Laplace operator, tx and t2 are the hydraulic system constants and kH is the 

hydraulic system gain. Furthermore 

k(l + tv) 
HPI iv) = — — (Pi-controller) (2.84) 

t-v 
where ti is the integral time constant and kp is the proportional gain constant. Hence, the 

resulting closed loop transfer function is L(v) = Hto (u)Hpr (v) which implies that 

X 1 + L(v) 1 + Av 

where A is the effective time lag of the actuator closed loop system. 

By neglecting the coupling terms, the moment vector x = [xu xr ] relates to the vector of 

displacement of the hydraulic systems, P , as 

x = W p (2.86) 

where *F is a diagonal matrix of positive known constants. From (2.85) and (2.86), w e have 

x-r-A-'x + Vx- (2.87) 

N o w assuming that x is unmeasured, an exponential observer can be easily designed as follows 

f = -A-'f + ̂ . (2.88) 

Obviously, (2.88) guarantees that the observer error x =x-x globally exponentially converges 

to zero. With this in mind, we can design a combined controller/observer with x as the control 

input by invoking a simple but lengthy application of one further "backstepping" step. 
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2.4 Conclusions 

A controller has been proposed in this chapter to force surface ships with only surge force and 

yaw moment available to track a reference trajectory generated by a virtual ship in the ship 

body frame. The considerably restrictive assumption on the reference yaw velocity required in 

literature has been relaxed, i.e., the obtained controller can track a straight-line (way point 

tracking), a curve and a combination of both. The key of the control development is an 

introduction of the coordinate change (2.7) to transform the tracking error system (2.6), in 

which the tracking errors are interpreted in the frame attached, see (2.5), to the ship body, to a 

triangular form, to which the popular backstepping technique can be applied. A n extension to 

trajectory tracking of underactuated underwater vehicles without sway and heave actuators has 

also been presented. It is seen from Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 that the surge and yaw/pitch 

reference velocities cannot be zero, i.e. the problem of stabilization and/or parking is not 

considered in this chapter. In the next chapter, this limitation will be removed. 
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Chapter 3 

Universal controller for stabilization and tracking of 

underactuated ships 

This chapter examines the problem of designing a universal controller for underactuated 

surface ships without a sway actuator. The term "universal controller" means a single controller 

that achieves stabilization and tracking simultaneously. The proposed controller guarantees the 

global asymptotical convergence of the regulation and tracking error to the origin. In 

comparison with Chapter 2, a path approaching to the origin and a set-point can also be 

included in the reference trajectory, i.e. stabilization/regulation is also considered. Numerical 

simulations illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed controller and demonstrate its sensitivity 

with respect to model parameters. 

3.1 Problem formulation 

For convenience of the reader, the mathematical model of the underactuated ship moving in 

surge, sway and yaw, see Appendix A, is rewritten as 

x = u cos(w) - v sin(yO, 

y = u sin(w) + vcos(w), 
W = r, 

ra,, du 1 
« = — — v r — u + xu, 

"hi "hi "hi (3.1) 
ra,, d22 

v = —ur — v , 
"222 "hi 

. i"hi~"hi) d33 1 
r=_L_Ti °2-lLuv ___r+ %r 

m33 m-^ m33 
For definition of symbols, the reader is referred to Appendix A. Similar to Chapter 2, it is 
assumed that the reference trajectory is generated by a virtual ship as 

xd = ud cos(wd) ~ vd sin{wd), 

yd = ud sin(y^ ) + vd cos(wd), 

Vd=rd, 

"hi dxx 1 
ra,, ra,, ra,, (3.2) 

"hi ^22 

v r f = udrd vd, 
"hi "hi 

(mxx-m22) d33 1 
rd =—

 22-"„vd rd + xrd. 
m33 m33 m33 
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In this chapter, a universal controller that simultaneously solves stabilization and tracking 

problems of underactuated surface ships is proposed under the following assumptions. 

Assumption 3.1. The reference velocities, ud and rd, are bounded and differentiable with 

bounded derivatives ud, iid and rd. 

Assumption 3.2. One of the following conditions holds: 

Cl.ud=rd=0. 

C2. jr2(x)dx > Or(t-t0), Or > 0, V 0 < t0 < t < • 

»0 

C3. |Mrf(0|>crH>0and J|rd(0^<p1,0<p1<«>. 

o 

C4. j(\rd(t)\ + \ud(t)\ + \ud(t)\)dt<n2, 0<p2<°°. 

Remark 3.1. The problems of regulation, stabilization or dynamic positioning are included in 

Cl. Tracking a circular path belongs to the case when condition C 2 holds. Condition C3 covers 

the case of straight-line or way-point tracking. By Barbalat's lemma together with Assumption 

3.1, C4 implies that hm;^„ rd (.) = lim,^ ud (t) = 0. Hence the parking problem is captured by 

condition C4. Indeed, one can see that C 4 covers Cl. However we study these two conditions 

separately to indicate that Cl has been studied in the literature but C 4 has not. 

Remark 3.2. The work of Reyhanoglu (1997), Pettersen and Egeland (1996), Pettersen (1996), 

Pettersen and Fossen (2000), Lefeber (2000), Pettersen and Nijmeijer (2001), Jiang (2002) can 

deal with either condition Cl or C2. In Chapter 2 of this thesis, we allowed for either condition 

C2orC3. 

Similar to Chapter 2, we introduce position and orientation errors x-xd, y-yd and W~Wd 

in a frame attached to the ship body. This results in the error coordinates as 

ye 

Ye 

cos(w) sm(w) 0 

-sin(yf) cos(y0 0 

0 0 1 

x-xd 
y-yd 

w-wd 
(3.3) 
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One can see that the convergence of xe,ye and we
 to the origin implies that of x-xd, y- yd 

and W~Wd • W e also define the velocity tracking errors as 

ue =u-ud, 

v e = v - v „ (3.4) 

re=r-rd. 

Differentiating both sides of (3.3) along the solutions of (3.1) and (3.2) yields: 

K=ue~ ud icosiWe) -1) - vd sin(we ) + reye + rdye, 

ye=
Ve~ Vd iC™iWe) -1) + Ud Sini¥e) ~ reXe ~rdXe' 

We=re, 

"hi dxx 1 

mxx mxx ra,, (3-J) 

ra,, ra,, . . d22 

ve=—^-uerd ^-(ue+ud)re S-v„ 
"»__ ™22 "^2 

• (ra,1-ra22) J33 1 

^33 rajg ra33 
r, = — ii—uv —r-\ Xr -rd. 

The tracking and regulation problem of underactuated surface ships is therefore equivalent to 

stabilizing system (3.5). 

In particular, w e are interested in designing explicit expressions for TU and rr such that 

lim,^M||Xe(0| = 0,forall t0 >OandXe(t0)e iK6 with Xe =[xe,ye,\ffe,ue,ve,reJ . In case of C2, 

it can be shown that ||Xe(0||<7(||X£(f0)|)e
-Ml_'o) with y being a class- A" function, and p a 

positive constant, i.e. global K -exponential tracking is achieved. 

3.2 Control design 

Similar to Chapter 2, w e observe from (3.5) that xe and we can be stabilized by ue and re. O n 

the on the hand, we should be chosen as a virtual control to stabilize the sway error ye (the 

reader is referred to Section 2.1.2 for motivations of this choice). However when the surge 

reference velocity is zero or approaches to zero, i.e. the case of stabilization and parking, we 

cannot use we
 t0 stabilize ye since i^sin^) is zero or approaches to zero. In this case, we 

need some P E signal in re to stabilize ye. Toward this end, w e choose the following coordinate 

transformation 

( 

, with k(i) = \(ud+)^Q,os(7^ij) (3.6) ze=We
+ arcsin 

kit)ye 

Jl + xt + yl 
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where the constants A,., l < t < 3 are such that supr&0|*(r)|< 1. They will be specified in the 

stability analysis later. Notice that (3.6) is well defined and that convergence of ze and ye to 

the origin implies the convergence of we • 

Remark 3.3. Using the nonlinear coordinate transformation (3.6) instead of ze =We + kit)ye, 

we avoid the ship moving left and right largely when ye is large. If one uses 

ze =we + arcsin[k(t)yeIyjc
2 +y2), the problem of ship whirling around is avoided. Indeed 

using these coordinate transformations will result in a much simpler tracking error system than 

using (3.6). However, it is readily shown that these coordinate transformations result in a local 

control solution because of the term rexe in the ye -dynamics. The term \ud plays the role of 

stabilizing ye when ud is not zero and does not approach to zero while the term A,/^ cos^r) 

is used to introduce the PE signal in re to stabilize ye when ud is zero or approaches to zero. 

Remark 3.4. The function arcsin in (3.6) can be replaced by several other smooth functions 

such as arctan and tanh or the identity function. We have chosen the function arcsin because of 

its simplicity. 

Using the new coordinate (3.6), the ship error dynamics (3.5) are rewritten as 

(GJ2-GJ,) k(t)vdye 
= u.+Uj-±- -^+ dye +reye+rdye+px, V - "e ̂  "d 

GJ, GJ, 
(GJ2-GJ,) k{t)udy, 

ye=ve+vd
 2 ^-r---rx rx +p 

GJ, GJ, } 

Z = 

GJ 

\ k{t)xe \ 1 ' 
1 r-\ 

GJ GJ, I ; «/j 

k(t)ye+k(t) 
(GJ2 -GJ,) k(t)udye 

> V A ve ^vd 
GJ, GJ, 

rd*e 

kit)ye 

GJ, 
V. + ,.V. . (_*, +y,VJ)%=32 + {vt -ytUJMy. 

W 

\ GJ, GJ, 
+ Pz> 

"ha du , x 1 

"hi "hi "hi 

d22 ra,, ra,, . 
ve = ~—ve ^- uerd ^-{ue + ud )re, 

ra22 ra22 ̂22 

re 
"hi~ "hi 1 

uv 3 L ( r e + r r f ) + Tr_f.c 

(3.7) 

^33 ^33 "hi 

where, for notational simplicity, we have used k(t) instead of using its expression, and defined 

®i =V1 + *? + 0-*2(O)j?. ̂ 2 =^+x2 + y2, 
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Px=~»d 
\ ( 

Py=~Vd 

(COs(ze)-l)^L + s i n ( z e ) ^ ^ 
V ^2 ^2 

( LU 
(cos(ze) -1)—L + sm(ze)k(t)GJ2

xye 
GJ2 

GJ, sin(ze)—
L-(cos(ze)-l) 

kit)ye 

m GJ, 

+w„ 
CJ 

sin(ze)—
L-(cos(ze)-l) 

GJ, 

kjt)ye 

GJ, 
(3.8) 

Pz=-
GJ, 

*(0y. 
* « P.-^(^ + y.̂ ) 

A 

GJ 

The efforts, w e have made so far, are to put the tracking error dynamics in a triangular for of 

(3.7), and to have the term -k(t)udye IU52 in the ye -dynamics. This term plays an important role 

in stabilizing the ye -dynamics. In this section, a procedure to design a universal controller for 

the tracking error system (3.7) is presented in details. The triangular structure of (3.7) suggests 

us to design the actual controls ru and rr in two stages. First, we design virtual velocity 

controls ue and re to globally asymptotically stabilize xe, ye, ze and ve at the origin. 

Based on the backstepping technique, the controls T„ and xr are then designed to force the 

error between the virtual velocity controls and their actual values exponentially to zero. Before 

designing the control laws, xu and xr, we note if the constants Xt, 1 < i < 3 are chosen such 

that sup,^ \k(t)\ < 1 then (3.6) implies that 

0 < 1 - sup,s0 \k(t)\ < 1 —
k ^ ^ - < 2. 
GJ, 

(3.9) 

This allows us to design control laws for xu and xr to globally asymptotically stabilize (3.7). 

The control design consists of two steps as follows. 

Step 1. At this step, w e define the following virtual control errors 

ue=ue-u
d and ?e=re-rf (3.10) 

where ud and rf are the virtual velocity controls of ue and re. Unlike the standard application 

of backstepping, in order to reduce complexity of the controller expressions, we will choose a 

simpler virtual control law ud without canceling the known terms. The virtual surge and yaw 

velocity controls are chosen as 

ud=-kxxe+k2rdye and rf=r
d+rfe (3.11) 

where 

rf=-
1 1 

le" (l-k(t)xe/tVx)GJx 
k(t)ye+k(t) ve+vd 

®2~®\ Kt)udye 
\ 

GJ, GJ, We 

Ht)ye 
tu; 

GJ, -GJ, 
xe (-k,xe + k2rdye) + yeve + (xeud + yevd )

 2 ' + (xevd - yeud ) 
GJ, 

,*(0y, 
GJ, 

\A 
(3.12) 

rd=-2e (l-k(t)xeltUx) 
(k3ze + pz) (3.13) 
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and Jt,, i = 1,2,3, are positive constants to be selected later. W e have written rf as a sum of 

rx
d and rfe to simplify notation in the stability analysis later. 

Step 2. Differentiating (3.11) along with the solutions of (3.7), (3.12) and (3.13) yields 

• nu2 J,, 1 . .d 
ue = -^-vr

 XJ-u+ xu -ud -ue, 
"hi "hi "hi 

^rJ"hi-"h2)uv_d^r+l_Tr^d_K 
m33 ra33 ra33 

(3.14) 

where ud and rf are the first time derivative of ud and rf along the solution of (3.7). 

From (3.14) we choose the actual controls xu and Tr without canceling the useful damping 

terms as 

*u="hl 

Xr=m33 

m,, du , d . . ,d k(t)xeyeze 
-cxue — 2 2 - v r + -»-(< +ud) + ud +u

d + eJe e 

ra,, ra,, GJ,GJ2 
I t~ _~ ^ A ( i.(,\, 
Ze 

(3.15) 
(ra, -ra22) d33 r d . .d 

-c2re - ^ ^-uv+^-(rf + rd) + rd + rf -
m33 m33 

kjt)xe 
GJ, 

where c, and c2 are positive constants. W e now state our main result, whose proof is given in 

the next section. 

Theorem 3.1. Assume that the reference signals ixd,yd,wd,vd) are generated by the virtual 

ship model (3.2) and that the reference velocities (ud, rd ) satisfy Assumptions 3.1 and 3.2. If the 

universal state-feedback control law (3.15) is applied to the ship system (3.1) then the tracking 

errors (x(t) - xd (t), y(t) - yd (t),wit) - Wd (0. v(f) - vd (t)) are globally asymptotically stable at 

the origin with an appropriate choice of the design constants X-t and k-, 1 </<3. 

Furthermore, if Assumption 3. 2 holds with C2, the tracking errors are globally K -

exponentially stable at the origin. 

3.3 Proof of Theorem 3.1 

As discussed in Section 3.1, we only need to show that the transformed tracking errors, 

{xe,ye,ze,vf) are globally asymptotically stable at the origin. Under Assumption 3.1, 

boundedness of the controls xu and xr follows readily. Substituting (3.15) and (3.11) into (3.7) 

yields the closed loop system 
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K=-kxxe +k2rdye+ud (GJ2 -GJ^GJ"
1 +k(t)vd(D2

xye +r
dye +rdye + rfeye +He+?eye + px, 

ye=Ve+ Vd (®2 ~®1 )®2 ~ ̂ (0"^2'ye " /£ *e - rdXe - #£*, - feX£ + p}., 

" I T ra,, ^ ra,,. X J ra,, , d.~ ra,,._ ^ ., w _s 
ve ~ <rd

 lMue +ud)r
d x±ird+r

d)ue
 xMue + ud + ud)(rfe + re), 

Ve=~ 
'22 

ra 
22 

ra 22 m 22 ra 22 "*22 

Ze=-k3Ze + 

1 k{t)xe ̂  
1 — 

GJ, 

kjt)xeyeue 
GJ,GJ2 

(3.16) 

ile=-

re=~ 

c,+—— l 

{ «,! J 
"33 

\ ^3 J 

tuxml 

re~ 
kjt)xe 
GJ, 

W e note that the closed loop system (3.16) consists of two subsystems, (ze,ue,re) and 

(xe,ye,ve), in an interconnected structure. To prove Theorem 3.1, we take the following 

Lyapunov function 

V,(Xle) = 0.5(z
2+«2 + Fe

2) (3-17) 

for the (ze,ue,re)-subsystem, and 

V2(X2e) = 0.5(*
2 + y2 + k4(ye +k5ve)

2) (3.18) 

for the (xe,ye,ve)-subsystem, where XXe =[ze ue re] , X2e=[xe ye ve] ,k4andk5 are 

positive constants to be selected later. From (3.17) and (3.18), if w e consider V = V, + V2 as a 

Lyapunov function for the closed loop system (3.16) it can be then seen that this function has a 

connection with the energy of the ship system as follows. W e write the function Vas 

V = X T A X (3.19) 

where X = [xe, ye, ze, u - (ud + u
d ), v - vd, r - (rd + rf) j and A is a symmetric positive definite 

matrix. It is now seen that the function V consists of two positive definite parts. The first part 

related to ixe,ye,ze) can be regarded as the "potential" energy. The second part related to 

(u-(ud +ud),v-vd,r-(rd +rf)) is referred to the "kinetic" energy of the ship, which is 

defined with respect to a coordinate that moves at a speed of {{ud +u
d),vd,ird+rf)). Hence we 

wish to bring the energy function V to zero. However considering this function together with 

the closed loop (3.16) is difficult, w e consider the subsystems (ze,ue,re) and (xe,ye,ve) 

separately. 
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3.3.1 (ze ,ue,re) -subsystem 

From the last three equations of (3.16), it is seen that the (ze,iie,re)-subsystem is globally 

exponentially stable at the origin by considering the Lyapunov function Vt(Xte), see (3.17), 

whose time derivative along with the solution of the last three equations of (3.16) is 

Vx=-k3z
l
e- c,+-

m,, 

-2 

ue-
c2+-

m33 

Therefore we have 

\X»it$r_lXM\e-*™ 

where c, = min|fc3,(c, +dlx/ra,,),(c2 +d331m33)}. 

(3.20) 

(3.21) 

3.3.2 (xe,ye,ve)-subsystem 

To investigate stability of this subsystem, we take the Lyapunov function V2(X2e), see (3.18), 

whose the first time derivative, after some manipulation, along the solution of the first three 

equations of (3.16) is 

v2 = -kxx] - WM+kjy? _pkAk5r2y2_kMak5 _1)v2+M +a+Q 
V1+*? + ?« 

where for notational simplicity, we have defined a = d22/m22, P = mxx lm22, 

GJ2 GJ2 

1 ve -Pk2k4k\r
2
dyeve -Pk4k5(ye + k5ve)(k2rdye + ud)r

d, hksvd-^-
 s 

GJ, 

& = Xe{Px+Ue)+yePy + 

K{ye +k5ve)(Py-Fexe-rfexe-pk5 ((rd + r
d )ue +(ue + «! + "_-Xr_ +£))), 

^ = k4iye+k5ve)(-l+pkxk5)(rfe+rd)xe + (l-k4(ak5-l))yeve. 

(3.22) 

(3.23) 

(3.24) 

(3.25) 

W e first choose the design constants such that 

l-k4(ak5-l) = 0 and pkxk5-1 = 0 

to cancel the common term 4>. Noticing that 

sin(ze) 

Ze 
<L 

cos(ze)-l .1/.\ 2 

(3.26) 

.. tU2-mx k\t)y, 1 1 

GJ2 GJ2(GJ2+GJ,)' GJ, ts^l-lSit) 

after a lengthy but simple calculation of upper bounds of M and Ll by completing the 

squares, we arrive at 
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V2<-Pxit)x
2 - P2X(t)y

2 - /
P 2 2 ( r

2
) y - + ^ ^ 2 - f t ( O v e

2 + 0 g , V 2 + ^ ) ^
, < r " b ) (3-28) 

where 

Pi(0 = * i ~ 
4P, 

2 'W|1 dl i-toi ' l-Ucol -|*(0| 
(3.29) 

P_i(0 = P2iiit)rd ~P2i2it)\rd\, 

P2iiit) = Pk2k4ks-k2px 
LJ K>>}ICA?-'£ §J tCnlCAiKe 

4p2 l-\k(t)\ 
— 7 ( 0 ' +^|fe(ol+lMOl+^PilMOl 
2p2Vl-/:

2(0 

IJ /Co AC^/Cc 

4p2(l-|*(r)|) 

|*(r)|+|*(0|*2(0 

p2i2(0 = 

Jl-k2it) 

|.(0|.2(0k|^2(0h|^2(0|v,|)-Mg, 

Pk2k4k5 \k\t)\ 

(l-lkit^yi-k2^ 

k2(t)\ud\ + (l+kx +k2)\k(t)\ + \k(t)\k
2(t)\ud\+ (3.30) 

p22(0 = (l+k4)kit)ud - p22x(t), 

/»M1(0 = (*
2C0+*^P,|*Cr)|)|u-r|+^^^- |*:(r)|+l+-^-p^ *2(ohlM+ 

0it4fc5 
l-|*(f)| V l - ^ W 4p2yjl-k

2(t) 
f|K| + M2)+PlMlk|k,l + 
7 V1-* (') 

4p2y]l-k
l(t) 

(3.31) 

v_ + 

*W^«khD-4^«. 
|*(f|u^(0|*2(0|«_-v. 

Vi-*2« 
(Al+A2|rrf|)|A(0|K|+|A(0|A

2(0^+A2(r)(|^(0| + l)K|K| + A2(r)«^), 

+&2(0«^ + 

p23(?) = (A:
2(0(l + ̂ ) + Pi | ^ ) | + P3^2(0^5)|v^ + 

^^fl^2(0^l|r^^2(0(l^l + l)lv,|k, 
(3.32) 
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ft(0 = *4*s(*5«-1)-

2Pp2k4k5\k(t)\\ud\ P k 2 k & 

l-\kit)\ " 1-|*«| 

Kh\kjt)\ud\ k4k5k
2(t)\vd\ 2 2 ) 2p2Pk2k4k5\kjt)\ 

I H A rp2piC2K4K5rd r 

4p3 4p3 J (l-|/.(f)|)Vl-*2(0 

P2 

^ v 

*(0 

Vi-^2co 
+ \k(t)\k

2(t)v2+k2it)\ud\+\kit)\r
2 

(ki+k2rd
2)\k(t^^^ 

Jl-k2it) t 

+ 

+ 

(3.33) 

\kit)ud\i\vd\ + 3) + (kx +^2|rrf|)|^(rK| + (|̂ (r)| + 2)^(r)M
2+/:2(r)|M(/vd|(|A:(0| + l))), 

XX,X2 arenondecreasing functions of ||X,e(f0)|, (7, is given in (3.21), and p,. >0, i =1,2,3 . 

We are now in a position to select the design parameters, lt, 1 < i < 3 and £,, j = 1,2,4,5 such 

that the closed loop system (3.16) is globally asymptotically stable at the origin. We proceed to 

choose these parameters by investigating all the cases of Assumption 3.2. For each case, we 

choose a subset of \ and it,. As discussed in Section 3.1, we firstly choose 

0<A, <l/(i£" +X2),X2>0, X, >0 (3.34) 

such that suprao|A(/)| <^ < 1, where HJ* is the maximum value of \ud(t)\. Note that this 

primary choice guarantees sup/a0 \k(t)\ < 1 as required in Section 3.1. 

Secondly, we choose \, 1 < i < 3, and kj, see Section 3.3.2.5, such that 

Plit)>p\ >0, p3(t)>p3>0. (3.35) 

Before going further to the choice of A. and it., let us discuss each case of Assumption 3.2. 

3.3.2.1 Case C l 

From the fourth equation of (3.2), we have vd(t) = vd(t0)e~
a,('~'o), Vr >f0 >0, a, >0. Therefore 

there exists a nondecreasing function, nx of |vd(f0)| such that 

p23(r)<^r,e-
a'('-'<-). (3.36) 

It is noted that in this case 

Piiit) = Pnit) = 0. (3.37) 

From (3.34)-(3.37), we can write (3.28) as 

.2 

which yields 

V2<~PiX
2
e -p\v] +;.,.-"-<'-'°> \ +(XiV2+X2)e-

ai«-'o) (3.38) 

4l+xe+yl 

Vi *~pWe ~ pVe + ( « +7]2)e-
a*-t«\ a2 = min(a„cr,) (3.39) 
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for some nondecreasing functions 7], and rj2 of ||(Xu(r0),vd(f0))|. W e now present a technical 

lemma to investigate stability of the (xe, ye,ve) -subsystem in this case based on (3.39). 

Lemma 3.1. Consider the following first order scalar differential equation 

x = (ax+fcy c('-'o) + 8(t)x (3.40) 

where a >0,b>0 a n d c > 0 are constants. If 8(t)enjoys the property that there exists a 

constant cr > 0 such that 

]\8(t)\dt<<J<o° (3.41) 

then the solution of (3.40) satisfies 

\x(t)\ <\x(t0)\e°e
a,c +-e° (ealc -l):=7c(\x(t0)\) . 

Proof of this lemma follows directly by solving the differential equation (3.40). 

By applying L e m m a 3.1 and the comparison principle in Khalil (2002) to (3.39), w e have 

V2(t)<V2(t0)e
x>'a> +^(ex^> -l):=tl3(\\iXu{t0),X2e(t0))\\). (3.43) 

Xi 

Therefore w e now rewrite (3.39) as 

V2 <-W 2 U £ , v e ) + (77,773+772)^
('-/<') (3.44) 

where W2(xe,ve) = p*x
2 + p*3v]. Integrating both sides of (3.44) yields 

t t 

Jw2(xe(T),ve(T)MT<V2(r0) + J(7?,r?3+r?2)^
(I-'»^T. (3.45) 

It is seen that the right hand side of (3.45) exists and is bounded. On the other hand 

W2(xe(t),ve(t)) is uniformly continuous because its time derivative is bounded. Hence from 

Barbalat's lemma in Khalil (2002), w e have W2(xe(t),ve(t)) ->0 as _-»°o. Therefore 

ixeit),ve(t)) -> 0 as t -» «>. T o prove that ye(t) -» 0 as t —> °°, applying L e m m a B.3 to the 

xe dynamic equation of (3.16) yields 

\rdy. + u d ^ ^ + ^ ^ + r
dye + rdye + r2

d
eye+ue + ?eye + px^ 

cu2 tu2 
-»0 as .^oo. (3.46) 

Since w r f =0 and (XXe(t),xe(t),ve(t),vd(t))^>0 as t - > » , (3.46) is equivalent to 

rdye^0 as f->oo. (3.47) 

From the expression of rfe, it is directly shown that (3.47) is equivalent to 

2 
! -it(f)->0 asr^oo. (3.48) 

Jl + (l-k2it))y2e 
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O n the other hand from (3.44), we have — (v2 + a~2
x (TJ,TJ3 +r]2 ).-^

('-f»)) < 0 which implies that 
atv 

y2+<j2
x (T7,T]3+T]2)e"

<T2('"'o) is nonincreasing. Since V2 is bounded from below by zero, V2 

tends to a finite nonnegative constant depending on ||Xe(?0)||. This implies that the limit of 

\yeit)\ exists and is finite, say ZJV. If lye was not zero, there would exist a sequence of 

increasing time instants fa;}" with f, -> °°, such that both of the limits of k{tt) and k(tt,)ye (?,) 

are not zero, which is impossible because of (3.48). Hence />v must be zero. Therefore w e 

conclude from (3.48) that y£(0->0 as f->°°. Hence w e have proven lim,^ X2e(t) = 0 for 

this case. W e define the subset of the design parameters that satisfy the conditions (3.26), (3.34) 

and (3.35) as Sf* 

3.3.2.2 Case C 2 

In this case, we choose the design parameters A. and kj such that 

Pmit)Zp2U>0. (3.49) 

It is again noted that under Assumption 3.1, there always exists a choice of \ and kj such that 

(3.26), (3.34), (3.35) and (3.49) hold, see Section 3.3.2.5. Substituting (3.34), (3.35) and (3.49) into 

(3.28) yields 

^2 ̂ - A - ^ -(Pan'-J - I p ^ C O l - P a ^ C O b l - ^ ^ C O ) ^ -ftvj + ( ^ V 2 +^r2)e-
<Tl('-r«»>. (3.50) 

On the other hand, it is noted that 

V2<~(x
2+(l + k4+k4k5)y

2+k4k5(l + k5)v
2). (3.51) 

From (3.51) and (3.50), we have 

V 2<-2min 
' . Pni^l-\p22it\-P2i2Jt)\rd\~PuJt) p; ^ 
Pi V2+(XiV2+X2)e^

('-'o).i3.52 
l + k4+k4k5 k4k5(l+k5) 

By applying L e m m a B.4 to (3.52), there exist a positive constant o"3 independent of initial 

conditions and a nondecreasing function n3 of \\iXXe(tQ),X2e(tQ))\\ such that 

||^(0|^^(|(^u^o)^2e^o))|)^
3('"o) (3.53) 

as long as 

/(^n^W-p^Wlr/^l-lp^^l-p^wJjT^p^a-fo), p*2X >0. (3.54) 

For simplicity of calculation, we can replace the last three terms in the left hand side of (3.54) 

by their maximum values. Note that (3.53) implies that X2e(t) is globally K -exponentially 
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stable at the origin but not globally exponentially stable in the sense of Lyapunov, i.e. n3 in 

(3.53) must be a linear function of |(Aru(f0),X2e(f0))|. However, it can be shown that the local 

exponential stability (in the sense of Lyapunov) of the closed loop system (3.16) is guaranteed. 

W e define the subset of A,, and k} satisfying the conditions (3.26),(3.34), (3.35), (3.49) and (3.54) 

cLS 1^2 

3.3.2.3 Case C3 

Under Assumption 3.1 and J|rrf(0|df < p, < » , there exists 0 < op2X < °° such that 
o 

\\p2Xit)\dt<Gp2X. (3.55) 
o 

In this case, we choose \ and kj such that 

p22it)-p23it)>p22>0. (3.56) 

With (3.35) and (3.56), we rewrite (3.28) as 

V2 <-pxX
2
e-p12yi 7-P;v

2+\p2X(t)\y
2+(xlV2+X2)e'

<Ti{t-to). (3.57) 
yjl + xe +ye 

Again by applying L e m m a 3.1 to (3.57), we have 

V2(*) ̂  V2(ii))«
to-'-**/^ +^2.^'- (45*^ -1)^=H3 0(^i.C*o). ̂ 2.«b»B) - (3-58) 

Xi 

Substituting (3.58) and (3.51) into (3.57) yields 

V2 <-p4V2 + 2\p2X(t)\V2+(x1V2 + X2)e-
ai('-'o) (3.59) 

where 

p 4 = 2min * P22 

^ ''yll + 2rl3(l+k4+k4k5yk4k5(l + k5) 
(3.60) 

From (3.51) and (3.59), it can be shown that 

|^2e(0|<^(|(^^)^2.ao))|)^
4('"'0) (3.61) 

where 

if p4*<7, 

a4 =0.5min(p4,cr,), ^(|(X,e(r0),X2e(f0))||) = ̂ 4 V ^ 2 1 ^ / f f ' (v2(ii,) + ̂ 2|cy1-p^
1) 

if P4 =0"i 

cr4 =0.5(cr, - d 4 ) , K4(|(X,^0),X2e(*0))||) = JAK1*'**"1 & M + xA) 

(3.62) 
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with A4 = min \l + k4 + k4k]-J(l + kA-k4k
2)2 +4{k4k5)

2 X 0<d4<ax and 

(f> >(t-t )e'd,i'~'o). Note that (j)4 is finite for an arbitrarily small d4. It is seen from (3.58), 

(3.60) and (3.62) that the rate cr4>0 depends on the initial conditions |(A"l£(f0),X2e(r0))|. 

Hence the closed loop system (3.16) is globally asymptotically stable but not exponentially 

stable at the origin. In other words, global asymptotic tracking is achieved in this case. W e 

define the subset of *\ and ki satisfying the conditions (3.26),(3.34), (3.35) and (3.56) as s 3 
— A* 

3.3.2.4 Case C4 

W e first show that V2 is bounded. Substituting (3.34) and (3.35) into (3.28) yields 

V2 < -Plx
2 - ftvj + P4it)y

2 + (X.V2 + Xi)*-*
1™ <3-63) 

where 

Pn-it) = |fti(0| + |P22(0| + P2zit) • (3-64) 

Note that in this case, there exists 0 < ap4 < °° such that Jp4(t)dt < ap4. From (3.18) and (3.64), 
o 

we have 

V2 <2p4(t)V2+(XxV2+x2y
aii'-'°). (3.65) 

Applying Lemma 3.1 to (3.65) yields 

^(O^^ao^V^^+^^^^'^-lJ^^^XJfoXX^^))!). (3.66) 
Xi 

Hence ye is also bounded. Substituting this upper bound into (3.63) yields 

V2 <-plx
2-p3v

2 + 2Tl4p4(t) + (xiV4 + X2y
ai{'-"') • (3.67) 

From (3.67), we have 

d_ 

dt 
< 0 . (3.68) V2-2T)4\p4(x)dx + ex-

x (xxr\< +Z 2)^
f f , ( '"' o ) 

o 

By using the same arguments as in Subsection 3.3.2.1, w e have (xe,ve)-»0 as t -»oo and 

l i m ^ y ^ O . W e define the subset of ̂  and k} satisfying the conditions (3.26), (3.34) and 

(3.35) as Sj*. 

33.2^ Selection of design constants 

In this section, we show that fl Ef* * 0 . From Sections 3.3.2.1-3.3.2.4, it can be seen that 
l</<4 

these design constants must satisfy (3.26), (3.34), (3.35), (3.49), (3.54) and (3.56). From (3.26), w e 

have 
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^•k-^-^l- (369) 

Hence we first choose k5>l/a and set k2 =8k. with 8 being a small positive constant, say 

8 < maxtw™**,ii™3*,r™x) , with ud
m being the maximum value of |«^|. Next we replace k in all 

negative terms of pt{t),i = l,21,22,23,3 by k.. It is now observed that the negative parts of 

pt(t) have k. as a factor. The mass including added mass in the sway dynamics, m22, is always 

larger than that in the surge dynamics,ra,,, for surface ships, i.e. /3<1. Therefore w e can 

always find positive constants k. and k5 such that the conditions (3.35), (3.49), (3.54) and (3.56) 

hold with some small pi > 0 , / = 1,2,3, and A. being chosen based on (3.34). The value of 

constant k. should be reduced if the reference yaw, rd, and surge, ud, velocities and surge 

acceleration, ud, are large. This physically means that the distance from the ship to the point it 

aims to track should be increased if the velocities and surge acceleration are large otherwise the 

ship will miss that point. In fact, setting A, = 0 and picking k2 > 0 result in tracking controllers 

proposed in (Pettersen and Nijmeijer, 2001; Jiang, 2002) with a restrictive assumption of the 

yaw reference velocity satisfying a P E condition. It can be also seen that setting X1=§ yields 

the tracking controller in Chapter 2, which does not require the yaw reference velocity to be PE. 

Furthermore small a automatically results in large ks and small kx, see (3.69). This can be 

physically interpreted as follows: if the damping in the sway dynamics is small, the control gain 

in the surge dynamics should be small otherwise the ship will slide in the sway direction. 

Due to complicated expressions of pt(t), w e provide some guidelines to choose the design 

constants rather than present their extremely complex explicit expressions. 

1) Pick positive constants Xt such that the constant k. is small, say k. « max^^ ,rd°* .lij"), 

8 such that 5<max(«™ax,rjnax) and set k2=8k., k5=l/a + £ with e being a small positive 

constant. 

2) Substitute (3.69) into pt(t) and slowly increase A. and k5 until all conditions (3.35), (3.49), 

(3.54) and (3.56) hold with some positive constants p*x, p*2XX, p*2X, p*22 and p3*. 

Remark 3.5. When the reference surge and sway velocities and surge acceleration are very 

large, the above procedure will result in very small control gains k, kx and k2, which will give 

slow convergence. Hence it is suggested that for large ud,rd andud, the control gains 

it, it, and k2 should be chosen such that either conditions ((3.26), (3.34), (3.35)) or ((3.26), (3.34), 
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(3.35), (3.49), (3.54)) or ((3.26), (3.34), (3.35), (3.56)) hold to improve the convergence. The trade

off is that the control gains will be different for different reference trajectories. 

3.4 Sensitivity analysis 

The control law (3.15) has been designed under the assumptions that the system parameters are 

precisely known and there are no environmental disturbances. Indeed, these assumptions are 

unrealistic in practice. The aim of this section is to discuss the sensitivity of our proposed 

controller in relation to the inaccurate knowledge of the ship parameters. Discussion related to 

environmental disturbances can be carried out similarly. 

From Section 3.2, the control law (3.15) can be easily modified to account for the inaccurate 

knowledge of the ship parameters entering (3.14), by adding some robustifying terms or can be 

changed into an adaptive version such that the {ze,iie,re)-subsystem is globally 

exponentially/asymptotically stable at the origin. However, this control law cannot overcome 

the imprecise knowledge of the ship parameters, which enter the last equation of (3.2) due to the 

fact that the reference trajectory is generated by the virtual ship model (3.2). Therefore, we only 

focus on this issue to simplify the analysis, i.e. we are interested in the question: Assuming that 

the control law (3.15) has been modified as above, how do the ship parameters affect the 

tracking errors when the virtual ship model (3.2) is formed by the nominal values of the ship 

parameters? 

Defining 

&a = a-ac,AP = P-pc (3.70) 

where ac and j8c are the known parts of a and P , we rewrite the ve -dynamics of (3.7) as 

ve=-ave-p uerd -p(ue+ud)re+ Aavd + APudrd . (3.71) 

Notice that we cannot choose the design constants such that l-it4(ai_5-l) = 0 as in the 

previous sections to cancel the term yeve(l-k4(ak5-l)), see (3.25), due to the inaccurately 

known ship parameters. If one replaces a in the above expression by ac+Aa, the term 

yeve(l-k4(ack5-l)) will be cancelled. However the remaining term Aait4Jt5yeve cannot be 

cancelled in the case of C3 because this term does not contain any reference velocities. To get 

around this difficulty, we replace k5 in the Lyapunov function (3.18) by it* la where k* is a 

positive constant to be determined, i.e. 

V2\X2e) = 0.5(_c
2 + y] + k4(ye +J&f'v,)

2). (3.72) 

The condition (3.26) is replaced by 

l-k4(k*5-l) = Q and Pca;\k*-1 = 0. (3.73) 

Note that the term <_> is now written as 
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<t> = APXk4^iye+^ve)(rfe+rd)xe 
a a 

(3.74) 

where A/T = p/a~Pc/ac. With (3.71) and (3.74), the first time derivative of (3.72) satisfies 

V;<-qxit)x
2 -q2x(t)y

2 - **®/' + «*®/- -q3(t)v
2 + (ZlK2 +Z2)e^™ + 

Vi+^+y? ^+*e+ye 
1 KAKC i ICAKC I 

(3.75) 

+• 4/v5 

4̂ ), a 402 a1 

where 

qiit) = Piit) 
kxk4kl\Ap' 

a 

\Aavd+Apudrd 

1 , kl , \kjt)\ ( l + 4px\rc 
•+^+ 

4p, a 1-|£(0|I 4pxyjl-k
2(t) 

+ kl+k2\rd\+k
2(t)\ud\+\k(t)vd 

\k(t)\kl 
4p,a(l-|£(r)|)^ 

«2l(0 = P2i(0- ^4PI|A/3* rrf
2+^^-|Aav(/+AJ8^rd| 

?22(0 = P_2(0-
^fc^ |AJ3*| n^col -H|^CO| PI ^ |*co 
a (l-|^(0|)l ^jl-k2{t) 4p2a^i_it

2(0 
-2(A:2(0|«rf|+|A

3(r)vrf|) 

(3.76) 

(3.77) 

1+-^-

v
 4 P 2 a , 
(3.78) 

q^it) = Pnit), 

( 

q3(t) = p3(t)-
k4k\\ AQ u k4k;\AP*\Pl 2|*(f)|*4|A/T|p, W ^ K I 
! lAccvd+APudrd\<p2+ ! —+-T~, , '/ ', + iU •' .1 
a a (i-iit(oi)>/r^(o « 2 ( I - M D 

x 

Y\ f U(OIP 
J==LL+2|A:(0| + (p1 + p2)\k\t) ( H + K D + A l ^ ^ + Aa+l^t + pAOflv^+lM,,!) 
yll-k2(t) 

(3.19) 
Pi> Pur Pn, Pn, Pi are p,, p21, p22, p23, p3 with k5 being replaced by k\la, <px and& are 

some positive constants. From (3.75), the stability analysis of the (xe,ye,ve) -subsystem can be 

carried out using the same arguments as in Section 3.3.2. Similar to Section 3.3.2.5, it can be 

shown that there always exist the design constants kx, k3,k4, k*5 such that the required 

conditions hold if Act and Ap are not too large, say Aa«a,AP«p and 

A/T « min(/?,a). It is noted that when Assumption 3.2 holds with either Cl or C3 or C4, the 

(xe,ye,ve)-subsystem still globally asymptotically stable since the term \Aavd+APudrd\ in 

(3.75) globally exponentially/asymptotically vanishes at the origin. However, only global 

practical stability can be achieved in the case of C2. This coincides with the ship control 
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practice in the sense that a big ship, in general, cannot accurately track the reference trajectory 

generated by a small ship because of underactuated configuration in the sway dynamics. 

Remark 3.6. Since the inaccurate knowledge of the ship parameters directly affects the 

tracking errors when Assumption 3.2 holds with C 2 and the ve -dynamics is globally Input-to-

State-Stable with respect to ue and re as inputs, see (3.7), w e can also treat the ve -dynamics as 

unmodeled dynamics. In this case, one can apply the methodology proposed in this chapter and 

the work on controlling nonlinear systems with unmodeled dynamics (Jiang and Mareels, 

1997). 

3.5 Simulations 

This section validates the control law (3.15) by simulation with a monohull ship whose 

parameters are given in Appendix A. The reference trajectory is generated by the virtual ship 

with [xd (0), yd (0), wd (0), ud (0), vd (0), rd (0)] = [om, 0 m, 0 rad,0ms
1,0 m s 1 , 0 radsA ] , and: 

-For the case of Cl: xud =-"h.2
vdrd> xrd =~i"hi ~m

22)
M_/_-> i-e-> the reference trajectory is a 

point at the origin, 

-For the case of C2: xud =-m22vdrd+dxx,xrd =-(mxx—m22)udrd-\-d33, i.e., the reference 

trajectory is a circle, 

-For the case of C3: xud = -ra^v^ +dxx,xrd = -(ra,, -ra22)«rfr(/, i.e., the reference trajectory is 

a straight line, 

-For the case of C4: xud =-m22vdrd + 0.ldxxe-*
3', xrd =-(m,, -rn^u^ + 0.k/33<f

5', i.e., the 

reference trajectory is a path approaching to the origin. 

W e first choose k3 =0.8,Aj =3.5,c, = c 2 = 5 . Note that these constants can be any arbitrarily 

positive real numbers. The bigger these constants, the faster transient response will be but the 

higher the control effort becomes. Next, based on Section 3.3.2.5, w e initialize 

k. = 0.01,fc5 =1.8, then increase these values until all of the conditions (3.35), (3.49), (3.54) and 

(3.56) hold. W e get k. =0.02, k- =2.14, which result in it, =0.85, k2 =0.54, k4 =6.4, 

A, = 0.015, Aj = 0.005, see (3.34) and (3.69). With the above design constant selection, one can 

verify that all conditions (3.26), (3.34), (3.35), (3.49), (3.54) and (3.56) hold with 

p\ =0.47,p2*„ =0.15, p2x =0.07,p22 =0.l3,p3 =0.16, p, =0.2,p2 =2,p 3 =0.5. The initial 

conditions are chosen as 

[jr(0),y(0),^(0),M(0),v(0),r(0)] = [l.5m,-2.5m,0.7rad,Orns
1,0.5ms1,Orads1]. 

Figure 3.1 plots the tracking errors. It can be seen from this figure that the tracking errors 

asymptotically (^-exponentially for the case of C2) converge to zero as proven in Theorem 3.1. 
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To test the robustness of our proposed controller with respect to the ship parameters and small 

environmental disturbances induced by wave, wind and ocean-current, we simulate the control 

law (3.15) with the same design constants selected as above. Figure 3.2 plots the tracking errors 

with 8 % variation in all of the system parameters in the sense that the ship parameters are taken 

as 0.92ra,,,1.08ra22,0.92ra33,0.92<i1 x,l.0Sd22,l.0Sd33, and with the environmental disturbances 

acting on the surge, sway and yaw dynamics as 1^(0 = O.Ira,, rand(«),Tvw(f) = 0.1ra22rand(«), 

T
w v(0 = 0.1ra33rand(»), where rand(«) is the zero-mean random noise with amplitude of 1, i.e. 

the last three equations of (3.1) with the above disturbances are of the form 

ra,, d,, 1 1 . . 
u = -^-vr x±u+ xu+ xwu(t), 

ra,, ra,, ra,, ra,, 

v = - 2 U - u r - ^ - v + - i - T l w ( 0 , (3.80) 
m22 ra,2 ra,2 

(ra,, —ra„) d33 1 1 . . 
r = ____J ____MV 33_r + ^ 4 . Xwr(t), 

m33 m33 m33 m33 

Note that the variation in the ship parameters directly affect the tracking error in the case of C 2 

since the reference sway velocity has to be generated by the virtual ship. It is worth mentioning 

that under arbitrarily small nonvanishing environmental disturbances, the discontinuous 

stabilization controller proposed in Reyhanoglu (1997) results in an unstable closed loop 

system in the sense that the closed loop trajectory goes to infinity exponentially fast. 

3.6 Conclusions 

A universal controller has been obtained to solve simultaneously both regulation and tracking 

problems of underactuated surface ships without a sway actuator. The proposed controller is 

able to globally asymptotically force the underactuated ships to follow any reference trajectory 

generated by a suitable virtual ship in a frame attached to the ship body. W h e n the yaw 

reference velocity satisfies a P E condition, the global K -exponential stability of the closed 

loop system is achieved. Restrictive assumptions on reference velocities required in the 

literature have been removed. The proposed methodology in this chapter can be readily 

extended to design a universal controller for simultaneous stabilization and tracking of 

underactuated underwater vehicles, see also Chapter 2. The requirement of velocity 

measurements in this chapter and Chapter 2 will be removed in the next chapter where a novel 

global exponential observer to estimate the vessel's velocities is introduced. 
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Chapter 4 

Global output-feedback tracking control of underactuated ships 

A new global output-feedback controller for tracking control of an underactuated surface ship 

with only surge force and yaw moment available and without measurements of velocities is 

presented in this chapter. The reference trajectory to be tracked is allowed to be a curve 

including a straight-line and a circle. The new result is facilitated by: (1) deriving a coordinate 

transformation to cancel the velocity cross terms in the ship dynamics to design a global 

exponential velocity observer; (2) introducing a key coordinate transformation to transform the 

tracking errors interpreted in a frame attached to the virtual ship, to a triangular form, to which 

the backstepping technique can be applied. Numerical simulations demonstrate the 

effectiveness of the proposed controller. 

4.1 Problem formulation 

The mathematical model of the underactuated ship moving in the horizontal plane (see 

Appendix A for details) can be described as 

fj = J(ti)v, 

(4.1) 
M v = -C(v)v-Dv + x 

with 

n = [x y wf>v = W v rC »* = [*., ° ?rf M = diag(mxx,m22,m33),'D = diag(dn,d22,d33), 

~cos(w) -sin(w) 0] |~ 0 0 -ra^v" 

J(H)= sin(yO cos(v) 0 ,C(v)= 0 0 ra,,w 

0 0 1 ra22v —ra,,« 0 

where all symbols in the above expressions are defined in Appendix A. W e assume that the 

reference trajectory is generated by a virtual ship as follows 

nd =J(nd)
vd> 

M v d = - C ( v d ) v d - D v d + T d 

where all the variables have similar meaning as in system (4.1) for the virtual reference ship. In 

this chapter, w e impose the following assumption: 

(4.2) 

Assumption 4.1. 

1) The reference signals xd,yd,ud,rd,ud, iid and rd are bounded. There exists a strictly 

positive constant udmhl, such that \ud(t)\>udmia,Vt>0. The reference sway velocity 

satisfies: \vd (t)\ < \ud (t)\, V. > 0. 
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2) The surge and sway displacements (x,y) and yaw angle w are measurable but the 

velocities u, v and r are not. 

Remark 4.1. 

Condition \ud(t)\>udmia, \ft>Q implies that the reference surge velocity is always nonzero but 

it can be either positive or negative. This means that w e consider both forward and backward 

tracking. From a practical control viewpoint of surface ships, the condition 

\udit)\>udmin, W > 0 is much less restrictive than a P E (persistent excitation) condition on the 

yaw reference velocity in the literature in the sense that tracking of a straight-line is included. 

For surface ships equipped a pair of propellers or water jets, the yaw moment to steer the ship is 

generated by changing the speed of each propeller or water jet. These facts imply that the 

tracking control is carried out only when the surge speed is nonzero. The condition 

|v_-(0|<|Md(0|> Vf > 0 implies that the ship cannot track a circle with arbitrarily small radius, 

due to the ship's high inertia and underactuation in the sway direction. The second part of 

Assumption 4.1 implies that we need to solve an output-feedback control problem. 

4.2 Observer design and coordinate transformations 

4.2.1 A global exponential observer 

W e first remove the term C(v)v in (4.1), which causes difficulties in observer design by 

introducing the following coordinate 

X = Q(ti)v (4.3) 

where CKiOeSR3*3 is a global invertible matrix to be determined. With (4.3), the second 

equation of (4.1) is written as 

X = [Q(n)v - Q(n)M -lC(v)v] - Q C i O M ' D Q 1 (t|)X + Q O O M ' x (4.4) 

Our goal is to cancel terms in the square bracket in the right hand side of (4.4). To find the 

matrix Q(n), w e assume that the elements of Q(T|) are q^li = 1,2,3, j = 1,2,3, the square 

bracket in the right hand side of (4.4) is zero if 

^" + <7,.2V + fer + ____L?avr-___L^^ / = 1,2,3,V(T|,M,v,r)e iK
6 (4.5) 

ra„ m22 m33 

where for brevity, we omit the argument i\ of ^ ( q ) . With the first equation of (4.1), w e 

expand (4.5) as 
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^ai\^,r^ , dail „: cos(i/0 + -^-sin(YO 
ox dy 

2 
\U + 

( 

•-^sin(vO + — c o s ( v O 
ox dy 

d<ln 

^2+^V + 
dw 

^sin(w) + ̂ c o s ( w ) + ̂ c o s ( w ) + ̂ sin(w) +^-^H, ' 
OJC ay djc dy ra33 

UV + 

' ^ L + ̂ l c o s ( v , ) + _|l s i n ( v , ) . _ i L t e V + 
dW ox dy m^ 

Therefore (4.6) holds V(f|,H,v,r)eSK6 if 

" i€n-cos(vA) + -^sin(vO = 0, 

f̂  ̂ 3^.^,%^ ^ 
dw ^x dy "hi 

vr = 0. 

(4.6) 

dx dy 

J^-sinO/O +^t2.COs(^) = 0, 
ox 

^,3 

3;c 

= 0, 

3y 

9?n a* 9 * 2 „;. sin(yO+—^cos^) + -^cos(y0+—^-sin(y0 + "hi-"h.2 
(4.7) 

3y 8JC dy "hz 
4,3=0, 

dyf dbc ay ra^ 

^-%lsi„W+%icosW+^?„ =0. 
d y ox ay ra,, 

Using characteristic and variable separation methods, a family of solutions of the above set of 

six partial differential equations is 

qiX = (("hxCi3x + roj3Cfl )sin(w) - {"hiCBy - "hiCi2 )cos(^)), 
"hi 

4i2 = - ^ - ( K i C I - 3 ^ + ra33C,.,)cos(VA) + (ra„C/3y-ra33C,.2)sin(VA)), (4.8) 
mxxm33 

qn=Ci3 

where C n, Ci2 and C;3 are arbitrary constants. W e now choose the constants C n, Cl2 and Ci3 

such that the matrix QOi) is invertible. 

A simple choice of C,3 = C,, =0, C12 = 1, C23 = C22 = 0, C21 = 1, C3, = C 3 2 = 0, C33 = 1 results 

in 

Q(i) = 

cos(y/") -sin(v^)ra22/ra,, 0 

sin(tyA) cos(w)m22/mxx 0 

(sin(v^)x-cos(v^)y)ra11/ra33 (cos(v̂ )j: + sin(v^)y)ra22/ra33 1 

(4.9) 

In deed, this matrix is globally invertible. Substituting (4.9) into (4.4) and using (4.3) and the 

first equation of (4.1), we have 

i, = J(il)Q1(il)X, 

X = -D_di)X+Q(n)M 1T 
(4.10) 
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with D Ol) = Q0l)M *DQ '(n). The system (4.10) has a very nice structure, namely linear in 

the unmeasured states. Of course, a reduced-order observer can be designed but it is often 

noise-sensitive. Here we use the following nonlinear observer to construct the unmeasured 

velocities. 

4 = J(n)Q'1(ii)x+K,1(i|-n). n 

X = -D_(t|)X + Q O O M - ' T + Kn(i\- i\) 

where i] and X are the estimates of r\ and X , respectively. The observer gain matrices 

K0, and K 0 2 are chosen such that Q0 1 = K * P01 + P01K01 and Q 0 2 =DJ(T|)P 0 2 + P 0 2 D _ ( T | ) are 

positive definite, and that 

( j d O Q ' ^ f P o , -Po2K02 = 0 (4.12) 

with P0, and P02 being positive definite matrices. It is straightforward to show that 

K0, and K 0 2 always exist since D_(T|) is positive definite. From (4.10) and (4.11), w e have 

Jj^WQ-'OOX-K^, 

X = -D_(ri)X-K02ti 

where i\:= (x,y,w)T =r\-i\ andX^=(jcl,jc2,jc3)
T =X — X. It is now seen that (4.13) is 

globally exponentially stable at the origin by taking the Lyapunov function 

V0 =r\
TP0lr\ + X

TP02X whose derivative along the solution of (4.13) and using (4.12) satisfies 

V0 = -ti
rQ01n - X

r Q 0 2 X , which in turn implies that there exists a strictly positive constant 

<r0 such that 

|(n(0,X(r))|^|(ti(.0),X(f0))||c-
ff*(^), V 0 < r 0 < t < ~ . (4.14) 

Defining v = [u,v, r] being an estimator of the velocity vector v as 

v = Q-'(ii)X (4.15) 

then the velocity estimate error vector, v := [u,v, r] = v - v, satisfies 

v = Q-'(n)X. (4.16) 

Based on (4.16), we cannot conclude anything about the convergence of the velocity estimate 

errors since some elements of the matrix Q(q), see (4.9), depend linearly on xandy. 

However, our controller will guarantee that (x,y) are globally bounded, then (4.16) implies 

that the velocity estimate errors globally exponentially converge to zero. Indeed, the linear 

dependence of Q(n) on x and y will result in a challenging problem, of which the control 

design will have to take care. To prepare for the control design, using (4.15), we rewrite (4.11) 

as 
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x = ii cos(yO -vs'm(w) + 

y = ii sin(i/0 + v cos(y) + 

ra, cos2(yO + ——sin2(yO 
m 22 

X, +• 
m„ - m, 122 "^sin(2w)x2, 

) 2m 

m22-mX] 
2 m 

sin(2y)x, + 
22 

22 

ra, 

22 

( \ 
sin2 (y) + —^-cos2 (w) 

ra 

m yr = r + —x±(yxx-xx2) +x3, 
m 33 

dn *• 11 ^ ^ -" I 1 " n 

u =—^vr —u+——+ v 
ra, m n m n 

ra22 / _ _ x . ra„ _ 
ra 

yxx -xx2) + — — x3 
33 m u 

+ cos(w)x + sin(y)y -

m, -(sin(w)x - cos(w)y)w, 
m33 

v = —ur — m, 
v — li

ra 22 m 22 m n 

tn. ^ ra2 

m 
—(yxx -xx2) + jc3 ^-(sin(y)x-cos(i/A)y)-
33 ra„ 

22 

m2, (cos(yO* + sin(w)y)w 

m22m33 
A ran-ra22 „„ d33 „ x. mf.u , . , . _ , ,~ \ ra„v , , ,_ .,._.* 
r = — —uv —r + —— + —(-sm(Y)xx + cos(yO*2) ^—(cos(^)x, +sin(^/)x2) + 

ra„ m „ ra„ ra,0/n„ ra. 
l33 l33 

m2x+m
2
33 ;_2 _ __2̂ _ 

33 22 11 l33 

m 33 

/ 2 2\ - \
 mn ~mum?7 • ,r. -. mum7j cos

2(w) + m2, sin2(w) ̂  
[x +yz)w+ —^ • sin(2y/-)jc+ " 22 — U i___. 

2ra„m„ /n
22'

n33 
p22'"33 

X + 

r„2 
Wll ~ mli m22 

2m22m33 
sin(2y)y-

m,,ra22 sin
2(yO + ra,2, cos2(yr) 

tfl'yyfTt-i-i 

(4.17) 

where for simplification, we have taken K 0 2 = (j(n)Q^(n)) • Hence we will design the control 

inputs xu and xr to force (4.17) to globally asymptotically track (4.2). Since there is no control 

input in the sway direction, designing xu and xr directly from (4.17) is difficult. Therefore we 

will introduce some coordinate changes in the next section. 

4.2.2 Coordinate transformations 

Without the observer effects (see all terms multiplied by the observer errors in (4.17)), in 

(Pettersen and Nijmeijer, 2001; Lefeber, 2000; Jiang, 2002), the coordinate transformation: 

[z, z2 z3] =y
1i"i\)[x y w] , was used to transform the kinematic part of (4.2) and (4.17) 

to a "so-called chain-form" system, then different controllers were designed for the resulting 

tracking error system. The reference yaw velocity rd must satisfy PE conditions of various 

kinds. Hence the straight-line tracking is excluded from consideration. Also in Chapters 2 and 

3, the position and orientation errors x-xd, y-yd and W~Wd
 were f*rst interpreted in a 

frame attached to the ship body, i.e. [-^.y^.Y^] =Y1iri)[x-xd,y-yd,w-Wd] »
 then 

different state-feedback controllers were designed. The PE conditions of rd were removed. 
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Because of the observer effects, the above-mentioned coordinate transformations will result in a 

very complicated system, namely some quadratic terms of (zx,z2,z3) or ixe,ye,We) multiplied 

by the observer errors in the kinematic part of the transformed system. This makes the control 

design extremely difficult. Toward this end, we propose the following coordinate 

transformation 

ye 

We 

cos(wd) sin(wd) 0 

-sin(wd) cos(wd) 0 

0 0 1 

x xd 

y-yd 
l¥~Wd\ 

(4.18) 

Indeed, convergence to zero of ixe,ye,We) implies that of ix-xd,y-yd,w~Wd)-
 W e also 

define the velocity tracking errors as ue=u-ud, ve=v-vd and re=f-rd. Differentiating 

both sides of (4.18) along the solutions of (4.17) and (4.2) yields the error dynamics of the " 

kinematic part": 

xe=ue+ (ue + ud )icos(we )-l)-ive+vd) sin(we ) + rdye+hx, 

ye =
 Ve + iVe +Vd)(COS(We)-V + iUe +

 Ud ) S™iWe ) "
 rd Xe +hV (

419) 

We=re+£K+K 

where, for notational simplification, we have defined 

hx = COS(Wd )
Ax + siniWd )Ay . hy = S™iWd )Ax + COS(Vrf )Ay, 

h¥=^(ydx\-xdx2) + x3, 
"hi 

ciy _= UhL(fsin(wd)xe + cos(Wd)ye)*\-icosiWd)
xe ~*™<Wd)ye)h). 

"hi 
(4.20) 

A,= 
r 
cos2(w) +^u-sin2(w) 

m22 
xx +

 mxx m22 sin(2w)x2, 
2m22 

A > , = ^ - ^ - s i n ( 2 ^ + 
zm22 

( 
ra,, 

> 

sin z (w)+—— cos2 (w) 
m22 

x2. 

Similar to Chapter 2, observing (4.19) shows that xe and we can be stabilized by ue andre. On 

the other hand, we should be chosen as a virtual control to stabilize the sway error ye (the 

reader is referred to Section 2.1.2 for more motivations and details of this choice). As a result, 

we define the following coordinate 

ze = We
 + arcsin 

kudy die 

kV
1+*?+y.2 

(4.21) 
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where the constant k is such that \kud(t)\ < l,Vf > 0 . This constant will be specified later. It is 

seen that (4.21) is well defined and that convergence of ze and ye implies that of we • 

Remark 4.2. Using the nonlinear coordinate transformation (4.21) instead of ze =We +kudye, 

w e avoid the ship whirling around when ye is large. If one uses ze=We
+ arcsin 

( i- ^ 
kudye , the 

problem of ship whirling around is avoided. Indeed using these coordinate transformations will 

result in a much simpler tracking error system than using (4.21). However, these coordinate 

transformations make the design of the control inputs xu andrr impossible since we need to 

design a bounded virtual control of w for all ixe,ye) to overcome the terms, ux and uy, 

multiplied by observer errors that appear in the sway dynamics, see (4.17). In addition, these 

terms cannot be dominated by adding nonlinear damping terms in the control inputs since the 

sway dynamics are not actuated. 

Using the nonlinear coordinate (4.21) together with (4.19), the ship error dynamics are 

rewritten as 

K =ue+(ue +ud)px-(ve +vd)py+(ye +vd)kudm2
xye+rdye+hx, 

ye=ve+ (ve + vd)px + (ue + ud)py -kudGS2
xye -kudUJ2ueye -rdxe + hy, 

K=re+fz+8zUe+&z+hz' 

"hi czi. dw .._. * ue = ^ - v f — U - M + — x u -ud +nu +hu, 
"hi "hi "hi 

(4.22) 

Ve=' 
n—iuere +udre+ uerd ) ^- ve + Q v + ̂ , 
"h2 "h.2 

nux -nu^ „„ d33 . 1 -,/-,, , 
re=—- — w v —r + Xr-rd +Qr+hr 

m33 m33 m33 
where, for notational simplicity and convenience of the control design, we have defined the 

folio wings: 

IUX =>/l+xJ+(l-fc
2w2)yJ, tU2 =-Jl+xJ+y], 

cu, tu, -tu~ ,kudye GJ, 
px = ( c o s ( z e ) - l ) ^ + ^ ^ - + s i n ( z e ) ^ ^ , Py =sm(ze)-l--icos(ze)-l) 

fz 

8z = 

GJ2 GJ2 CU2 

^-J^L+(ve+v„)pJt+w„p), 

CJ, 

kudye 

CJ, 

/ 

x*ye 
~rdxe—r 

CJ, 

( 
UdPx~iVe+Vd) Py 

kudye 

UJ, 

WW 

a+A) 

(4.23) 
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The terms Q z , Q„, H v and Q r are defined as: 

( -.. \ 
az=i\,^u=v ^-(yx, -xx2) + ̂ ~x3 -^(sin(we)xe -cos(we)ye)W, 

m33 ra,, I ra33 

Q.v=-iue+ud)- m 
( 

\\ 

ra •22 

"hi 

m 
(yx, — xx2) + Xj 

-33 

ra,2 (cos(we)xe + sin(we)ye)w 

m22m33 

€1 = 
2 * 

ra,,w 
m22m33 
( 2 
ra,, -

(-sin(YOJe, + cos(vO*_)-—v(cos(yO-^ + sin(y/-)x2) + 
™33 

2 • 2, 
(4.24) 

n - ^ 1 , ^ 2 2 ^ ( 0 ^ ^ , /"n^cos (yO + ra„sin ( v O A 

2ra22ra33 
." 2 
ra,, -

»«22m33 

2/...\ . 2 2. 

yd X + 

t^sin(2^)A, _^^2sin(y) + ra,,cos(y,)A^ 

2m22m33 "hi"hi 
y + 

2 2 
ra,, +ra33 / 2 , ,2 

2 
"*33 

(x2 + y2 + 2sin(v^)(xeyd - yexd) + 2cos(wd)i
xexd + ) ^ ) ) w 

with A ^ = cos(y^)xe -sin(y^)ye,Aw = sin(y^)xe +cos(^d)ye. 

The terms h^^,^ and hr containing the observer errors multiplied by some bounded terms 

are defined as 

h = 
_kud (jl + x2) yexe 
_2 ")• _2 "x 

GJ2 GJ2 
GJ 

hu =cos(w)x + sin(w)y
 x±(sin(w)xd -cos(w)yd)w, 

"hi 

u "he i.*- i ^-^ "h2i(co<W)xd+sin(w)yd)w 
K =—y-(sm(VA)x-cos(v^)y) * — , 
"hi "hi"hi 

(4.25) 

2 •_ 2, m,,-raI,ra22 .,_,., _ _. ranra22cos (v̂ ) + ra,,sin (\if) 
hr = — ^——sm(2w)(xdx -ydy)+ — — — 2m22m33 m22m33 

ydx 

mxxm22sm (yO + ra,, cos (y) - , "hi+"hi( 2 . „\~ 
xdy~* 2 \xd+ yd )W-

m22m33 m;3
 v ' 

It is clear that the problem of forcing the underactuated ship (4.1) to track the virtual ship (4.2) 

becomes stabilizing the system (4.22). The effort made so far, is to have the term -ku2dye /GJ2 in 

the ye -dynamics. This term plays an important role in stabilizing the ye -dynamics. In the next 

section we will design xu and xr to globally asymptotically stabilize (4.22). 

4.3 Control design 

The triangular structure of (4.22) suggests us to design the actual controls xu and xt in two 

stages. First, we design the virtual velocity controls for ue and re to globally asymptotically 

stabilize xe,ye, ze and ve at the origin. Based on the backstepping technique, the controls 

T„ and rr will be then designed. Before designing the control inputs, it is important to note that 
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the terms £lu and Q.r can be dominated by adding some nonlinear damping terms in the control 

inputs xu and xr. However the term £_v cannot be dominated by any nonlinear damping terms 

in ru and xr. As pointed out in Remark 4.2, Q.v contains uexe and ueye multiplied by the 

observer errors, if x and y are substituted in from (4.18). Therefore, if one designs a virtual 

control of ue which is linear in xe and ye the sway velocity dynamics will have a finite escape 

time due to the fact that separation principle does not hold for the nonlinear system in question. 

Thanks to the coordinate change (4.18), w e are able to design a virtual control of ue such that it 

is bounded for all xe and ye and stabilizes the xe -dynamics. 

Step 1. Define the virtual control errors as 

d -

u =u —u , r 
e e e ' e 

(4.26) 

where ue and xe are the virtual velocity controls of ue and re, respectively. The virtual 

controls ud and rf are chosen as follows: 

d 
u„ •• -kxxe IGJ2, rf = -k2ze -fz- gzu

d (4.27) 

where kxandk2 are positive design constants to be specified later. Indeed, (4.27) guarantees 

that w„ < kx and stabilizes the ze -dynamics. 

Remark 4.3. Unlike the standard application of backstepping, in order to reduce complexity of 

the controller expressions, we have chosen a simple virtual control law ue without canceling 

the known terms. From (4.27), we observe that rf is of at most linear growth in ixe,ye,ze,ve). 

This observation plays a crucial role in the stability analysis of the closed loop system. 

Step 2. By differentiating (4.26) along with the solutions of (4.22) and (4.27), the actual 

controls xu and xt with some nonlinear damping terms to overcome the effect of observer 

errors, and without canceling the useful damping terms are chosen as 

^ = w i i 

dud( 

ra,, ̂  a,, . d . . ou 
—^vr+-V-(ud +ud)+ud +—!'• 
mxx m,, dx( 

ue+(ue+ud)px+(ve+vd) 

3y. 

xr=m33 

K 
*ye 
mxx 

ve+ive+vd)px+iue+ud)Py-
kudye(ue+ud) 

( 

GJ2 

drdJ 

~rdXe 

m2 } 

*3 '"ll 

+rdye + 

- C A - S z z e +~ ™e -Sfis, 
k4"h2 

udam 

^ / n 2 2 . ^ + ̂ l ( ^ + r r f ) + ^ + ^ £ 

m33 m33 dx„ 
ue+(ue+ud)px+(ve+vd) ~Py + Ky, dJe 

CJ, 
+rdye + 

Ve+iVe+Vd)Px+iUe+Ud)Py 
kudyeiue+ud) 

UJ~ 
~rdXe ^ ( r . + /. + » A ) - ^ 

drffd. 22 V.+ 
{"hi 

"hi 
iuere+udre+uerd) 

) drf . drf .. drf . Jrf . „ U , , , . . _ 
dud dud avd drd A^ra^ 

^ 

(4.28) 
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where cx,c2, k3 and k4 are positive constants to be specified later. 8X and 82 are arbitrarily 

positive constants. W e introduced the ratio k3lk4 to enhance the feasibility of design constants. 

The nonlinear damping terms xudam and xrdam are defined as follows: 

Um=(v^l)(x: + y>vVrfa=«^v^(^,
2)2

+(,: + y;)(«
2
+ l ). (4.29) 

W e now state the following result, whose proof is given in the next section. 

Theorem 4.1. Assume that a) there are no environmental disturbances; b) the ship parameters 

are known; c) the reference signals ixd,yd,Wd,vd) generated by the virtual ship model (4.2), 

and Assumption 4.1 holds. If the output-feedback control law (4.28) together with the observer 

(4.11) are applied to the ship system (4.1), then the tracking errors 

ix(t)-xd(t),y{t)-yd(t),wit)-Wdit),
vit)-vdit)) are globally asymptotically and locally 

exponentially stable at the origin with an appropriate choice of the design constants 

k, cx, c2 and kt, i = 1,2,3,4. 

4.4 Proof of Theorem 4.1 

Substituting (4.28), (4.27) and (4.26) into (4.22) results in the following closed loop system 

KtX 

X = — + 
CJ, 

( 
klxe 

GJ, 
+ uA 

ku^y 
Px-iVe+Vd)Py+i"e+Vd)-=f^ + rdye+hx+Ue(l + Px), 

ye=Ve+iVe+Vd)Px + 
.____£. 

CJ, 

\ 

+ M„ 

GJ2 

p
 kudy* i k^kudxey, 

CJ, GJ, 
" ~ rdxe + hy + ue 

kudy dSe 

GJ-

K = -k2ze + & z + h z + gziie + re, 

Ue=~ C,+ 
dxx ]_ k3 ra„ „ dud . dud . 

ra,, ) k4 ra^ dxe dye 

"22 „ ^11 t.A.d , .. _rf __,</_ -̂  "hl/,.d 
ve=—^Ve-

m22 
f , 

ra,, 
iKK +udrf +uaerd)-^(u*e +ud)~re -ZU-ru, +QV + /_,, 

m22 /M22 m2 2 

re=~ C2 4 
*33 

™33 J 
F« -^ + r - ^ L L ( M " + u d X -s2rexrdam+nr+hr -^-h 

dr< 
k4m22 dx. 3y. ' 

h-

d~d drd 

dze dve 

(4.30) 

where for brevity, we did not substitute the expressions of ud andrf into the sway dynamics. In 

order to prove Theorem 4.1, we just need to show that the closed loop system (4.30) is globally 

asymptotically and locally exponentially stable at the origin. Q z contains xeandye multiplied 

by the observer errors, see (4.24) and (4.20). O n the other hand, the xe and ye -dynamics are 

stabilized by the terms -fc,xe /GJ2 and- ku
2
dye ltU2 respectively. This makes the stability analysis 
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of (4.30) difficult, i.e. w e cannot consider the (xe,ye,v£)and(ze,we,/;)-subsystems separately 

as often done in applying stability results for cascade systems, see Appendix B. To illustrate 

our idea of proving asymptotic stability of (4.30), w e first give a simple example. For any initial 

conditions (4.i(f0),£2(f0)), the following system 

V1 + £i (4-31) 

4=^_+<^2('~'o) 

is globally asymptotically stable at the origin for any t >t0 >0,cr^2 > 0 and |0(£2(r))|< A|£2(f)| 

with A being any positive constant. In the first step, w e show that there exists a positive 

constant 0^x<G-2 such that \%x(t)\< ̂ i^e
0^*''^ with Xx(») being a nondecreasing function of 

||(̂ i(?o).̂ 2(fo))|| - T a k e the Lyapunov function W =0.5(£,2 + K£l), with K being a positive 

constant, whose derivative along the solution of (4.31) satisfies 

.2 > 

W<G-& + «* 4o-x 

:2 , vf. e -<̂ c2('-'o) -K & + KS&e-*'™. (4.32) 
/ 

Pick K such that A 2 l(4o-x) - K <0, then (4.32) implies that 

W < 2a-xW + Kmax(l, K)We'
0"l{t~h) (4.33) 

which in turn yields |£,(0|<>W^l('"'o). Therefore the term Gxe~
a'2{t~'o) in (4.31) globally 

exponentially vanishes. The second step of proving asymptotic stability can be carried out 

easily by taking the Lyapunov function Wx = -J 1 + £,
2 -1 + AT,£2, Kx > 0. W e now present proof 

of asymptotic stability of the closed loop system (4.30) in two parts. 

a) Part 1. In this part, we show that there exists a positive constant c, < <J0 such that 

|(*.W,y.W)|^rii«^, ( H , ) +7io(-) (4.34) 

where /,,(•) and 7,0(») are nondecreasing functions of ([(n^oXX^oXX^o)) with 

X_ ̂ [xe,ye,ze,ve,ue,re] . Consider the following Lyapunov function 

Vi =\{xe+ye +k3v
2+k4iz

2 +u2+?f)) (4.35) 

whose time derivative along the solution of (4.30), after some lengthy but simple calculation by 

completing squares, satisfies 

Vx <-!^-^- + l£x(x
2
 + y

2)-azz
2 -avv] -auii

2 -arrf + (%u (OV, +*,o(-))<^
0<M,) +«o 

GJ2 CJ2
 v 

(4.36) 
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where 

az=k2k4 
4e, 

f ~\2 

k2k3-^-(ki+\ud\)\ - - ( * , +\ud\f, 
{ "hi ) £i 

av =k3^— — -k3^(kx + \ud\)i8 + \kud\)\kud\, au =k4 
"ha 4ei ^ 2 

c,+ 
"hi 

\ 
-,ar — k4 c2+-

% 3 J 

(4.37) 

with £, being a positive constant, aQ being some positive constant. W e choose the design 

constants k, cx,c2 and kt,i = 1,2,3,4 such that 

e, <cr0II,az >0,av > 0,au >0,ar >0. (4.38) 

It is not hard to show that there always exist k,cx,c2 and kt, i = 1,2,3,4 such that (4.38) holds 

for arbitrarily small e,. W e will discuss more details on (4.38) later. With the choice of (4.38), 

we can write (4.36) as 

Vx <l£x(x
2 + y2) + (xni')Vx + X M Y * * ^ + «0 

<14e, Vx + 
"o+Xioi') 

14e, 

^ ( 
+ Xui-) 
) { 

K + 
<*o+Xioi') 

14£ i ; 

-CT0('-io) 
(4-39) 

which, together with (4.35), yields (4.34). 

b) Part 2. W e now prove that the closed loop system (4.30) is globally asymptotically stable at 

the origin by taking the following Lyapunov function 

V2=yll + x
2 + y) -l + 0.5(*3v' +Kiz2 +u2 + ff)) (4.40) 

whose time derivative along the solution of (4.30), after some lengthy but simple calculation by 

completing squares, and using (4.34), satisfies 

2 2 

x. -.ye V2 ̂ - ^ - ^ - M , « 5 r - P z ( 0 z £
2 ~livit>l -We -fitf + X2ii')V2e-^'-

,o) +Z2o(-)^
2("'o) 

10, CJ2 

(4.41) 

where 

p, = *, -6p„ pyit) = ku
2
d-(kud)

2(kx +\ud\^vd\ + 0.5)-\kud\(kx + px)--^-(kudvd)
2 -10p„ 

4p, 

pzit) = k2k4-
fa+kl)2 5„ 2, 1 

(1 + v^)- h—(*i+kl) (^+(^)2(^+k|+v2)+4+4v
2), 

k "hi ' 
2p, p, * 4p, 

,,(0=^-7Pi.l^___^_t3BLh+ki)KI(8+K|)_ir^(^kl) 
"hi 4p, 2 

ikudf 

m22 4 rajj 
x 

px\l-{kud) ) Pi A 

29 
llu=k4(c1+du/mlx)-—,pr=-k4(c2+d33/m33) 

4Pi 

(4.42) 
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where a2=a0-ax. p, is some positive constant. Xiii') and£20(») are nondecreasing 

functions of (tKr0),X(f0),X,.(f0))|. W e now choose the constants k,cx,c2 and *.,.= 1,2,3,4 

such that 

px>px, py it) > py, p z (?) > pz*, p v (t) > pv, pu > p*u, pr > pr, V. > 0 (4.43) 

where p*x,py,p*z,p*v,p*u andp* are positive constants. Substituting (4.43) into (4.41) yields 

V2 * -^ 4 ~ £ 4 ~ A« " H>e ~ W
2 - H^rf + Xn W^'^ + X20W^'™ • (4.44) 

CJ2 GJ2 

From (4.44) w e have V2 <^2,(.)V2e"
ff2('"'o)+^20(.)e

_ff2('"'o), which implies that V2<j22(.) 

with Xni') being a nondecreasing function of (ii^oXX^-XX.(f0)|. Substituting V2<x22i') 

into (4.44) results in 

V2±-^-^-£z2e-pye -p>~
2 -pr~rf + X2ii-)X22i-)e-°*-

la) + XMe'0^ • 
GJ2 GJ2 

(4.45) 

From (4.45) and (4.40), it is direct to show that there exists o"3 > 0 depending on 

|(*l(f0XX(r0XXe(t0))|| such that 

Ixe(0|^y2(-)^
3(Mb) (4-46) 

where y2(«) is a nondecreasing function of (q(f0),X(fo)'̂ (*o))fl- It is noted that since the 

dependence of o"3 > 0 on the initial conditions, (4.46) implies that the closed loop system (4.30) 

is asymptotically stable at the origin. However one can straightforwardly show that (4.30) is 

also locally exponentially stable at the origin. To complete proof of Theorem 4.1, w e need to 

show that there exist the design constants k,cx,c2 and kn *' = 1,2,3,4 such that |&wrf(f)|<l and 

that conditions (4.38) and (4.43) hold. Before discussing these conditions, we note that: 1) 

under Assumption 4.1, the reference surge velocity is always nonzero, and the magnitude of the 

reference sway velocity is always less than that of the reference surge velocity; 2) the mass 

including added mass in the sway dynamics, ra22, is always larger than that in the surge 

dynamics,ra,,, for surface ships, i.e. ra,, /ra22 < 1. The condition of \kud(t)\ < 1 can be satisfied 

easily by picking small enough k . The condition (4.38) holds if w e pick a small k > 0, any 

kx > 0, k2 > 0, and large enough k3 andk4. A close look at (4.42) shows that the condition 

(4.43) always holds if one picks k such that |&Mrf(0| is small; kx >6p,; some k2 > 0 ; large 

enough &3andA:4 for some small positive constant p,. For example, one can choose 

p, =kudim]l with udmax is maximum value of k(f)|. W e can see from above choice that the 
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value of k should be decreased if ud is large. This physically means that the distance from the 

ship to the point it aims to track should be increased if the velocities and surge acceleration are 

large otherwise the ship will miss that point. Furthermore when d22 /m22 is small, k should be 

also decreased. A small value of k also implies a small value of kx. This can be physically 

interpreted as follows: if the damping in the sway dynamics is small, the control gain in the 

surge dynamics should be also small otherwise the ship will slide in the sway direction. Due to 

complicated expressions of px,pyit),p:zit),pvit), w e provide some general guidelines to 

choose the design constants rather than present their extremely complex explicit expressions: 

Pick small value fork, set p, =kudm!a, pick kx >6p,, pick large enough values for k3 andk4. 

Then increase k3 andk4 until (4.38) and (4.43) hold. 

4.5 Robustness discussion 

The control law (4.28) has been designed under the assumption that there are no environmental 

disturbances. Indeed, this assumption is unrealistic in practice. The aim of this section is to 

discuss robustness property of our proposed controller in relation to environmental 

disturbances. Under additive environmental disturbances, it is not hard to show that the 

observer (4.11) guarantees that the observer errors (r\(t),X(t)) globally exponentially converge 

to a ball centered at the origin. Carrying out similar analysis as in the previous section, one can 

prove that the tracking error vector Xe(Oalso globally asymptotically converges to a ball 

centered at the origin. The radius of this ball can be adjusted by changing the control gains if 

the environmental disturbances are not too large. W h e n the environmental disturbances are 

large enough, the observer (4.11) cannot provide enough accurate estimate of unmeasured 

velocities, and the control law (4.28) cannot compensate considerably large environmental 

disturbance acting on the sway axis. These will result in unstable closed loop system, especially 

at a low forward speed. This observation should not come as a surprise since the vessel in 

question is not actuated in the sway axis and does not have velocities available for feedback. 

One can see this phenomenon by observing the simple example system (4.31) with some 

additive disturbance in the first equation. It is easy to show that when this additive disturbance 

has magnitude larger than 1 then the system will be unstable. The robustness issue is still a 

challenging problem in control of underactuated ocean vehicles. 

4.6 Simulations 

This section validates the control laws (4.28) by simulating them on a monohull ship whose 

parameters are given in Appendix A. The reference trajectory is generated by the virtual ship 

with ( ^ ( 0 ) ^ ( 0 X ^ ( 0 X ^ ( 0 ) , ̂ (0)^(0)) = (0m,0m,0 K K U O m s ^ O m s ^ O r a d s 1 ) and: 
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tud =Wdxx-m22vdrdud with xrd =-(ra,, -m22)udrd for the first 60 seconds and then followed 

by: trd -~i"hi ~
mn)udrd +0.05fif33. This choice means that the reference trajectory is a 

straight line for the first 60 seconds and then followed by a circle with a radius of 200 m. 

Indeed the above choice of the reference velocities satisfies Assumption 4.1. 

All of the initial conditions of x\ and v are chosen to be zero. W e first choose 

k2 =5,cx =l,c2 =2,5, =82 =0.1,K0, =10diag(l,l,l),P01 = P 0 2 =0.5diag(l,l,l),K02 = ( J ^ Q '
1 (n)f • 

Note that these constants can be any arbitrarily positive real numbers. The bigger these 

constants, the faster transient response will be but the higher the control effort becomes. Based 

on Section 4.4, w e choose the other design constants as: k = 0.05,/:, =l,k3 =5,& 4=100. The 

initial conditions of the ship are x = -10m,y = 10m,VA = 0.1rad,« = 0ms"1,v = 0ms"1,r = 0rads"'. 

The initial values of observer are: x = -5m,y = 5m, w = 0- lrad,u = 0.5ms"1, 

v = 0.5ms"1, f = 0.5rads-1. 

To illustrate the significance of the proposed observer in this chapter, w e take the inputs as: 

xu = 1.5ra,, and xr = m33 cos(t). The actual and estimate states using our proposed observer are 

plotted in Figure 4.1. Figure 4.2 plots these states with an observer ignoring the cross terms. In 

fact, by setting Q(r[) = diag (1,1,1) the observer proposed in this chapter becomes those 

observers, which ignore the quadratic velocities cross terms, in the literature. It can be seen that 

the observer proposed in this chapter gives good estimation results, and that those observers, 

which ignore the cross terms, fail to estimate the unmeasured states. 

Figures 4.3 demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed controller in this chapter. It can be 

seen that all of the tracking and observer errors converge to zero as expected. 

To illustrate robustness of our proposed controller, w e also simulate with the same control 

gains and initial conditions chosen as above and the environmental disturbance vector 

Tw(t) = 0.5M[sin(f) + 1.5,cos(f) + L5,sin(f) + 1.5] acting on the ship in question, i.e. the last 

equation of (4.1) is in the form of M v = -C(v)v - D v + T + xw(t). Simulation results are plotted 

in Figure 4.4. T o illustrate the instability of the closed loop system caused by large 

environmental disturbances, w e also carried out simulations with disturbances: 

T w (t) = 1.5M [sin(0 +1.5, cos(t) + 1.5, sin(?) +1.5] . These disturbances result in instability. 

4.7 Conclusions 

A new global tracking controller for an underactuated ship without a sway actuator and 

measurements of velocities has been presented. The key of the control development is an 

introduction of the global nonlinear coordinates (4.3), (4.18) and (4.21) to obtain an 

exponential observer, and to transform the tracking error dynamics to a suitable nonlinear 

system, to which Lyapunov's direct method and backstepping technique can be applied. In 
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deed, the methodology presented in this chapter can be easily combined with the one in Chapter 

3 a universal output-feedback controller. However, it is not easy to extend the proposed 

observer design to underactuated underwater vehicles, since it is extremely difficult to solve the 

resulting partial differential equations to find the matrix Qfo) to transform the underwater 

vehicle dynamics to a form, which is linear in unmeasured velocities. 

Figure 4.1 Results of the observer proposed in this chapter: 

Real states (solid), estimated states (dot). 

Figure 4.2 Results of the observer ignoring cross terms: 

Real states (solid), estimated states (dot). 
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Figure 4.3. Simulation results without disturbances. 
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Figure 4.4. Simulation results with disturbances. 

In Figures 4.3 and 4.4: 

a) Ship position and orientation in (x,y) plane; 

b) Tracking errors (solid: (x-xrf),dash: (y-yd), dot: iw~Wd))'> 

z) Observer errors (solid: ylix-xf + iy-yf+iw-W)2 »dot: yl(u-ii)2 + (v-v) 2+(r-f) 2 ). 
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Part II 

Path following of ships and underwater vehicles 
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Chapter 5 

Robust global stabilization of underactuated ships 
on a linear-course: State and output feedback 

This chapter develops state and output-feedback controllers that force underactuated ships to 

globally ultimately follow a straight-line under environmental disturbances induced by wave, 

wind and ocean current. When there are no environmental disturbances, the controllers are able 

to drive the yaw angle and cross-tracking error to zero asymptotically. Based on the 

backstepping technique and some technical lemmas introduced for a nonlinear system with non-

vanishing disturbances, a full state-feedback controller is first designed. Since the measurement 

of the sway and yaw velocities is often corrupted with noise, a nonlinear observer is developed 

to globally exponentially estimate these states from the yaw angle and sway displacement. 

Using the approach in the state-feedback controller design and the observer, an output-feedback 

controller is then developed. Numerical simulations illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed 

controllers. 

5.1 Problem formulation 

For convenience of the reader, the underactuated ship dynamics on a linear-course is rewritten, 

see Appendix A, as follows: 

y = u sin(y) + cos(w)v 

W-r 

m,,u d^ >-, dvi i if—1 1 

v = — ^ - r ^ - v - X — M v+ T^(0 (5.1) 
m-^ ra^ ,->2 m22 m^ 

. (m,,—nuj)u d33 x-1 dri , ,,-i 1 1 
r = i - u --^-v — r - \ — - \ r \ r + Xr+ Xwr(t) 

"hi "hi te2 ^33 tt*33 "*33 

where all of symbols are defined in Appendix A. Without loss of generality, we assume that the 

forward speed u is positive and has bounded derivative ii(f), i.e. 0 < u^ < u(t) < umax < °° and 

\u(t)\ < «_,_- < oo, V? > 0. The bounded time varying terms, T ^ (t) and xwr (t) , are the 

environmental disturbances induced by wave, wind and ocean-current such that 

\uw(t)\ <Twmax <oo and \xwr(t)\ <xwrTBliX<°°. 

In this chapter, two control objectives are studied. The first is full state-feedback. In this case we 

assume that all states y, v, w and r are available for feedback. In the design of output 

feedback controller, only sway and yaw displacements are measurable. For both full state and 

output feedback cases, we design a control law, xr, that forces the ship to track a linear-course 

with ultimate boundedness, i.e. the tracking errors are globally ultimately bounded. When there 

are no environmental disturbances, the sway displacement and velocity, y and v, yaw angle and 

velocity w an^i r> asymptotically converge to zero. 
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5.2 State-feedback controller 

5.2.1 Control design 

From the first two equations of (5.1), it is clear that the y^-dynamics can be stabilized by r 

while the y -dynamics should be stabilized by w (the reader is referred to Section 2.1.2 for 

motivations of this choice). Therefore, we here define the following coordinate transformation 

z, = v + asin 
( ky ^ (5.2) 
^l+iky)2 J 

where A: is a positive constant to be selected later. Note that the convergence of z, and y to 

zero implies that of w • Upon application of the coordinate transformation (5.2), the ship 

dynamics (5.1) are rewritten as 

kuy v u , . . , . , . ... A , v((cos(z,)-l) + £ysin(z,)) 
y = — +-? + ~ T (sin(z,)-(cos(z,)-l)£y)+ , 

Vl + (^)2 yjl + iky)2 yjl + iky)2 yjl + iky)2 

nu.u d10 -v-> dvi | ,,-i 1 
v = ~^-r S- V_£_2_| v| v + xm(t) 

"hi "hi i>i "hi "hi 

k2uy kv ku(s\n(zx)-(cas(zx)-l)ky) £y((cos(z,)-l) + Aysin(z,)) 
Zl ~r~~~r TZvT / , \3/2 "* / , \3/2 / , \3/2 

(l + iky)2) (l + iky)2) {l + iky)2) (l + iky)2) 
. (mll-m22)u d33 v ^r, i i'-1 1 1 ^ 

"hi "hi nzi "hi "hi "hi 

(5.3) 

Therefore the problem of regulating (5.1) becomes that of (5.3). The triangular structure of the 

model (5.3) suggests us to design the control xr in two stages by applying the popular 

backstepping technique. At the first step, we design an intermediate control rd for r and at the 

second step the actual control xr will be designed to vanish the error between rd and r. 

Step 1. Define 

Z2 = r-rd (5.4) 

where rd is an intermediate control designed as 

/ A k2uy kv ku , . , x , . 
rd —kxzx + — — — — - — — — _ - - -37r(sm(z,)-(cos(z,)-l)Ay)-

(l+(*y)2) (l+iky)2) (l+iky)2) 
kv <5-5> 

^37r((cos(z!)-1) + *ysin(z,)) 
(i+(*y)) 

where kx is a positive constant to be selected later. 

Step 2. With (5.5), the time derivative of (5.4) along the solution of the last equation of (5.3) is 
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_(ra11-ra22)u 4 , 
z2 -

rf- . iw 1 d̂ / - 3̂ y 
v- ^r-^-^\r\- r+—xr+—xwXt)-^u-^i-kxZi+z2) 

"hi "hi ,22 > % ra33 ra33 du dz, 

•facy v «(sin(z1)-(cos(z,)-l)fcy) v((cos(z,)-l) + fcysin(z,)) 

k V
1 + ( ^ ) 2 V1+(*y)2 V 1 + to0 2 V1+(*y)2 

ni.,U d22 •r-' rfvi I I'-1 1 , \ 

_^y_r—_LV_£____^ v+—T(w(r) 
v ra^ ra,2 . ^ r a ^ ra,2 

(5.6) 

Based on (5.6), w e n o w choose the actual control without canceling the useful damping terms as 

( 

xr=m33 
-7 _* 7 i"hi~"h>v. d33 
z, AC2Z2 v-t- rd + 

dy 

kuy 

m33 

v 

2 d r i i 1,-1 drd . drd . . 

—\r\ rd +-T-u + -^(-kxzx+z2) + 
"*33 ,a2 > % du dzx 

^ yjl+ljcyj Jl + iky)2 Jl + iky) 
=(sin(z,)-(cos(z,)-l)*y) + 

y]l + iky): 
-((cos(z,) -1) + ky sin(z,)) +-3* 

dv 

(5.7) 
"h£ r

 dn a27 ^ d 1 11-1 
—^v — ̂ j——|v| v 

._ raj2 ra22 ,>2 0^2 

T»>rmax t a n h 

™33 

/ 

^ - — Tra_-^-tanh 
dr^ . , f 3rrf z2 " 

[Pi ra 22 3v I dv Pi )) 

where k2, p, and p 2 are positive constants to be chosen later. W e n o w present the first main 

result of this chapter. The proof will be given in the next section. 

Theorem 5.1 Assume that a) the ship inertia, added mass and damping matrices are diagonal; 

b) the ship parameters are known. If the state-feedback control law (5.7) is applied to the ship 

system (5.1) then the regulation errors iyit),wit)) o,re globally ultimately stable at the origin 

with an appropriate choice of the design constants k, kx and k2. Furthermore if there are no 

environmental disturbances, the regulation errors are globally asymptotically stable at the 

origin. In addition, the sway velocity v(t) is always bounded. 

5.2.2 Proof of Theorem 5.1 

Substituting (5.4), (5.5) and (5.7) into (5.3) results in a closed loop system 

kuy v u 

Jl + iky)2 ' Jl + iky)2 ' Jl + ikyf 

r((cos(z,) -1) + ky sin(z,)), 

r(sin(z,) - (cos(z,) - l)ky) + 

v = -

<J-+(ky) 

Eavi I I'"1 

|v| V -

dn .. V rfv/ Ll'-1.. "hiu 

"hi i^i "hi "hi 

/2 
k uy 

kv 

(l + (Ay)2) (l+(*y)2) 

n\xu 

m22 
x 

-&,z, + z 2 -
Jtw(sin(z,)-(cos(zi)-l)^y) fcv((cos(z,)-l) + Aysin(z,)) 

/ ,x3/2 

(l + iky)2) 
I 9\3/2 

(i+(*y)2) 

+ 
^(0 
"hi 
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z, =-kxzx+z2, 

dTi i 1,-1 
( 

a-,-, V "r," I I'-1 l 

i2=-zi-k2z2-^z2-JJ-^\r\ z2+— 
™33 i>2 ^ m33 

ra22 

i___T (A-^LLT 

dv OV 
tanh 

to i *2 

tanh 

,A J, 
[ 3v p2 J 

(5.8) 

To prove Theorem 5.1, we first present the following lemmas. 

Lemma 5.1. Consider the following nonlinear system 

x = fit,x) + g(t,x,Z(t)) (5.9) 

where xe 1Kn,^(t)e 9T, fit,x) is piecewise continuous in t and locally Lipschitz in x. If there 

exist positive constants ci,l<i<4,Xj,l< j<2,O0, £0, p0, c0 and aclass-^T function a0 

such that the following conditions are satisfied: 

Cl. There exists a proper function V(t,x) satisfying: 

C,H
2<V(,,x)<c2f "' 

dV, J ̂  ii j, dV dV .. . ^ „ j2 
— - it, x)\\ < c314 — + — f(t,x)< -c4 \\x\\ + c0. 
ox at ox 

C2. The vector function g(t,x,^(t)) satisfies: 

U(r,x,$(r))|__(^+^W)|$(r)|. 

C3. %(t) globally exponentially converges to a ball centered at the origin: 

||^(0||<ao(||^ao)||)^o(,"'o)+eo . Vt>t0>0. 

C4. The following gain condition is satisfied: 

cA-X2c3£0-^>0. 
4p0 

Then the solution x(t) of (5.9) globally exponentially converges to a ball centered at the origin, 

i.e., 

\\x(t)\\ <a(|Wfo),|(ro))|)^(Wo) +£, Vr >t0 > 0 (5.10) 

where £ = ̂ a4lcxax and 

if ax=(70,a(s) = i 

if ax *a0, a(s) = i 

with 

„a2U)/c70 ( ( 
c2s

2 + <h is) + —a2(s)a4 

a. 
0 , o = 0.5(ax-d); 

O2(j)/ff0 2 ( (<h'b(s) + a2(s)a4) 

(o,|a,-<70|) 
, <7 = 0.5min(a,,|a,-<r0|); 

0 i = - C 4 ^hPi^-Q , a2(s) =^{\ +X2)aQ(s),a3(s)=^-a0(s),a4 =c0 +\c3£0p^, 

0<d<al,t7>(t-tQ)e-
d(f-*>\Vt--t0->0,s->0. 
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(5.11) 

When c0 = 0 and e0 = 0 , we have e = 0 and the system (5.9) is globally K- exponentially 

stable. Note that a finite value of the constant <p exists for an arbitrarily small positive d. 

Proof. From conditions Cl, C2 and C3, we have 

V = ^ + ^fit,x) + ^g(t,x,^t)) 
ot dx dx 

<-(c4 -VA - V3V4p0)H
2 +c3 W(^ +^H)«oKao)|)^°

('"'o) + V3£0p0 +c0. 

Upon application of the completing square, (5.11) can be rewritten as 

V < -(A, - a2e-^
(t-^)v + a^"^ + a4. 

Now consider the differential equation 

K = -(ax -a^'-'^K + a^'-^ +a. 

By changing the variable xr, = K -a4 /a,, (5.12) yields 

( - - ^ 

(5.12) 

K-, =-(ax-a2e-
a°('-'o))Kx + 

whose solution is 

Kx(t) = Kx(t0)e-
a>{,-'°)ea<>y '+ a3+^ 

a3 + 
tt2ar 

<h ) 

-o-0(t-t0) 

<V+<Vo f 
f2.(e-<'0<'-<0) _e-ff0('-'0) \ 

cxn)r a „ v ' g(a,-cT 0)T ga 0 Jr. 

Hence the solution of (5.12) is 

K(t) = 
<h ) 

( _ _ "N 
«3 + 

fl(,_€-
CTo('-'o)] 

g-"i('-'o>e<V ' 

a2a4 

fl, 
'!< e-a,H-<V0 rg(a,-cr0)Tgffo 

y 

t ) j , a4 
dx+—. 

<h 

(5.13) 

By applying the comparison principle (Khalil 1996), we have 

t zz\L f 

V(t)<V(t0)e
a°e~aii'~to) + a3 + 

a2
a4 

\ i__ 

(5.14) 

which yields (5.10) readily. 

L e m m a 5.2. Consider the following nonlinear system 

x = f(t,x) + g(t,x£(t)) (5.15) 

where xx e 9T', x2 e 9T
2,x = [x, x2] €9T

1+n2, E,(t)e*5{m, f(t,x) ispiecewise continuous in t 

and locally Lipschitz in x. If there exist positive constants 

c0, c,, c2, c31, c32, ^j, 0</<2,cr0, e0, c0 and a class K function cc0 such that the following 

conditions are satisfied. 

Cl. There exists a proper function V(t,x) satisfying: 
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yl + c4||x2| 

,9V 
g(r,*,£(0) < 

^ 2 

7 +7\\x\\
2+ ^ ' ^ 1 

A) + /i Fi + 

^ 
l + c4 J:2 

l«')||. 

C2. £(t) globally exponentially converges to a ball centered at the origin: 

||£(0|<a0f C oO""
8 ™ + £o>V;>f0 ^0. 

C5. The following gain conditions are satisfied: 

c3x — Xx£0 > 0 and c32 - A 2 £ 0 > 0 . 

C4. x2(t) is bounded: 

\\x2it)\\<GJ 

where GJ is a nondecreasing function of ||(x(f0),<_ (f0))| • 

Then the solution x(t) of (5.15) globally asymptotically converges to a ball centered at the 

origin, i.e., 

Kr)|| <adlWr-)^^))!)^*^'"^^^-^ + £ ( J ) , Vr >r0 >0 (5.16) 

a. where £(s)= \ — and 
\cxax(s) 

if ax(s) = a0,a(s) = i 

if ax(s)*<j0,a(s) = 

with 

,<h.( (s)/<J0 ( ( 

c2s
2 + a3{s) + —(s)a2{s)a4 

A, 

\ 

0 , <j(s)=-(ax(s)-d); 

ai(s)loa 

C2S + 
{ax{s)a3{s) + a2{s)a4) 

(fl,(5)|fl,(j)-CT0|) 
, a(s) = 

min(a,(j),|fl,(5)-c70|) 

1 
ax(s)=—min c31 A£0'" 

°i2 ^2^ 

\Jl+c4GJ
2(s) 

0<d<ax(s), Q>(t-t0)e-
di'-'o), Vt>t0>0,s>0 

, a2is)=—n^(\,^)a0(s),a3(s) = ^a0(s),a4=c0+A0£0 

When c0 = 0 and £0 = 0, we have e = 0 and the system (5.15) is globally asymptotically stable. 

Note that a finite value of the constant 0 exists for an arbitrarily small positive d. 

The proof of this lemma is similar to that of L e m m a 5.1. It is important to note that the rate 

cr>0 in (5.16) and a, depends on the initial conditions. In addition, around the origin, both 

a and a, are bounded. 
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W e now apply Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 to analyze the closed loop system (5.8). W e view 

izx,z2) as £(t), v as x in Lemma 5.1, and (v,y) as x in Lemma 5.2. Hence it is necessary to 

verify all the conditions of Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2. 

5.2.2.1 izx,z2) -subsystem 

We take the following quadratic function 

Vi=\iz2+z22) (5.17) 

whose time derivative along the solution of the two last equations of (5.8) satisfies 

( 
^(O-T^^tanh % =-Kz\-k2z

2
2 -^z\ -S^lrf- z\ + 
m33 

• • » ra,3 

' _2 , Z2 

m33 [Pi)) 

T 
.2 j, _2 , "Mrmax 

( 

<-kxz[-k2z2+-
m33 

"hi \ 
~dfTm(t)~ 

z,-z, tanh 

<-klZ
2-k2z

2
2 +0.2785 

1 

h. 

1 

ra 22 

dv 

dv 

tanh ____.iL 
3v p2 

Y\ 

dv 
-^-z2tanh 

dr W 
(5.18) 

d <•! 

{^ Pi) 

wmaxrl wvmaxrl 
^"*33 "hi 

where we have used |x|-xtanh(x/A)<0.2785A, Vxe 9t and X>0. From (5.17) and (5.18), 

it can be shown that 

Iz(ON|z('o)I«""o(Mb) +£o . V. >r0 >0 (5.19) 

where z = [z, z2 ]
T and 

. ,. . v c 0.2785(Twrmaxp, /ra,, + rymmp2Im32) 
tr0 = min(£,,£2), £0 = . (5.20) 

Therefore the (z,,z2)-subsystem is globally ultimately stable at the origin. Furthermore, (5.19) 

implies that £(t):=(z,,z2)
T globally exponentially converges to a ball centered at the origin. The 

radius of this ball can be made arbitrarily small by increasing kx ,k2 and/or reducing px,p2. 

5.2.2.2 v is bounded 

To prove that v is bounded, we consider the second equation of (5.8). In order to apply Lemma 

5.1, define x = v, |(f) = Ui z2f
 and consider y as a function of time t, 

~, , d~. x-< rfv, i i<-i "hiu 

f(t,v) = — ^ v - X - ^ M V — ^ -
ra22 S2 "hi

 m 

11 

k2uy kv 
I ,\3/2 / ,\3/2 

(l+(*y)2) (l+(*y)2) 

1 

"hi 
t^it) 

g(t,v,z(t)) = -
ra,,w 

"hi 
-kxzx + z2-

A:(M(sin(z,)-(cos(zi)-l)^y) + v((cos(z,)-l) + Aysin(zi))) 

/ •? \3'2 

(i+(*y)2) 

(5.21) 
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This abuse of notation is introduced for the sake of simplicity and is possible because: 

0< 
\3/2 

<landO< 
ky 

/ ,\3/2 

(l+iky)2) 

<l,VyeSR. W e now verify all of the conditions of 

(i+(*y)2) 

L e m m a 5.1. 

-Verifying condition Cl. W e take the function V2 = 0.5v
2 whose time derivative along the 

solution of the differential equation v = f(t, v), see (5.21), satisfies 

f \ 
w dn i v rf" I i1'-' 2 >"llMV 

V2= — v - > — — | v | v - — ra 22 i>2 m n ra 22 

kluy kv 
I i\3/2 / 9\3/2 

(l + (ky)2) (l + iky)2) 

+—^(r) 
"hi 

(5.22) 

< frf22 "hiku^ mnkul^Hi p, \ 2 1 / . 2 ,Ti \ 
^ — V + A \"hlKUmax "•" ' w n m /• 

^ ra22 ra^ ra22 ra22 J 4p,ra22 m22 m22 

Hence, the condition Cl is satisfied with 

co = 
(w,,A:i.2„ +x2. 

max wvmax K - ^ - ! r -\ r - J22 - ^ l ^ L / ^ 1 - ^ l l ^ m a x ~ A 

, c, — c2 — , c3 — 1, c4 -

2 m. 22 
4p,m22 

where p, > 0 and k > 0 are chosen such that c4 > 0. 

-Verifying condition C2. It is directly shown from (5.21) that 

|g(f,v,z(o)|<(A,+;gv|)|z(o|| 

where 

^ ^ ( 1 ^ 1 + 2 ^ U . 2 ^ ' " » 

(5.23) 

(5.24) 

(5.25) 
™22 ra 22 

-Verifying condition C3. This condition follows directly from (5.19). 

-Verifying condition C4. It can be shown from (5.20), (5.23) and (5.25) that we can find positive 

constant k such that the condition C 4 is satisfied, i.e. 

C4-l2C3£0-^>0. 
4p0 

(5.26) 

All of the conditions of L e m m a 5.1 have been verified, hence the sway velocity is bounded and 

satisfies 

|v(f)| <a, (\\iv(t0),zit0))l)e^'^ +£, (5.27) 

where £,, cr, and a, are calculated as in L e m m a 5.1, and the constants 

cs,l<i<4,X},l<j<2,a0,£0,p0,c0 are given in (5.20), (5.23) and (5.26). 

5.2.2.3 (v, y)-subsystem 

This subsection will apply L e m m a 5.2 to prove global ultimate boundedness of the (v,y)-

subsystem. It can be seen that the first two equations of (5.8) are in the form of the system in 

L e m m a 5.2 with x, = v,x2 = y, B,(t) = zit) and 
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fit,iv,y)) = 
ra,2 li2 m22 m^ 

k2uy kv 
>3/2 

(l + (fcy)2) (l + to<)2) 

kuy v 

"hi 
-*w(0 

git,iv,y),z) = 

m,,M 

"hi 

>/i + (*y)2 >/i + (^y)2 

k (u (sin(z,) - (cos(z,) - l)*y) + v((cos(z,) -1) + sin(z,)£y)) 

yjl + iky)'-

(l + iky)2) 

r(sin(z,) - (cos(z,) - l)ky) + 

+ kxzx - z2 

Jl + ikyy 
.((cos(z,)-l) + sin(z,)fcy) 

(5.28) 

W e now need to verify all of the conditions of L e m m a 5.2. 

Verifying condition Cl. To verify this condition, we take the function V3 = 0.5(v
2 + y2). It can 

be directly shown that this function satisfies Cl with |v(r)|<a, (||(v(.0),z(fo))|)e
_CT,('"'o) +£, and 

c0 = 4p3m22 
Ci — C'y — W.3, C<\\ — * 

*22 ra,,£« 

ra. 22 ra>2 

0 1 

max .. "hlk "max ,, P~i 
'^2 H-2 "hi "hi 

c32 — kundD 
4p2 

1 + 
"hik2**2^ ^ 

"hi 

^ = ^ W ( 1 + * i + 2 * ^ ^ 
4p4ra22 4p4 ra^ m22 

^i=-r— + unaxp4+kumax+k(al+£l) 
4p 4 

(5.29) 

where k > 0 and p 2 > 0 are chosen such that c31 > 0 and c32 > 0. 

Verifying condition C2. This condition follows directly from (5.19). 

Verifying condition C3. It can be shown that there exists a positive constant k such that the 

condition C3 satisfies, i.e. 

c31 - A,£0 > 0 and c32 - Xfi^ > 0 (5.30) 

Verifying condition C4. From the boundedness of the sway velocity v(f) proven in the previous 

subsection and noting that £0 in (5.19) can be made arbitrarily small, it directly shows that there 

exists a nondecreasing function GJ of ||((v(f0),y(fo)),z('o))|
 such that |y(0|^G7 by applying 

Lemma 5.1 to the first equation of (5.8) with the Lyapunov function Vy = 0.5y
2. 

All of the conditions of Lemma 5.2 have been verified, therefore we have 

](v(f),y(0)|<a2(|^ (5.31) 

where £2, o2 and a2 are calculated as in Lemma 5.2, and all other constants given in (5.29). 

It can be seen that when there are now environmental disturbances, since £2 = 0, (v(f), y(t)) 

globally asymptotically converges to zero. 
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In summary, the design constants k, kx and k2 are chosen such that (5.26) and (5.30) hold. 

5.3 Output-feedback control design 

This section devotes to the development of an output-feedback controller to fulfill the output 

feedback control objective. A nonlinear observer is first designed such that it globally 

exponentially drives the observer error dynamics to a ball centered at the origin. When there are 

no environmental disturbances, the observer error dynamics are globally exponentially stable at 

the origin. A controller is then designed based on the approach in the previous section and the 

proposed observer. Before designing an observer and output-feedback controller, we impose the 

following assumption, Fossen (1994). 

Assumption 5.1. The ship possesses straight-line stability. 

Straight-line stability physically implies that a new path of the ship will be a straight-line after 

an action in yaw. The direction of the new path will usually be different from that of the initial 

path, as mentioned in Fossen (1994). On the other hand, unstable ships will go into a starboard 

or port turn without any rudder deflection. Assumption 5.1 mathematically means that the 

following matrix 

rf, 

K2 = 

in mlxu 

m22 

(ra,, —m^u 

"hi 

ra. 22 

"•33 

"hi 

(5.32) 

is Hurwitz. W e impose the above condition to make our observer design in this chapter possible. 

This condition will be removed in the next chapter. Note that the above condition does not hold 

for several types of surface ships such as large tankers and high-speed crafts. It should be 

mentioned that a similar condition to Assumption 5.1 is also required in Fossen and Grovlen 

(1998) for the output-feedback dynamic positioning of the fully actuated ships, of which the 

high order nonlinear damping terms in sway and yaw are ignored. 

5.3.1 Observer design 

The ship dynamics (5.1) represent some difficulties for output-feedback control design. These 

difficulties are mainly due to the nonlinear terms V — — |v|'~ v and ]T——\r\'~lr, the nonlinear 
l2.2 ra22 (.>2 ra33 

kinematic term cos(w), and the underactuated situation. However we first observe that the 

nonlinear terms are monotonic (see Lemma B.5), i.e., they satisfy 

^ fi>2 "hi 122 "hi 

iil "I33 i_2 ^S 

>0, Vv,e<R,v2e<R 

>0, V/:e5R,r2eSR. 

(5.33) 
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Based on the structure of the underatuated ship dynamics (5.1) and property (5.33), we propose 

the following nonlinear observer 

y = u sin(y/-) + cos(y/)v + kx, (y - y) + kX2{w ~w) 

W = r + k2liy-y) + k22(w-W) 
d x_ ra,,M ̂  d22^ „ 

r — v - Y - ^ v f 1v + fe31(y-y) + (/:,3 + cos(^)Xy-y) 
ra22 ra22 ~ ra22 

(ra,, -nu^u ^ d 

(5.34) 

33 _ drl i>vi/'-i « . 1 
» — - — v ^-r-£-£L|r|,"Ir + -^-Tr+*42(Vr-^) + (A:24 + l)(vr-^) 

ra 33 ^ l^"hi' ' «33 

where y, yf, v and r are the estimates of y, y, v and r respectively. All the constants 

kxx, kX2, k2X, k22, kx3, k3x, k42 will be chosen later. It should be noted that for simplification, the 

above observer does not include estimation of bias part of the disturbances. This part can be 

readily taken into account by using the method proposed in (Pettersen and Nijmeijer, 1999; 

Fossen and Strand, 1999b). 

By defining the observer errors as y = y — y, \j/ =w~W>v = v~v> r = r — r, the observer error 

dynamics can be rewritten as 

y = -kny- kl2W - k13v + (kl3 + cos(y/-))v, 

f = -kuy - k22W -k24r + ik24 + \)r, 

v = ̂ - ^ v - £ - ^ ( M W v - ^ (5.35) 
nu., S nu., v ' nu- nu-"hi &2m •22 

r = -k42w~(k24+l)w + 
(ra,, —m22)u _ d3 *i i "ni )"• ~ "33 

"hi 

r~_L IM r-\r\ r)+ Twr(0-
m33 m33 122 m33

 v ' ' m33 

W e now show that there exist suitable observer gains fc,,, fc,2, fc13, k2X, k22, k14, k3X, k42 such 

that the observer error dynamics (5.35) is globally ultimately stable. Consider the Lyapunov 

function 

Vofa=0.5x
Tx (5.36) 

where x = \y W v ^J • ^he ^me derivative of (5.36) along the solution of (5.35) and 

property (5.33) results in 

Vobs<-pQ\\xf+q0 (5.37) 

where 

Po=--\an(A)-max 
rx x ^ 

wvmax wrmax 

#0 = max 
rx x ^ 

wvmax wrmax 
\ "hi "hi ) 

k ™22 "hi , 

AV M)>0> 

4/4, 

A = 

Kj, 

~k2\ 

— k3X 

0 

*12 

— k22 

0 

~k42 

kX3 
0 

rf22 

™22 
(ra,, —m22)u 

ra33 

0 

- K 2 4 

ra,,w 

ra22 

d33 

ra33 

The above matrix A is made negative definite by choosing 
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""13 — k24 ~ kjX — K 4 2 , 

Kx:= 

where 

-k -k 

-k -k 
*2I *22 

Kl2 -

<0, K2-Kl2K;
lKl2<0 

(5.38) 

0 v24 

(5.39) 

and K2is defined in (5.32). W e choose A and Po such that p 0 > 0 . Hence (5.36) and (5.37) 

yield 

|x(0||<\\xit0)\\ e'^4-Tfc, , Vt>t0>0 (5.40) 

with % = yjqo1 Po'W = Po • When there are no environmental disturbances, we have rj0 = 0. The 

observer error dynamics (5.35) is thus globally exponentially stable at the origin. W e now 

provide details on calculating the observer gains, k^k^k^^^k^k^,^ and k42. The 

condition (5.38) is expanded as 

-k -k 

-k —k 
**01 **• 
v2, •22 

< 0 and 

*22 + • 
k2k 
AC,3/t22 

"hiu k\ik\2k '24 

ra22 kuk22 kX2k2i 

{mxx-m22)u k24k2XkX3 

m33 

ra -22 

*33 

kixk22 kx2k2X 

+ • 
k2k 
K24KX , 

Kikn ~ ki2k2\ raj3 kxxk22 A^2A:21 

<0 (5.41) 

From (5.41), it suffices that 

1) 

2) 

3) 

l22 k2k 
/t,3K.22 •>o, d™ 

k2 k 
>0, 

nu^ kxxk22 — l-\2k2X m33 k^^^ — kX2k2X 

n\xu __ k^3kx2k24 (tnxx—m22)u _ ^13*21*24 

m22 kxxk22 — kx2k2X m33 kxxk22 — kX2k2] 

11 ̂  ' 99 ̂  ^5 11 99 -— 19 91 ̂  * 

(5.42) 

For simplicity, we choose 

13 == 24 = P"yU, 

k\\k22 — kx2k2x = p 

where p > 0 to be selected later. Substituting (5.43) into (5.42) yields 

D 

2) 

0<£2 2 < — - ^ 2 Q<kii <__rf3L 

Pumla"h2 PUma"h3 

Ir *"" L. _i"Hl-"h2) 
A C , 2 - - ,AC2, — -

P"*22 P"hi 

X\ k fr -> *"» i"hl-"h2) 
j) All/C22 -̂  2 ' 

p ra22 ra33 

(5.43) 

(5.44) 

Hence, under Assumption 5.1, we can always pick a suitable constant p > 0 such that (5.44) 

hold. 
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5.3.2 Control design 

We use the coordinate transformation (5.2) to rewrite the ship dynamics (5.3) in conjunction 

with (5.34) as follows 

kuy 
y = . 4 — + , (sin(z1)-fcy(cos(z,)-!))+ 

yjl + iky)2 yjl + iky)2 yjl + iky)2 

-i—=((cos(z,)-l) + sin(z,)fcy)+ * (cos(z,) + sin(z,)fcy), 
yjl + m yjl + iky)2 

- ~ ~ k uy kv ku , . , . , , , . 1Nx 

Zx __r + r__ T7UT + -. -7TJT + -. -TT7T(sm(zl)-kyicos(z1)-l)) + 
(l + iky)2)3'' (l + iky)2fJ (l + iky)2) 

lev lev 
((cos(z,)-l) + sin(z,)*y)+ - ^ - ( c o s ^ + sin^fcy), / ,v3/2 

(l + (fcy)2) 
/ ,N3/2 

(l + iky)2) 

x ra,,M „ d22 „ yp d- \M-I ^ .. . . .._ 
v = — 2 1 _ r 22_v_2^^^-|v| v + (k3x+kx3+cos(w))y, 

"hi "hi i>2 "hi 

Frt-^-^^v'-^-r-Y-^-lfT ? + —Tr +ih2 +k24 +1)W. 
"hi "hi l£"hi ^33 

Similarly to the full state feedback case, we design the control law xr in two steps. 

Step 1. Define 

z2=r-rd 

where rd is an intermediate control designed as 

KIJ iCV 

rd = - M i —; —^^(sinCz^-^ycosa,))-- -^(cosCz^ + sinCz,)^) 
(l+iky)2) (l + iky)2) 

with kx being a positive constant to be selected later. 

(5.45) 

(5.46) 

(5.47) 

Step 2. The first time derivative of (5.46) along with the solution of the last equation of (5.45) 

together with (5.47) is 

ra33 /%, ft2ra33 raj3 dw dz, 

-^ f r. \ 

dy 

dv 

, — (sin(z,) - fcycos(z,)) + . (cos(z,) + sin(z,)£y) 

Jl + iky)2 Jl + iky)2 

nhxu „ d22 _^ ̂  dvi | d M .* | 3rd «2, /- V"1 "v," M , _ 1 * 

• —v-2^,—^vl v 
^ raj2 ra^ t>2 m^ ^ 

dt 1 3r_ 

/ , \3/2 

(i + (fcy)2) 

(cos(z,) + sin(z,)£y)v + r 

(5 

. , -(cos(z,) + sin(z,)*y)v--rf (fc,, +*» + cos(yr))y. 

fy y[l + iky)2 dv 

W e now choose the actual control without canceling the useful damping terms as 
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xr=m33 

_ f 

{_Z[ _kiZ2 J^-^
u
v + ̂ Lrd+^\r\-

1 rd +f-u + %L(-kxzx+Z2) + 
m33 m33 i>2 nu3 du dzx 

dy 

«(sin(z,)-fcycos(z,)) v(cos(z,) + sin(z1)fcy) 

^IHkyf 4^+iky)2 
^ dP ( 

drd 

dv 
lirtl^.^Lv-^^lvl'-'v 

î  "hi "hi & m22 

^ 

(5.49) 

where k2 is a positive constant to be chosen later. W e now present the second main result of 

this chapter. The proof will be given in the next section. 

Theorem 5.2 Assume that a) the ship inertia, added mass and damping matrices are diagonal; 

b) the ship parameters are known; c) Assumption 5.1 is satisfied. If the output-feedback control 

law (5.49) and the observer (5.34) is applied to the ship system (5.1) then the regulation errors 

iyit),wit)) are globally ultimately stable at the origin with an appropriate choice of the design 

constants kxx,kX2,kx3,k2X,k22,k24,kx3,k3X,k42,k43,k,kxandk2. Furthermore if there are no 

environmental disturbances, the regulation errors are globally asymptotically stable at the 

origin. In addition, the sway velocity v(t) is always bounded. 

5.3 J Proof of Theorem 5.2 

Substituting (5.46), (5.47) and (5.49) into (5.45) results in a closed loop system 

kuy 
y = - . + jl + iky)2 jl + iky)2 4l + iky): 

r(sin(z,)-fcy(cos(z,)-!)) + 

. ((cos(z,) -1) + sin(z, )ky) + , 
jl + iky)2 JI+iky)2 

(cos(z,) + sin(z,)£y), 

x rf22 ^ v
1 rfv, M'-' - '"ii" 

v = — v — > — — V v — 
"hi 121 "hi "hi 

-fc,z, + z 2 — 
ku 

v3/2 

\ 
kv 

(l + iky)2) 

z, =-fc,z,+z2 + 

/2(cos(z,) + sin(z,)fcy) 

(l+iky)2) 

(l+iky)2) 

+ (k3X+kl3+cos(w))y, 

(cos(z,) + sin(z, )fcy) v + r, 

(sin(z,)-fcycos(z,))-

f 
z2=-zx-k2z2-^z2-^\rt

X z2-
6^ 

m33 ii2 m33 dzx fiHky)2)"* 
(cos(z,) + sin(z, )ky ) v + r + 

dr dr 1 
(fc42 +fc24 +l)v?--f (fc31 +kX3 +cos(y))y--^- (cos(z,) + sin(z,)fcy)v. (, s m 

3y yjl + iky)2 P ° U J 
dv 

In this section, we will use Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 to prove the closed loop (5.50) is globally 

ultimately stable.lt can be seen that the closed loop (5.50) is different from (5.8) since v enters 
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the (z,,z2)-subsystem. To remove this obstacle, we first prove that v is bounded. W e then 

move on proving the convergence of (z,,z2) and finally v andy. 

5.3.3.1 v is bounded 

To prove that v is bounded, we view the last three equations of (5.50) as the system studied in 

Lemma 5.1 with x, =[v z, z2J asx, JC as £(f) and 

xx = fx(t,xl) + gl(t,xx,x) (5.51) 

where 

Mt,xx) = 

gx(t,XH,x) 

with 

Q,,-fc,z,+z2,-z,-
r
kn+^Lr,^-iL\r^ 

\ "hi i"S2 ^ 3 3 
*2 

J J 

,i i , « ~ fcv(cos(z,) + sin(z,)fcy) _. _ 
(fc3, +fc,3+cos(^))y,

 v —ar-^+r, Cl2 
(l + iky)2) 

(5.52) 

Q i = _ ^ L v _ ^ | v | ' -
1
i ) _ Z ^ 

"hi m"hi "hi 

a2=(^42+fe24+i)v?--^-
dzx 

( 

-kxzx +z2-
k (u (sin(z,) - ky cos(z,)) + v(cos(z,) + sin(z, )ky)) 

m 

I -y \ 3 / 2 

(l + tfy)2) 

(cos(z,) + sin(z, )ky) v + r 

(l + (fcy)2) 

9r 
—^rikn+ki3+cos(w))y-

dv 
dr 1 
r(cos(z,)+sin(z,)fcy) v. 3y jl+iky)2 

Again with abuse of notation, r is considered as a function of time. W e now need to verify all 

of the conditions of Lemma 5.1. 

-Verifying condition Cl. We take the following Lyapunov function 

Vx=\(v
2+8xiz

2+z22)) (5.53) 

where 8X is a positive constant. The first time derivative of (5.53) along the solution of the 

differential equation xx =fx(t,xx), see (5.51) and (5.52), after some manipulation, satisfies 

Vx<-

( 

^ - ^ ^ M p , +fc,P, + 4k + 2kplumx) 
\"hi "hi 

\ ( 
~i 

v 
8xkx 
\ 

"hMmax 
4pxm22 t 

z, -

8xk2-
"hlUn 

4p,ra22 j 

2 , 5ra,,^u2 
(5.54) 

z,+ 2m22 

Hence the condition Cl of L e m m a 5.1 is verified with 
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: 0 =
 m " Mmax, c, =-min(l,<5,), c2 =-max(l,5,), c3 =max(l,<5,), 

2/M22 2 2 

f 

c4 = min 
rf22 ~ "*ll"max (A + *lA*l +W + 2kpxUmx) x fc ^ f e ^ c . _ ̂iffjnsx 

m22 4p,ra22 4p,ra22 J 

where p, > 0 and k > 0 are chosen such that c4 > 0 

(5.55) 

-Verifying condition C2. To verify this condition of L e m m a 5.1, w e note from (45) that 

3r_ 

&, 
<fc,+2*(Mmax+|v|), 

3?_ 
9v 

<2fc, 3* 

3y 
<3k2(um3X+3kuinax+3k\v\) (5.56) 

From (5.55) and (5.56), a simple calculation shows that the condition C 2 of L e m m a 5.1 satisfies 

with 

\ = (2k + l)(k3l + kx3 +1) + *42 + *24 +1 + (2k + IX*, + 2ku^ +1) + 6fc2Mmax (3fc +1) 

A2=2fc(2it+l) + 18fc
3 

(5.57) 

-Verifying condition C3. This condition follows directly from (5.40). 

-Verifying condition C4. It can be shown that there exists a positive constant k such that the 

condition C 4 of L e m m a 5.1 satisfies 

c4-X2c3£0-^>0 
4p0 

(5.58) 

where c4,c3,£0,Xx and X2 given in (5.40), (5.55) and (5.57). 

All of the conditions of L e m m a 5.1 have been verified, therefore w e have 

|v| <|x,(0|<a, (l(jcia0),JE(r0))||)e-
<r'('-/o) + £ „ V? >t0 >0 (5.59) 

where a,, a,, £, are in the form of a, a, £ in the L e m m a 5.1 with all constants given in (5.40), 

(5.55) and (5.57). 

53.3.2 (z,, z2) -subsystem 

Having proven that v is bounded in the previous subsection, w e now apply L e m m a 5.1 to the 

(z,, z2) -subsystem. It is clear that the last two equations of (5.50) are in the form of the system 

studied in L e m m a 5.1 with z = [zx z2]
T as x, x as £(_) and 

z = fzit,z) + gzit,y,z,x) (5.60) 

where 

/_('.*) = 

-fc,z, + z2 

( 

-Zi 
"hi 122 ra,3 

\ 

z2 

/ J 

> gzit,y,z,x) = 

fc(cos(z,) + sin(z,)£y)v 

(l + OW'f 
+ r 

(5.61) 
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Proceeding the same steps as in the previous subsection, it can be shown that all the conditions 

of the L e m m a 5.1 hold with the Lyapunov function V2 = 0.5(z,
2 +z\) and 

c0 = 0 , cx=c2= 0.5, c3 =1, c4 = min(fc,,fc2), 

\ = 2k (fc13 + fc31 +1) + (2k +1)(2 + 2kumm) + k42 + k24 +1 + 

dk2Unax (1 + 3k) + (18&3 + 2fc(2£ + l))(a, + £,), 

X2=0 

where a, and £, are given in (5.59). W e note that the condition C 4 of L e m m a 5.1 becomes 

(5.62) 

4p0 
>0 (5.63) 

where c4,c3,£0 and X2 are calculated from in (5.40) and (5.62). All of the conditions of 

L e m m a 5.1 have been verified, therefore w e have 

||z(r)||<a2(||(z(?o)^ao))||)e-
<Ji(f-'»)+£2, Vt>t0>0 (5.64) 

where a2,a2, £2 are in the form of a, o, £ in L e m m a 5.1 with all constants given in (5.62). 

5.3.3.3 (y, v) -subsystem 

It can be seen that the first two equations of (5.50) are in the form of the system studied in 

Lemma5.2, i.e. x3 = [v yf, x3=[zx z2 y vj , 

x3 = f3(t,xi)+g3(t,x3,x3) (5.65) 

where 

Mt,x3) = 

"22 v-I rfv<-H/-i„ ra„w fc
2uy-fcv 

v v 
m22 i>2 m^ m, 

kuy 

(l + (fcy)2) 

•Jl + iky)2 V1 + (^)2 

> Si\T>x3,x3) — 
31 

32. 

(5.66) 

with 

^ 3 1 = — 

"hi 
-kxzx + Z2 -

ku (sin(z,) - fcy(cos(z,) -1)) &v((cos(z,) -1) + sin(z, )ky) 
\Hi sill 

i\2 

(l + iky)2)" (l + iky)2) 

+(k3X+kX3+cos(w))y, 

M(sin(z,)-£y(cos(z,)-l)) v((cos(zl)-l) + sin(zx)ky) (cos(z,)-sin(z,)fcy)v 

yjl+iky)2 >/i+(^? yjl+iky)2 

W e now need to verify all conditions of L e m m a 5.2 for the system (5.65). 

Verifying condition Cl. To verify this condition of L e m m a 5.2, we take the following proper 

function 

V3=\(v
2 + y2) (5.67) 
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whose time derivative along (5.66) satisfies 

3^- C 3 1 V ~ C32 

£ +c4y 
where 

_ d22 nLxku 
'31 

"hlk Mmax .. r __£»/. 
" — P 2 P3' c32 ^"min 

1 1 ra,,fc2M2a 

ra,2 ra22 wfc 4p 2 4p3 ra22 

with p 2 > 0, p 3 > 0 and p 2 > 0, p 3 > 0 being chosen such that c3, > 0 and c32 > 0 

From (5.66) and (5.67), it is direct to show that 

dX: 
' Si v»x3, x3) Xd + Xxv

2+X2 
jl+c4y

2
 j 

with 

K = 
4p4 

^^(fc1+l+2^ma x)+(fc3,+fc,3+l) + Mraax+l + («1+e1)
2 

ra22 

;i__J2L£^(jfc.+l + 2 ^ 
"hi "hi 

X2=(k + p4)uaax + 2 p 4 +k(ax +£, +a2 +£ 2) 

where p 4 > 0, a, and £, are given in (5.59), cc2 and £2 are given in (5.64) . 

(5.68) 

(5.69) 

(5.70) 

(5.71) 

Verifying condition C2. To verify this condition, w e note that 

MNI 
zx(t) r,~, 

\ + \ 
v(0 

| 2̂(0J| \\W) 
Therefore we can write (5.72) from (5.40) and (5.64) as 

||x3(r)||<a3(||(z(fo),^o))||) *~
ff3('"o) + £, 

where 

O-i<lizitQ),xit0))\) = | a a o X ^ o ) ) | | + «2(|(z(?oX^o))|) 

o3 = min(77,(T2), £ 3 = r ] 0 + £ 2 

with a 2 and £2 being given in (5.64), T]Q and T] given in (5.40). 

(5.72) 

(5.73) 

(5.74) 

Verifying condition C3. This condition satisfies if 

c3, -Xf3 > 0 and c32 - ^£3 > 0 (5.75) 

where c3], c32, A,, Xj and £3 are given in (5.71) and (5.74). After some lengthy but simple 

calculation, it can be shown that, under the assumption of small enough environmental 

disturbances, the condition (5.75) holds for suitable choice of the observer gains 

kxx, kx2, fc,3, fc21, fc22, fc24, fc31, fc42 and the control gains fc,fc, and fc2. 
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Verifying condition C4. From the boundedness of the sway velocity estimate, v(t), proven in 

the previous subsection and noting that £2 in (5.64) can be made arbitrarily small, it is directly 

shown that there exists a nondecreasing function GJ of |((v(f0),y(f0)),z(?0))| such that 

|y(f)|<GJ by applying L e m m a 5.1 to the first equation of (5.50) with the Lyapunov function 

V,=0.5y2. 

All of the conditions of Lemma 5.2 have been verified, the closed loop (5.50) is globally 

ultimately stable, i.e. 

||x3(f)||<«4(||(x(r0),^(r0))||)^
('-'°)+£4, V . > f 0 > 0 (5.76) 

where a4,<74 and £4 are calculated as in Lemma 5.2. 

It is noted that when there are no environmental disturbance, £ = 0 . Therefore the closed loop 

(5.50) is globally asymptotically stable. W e note that the convergence of z, and z2 implies the 

convergence of r andw • The convergence of v and r results from that of v and f due to global 

exponential property of the proposed observer. 

In summary, the observer gains kxx,kX2,kX3,k2X,k22,k24,kx3,k3x,k42,k43 and the control gains 

k,kx and k2 are chosen such that (5.63), (5.69) and (5.75) hold. 

Remark 5.1. Due to underactuaction and nonzero-mean environmental disturbances in the sway 

dynamic, our controller is only able to force the sway and its velocity to converge to a ball 

centered at the origin. The radius of this ball cannot be made arbitrarily small. This phenomenon 

is not surprising since there is no control force in the sway direction. In addition, the yaw angle 

cannot be made arbitrarily small due to the effect of the sway. In fact, to guarantee the sway 

displacement bounded under nonzero-mean environmental disturbances acting on the sway 

dynamics, our controller forces the heading angle to a small value. This value together with the 

forward speed will prevent the sway from growing unbounded. 

Remark 5.2. The choice of fc depends on the ship parameters and forward speed, which 

coincides with steering practice of a helmsman. The helmsman uses the ship course angle to 

steer the ship toward the straight-line rather than uses the sway velocity, which will cause the 

ship to glide sideways. Furthermore, the design constant fc is reduced when the ship forward 

speed is large, see (5.2), (5.23), (5.30) and (5.55), (5.58), otherwise the ship will miss the point 

on the straight-line and slide in the sway direction. This phenomenon was also observed by 

Pettersen and Lefeber (2001). 
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Remark 5.3. By setting the value of k equal to zero, our proposed controller reduces to a 

course-keeping controller. In this case, the heading angle can be made arbitrarily small. 

However the sway will grow linearly unbounded under nonzero-mean environmental 

disturbances. See Figures 5.5 and 5.6. 

5.4 Simulations 

This section validates the control laws (5.7) and (5.49) for both cases of state and output 

feedback on a monohull ship whose parameters are given in Appendix A. The forward speed is 

taken as « = 10 + 0.5sin(30ms"1. The environmental disturbances T„-,(t) and xwr(t) are taken 

as: xwv(t) = l0
5x0.5x(l+rand(')) and Tw,(O = l-5xlO

7Xran^0 with rand(») being zero 

mean random noise with magnitudes of 1. W e choose the control design parameters as 

fc = 0.05,fc, =0.2, fc2= 0.5, p, = p 2 = 0.05. The observer gains are selected as 

it,,=fc22 = 2,)t,2=--^^,it2,=^^^2.,it3,=/:,3=^24=fc42 = pV^, p=0.015. It can be 
P"hi P"hi 

directly verified that this choice satisfies all the conditions stated in Theorems 5.1 and 5.2. The 

initial values are selected as [y(0),v(0),^(0),r(0)] = [l5m,0.2 ms^-O.Srad^.lrads"1]. The 

observer states are initialized as [y(0),v(0),^(0),f(0)] = ri0m,0ms"1,-0.2rad,0.2rads"1J. 

Simulation results for the state-feedback case are plotted in Figures 5.1 and 5.2, output-feedback 

in Figures 5.3 and 5.4. Figures 5.1 and 5.3 correspond to the case with disturbances. All of the 

states converge to a ball centered at the origin as proven in Theorems 5.1 and 5.2. Figures 5.2 

and 5.4 correspond to the case without environmental disturbances. In this case, it can be seen 

that all sway displacement, sway velocity and yaw angle converge to zero as desired. It also can 

be seen from Figures 5.3 and 5.4 that the observer states (dotted-lines) exponentially converge 

to their unknown estimated ones (solid-lines). The large control effort is due to the fact that w e 

simulate our controllers on a real surface ship. To illustrate Remark 5.3, w e simulate our 

controller with the design constant fc = 0. The simulation results for this case are given in 

Figures 5.5 and 5.6. The sway grows linearly unbounded due to nonvanishing environmental 

disturbances. It should be noted that all of the course-keeping controllers, see for example 

Fossen (1994), which do not take the sway displacement into account, will result in similar 

unboundedness of the sway as pointed out in Remark 5.3. 

5.5 Conclusions 

State and output feedback controllers were developed for underactuated ships moving on a 

linear-course. W h e n there are no environmental disturbances induced by wave, wind and current 

ocean, the proposed controllers globally asymptotically stabilize the closed loop system, that is, 

the sway displacement (cross regulation error), sway velocity and yaw angle globally 
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asymptotically converge to zero. Under environmental disturbances, all the above states 

globally exponentially/asymptotically converge to a ball centered at the origin. The control 

design was based on the idea of an interaction between the ship behavior and the action of a 

helmsman on a linear-course. The closed loop stability analysis was based on two technical 

lemmas for a nonlinear system with non-vanishing perturbations. Although our proposed state-

feedback controller has been designed by using precise knowledge of the ship parameters, w e 

can easily change them to an adaptive version to take inaccurate knowledge of the system 

parameters into account, see (5.6) and the next chapter. However, for the case of output-

feedback, an adaptive observer will be required, see (5.34) and (5.48). Simulation results on a 

monohull ship validated the proposed control laws. 

It is seen that the assumption of the straight-line path and the requirement of the ship possessing 

straight-line stability are fairly limiting in practice. These limitations will be removed in the 

next chapter, where a Serret-Frenet coordinate transformation, and a new velocity observer are 

introduced. 
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Figure 5.1. State feedback control with disturbances. 
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Figure 5.3. Output feedback control with disturbances. 
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Figure 5.5. State feedback control with k = 0 
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Figure 5.6. Output feedback control with k = 0 
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Chapter 6 

Robust path following of underactuated ships using Serret-

Frenet frame 

This chapter develops state-feedback and output-feedback controllers that force an 

underactuated surface ship to follow a predefined path at a constant forward speed controlled by 

the main thruster system under the presence of environmental disturbances induced by wave, 

wind and ocean-current. The solution presented in this chapter originates from an observation 

that it is reasonable in practice to steer a vessel such that it is on the reference path, and its total 

velocity is tangent to the path. The path-following errors are first interpreted in a Serret-Frenet 

frame. The controller is then synthesized based on Lyapunov's direct method and backstepping 

technique. The stability analysis is based on a technical lemma developed for a nonlinear 

cascade system with nonvanishing disturbances. A similar approach is applied to design an 

output-feedback by introducing a novel nonlinear observer to estimate the sway and yaw 

velocities. In comparison with Chapter 5, the path can be arbitrarily smooth curve and the ship's 

straight-line stability is not necessary. Numerical simulations on a monohull ship are provided 

to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed methodology. 

6.1 Problem formulation 

The mathematical model of an underactuated ship moving in surge, sway and yaw can be 

described as (see Appendix A for details) 

x = ucos(w) - vsm(w), 

y = u sm(w) + vcos(w), 

W = r, (6.1) 

v = _«_Llir-4a.v_^A.|lf
I
v+J_Ti>r(0, 

"*22 "hi .=2̂ 22 "hi 

(nu, — nu7) d33 v dri , i,--i 1 1 
r = ____j _?__.MV 33_r_^_G_|r| r + T+ xwr(t), 

Wj3 "hi <=2 "Hi "hi "Hi 
where all of symbols are defined in Appendix A. The forward speed u is assumed to be 

constant and positive. The bounded time varying terms, xm(t) and xwr(t), are the environmental 

disturbances induced by wave, wind and ocean-current with |T1_V(0|^TW1IB1_ < » and 

\xwr(t)\ ̂ xwrt5m. <oo. The available control is the yaw moment xT. Since the sway control force 

is not available in the sway dynamics, the ship model (6.1) is underactuated. 

The control objective of this chapter is to design the yaw moment xr to force the underactuated 

ship (6.1) to follow a specified path SI, see Figure 6.1, where M is the orthogonal projection of 
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the ship center of mass point P on SI, xn and x, are the normal and the tangent unit vectors to 

the path at M , respectively. W e assume that this point is uniquely defined. This assumption 

holds if the interior of any circle tangenting SI at two or more points does not contain any point 

of the path and the distance between the ship and SI is not too large. Furthermore, it is assumed 

that the radius of any osculating circle of the path is larger than or equal to R^ which is 

feasible for the ship to follow. Let the signed distance between M and P be ze. Also s is the 

signed distance along the path between some arbitrary fixed point on the path and M , Wd *s ^e 

angle between xt and X , c(s) is the curvature of the path at the point M . W e assume that c(s) 

is uniformly bounded and differentiable. Let the total velocity of the ship be u, and 

We
=W~Wd • ̂ e variables s, ze and we f

Q r m a n e w set °f state coordinates for the ship. It can 

be seen that when the path SI coincides with the Xb axis, the above variables coincide with the 

ship variables x, y and w • 

By using the above parameterization, it is rather straightforward, see (Encarnacao et al., 2000; 

Skjetne and Fossen, 2001), to transform the kinematics of (6.1) to 

ze=usin(we) + vcos(we), 

c(s) , . . . . ,. (6.2) 
We = r~- -—(ucos(wt)-vsm(we)) 

l-c(s)ze 
and 

s=- — — (Mcos(i/Ae)-vsin(vO) (6-3) 
l-c(s)ze 

Note that the above transformation is singular when zec(s) = 1. W e first assume that 

l-zec(.s)><5*>0. (6.4) 

We then find the initial conditions after the controllers designed such that this hypothesis holds. 

Ideally, we want the ship to be on the path and tangent to it, i.e. ze=We=0. However when the 

curvature of the path is different from zero, the sway velocity v is also different from zero. 

Hence ze =We = ° cannot be the equilibrium point of (6.2) with r as the control input. This 

feature distinguishes the ship from the mobile robot without slipping, ff one designs a controller 

to achieve we = ° >
t h e n the error ze might be very large (depending on v). This phenomenon 

can be seen by substituting yre = 0 into the first equation of (6.2). Therefore, in this chapter, we 

formulate the control problem such that (ze,Wt) = (0,-y) is the equilibrium point of (6.2), with 

0 being the angle between the surge velocity and the total velocity. This is desirable in practice 

since it guarantees the ship is on the path and the ship total velocity is tangent to the path. 
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Figure 6.1. General framework of ship path following. 

By defining 

W*e=We
+<t> 

the last four equations of the ship model (6.1) with (6.2) are transformed to 

z£=w,sin(y/), 

W e = r 
2 A 

"hi 
v = —ur 

x "hi u 

{ "hi "," J 
d 

c(s)u * u 
--i-COS(We)- — 

l-c(s)ze ut 

l22 v dvi | |/-i 1 ,. 

V + 2 _ J 2 _ V v Twv(t) 
"hi i=i "hi "hi 

"hi 

(mxx-m22) 

m33 

an V dvi i ii—1 1 , . 

— -v-X—H v+—T-W' 
"hi 1=2 "hi "hi ^33 
uv r --L—IA

 r+—T'+—T-(o. 
^ 1= 2m33 0x33 m33 

(6.5) 

(6.6) 

where u = y/u2+v2. As a result, the path following objective has been converted to a problem 

of stabilizing (ze,W*e) *
n (6-6) at the origin. W e study this stabilization problem under either 

Assumption 6.1 or Assumption 6.2 as follows. 

Assumption 6.1. 

a) The ship parameters satisfy the condition: mll<m22. 

b) All of the ship states (position, orientation and velocities) are measurable. 

Assumption 6.2. 

a) The ship parameters satisfy the condition: mxx<m22. 

b) The sway and yaw velocities are not available for feedback. 

Assumption 6.1 means a robust state-feedback path following problem while Assumption 6.2 

gives a robust output-feedback path following problem. It is noted that the condition mxx<m22 

always holds for surface ships since the added mass in sway is larger than that in surge. 
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T h e triangular structure of (6.6) suggests us to design the actual control xr in two stages. First, 

w e design the virtual velocity control r to stabilize ze and wl
 at the origin. Based on the 

backstepping technique, the control xx will be then designed to make the error between the 

virtual velocity control and its actual values exponentially tend to a small ball centered at the 

origin. A new nonlinear observer is introduced to estimate the sway and yaw velocities and an 

output feedback controller is then designed. 

6.2 State-feedback control design 

6.2.1 State-feedback controller 

Observing from the first equation of (6.6) that the ze -dynamics have to be stabilized by using 

the angle w*e • Hence, we introduce the following coordinate transformation 

we=We+ arcsin 
fcz„ 

^ l + ikze)
2
 t 

(6.7) 

where it is a positive constant to be selected later. 

R e m a r k 6.1. T h e above coordinate transformation is well defined and convergence of w*e andze 

implies that of wl • T h e function arcsin is not unique. It can be replaced by s o m e other smooth 

bounded functions such as tanh, arctan or an identity function. W e here use arcsin function due 

to its simplicity. Using (6.7) instead of a linear coordinate change such as w*e=wl + kze, w e 

avoid the ship whirling around w h e n ze is large. In addition the nonlinear change of coordinate 

(6.7) will result in a "global design". 

Upon application of the coordinate transformation (6.7), the system (6.6) is rewritten as 

ku.z, w.sin(w*) ku.z, i . .. ,\ 
Ze =~ i + / 2 —j===(cOS(We)-l), 

4i+(kZef 4i+(kze? vi+(fczj2 

w, = r 
r
i_mLi^ 

{ "hi "f ) 

kut sin(we) c(s)ut cos(w*e) u_ 
+ l + (kze)

2 l-c(s)ze ~uf~ 

i^-ir^—^iti 

^v+i^vr'v-j-r^ 
._ "hi '=2 ̂ 22 ^22 

"hi d22 4-, dvi , ,M 1 
v = —ur V~ZJ~ v\ v H — 

/w22 m22 j-2 m22 m-x 

(6.8) 

. (mxi-m22) d33 v 4 i I'-' 1 1 
r = ___U _2L_uv 3 3 _ „ _ ^ ^ _ r r + ^+ T^(r) 

^ m33 i=im33 m33 m33 
where w e leave the variable w*e in the second equation of (6.8) to simplify the presentation. A s 

discussed in Remark 6.1, w e will design the control xr to stabilize (6.8). 

Step 1. Define 

(. = 1-^-4- (6.9) 
m22ul 
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The first condition of Assumptions 6.1 implies that b>l-^-^=b* > 0 . Introduce the yaw 
"hi 

velocity control error f as 

r = r-rA (6.10) 

where rd is the yaw velocity virtual control. From the second equation of (6.8), w e choose this 

virtual control as 

kx . 1 ku,sin(y*) 1 c(s)u,cos(wl) , 1 " ' 
rd = w. - + -— 

b e b l + (kze)
2 b l-c(s)ze bu] 

I u r, 

^22 ^ V dvi I |i-l 

•v + 2_, v v 
v "hi 1=2 ̂ 22 

b ut m22 
tanh 

(wx ^ 
e wvmax 

,£1 "hi 

(6.11) 

where kx and £, are positive design constants to be selected later. It is of interest to note that rd 

is a smooth function of s, ze,v and we • Substituting (6.11) and (6.10) into the second equation of 

(6.8) yields 

7 ' x l - x " rwvit) " T„ 

we =-kxwe +br + —— 
•tanh 

w„ x 

ut m22 ut m22 
e wvmax 

£, m22 s 

(6.12) 

Step 2. Differentiating both sides of (6.10) along the solution of the last equation of (6.8) and 

(6.11) yields 

_ (mxx-m22) d33 ^ dri , ,,-i 1 1 
r =.____ 22_1MV _Lr_\___r r + Tr+ xwr(t)-

"hi "hi i=l"hi ^33 ^33 

~. 7^("Cos(^e)-vsin(vAe))--^-(«sin(^e) + vcos(^))-
ds l-c(s)ze dz. 

dv 

dr. 

( 
"h i d-,j x-1 dvi i .i-i 1 

-ur -v-Y-^-v v + Xm(t) 
— m22 

\ (6.13) 

^ "hi "hi i=2"hi 

dWe 
r — • 

c(s) \ 

(ucos(we)-vsin(we)) 
l-c(s)ze 

Form (6.13), we choose the actual control xr without canceling the useful damping terms as 

( <„ ™ >* J 3 

xr=m33 
. ~ . * ("hi —"h?) d33 x-1 dri | ./-I 

- k 2 r - b w e - ^ - " v + ^ - r . + X — H rd + 
"hi "hi <=2 "*33 

- A -~-(Mcos(VAe)-vsin(^))+-^-(Msin(^) + vcos(vAe))+-^-
fo l-c(^)ze dze dv 

m,, 
-wr 

t ™22 
\ 

^22 V dvi | |«-1 

"hi i=2"hl ) dWe 
+ • r — 

cis) 

l-cis)ze 
(ucos(we)-vsin(we)) 

\ 
(6.14) 

-tanh 
f ~ * ^ 
r X 
' wrmax "hi ^1 "hi ) 

.___!________. tanh 
dv m22 

drd r "£„_,_,__ 
\\ 

dv £3 m-a ; 

where fc2, £2 and £3 are positive constants to be selected later. Substituting (6.14) into (6.13) 

yields 
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r = - k2 + r-iwe->.—^M r+ xwr(t) 
,=2 "h3 ^ 3 ^ 3 ™33 

tanh f x.. 

£2 ^ J (6.15) 

!.T (f)_____.________.tanh 
wv V / dv m22 dv m22 

"r_ r Tiwmax 

^ 3V £3 m22 t 

W e n o w present the first main result of this chapter whose proof is given in the next section. 

Theorem 6.1 Assume that a) the ship inertia, added mass and damping matrices are diagonal; 

b) Assumption 6.1 is satisfied. If the state-feedback control law (6.14) is applied to the ship 

system (6.1) then there exist feasible initial conditions such that the regulation errors 

(ze(t),W*eit)) a ™ ultimately stable at the origin with an appropriate choice of the design 

constants k, kx, k2 and£i? l < / < 3 . Furthermore if there are no environmental disturbances, 

the regulation errors are asymptotically stable at the origin. In addition, the sway velocity v(t) 

is always bounded. 

6.2.2 Proof of Theorem 6.1 

To prove Theorem 6.1, w e first consider the (w*e,r)-dynamics then move to the (ze,v)-

dynamics. 

6.2.2.1 (w*e,r) -dynamics 

Consider the following Lyapunov function 

y.-k 
2 , ~2 \ 

w_ +r ) 
(6.16) 

It is not hard to show that the time derivative of (6.16) along the solutions of (6.15) and (6.12) 

satisfies 

v;<-fc,w;
2- \2+^ r2 + 0.2785 £ £, 

which in turn implies that 

where 

m33 j 

we(t),r(t)) Za^-y-w+p. 

( f d33^ k 

V ™33 ) 
, p.r=10_2785ffr

,Xc1 

(6.17) 

(6.18) 

(6.19) 
i=i 

From (6.19), w e can see that pwr can be made arbitrarily small by adjusting the design 

constants, kx, k2, and £,., 1 < / < 3. This observation is important in stability analysis of (ze,v) 

dynamics. 

6.2.2.2 (ze,v)-dynamics 

For convenience, w e rewrite the (ze,v) dynamics as 
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z. =• 
kutze , u,sin(we) kutze /___, . s 

r + , = — , (cos(w,)-l), 
yjl + (kze)

2 Jl + (kZe)
2 y]l + (kzef ' 

d22 
v = — 

"hi 

2 \ 

1 + 
m,,w 

brn^u, 

d,.: 

1=2 "hi 

2 \ 
1 + 

n\xu 

b"hiuf t 

I'-1 1 , ̂ . "hi™ 
v v + x i i ) — ^ — 

(6.20) 
"hi "hi 

mxxu( „ kut$\n(wl) c(s)u, cos(yJ) w_T 
m^fc l + (fee)

2 1-C(J)Z. w, m22 

•tanh 
W T 

Âl 
e wvmax 

£, m 22 

W e can view (6.20) and (w'.r) -subsystem are in a cascade form, one might think that stability 

results developed for cascade systems in (Panteley and Loria, 2001) can be applied. However, 

stability results in this paper are developed for cascade systems without nonvanishing 

disturbances. In fact, nonvanishing disturbances may destroy stability of a cascade system that 

satisfies all conditions stated in (Panteley and Loria, 2001). To illustrate this fact, we give the 

following simple example. 

Xi~ -Jltx2 JiTx2' (6.21) 
x2 = — x2 +d(t). 

W h e n there is no disturbance d(t), by applying stability results in (Panteley and Loria, 2001), 

the cascade system (6.21) is globally asymptotically stable at the origin. However, if the 

bounded disturbance d(t) is such that d(t) > 1, V f > 0, w e have xx grows unbounded although 

x2 is bounded. This fact results from the first equation being not globally Input-to-State-Stable 

(ISS) with respected to x^ as input (Sontag, 1989). Therefore, to analyze stability of (6.20) w e 

first present the following lemma. 

Lemma 6.1 Consider the following nonlinear system 

x = f(t,x) + g(t,x,£(t)) (6.22) 

where xeSi",^(t)e zW, f(t,x) is piecewise continuous in t and locally Lipschitz in x. If there 

exist <T0 > 0, positive constants c(, 1 < i < 4, Xj, 1 < j < 2, c, £0, p0,cQ and a class-K function 

a0 such that the following conditions hold: 

Cl. There exists a proper function V(t,x) such that: 

cx\\x(<V(t,x)<c2\\x(, 
cA \\x dV, JL || || dV t dV ^ I H I 

—-(t,x)\\<c3\\x\\, — + — f ( t , x ) - - - • " " + 
^x « <?' ?>x Vl + c|H|2 ]l + c\\x\ 

C2. g(t,x,t,(t)) satisfies: 

V1 + CH 
C3. | ( 0 globally asymptotically converges to a ball centered at the origin: 
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iml^o^i^e^^+eo , Vt>t0>0. 

C4. The following gain condition is satisfied: 

C4 C3£0 K + A 
4/i0 J 

>0. 

Then the solution x(t) of (6.22) globally asymptotically converges to a ball centered at the 

origin, i.e., 

Kol^adWro)^^))!)^'-^ +£(|«a£('o))||), V*__rtO >0 (6.23) 

where £(s)= \—*-Jl + cx2m(s), a and a are given as follows: 
Vci«i 

Jl + cxlis) 
,G=-(ax-d); 

if £l -rrr n(*\- \—a''-' "'"" 
y]l +CX2m(s) 

*<jQ,a(s)=\—e
a c2s + 

(ala3(s) + a2(s)a4yjl + cxl(s)) 

^ . V l + c*2 (s) 

a. ax-Ooyll + cx2m(s) 

<j(s) = — nun 

2 

/ 
a, 

V1+«i(«)' 
a, 

*Jl + cx2m(s) 
~<Jc 

with 

Xc £ ) c /Lc 
V3e 0 --T

J - 2 - . a2(s) = ^(Xx+X2)a0{s),a3(s)=-
1-La0{s), 4Mo J 

a4 = c0 + A,C3£0/x0, 0 < d < ax, <j) > (t -10)e'
dl'~'o), Vf > t0 > 0, 

J C * ( * ) = 4 / — 

/̂  

wm(s): 

N 
exp 

a3(s) + a2(s)a4/ax 

2(a2(s) + a3(s) + a2 (s)a4 lax) 

f 2(a2 (s) + a3 (s) + a2 (s)a4 /ax)^ 

8(a2 (s) + a3(s) + a2 (s)a41 ax) exp 
-1 

When c0 = 0 and £0 = 0, we have £ = 0 and the system (6.22) is globally asymptotically stable. 

Note that a finite value of </> exists for an arbitrarily small positive d and the convergence rate 

a depends on the initial conditions. 

Proof of L e m m a 6.1 W e first prove that x is bounded. From conditions Cl, C 2 and C3, we 

have 

V<- C4 C3£0 

{ 4"oJ 

Y\ c3 \\x\\ 

y+c\\xf+^+44 
^+X2\\xl)a0^(t0)l) e "ov •"' + 

(t-t0) _L -A1C3£0/X0 + C0 

Vi+cW2 
(6.24) 
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Upon application of the completing square, (6.24)can be rewritten as 

V a^"^ a4 V<-(ax -a2e-^^)-1=L=+^===^! ..._._. 

\li+c\\xf Ji+c\\x( V L H H J 
= -(al-a2e-

a°('-'°)) -<r„(/-/„)\jV-aJad . (a3+a2a41ax)e 
-^o('-'o) 

(6.25) 

^ + 4 x ( yjl + c\\x\\ 

Now consider the differential equation 

*--U-v-^»)-r____+<a±2fi____l2i. (6.26) 
V ' U II ||2 L || ||2 

-Wl + c||jt|| J l + c p l 
Take the following Lyapunov function 

W=0.5K:2 (6.27) 

whose time derivative along the solution of (6.26) with the use of C4 satisfies 

ny^-M^) K2 ^(a3+a2aJal)Ke-^'-"
) 

-y/l + c|jc|2 yl + c||jr|2 

<2(a2 +03 +a2a4/a,)^-
ff»('-'°) + <?________________. e-o(«„) 

4 

(6.28) 

Hence W(t) < Wm which implies from (6.27) and the comparison principle (Khalil, 2002) that 

V(t) < a4/ax+^2Wm or \\x(t)\\ < xm . Substituting this inequality into (6.25) yields 

( \ 

V<-
y/l + cxl 

•a,e-^,-,") V + a3e-
c"(,-,")+a4. (6.29) 

Solving the inequality (6.29) yields (6.23) readily. • 

To investigate stability of (ze,v) dynamics, we apply Lemma 6.1. 

a) ze -dynamics 

We will apply Lemma 6.1 to estimate convergence of the path following error, ze, dynamics. 

Indeed, it is seen that ze - dynamics, the first equation of (6.20), is in the form of the system 

studied in Lemma 6.1, i.e. 

*. = /__<•) + *»(•) (6-30) 

where 

. ,. kutze ,. w,sin(w*) kutze < .. .\ 
/«.(•) = - , ..?.(')= / ~ I -(cos(w,)-l). 

>/l+(feJ ^ + ikze)
2 Vl + (fee)

2V 

We now verify all conditions of Lemma 6.1. 

Verifying condition Cl. By taking the proper function V2 = 0.5z
2, it is not hard to show that 

this condition holds with 

c = fc2, cx=c2= 0.5, c3 =1, c4 = kut, c0 = 0. (6.31) 

Verifying condition C2. By noting that 
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u, sin(w*) ku,ze / , * .\ 
e -—. cos(w,)-l) 

Vi+(fej2 V 1 + ( ^ ) 2 v" " "' V 1 + ( f a < ) 2 

condition C2 holds with 

Xl=ut and X2=kul. 

Verifying condition C3. This condition holds directly from (6.18). 

Verifying condition C4. From (6.31), (6.33) and (6.18), this condition becomes 

u,(l + fc|z£|)|w;| (6.32) 

(6.33) 

kut~PK u. + 
ku. 

{' 4"oJ 
>0<^ k-pu 1 + -

I 4^J 
>0 (6.34) 

Since /^ is an arbitrarily positive constant, see Lemma 6.1, and pwr can be made arbitrarily 

small, we can always pick a positive constant fc such that (6.34) holds. Therefore, we have 

\ze(t)\<az(')e-
a'('-"') + pz (6.35) 

where az (•), az and pz are calculated as in Lemma 6.1. 

From (6.35), the requirement of initial conditions such that l-c(^)ze > 8* > 0 becomes 

az(-)<\=^-pz 
:(*)| 

(6.36) 

b) v is bounded 

To show that v is bounded, we take the following Lyapunov function 

(6.37) 

whose time derivative along the solution of the second equation of (6.20), after some simple 

calculation, satisfies 

V3=0.5v
2 

V<-^ 
"hi 

( 

1 + 
/«,,« 

.2 "\ 

v2+v J _ T (o-frtiirtrt! 
"hi "hi 

nLxu 

"hib 
-kw fa>sin(^> , c(s)Ulcos(wl) u xmmia tjnh 

l + (fcze)
2 l-c(s)ze u] m22 

w x 
e wvmax 

£, nu, 
\ ' ^2 JJ) 

(6.38) 

From (6.38), (6.18), (6.35) and (6.7), it can be shown that 

|v(0|<av(-)e
_<M'~'o)+Pv (6.39) 

where av(-) is a nondecreasing function of |(wj(r0),r(f0),ze(.0))j, av and pv are positive 

constants. The constant pv depends on the environmental disturbances and the path curvature. 

Indeed, this constant is equal to zero when there are no environmental disturbances and 

c(s) = 0. 

Remark 6.2. From (6.36), it is seen that the initial conditions are mainly limited by the path 

curvature c(s). If the initial conditions do not satisfy (6.36), one can generate a smooth curve 

segment, i_0, such that it is tangent to the path SI and that (6.36) holds, see Figure 6.2. 
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Figure 6.2. Illustration of overcoming "bad" initial conditions. 

6.3 Output-feedback control design 

6.3.1 Observer design 

T o design an observer that estimate the sway and yaw velocities from the ship position and 

orientation measurements, w e rewrite (6.1) as follows 

x = u cos(w) - v sin(w), 

i^FjCxjHJ^fcj, (6.40) 

x2 = K2x2 -D2(x2)x2 + T 2 +Tw2(t) 

where x, =[y w] >x2 = [ v r] 

F1(x1) = [«sin(^) 0]
r,x2 = 0 

1 

m33 
»T W 2 (0 = Tw(0 xwr(t) 

"hi "hi 

J,(Xl) = 
cos(v^) 0 

0 1 
,D2(x 2) = 

V dvi i i'-i 

2. Ivl 
i=l "hi 

0 

0 

t—vv 
i=l W)3 

, K 2 — 

*22 m,,« 
"̂ 22 "hi 

(mxx—m22)u d33 

"hi tru3 

(6.41) 

If w e use the observer designed in Chapter 5, then the matrix K 2 has to be Hurwitz, i.e. the ship 

has to possess straight-line stability. This limitation motivates us to seek for a n e w observer in 

this section. The idea is to find a coordinate transformation to transform the system (6.1) to a 

form that does not require K 2 to be Hurwitz to design an observer. T o this end, w e define 

z 2=
x 2-X 2(*>x,) (6-42) 

where %2(x,xt) is a locally Lipschitz vector function, which will be determined later. Using 

(6.42), w e write the last two equations of (6.40) as follows: 
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x, = F, (x,) + Jx (x, )x2 (x, xl) + Jl (x, )z2, 

z2 = K + ^ ^
x » ) g 2 ( x , ) - J ^ ^ J 1 ( x 1 ) [ z 2 - D 2 ( z 2 +x2(^x1))(z2 +*2{x,xl))+ (6.43) 
dx dx, 

*(JC,X.) + T2+Twl(t) 

where 

O ^ x ^ K ^ ^ x , ) - ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
dx dxx 

g2(xx) = [svn(w) 0], 

D
2(

Z2+X2(^Xl)) = 
tr- "hi 

0 

0 

X—iz22+x2i(^
xi)r 

,=2 m33 
(6.44) 

with z2, and x2,(^
xi)5' = 1»

2. are the first and second elements of z2 and X2(*>
xi) 

respectively. From (6.43), one can design a reduced order observer. However it is often noise-

sensitive. W e here propose the following observer: 

x, =F1(x1) + JI(x,)x2(x,x,) + J1(x1)z2+K01(x1-x1), 

z2 - D 2 (z2 + x2 (x, x, ))(z2 + x2 (x, x,)) + (6.45) z2 = 
K , + ^ ^ g 2 ( X i ) . ^ ^ ) j i ( X i ) 

\ 

dx "' ' dx. 

^(x,xl) + x2+K02(x1-x1) 

where x, := [y w] an<I z2 are estimates of x, and z2, respectively, K 0 1 and K 0 2 are the 

observer gains to be selected later. From (6.43) and (6.45), we have the observer error dynamics: 

Xj = rvfllX, +Jj<lX,jZ2, 

z2 = -K02x, + K 2 + 
dx2(*>

xi) ,_. x 9X2(JC,X,)T . A 
g2(

X!) J.fr.) 
dx "" " ^x 

(D2(z2 +x2(^
x,))(z2 +x 2(^

x,))-D 2(z 2 +X_(*>
xi))(z2

 + X 2(^
xi))) + fw2(t) 

where x, := [y w] =x,"X„ z2=z2-z2. Now, considering the Lyapunov function 

V = xTP x +zTP 7 

(6.46) 

(6.47) 

where P0I and P02 are positive definite matrices, whose time derivative along the solution of 

(6.46) satisfies: 

V0 ̂  -xrQoixi - zlQ0 2z2 + *I2(t)P02z2 + zlP02-rw2(t) (6.48) 

where 

" o i ~ "-oi "oi + "oi**oi5 

Q« = - K> + 3x i^ !) g ! ( X i ) _^B) J i ( X i ) 
V 

02 K 2 + 

dx 

d%_(*i*_) 

3x, 

dx_(*>xi) 

"o2 (6.49) 

g2(
X!) 

dx dx. 
Ji(xi) 
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and w e have chosen 

P«Ki 2-Jj(x1)P„1=0 

and used the following inequality (see L e m m a B.5) 

(D2(z2 + x2(x,xl))(z2 +x2(*,x1))-D2(z2 + x2C*,
x
1))(i2 +X2(^

xi)))T P02z2 + 

^P02(D2(z2+x2(x,x1)Kz2+x2(^x,))-D2(z2 + x2(x,x1))(i2+X2(^
x
1)))>0. 

It is not hard to show that there always exist K01, K0 2, x2(*,
xi) such that Q0 1 and Q 0 2 are 

positive definite and (6.50) holds. For example one can take 

(6.50) 

(6.51) 

Ke i = K 0 \ > 0 , K 0 2 = P 0 ^ ( x 1 ) P 0 „ x 2(^
x
1 ) = 

Therefore (6.48) implies that 

n\xu 

"hi 
W 0 

\\x^\<%\\x0(t0)\\e-^^+^ 

(6.52) 

(6.53) 

where q>0, J]0 and £0 are some positive constants, and x0 = [xx z2] .It is noted that £0 cannot 

be made arbitrarily small since the ratio min 02 is maximized with the choice of 
^max(P02) 

Q 0 2 = diag(1,1). By defining an estimate of the velocity vector as 

X
2 = z 2 + X 2 ( *>

x i ) (6.54) 

where x2 = [v r] , then the velocity observer errors x2 = [v r] satisfy: 

||(v(0,r(0)||<«Po||x0(̂ o)|h 
-lo('-'o) +4 (6.55) 

It is seen that when there are no environmental disturbances, the observer errors are globally 

exponentially tend to zero. 

6.3.2 Output-feedback controller 

The control design in this section is much similar to the one of the state-feedback controller. W e 

therefore present it briefly. Define 

0 = arctan(v/u), ut = yju
2 + v2, wl =We

+$- (6.56) 

By denoting $ = </> -(j>, using the Taylor series expansion, it can be shown that 

arctan(v/w) —arctan(v/u) v-v 
') = ^-|v(0|- (6.57) 

(v — v)lu u 

Similar to the state-feedback control design, w e apply the following coordinate transformation 

< k? \ 
(6.58) we=wl + arcsin I—: 7 

jl+ikze)
2
 t 

to (6.45) in conjunction with (6.54) and (6.56). After some simple calculation, w e have 
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kutze £,sin(w*) (cos(wJ)-l)fc2_.ze | vcos(w*-0) | vsin(w* -f)kze 

Jl + ikze)
2+Jl + ikze)

2 Jl + ikze)
2 Jl + (kze)

2 Jl + (kze)
2 z = -

w = r 
"hi «,2, 

c(s)ut cos(w*e) u 
* • ! 

l-c(s)z, ut 

d 

m 

3 A , 
22 " , V "vi IH'-1 A 

v + J^ |v| V 22 i-i m. 22 

fcw, sin(i£,) 
+—-—-Lzr- + 
\+ikze? 

—cos(w)y + r 
u, 

f 2 ^ 

{ "hi u + 
kvcos(we) c(s)vsin(we) 

J 
rn^^u 
"hi 

m-2 ut 
0-T> *. x^ a.vj j /vji—i A 

"hi 1=2 "hi 

. a.y2 A X""* **yi IAJ,—* A , x ~ ."II ~ 

; -- -r —v-^-^M v + cos(yf)y —ur, 

l + (kze)
z'+ --c(s)zt 

"hi 

"hi 

r = 
(mxx-m22)u „ d33 „ 4* dri M,-i ̂  1 

"hi 
v — r-Y ——|r| r + 
"hi «=2 >% ™33 

Tr+y/ 

where for simplicity, we have taken 

K02 = Ji (xiX X2(
x'xi)= 

Step 1. Introduce the virtual yaw velocity error as 

m,,u 
"hi 

W 0 

r. =r-r. 

(6.59) 

(6.60) 

(6.61) 

where fd is the virtual yaw velocity control which is chosen as 

1 
rd 

1-mlx u 

^ c(s)u * u 
-k w, + — cos(w ) + —-
l-c(s)ze u, *1 

m22 ut 

hi » . V **vi M 

m-2 ,=2 A7I22 

r-l A kuts\n(wl) dxwe 
l + (kze)

2 (l-c(s)ze)
2 

(6.62) 

where kx and rf, are a positive constant. The term multiplied by dx is the nonlinear damping 

terms to overcome the effect of the observer errors. It is seen that rd is a smooth function of 

s, ze, We
 an^ v • Substituting (6.61) and (6.62) into the second equation of (6.59) results in 

w«=-*iWe+ |; 

f 2^\ 

1-
Wt,, « 2 

+fx
T(.)x- <*!*£ 

(l-c(s)zj2 
(6.63) 

where 

hi') = 
ucos(w) 0 c(s)sin(yf,) kcos(we) mxx u

2 

u2 ' ' l-c(s)ze
 +l + (kze)

2' ~~m~~% (6.64) 

x = [y y? v rf. 

Step 2. Differentiating both sides of (6.61) yields 

. =K.-^2)^_^_^|P|M .+j_Tr _gj cos(0 _ jjsin()/D_ 
ds l-c(s)ze dze "hi "hi .-=2 W33 ^ 3 

9r_ 

3ye 

where 

!>A^ 

r-
c(5)CQS(^e) 

l-c(s)z£ 

drd ( n\xu „ d22 „ 4. dw H M . 
—r^- —r v_2_~rl v 

(6.65) 

Bv ̂ ™22 ™22 <=2>"22 
+f2

T(-)x 
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f2(-) 3v 
- cos^), 1, j,,, si"(^> _ J 5 L C 0 s ( y J _ J 5 L ^ )

s i n ^ ) > - J g L - g g </ ™n 
3.s l-c(^)ze 3z€ 3ve l-c(.s)ze 3ve 3v m 22 

(6.66) 

From (6.65), the control xr is designed without canceling the useful nonlinear damping terms as 

follows 

( 

*r="hi 
(mn-m12)u^ t d33 

•K2 rg v T 

m 3 3 

»£ f 

dwe 

H> 

0133 

A c(s)cos(ifcV 

1-C(5)Z, 

m,, M
2 V\ 

, V1 dri H,-i . 3rrf cos(y?*) drd ̂  . 
r_ + X - M rrf + H_£i_ + ___Mf sm(v^e 

i=2 ̂  3s l-c(s)ze dze 

) + 

r — EL 
dv 

"hi" - d A. u22 ^ «—i a , i ̂ |/-i ,, •r-i ~ 2 

r 22.v_^___|v| v -^rt.2/ 2
2(.)re-

^ ™22 "hi i=2"hl 
(6.67) 

;=i 

I" ,, 
{ "hi ", ) 

where fc2 and d2 are positive design constants, f2i (•) is the /'* component of f2 (•) 

Substituting (6.67) into (6.65) yields 

K=-kire-^re-±^\ri
lre 

m33 i=2 m33 

f 2 \ 
. "hi " ' 

~2 

^ ^22 «, J 

we* +f2
T«x-£rf2/2*(-)r€.(6.68) 

1=1 

W e now present the second main result of this chapter whose proof is given in the next section. 

Theorem 6.2 Assume that a) the ship inertia, added mass and damping matrices are diagonal; 

b) Assumption 6.2 is satisfied. If the output-feedback control law (6.67) and the observer (6.45) 

are applied to the ship system (6.1) then there exist feasible initial conditions such that the 

regulation errors (ze(t),We it))
 are ultimately stable at the origin with an appropriate choice of 

the design constants k, kn dn i = 1,2. Furthermore when there are no environmental 

disturbances, the regulation errors are asymptotically stable at the origin. In addition, the sway 

velocity v(t) is always bounded. 

6.3.3 Proof of Theorem 6.2 

To prove Theorem 6.2, we first consider the (we,re)-dynamics then move to the (v,ze) 

dynamics. 

6.3.3.1 (we,re) -dynamics 

Consider the following Lyapunov function 

(6.69) v^-€+U 
1 2 ' 2 ' 

whose time derivative along the solutions of (6.63) and (6.68) satisfies 

dxwt 
Vx=-kxM?+wef.

l(-)x-
H-cis)ze) 

-kit ~ ^ r 2 - t - % - 1 r] +ref2
ti.)x-d2r!±f2

2(.) 
m-3 I=2 m33 i=l (6.70) 

<-(fc,-,u,1)^
2-Ve

2+^2 
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where p u andp1 2 are some positive constants. F r o m (6.70), (6.53) and (6.55), it is direct to show 

that 

rt--ff,(Mb) + p, (6.71) (we(t),re(t)) < (we(t0),re(t0)) 

for some positive constants p, and o-,. It is noted that p, can be m a d e arbitrarily small by 

adjusting the design constants kx, k2, dx and d2. 

6.3.3.2 (v,ze) -dynamics 

T o obtain convergence of ze, w e apply L e m m a 6.1 to the first equation of (6.59) by verifying 

all conditions of this lemma. Indeed, the first equation of (6.59) is in the form of the system 

studied in L e m m a 6.1 by writing this equation as 

*_=/_.<•) + *„<•) <6-72) 

where 

ku,ze 
/«_(') = • 

yjl + ikze)
2 ' 

utsin(we) /.„„„/.A*^ ^ ku,ze vcos(vwe — 0) vsin(we —<f>)kze 
(6.73) 

-.«,(•)= 7 — ; -(cos(we)-i) . -,—-j • , 

Vi+(fee)
2 V1+(fee) V1+(fcO V1+(feJ 

Verifying Cl. B y taking the Lyapunov function V2 = 0.5z
2, it can be shown that this condition 

holds with 

c0 = 0, c, = c2 = 0.5, c3 = 1, c = £ , c4=kut. (6.74) 

Verifying C 2 . From (6.73), w e have 

yjl + ikze)
2 ' 

which implies that condition C 2 holds with 

Xl=u,+l,X2=k(ut+l). 

Verifying C 3 . This condition directly holds from (6.71) and (6.53). 

Verifying C 4 . From (6.74), (6.71) and (6.53), this condition becomes 

(6.75) 

(6.76) 

ku, -(A+lo) 
'u,+\ 

, 4/i0 
• + k(u,+l) >0. (6.77) 

It is noted that p, can be made arbitrarily small but £ 0 cannot, see (6.53). Therefore condition 

C 4 satisfies if the environmental disturbances are not too large and the ship forward speed u is 

high enough such that (6.77) holds for some positive constant p0. This can be explained as 

follows: when there are large environmental disturbances, the observer cannot estimate accurate 

enough velocities. In addition, the low ship speed cannot compensate the environmental 

disturbances. Consequently, the ship under large environmental disturbances in question will 

diverse away from the path. 
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All of the conditions of L e m m a 6.1 have been verified, w e have 

\zeit)\<ccz(-)e-°>
('-'°)+pz (6.78) 

where az, oz and pz are calculated as in L e m m a 6.1. The feasibility of initial conditions such 

that 1 - c(s)ze > 8* > 0 is similar to the case of the state-feedback design, see (6.36). 

Similar to the state-feedback control design, it is not hard to show that 

\v(t)\<av(')e-
aA'-") + pv (6.79) 

where av,ov andpv are calculated similarly. 

6.4 Numerical simulations 

This section validates the control laws (6.14) and (6.67) by simulating them on a monohull ship 

whose parameters are given in Appendix A. In the simulation, w e assume that the disturbances 

are Tlvy =26x10
4(l + rand(»)),TH,r =950x10

5(l + rand(«)), where rand(») is random zero-mean 

noise with magnitude of 1. This choice results in nonzero-mean disturbances. In practice, the 

environmental disturbances may be different. W e take the above disturbances for simplicity of 

generating. It should be noted that only boundaries of the environmental disturbances are 

needed in our proposed controllers. The ship forward speed is 10 m/s. The initial conditions are 

chosen as [^(0),y(0X^(0),v(0),r(0)] = [-100,50,-0.5,0,0]. The reference path is a circle 

centered at the origin with a radius of 80m. Based on Section 6.2 the control parameters are 

taken as & = 0.5, fc, =k2 = 1 0 £. =0.2. Figure 6.3 plots the ship positions and orientation in 

(x,y) plane. The path following errors are plotted in Figure 6.4. It can be seen from this figure 

that the orientation error wl converges closely to zero but not y/e due to nonzero sway velocity, 

and that the position path following error, ze, also converges closely to zero. The sway and yaw 

velocities and control torque xr are drawn in Figure 6.5. The high control magnitude is due to 

the fact that w e simulate on data of a real ship and large environmental disturbances. 

For the output-feedback case, the initial conditions are 

[jt(0),y(0Xv<0),v(0),r(0)] = ^ ^ 

The observer gain matrix is matrix chosen as K 0 1 =diag(1.5,1.5). The control gains are 

k = 0.5, fc =k2 =15, dx =d2 =0.5, £, =0.2. The environmental disturbances are the same as 

full state feedback case. The ship forward speed is 5 m/s. Simulation results are plotted in 

Figures 6.6-6.8. It is noted in both state and output-feedback cases that the controllers force the 

vessel to move from its initial position to the path in the direction of perpendicular to the circle. 

W h e n the vessel closes to the path, the controllers are able to drive it along the path in the 

desired direction. These observations coincide with our control objective stated in the Section 

6.1. 
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6.5 Conclusions 

This chapter presented a methodology to design state and output-feedback controllers that are 

able to steer an underactuated ship with unknown parameters (for the state-feedback case) along 

a given path under environmental disturbances induced by wave, wind and ocean-current at a 

desired constant forward speed. The mathematical model of the ship in question was first 

written in the Serret-Frenet frame. The controller synthesis was then based on Lyapunov's direct 

method and backstepping technique. The stability analysis was based on a technical lemma 

developed for a nonlinear cascade system with nonvanishing disturbances. In addition, a new 

observer was introduced to globally exponentially estimate the unmeasured sway and yaw 

velocities without requiring the ship's straight-line stability. Numerical simulations illustrated 

the proposed control laws. It is of interest to note that the controllers developed in this chapter 

cover the ones developed in Chapter 5. This can be seen from (6.2) by setting ze=y and the 

curvature of the path c(s) equal to zero. The proposed controllers in this chapter required the 

vessel not to be too far away from the initial point of the path to be followed. In the next 

chapter, this limitation will be removed by introducing a different path following strategy. 

Figure 6.3. State feedback. Ship positions and orientation in (x,y) plane. 
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Figure 6.4. State feedback path following errors. 
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Figure 6.6. Output feedback: Ship positions and orientation in (x,y) plane. 
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Top: Sway velocity; Middle: yaw velocity; Bottom: control torque xr 
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Chapter 7 

Robust adaptive path following of underactuated ships 
using polar coordinates 

A nonlinear robust adaptive control strategy is developed to force an underactuated surface ship to 

follow a predefined path at a desired speed, despite the presence of environmental disturbances 

induced by wave, wind and ocean-current. Often in practice, when traveling in open sea the 

helmsman first looks at the weather map then uses a mouse to click on the path screen to generate 

way-points to avoid the vessel moving into the bad weather areas. A continuous reference path 

curve is then generated such that it goes via (almost) all of the way-points. It is reasonable in 

practice to steer a vessel such that it is in a tube of nonzero adjustable diameter centered on the 

reference path, and moves along the path with a desired speed. The path-following errors are first 

interpreted in polar coordinates. Since it is difficult to accurately determine the vessel parameters, 

an adaptive controller is proposed. Indeed, a robust controller can be designed to overcome the 

inaccuracy in the vessel parameters. However, the adaptive control law is more desirable than a 

robust one because it is less conservative especially when the parameters are poorly known. The 

proposed controller is designed using Lyapunov's direct method, the backstepping and parameter 

projection techniques. The stability analysis is based on the technical lemma developed in Chapter 5 

for nonlinear cascade systems with non-vanishing uncertainties. Interestingly, it is shown that the 

developed control strategy is easily extendible to situations of practical importance such as parking 

and point-to-point navigation. Extension to the case of output-feedback, i.e. only ship position and 

orientation measurements are available for feedback, is also addressed. Numerical simulations 

illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed methodology for path following of underactuated ships. 

7.1 Problem formulation 

The mathematical model of an underactuated ship moving in surge, sway and yaw is described as 

(see Appendix A for details): 

x = u cos(w) - vsin(yO, 

y = u sin(w) + v cos(w), 

W = r, 

• mn dxx -f, d. , 1,-1 1 1 

"hi "hi *i"hi "hi "hi (7.1) 

"hi d22 ^ dvi , i,-i 1 
v = — ^ ~ u r S-v-^-S-v v + Xm(t), 

"hi "hi i=i"hi "hi 
. (w,, -m 2 2 ) d33 3? dn , IM 1 1 , 0 

> % nu3 i=2mxl mi3 m33 
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where all of symbols are defined in Appendix A. The bounded time varying terms, 

THU (O.TBT it) and xvr (t), are the environmental disturbances induced by wave, wind and ocean-

current with IT (t)\ ̂  ru„ m„Y < OO.IT h)| < x <<*> and IT (t)\ <x < °°. 

In this chapter, we consider a control objective of designing the surge force xu and the yaw moment 

Tf to force the underactuated ship (7.1) to follow a specified path SI, see Figure 7.1. In this figure, 

P is the ship center of mass, Pa is a point attached to the virtual ship, which moves along the path 

with speed of u0. If we are able to drive the ship to follow closely a virtual ship that moves along 

the path with a desired speed w0, then the control objective is fulfilled, i.e. the ship is in a tube of 

nonzero diameter centered on the reference path and moves along the specified path at the speed u0. 

Roughly speaking, the approach is to steer the ship such that it heads to the virtual and eliminates 

the distance between itself and the virtual ship. 

Figure 7.1. General framework of ship path following. 

Define 

We=¥~Wd^e=ylx
2 + y2 

where 
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Wd = arcsin(yf / ze) • (7-3) 

With (7.2), the above control objective is mathematically stated as follows: 

Control objective: Under Assumption 7.1, design the surge force Xu and the yaw moment Xr to 

make the underactuated ship (7.1) follow the path SI given by 

xd=xd(s),yd=yd(s) (7.4) 

where s is the path parameter variable, such that 

lim,_ ze (t) < z~t, limr_ \We (t)\ < W~e (7.5) 

with ze and we being arbitrarily small positive constants. 

Assumption 7.1 

f? 
a) The reference path is regular, i.e. 0 < Rnia < 

f^xd^ 
+ 

i 
ds 

<R <°°. 
ds 

b) The minimum radius of the osculating circle of the path is larger than or equal to the minimum 

possible turning radius of the ship. 

Remark 7.1. 

-Assumption 7.1 ensures that the path is feasible for the ship to follow, see Section 7.3. 

-The angle y/d is not defined at ze = 0 but lim^ 0 wd = Q, with 6s being the orientation angle of 

the virtual ship on the path, see Figure 7.1. Therefore, the fulfillment of the control objective 

guarantees that the ship closely follows the path in terms of both position and orientation. If the 

reference path is not regular, then we can often split it into regular pieces and consider each of them 

separately. This is a case of point-to-point navigation, which will be addressed in Section 7.4. 

-The path parameter, s, is not the arclength of the path in general. For example, a circle with radii of 

R centered at the origin can be described as xd = Rcos(s), yd = Rsin(s), see Oprea (1997) for more 

details. 

If one differentiates both sides of we =W~Wd
 t0 get the V^,-dynamics, there will be discontinuity 

in the y^.-dynamics on the ye-axis. This discontinuity will cause difficulties in applying the 

backstepping technique. To get around this problem, w e compute \jre -dynamics based on 

sin(vQ = ' . ' h W - y . c o s W C O S ( V O = *gcos(v,) + y,sin(v,) ( ? 6 ) 

ze ze 

W e now use (7.2) and (7.6) to transform (7.1) to 
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ze = -cos(we )u + sin(we )v + 
3 ^ ̂  ye 3yrf Y 

ze ds ze ds j 
s, 

( 
We=r + 

cos(we) 

dxd ( sin(y) xes'm(we) 

ds 

m 
u = 

22 d..: 1 

3y, 

) 
ds 

1 

__2_M+____________2 
^ sin(yf,)w + cos(y^)v 

vr_i^u_£f_*|II|»M+_L T+___ T (0> 

</.. 1 /n,, rf22 y-, a . | ,,-i 

v = — w r — v - > — — v v + 
^22 ™22 i=l"hl "hi 

*„M 

i"hl-"hl) 
m33 

d. n X"1 a w I I'-1 1 1 x N 

"« - ^ ' " - l . - ^ H r + T , + T.r(0-
^ I=2m,, m33 0x33 

(7.7) 

It is noted that the \fre -dynamics is not defined at we
 = ±0-5TT . However, our controller will 

guarantee |^(f)|<0.5^,V0<. <oo for feasible initial conditions. Therefore, w e will design the 

surge force xu and the yaw moment xr for (7.7) to yield the control objective. In Section 7.2, a 

procedure to design a stabilizer for the path following error system (7.7) is presented in details. The 

triangular structure of (7.7) suggests us to design the actual controls xu and xt in two stages. First, 

we design the virtual velocity controls for u,r and choose s to ultimately stabilize ze and we
 at the 

origin. Based on the backstepping technique, control xu and xr will be then designed to make the 

errors between the virtual velocity controls and their actual values exponentially tend to a small ball 

centered at the origin. Since the ship parameters are unknown, an adaptation scheme is also 

introduced in this step to estimate their values used in the control laws. The nonzero lower bound of 

ze to guarantee the existence of Wd
 and ̂ e boundedness of the sway velocity, v, are analyzed in 

Section 7.3. 

7.2 Control design 

Step 1. The ze and we dynamics have three inputs that can be chosen to stabilize ze and ye, 

namely s,u and r. The input r should be designed to stabilize the we dynamics at the origin. 

Therefore, two inputs, s and u, can be used to ultimately stabilize ze at the origin. W e can either 

choose the input uors and then design the remaining input. If w e fix s , then the virtual ship is 

allowed to move at a desired speed. The real ship will follow the virtual one on the path by the 

controller, and vice verse. In this chapter w e choose to fix s . This allows us to adjust the initial 

conditions in most cases without moving the ships, see Section 7.3. Since the transformed system 

(7.7) is not defined at ze =0 and we =±0-5tf , w e first assume in the following that ze(t) > zJ > 0 
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and \weit)\ < 0.5K,\f 0 < t < ». In Section 7.3, we will then show that there exist initial conditions 

such that this hypothesis holds. Define 

u = u — u., 

r = r-r. 
(7.8) 

where ud and rd are the virtual controls of u and r, respectively. As discussed above, we choose 

the virtual controls ud and rd , and s as follows: 

ud=kx(ze-8e) + 
x<dxJ .+?*&-
Z, ds z, ds 

a£*L_+__(y>. 

rd=-k2We-
' dxd (sm(w) xesm(we) 

ds 

*y. 

ds 
\ 

cos(w) } yesin(we) 

z. z2 

W 

sin(we)ud+cos(we)v 

(7.9) 

u0(t,ze) 

**< t. (&. 
ds ds (7.10) 

s = • 
u0(t,ze)cos(we) 

'fa*, Y . f *_} 
ds + ds 

(7.11) 

where kx, k2 and 8e are positive constants to be selected later. u0 (t, ze) * 0, Vt > t0 > 0, ze e SK, is the 

speed of the virtual ship on the path. Indeed, one can choose this speed to be a constant. However, 

the time-varying speed and position path following dependence of the virtual ship on the path is 

more desirable, especially when the ship starts to follow the path. For example, one might choose 

«o(f.O = ulO-x^'^e-^' (7.12) 

where u0 *0,£,. >0,i =1,2,3,^, <1. The choice of u0(t,ze) in (7.12) has the following desired 

feature: when the path following error, ze, is large, the virtual ship will wait for the real one; when 

zc is small, the virtual ship will move along the path at the speed closed to u0 and the real one 

follows it within the specified look ahead distance. This feature is suitable in practice because it 

avoids using a high gain control for large signal ze. 

Remark 7.2. 

If the sway velocity is assumed to be bounded by the surge velocity as in Skjetne and Fossen 

(2001), the term sin(we)v is not required to be canceled. This controller can be similarly designed 
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as the one in this chapter. L e m m a 5.1 can be directly applied to the stability analysis. It is noted that 

the sway velocity does not require to be bounded by the surge velocity with a relatively small 

constant. 

Substituting (7.8)-(7.11) into the first two equations of (7.7) results in 

K = ~*i cos(ve)(ze -8e)-cos(we)u, 

sin(wO _ _ 
We=~k2We+ —u + r. 

(7.13) 

Step 2. By noting that with ze(t)>z*e>0 and |v̂ e (r)| < 0.5JT,V 0 < r < « , the virtual controls 

ud and rd are smooth functions of xe,ye,s,u0,w and v, differentiating both sides of (7.8) with (7.9) 

and (7.10) yields 

m22 d 
u =—^vr 

"hi 

du 

_ A L M _ ^ < L H - ' W + _ L T U + _ L ^ ( 0 _ duA x. — 
du. 

"hi 

du dW-^~un-

i=i "h 

du, 

dw du0 
~ ("hi ~"hi) 
r = — - ==— uv-

dv 

d-

"hi "hi dxe dye 

d„t i „-i ^1 du, 1 

ye 
du, 

ds 

"hi "22 V uvi I I'"1 

— — u r — v - > — — v v 
"hi "hi i=i "hi 

dv nu. 
•*KM 

nu3 
-^r-±±L 
"J33 /=2 ™11 

,, 1 1 1 3r, . dr. . ...,, 
H r+--Xr+ TKr(t)---LXe--±ye—-^s 

1 

3r„ 
——w— 
dw du0 dv 

"hi 

3 

™33 

drA mll d22 3, dvi , ,,-1 ] drd 1 
— — u r — v - > — — v v 
"hi "hi 1=2 "hi ) 3v m^ 

dx, dye 

*mit) 

ds 

(7.14) 

r , , 3I<J du. dr. , 3r, , 

where for convenience of choosing u0, the terms ——,——,—— a n d — — do not include 
dxe dye dxe dye 

—- and—-, which are lumped into u0. From (7.14), we choose the actual controls xu and x 
dxt dye 

without canceling useful nonlinear damping terms as 

x.. = 

x. = 

-k3u-e{
Tfx(-)-^^-We-"n tanh 

f " ~\ 

ae3X 
Ze 

A 3 M , 

-0,,^-tanh 
dud uB32 

'n 

-k4f-elf2(*)-we-e33ianh 
rd33 3r. 

-034-^- tanh 
dv 

3v 3v £, 

3rrf f§34 

dv £A 

(7.15) 

and the update laws as 
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§lj=yijnroi(uflJ('),eij),l<j<9, 

e2j=rij^O}(rf2J('),S2j),l<j<9, 

o3i
 =r3iP

roj(|"|^3i)' 4 =r32P
r°J 

£33 = y33Pr°j(M'4)> ^=y34P
r°j 

~duA 

dv 

~r^ 
dv 

>#32 ' 

,034 

(7.16) 

where k3,k4,£,., y,.,y2;,y3l,l<i<4,1 < 7 <9, are positive constants to be selected later, fx.(•) 

and f2j(-) are the f elements of /,(•) and/2(»), respectively, with 

/_(•) = vr —ud —\u\ud —u ud — 
du, . dud . dud . dud . dud . 
— - x +—-y + — L s +—^-W + r-^Uo 
dxe

 e dye ds dw 3u0 f 

du. du. du. 1 , du 
~lT 

*'.ur ^ L V Z2-\v\v ^-Ivfv 
3v 3v 3v 3v ' 

/2(-) = uv -rd -\r\rd -r rd 

rdr. . 3r, . 3r. . drd . drd . 

dxe dye ds dw du0 

(7.17) 

drd drd drd, , drd, ,2 
—-ur — - v — - v v — - v v 
3v 3v dv M 3v ' ' 

0,.., 1 < / < 3 is the /* element of 0,, which is an estimate of 0; with 

m\x di3rnll dv2mxx dv3mxx 
0,= 

02 = 

03 = 

"hi dn du2 du3 mll 
"hi "hi mii m: 22 

i"hi-mn) d
33 dr2 dr3 nu3 

m.. nu, 
r —T T — T 
wuwax wvmax wrtozx 

"hi"hi d22m33 dv2m33 dv3m33 

"hi "hi "hi "hi 
(7.18) 

nu2 nu2 

The operator, prof is the Lipschitz continuous projection algorithm (Pomet and Praly, 1992; Do and 

DeBoer 2000) applied in our case as follows: 

proj(G7,fi))=GT if E(a>)<0, 

proj(G7,<y)=GT if E(d))>0 and Ea(d>)(U <0, (7.19) 

proj(tD,G>) = (l-E(cb))td if E(cb)> 0 and E& {a>)(3 > 0 

»2 2 3E(<S) 
, E ^ (to) = — — — , p is an arbitrarily small positive constant, co is an 

3d) 
where E(ffl) = 

pL+2pcoM 

estimate of co and \co\ < coM . 

The projection algorithm is such that if cb = proj(GJ,<u) and cb(t0) < coM then 
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a) co(t) < coM + p, V O < r0 < t < oo. 

b) proj(G7,d)) is Lipschitz continuous. 

c) |proj(G7,<o)| < |cj|. 

d) <oproj(GJ,<y) > coD5 with co = co-cd. 

Substituting (7.15) into (7.14) yields 

1 sin(yre) 
u = -

1 

*3 ,dU . V d«\ I ,-i 
U — 

m,, 
031 tanh 

M03, 1 
+ —^.(0-0; 

mxx z, 

- 3« 

V,-—<?/.(•)+—0, r /.W-
m, 

m,, 
32 3v 

tanh 3«rf «032 

3v £, 

m,, 

OV W^j 

( 
r = • 

da y dn i ii—i 

V ^ S ^ -=2^11 / 
/M33 ^ 3 ^ 3 

1 

nu3 
033 tanh '*0 1 , . I A dr. 

+ KAO 034-^" tanh 
^33 WI33 OV 

? v̂ 
f___._!___t 
3v £, dV ^22 

(7.20) 

W e now present the following result whose proof is given in the next section. 

Theorem 7.1 Assume that a) the ship inertia, added mass and damping matrices are diagonal; b) 

Assumption 7.1 is satisfied. If the adaptive state-feedback control law (7.15) and adaptation law 

(7.16) are applied to the ship system (7.1) then there exist feasible initial conditions such that the 

path-following errors (ze(t),Weit))
 are ultimately stable at the origin with an appropriate choice of 

the design constants fc,, £,., yXj, y2j, y3i, 1 < / < 4, 1 < j < 9. 

73 Proof of Theorem 7.1 

To prove Theorem 7.1, w e first consider the (\ffe,u,f)-dynamics then move to the ze and v 

dynamics. 

7.3.1 (ye,u,r) -dynamics 

Consider the following Lyapunov function 

v; =-i¥
2 +^a2 +^if2 + I y fljTv'ej 

1 2Ye 2 2 2 ^ « ' ' 

(7.21) 
1=1 

where d, =0,- -6, and r, = diag(ytJ). Differentiating both sides of (7.21) along (7.14), (7.15) and 

(7.16) yields 
4 

Vx < -k2w
2 -ik3 + dxx)u

2 -(k4 + d33)f
2 + 0.2785£e, (7.22) 

,=1 
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1 3 _ 

By subtracting and adding -^0rTT:x6j to the right hand side of (7.22), we arrive at 
2 ,=i 

where 

( 
8 = min 1,2*2, 

V, < -8VX + p 

2(k3+dn) 2(k4+d33)^ 

(7.23) 

"hi "hi 
• P =\rt%TT§>+0.21%5^£r (7.24) 

•^ i=l i=l 

From (7.23), it is direct to show that 

Vl(t)<V1(t0)e-
S('-'°)+£ 

o 
(7.25) 

which further yields 

nun 
I "hi "hi} 
' ... ' 2 2 2 

[X^f t-lx^tj2max 1 m,, m33 1 1 1 > 

» > » ' « . ' 
«(/-r0) + _P 
5 

(7.26) 
(̂ 2 2 2 2y„. 2y2, 2y3; J 

where Xx(t) = [we(t) u(t) r(t)f ,X,*(/0) = [^(/0) u(t0) r(t0) 0,
r(t0) 0~2

r(ro) 03
r(fo)]

T. 

Therefore we have 

1^(01 rtrta^'^+p, (7.27) 

where 

( I m,, m33 1 1 1 ̂  
max 5 _ 9 _ J 

2 2 2 2y,. 2y2. 2y ij 
0.5min(l,m,1,m33) X. Co) ̂  = V«A = Jno? • /, x • 

2 ^O.Sdmin^lj/njp/njj) 
(7.28) 

Remark 7.3. It is important to note that, thanks to the use of the projection algorithm, by adjusting 

k3,k4,£,.,yXJ,y2j,y3., 1 < / < 4,1 < j < 9,, we can make p, arbitrarily small. This observation plays a 

crucial role in the stability analysis of the ze -dynamics. 

7.3.2 ze -dynamics 

a) Lower-bound of ze. It can be seen from (7.13) and (7.27) that 

!e>-fc,z,-(a,^
('-'»)+p1) 

where ze = ze -8e, which , with <r, * kx, further yields 

zeit) > ze(t0)^'~'
o)

 +
 PlllXl(fo)"(g-^(>-'.) _e-*,(w«) y A_(i _<,-*.<"„> \ 

<?x —kx kx 
Hence 

(7.29) 

(7.30) 
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e ( 0 > ( z A ) + < U e ~ M ' ~ f o ) + ^ ^ (7.31) 
<r, -k, v ' k K ' e 
•, <v, A:, 

Therefore, the condition ze (t) > z* > 0 holds when 

Gl>kx,Se>ze+^, 

IIW " (732) 

. x ̂  A Xl ̂ 0 

0-,-A;, 

fc) Upper-bound of ze. W e rewrite the first equation of (7.13) as 

ze = -kxze - (cos(we) - l)kxze -cos(we)u . (7.33) 

It can be seen that (7.33) is of the form of the system studied in L e m m a 5.1, see Chapter 5. 

Therefore, we will apply L e m m a 5.1 to investigate stability of (7.33). W e need to verify all 

conditions Cl - C 4 of L e m m a 5.1 to (7.33). 

Verifying condition Cl. 

Take the following Lyapunov function 

V2=0.5zc
2. (7.34) 

It is direct to show that Cl holds with 

c0 =0,c, =c 2 =0.5,c3 =l,c4 =kx. (7.35) 

Verifying condition C2. 

Bynotingthat |(cos(î e)-l)fc,ze - C O S ( ^ ) M | <(fc,|zJ + l)|X,(?)|, we have 

Xx=l,X1=kx. (7.36) 

Verifying condition C3. 

This condition directly holds from (7.27). 

Verifying condition C4. 

From (7.35), (7.36) and (7.27), condition C 4 becomes 

kx -kxpx -0.25p, /p0 > 0. (7.37) 

From Remark 7.3 and noting that p0 is an arbitrarily positive constant, we can see that there always 

exists kx such that (7.37) holds. All conditions of L e m m a 5.1 have been verified, we therefore have 

|zc(r)|<a2(||(x;(r0),z,(f0))|)e-^
('-'<')+p2 (7.38) 

where a2,cr2 and p 2 are calculated as in L e m m a 5.1. 

7.3.3 v-dynamics 

From (7.9) and (7.10) the sway velocity dynamics can be rewritten as 
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v = <ft(.)v + 02(-)v
2 ^_|v|v ^_v3+tf>3(.) (7.39) 
m 22 m. 22 

where 

d„ m,, ( 
^(.) = _J_S._^_1 

m22 m22 

tan(i/Ae)r-
1 

zecos(yre) 
-U + 

sin(yO 
-a, tan(i/Ae)-

a, 

zecos(vO, 

*_(•) = -

&(•) = — 

m,, tan(yg) 

m2 2 zecos(^) 
(7.40) 

m 22 
uf + axf + a2 + 

sin(^) 
a, u + a2 + 

sin(we) 
ax a, + *m«) 

m. 22 

with 

ai=kx(ze-8e)+ 
xe dxd | ye $>* 

z. ds z„ ds 

u0(t,ze) 

dxA2 (dyd^ 

ds ds 

a2=-k2We~ 
dx. 

ds 

sin(y/Q x^sin^) 
_2 

% dyd(cos(w) , y«sin(y,)v 

ds 

u0(t,ze) 

$xd } . (fy 
ds 

+ 
ds 

To show that v is bounded, we take the following Lyapunov function 

V3=0.5v
2 

whose derivative along the solution of (7.39), for any t\ > 0, satisfies 

V3<-
d* .MAA J'M Ai +$: M , J.M ̂  

m. l22 

V + .M +Il__Yi 
1 4?7 

V 2 + ^ 7 J 

(7.41) 

(7.42) 

where </>", 1 < i <> 3, are the upper-bounds of <t>t (•). It is seen from (7.40) that §f exist and are 

finite since their arguments are bounded as shown above. Therefore, w e can pick T} > 0 such that 

dv3lm22-<t>2i]>rf > 0 , then, see Khalil (2002), (7.42) guarantees a finite upper-bound of the 

sway velocity v. 

73.4 Initial condition discussion 

W e now discuss how to obtain the initial conditions such that \w(t)\ < 0.57. and the last inequality 

of (7.32) holds. Since 0.5y/-2(.) < Vx(t), from (7.25), the condition \w(t)\ < 0.5TC can be rewritten as 

L2ao)+/M,I«
2(/o) + /^3r

2(.o) + ̂ ^rao)r:
10.(ro) + p/5 <0.5;r. (7.43) 
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O n the other hand, the term ^Of (.t0)Ti
l6i(t0)+^- can be made arbitrarily small. Noticing that 

;=i 8 

xeito) = xito)~xdisito))>yeit0) = yit0)~yA^o)) > il is seen that the initial value, s(t0), can be 

adjusted such that (7.43) holds if: (1) the ship heads to "almost" of the half- plane containing the 

initial part of the path to be followed; (2) the path satisfies Assumption 7.1, see Figure 7.2; (3) the 

initial velocities u(tQ),v(t0) and r(t0) are not too large; (4) and the design constants are chosen such 

that kx is small, k2 is large. The angle 80 (see Figure 2) should be increased if the initial velocities 

u(t0),v(t0) and r(t0) are large. Otherwise the ship might cross the edge-line of the plane in question, 

which might result in y/e = ±0-5/r . Similarly the last inequality of (7.32) is rewritten as 

<J(x(t0)-xd(s(t0))f +(y(t0)-yd(s(t0))f >
 Pl^1 ^ -8e. (7.44) 

ff, Kx 

Again s(t0) can be adjusted such that (7.44) holds. It is noted that if the above mentioned 

conditions do not satisfy, one might generate an additional path segment such that it makes the 

above conditions hold and "smoothly" connects to the path to be followed. 

Figure 7.2. Illustration of feasible initial conditions. 

7.4 Parking and point-to-point navigation 

7.4.1 Parking 

Parking objective. Design the surge force xu and the yaw moment xr to park the underactuated 

ship (7.1) from the initial position and orientation, (x(t0),y(t0),w(t0)), to the desired parking 

position and orientation of (xp ,yp,WP)
 under the following conditions: 

1) There exists a large enough positive constant GJ p such that J(x(t0)-xp) +(y(t0)-yp) ^®p. 
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2) The ship heads to "almost" of the half- plane of the desired parking orientation, see Section 4.4. 

3) At the desired parking position and orientation, the environmental disturbances are negligible. 

The above conditions normally hold for the parking practice. However, if the first two conditions do 

not hold, one can apply the strategy in Section 7.3.4 to move the ship until they hold. Having 

formulated the parking problem as above, one might claim that the path following controller 

proposed in Section 7.2 can be applied by setting u0 equal to zero. However, this will result in a 

yaw angle, which may be very different from the desired parking one, at the desired parking 

position, since our proposed path following controller is designed to drive ze to a small ball, not to 

zero due to the robust reason. To resolve this problem, w e first generate a regular curve, 

SI (xd,yd), which goes via the parking position and its tangent angle at the parking position is 

equal to the desired parking yaw angle, see Figure 7.3. For simplicity of calculation, the curve can 

be taken as a straight line in almost all cases of the vessel initial conditions. Then the proposed path 

following controller can be used to make the vessel follow Slp (xd, yd ). In this case, the velocity «0 

should be chosen such that it is equal goes to zero when the virtual ship tends to the desired parking 

position, i.e., l i m ^ ^ u0 = 0 with zep = y](xd - xp f + (yd - yp f . 

Y A 

yP 

x(f0) 

\ 

sr: 
x^ 
y(tG. 

**"*" ._r 

/ ' irr(f ~\ 
^^y W\Lo) 

) 

r/C 
^ P 

s 

XP 

j vP 

~s 
-> 

Figure 7.3. Illustration of ship parking problem. 

A simple choice can be taken as 

u0 = u0 (1 - e~
XxU> )e~x*' (7.45) 
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where xt >0,i = 1,2. Special care should be taken to choose the initial values of (xd(t0),yd(t0)), 

see Section 7.3, and the sign of w0 such that it results in a short parking time. 

Remark 7.4. At the desired parking position and orientation, if there are large environmental 

disturbances, there will be an oscillatory behavior in the yaw dynamics and the ship might diverge 

from its desired position. This phenomenon is well known in the ship dynamic positioning (Aguiar 

and Pacoal, 2002; Pettersen and Fossen, 2000). However, for the parking practice, w e here assume 

that the environmental disturbances are negligible since the parking place is usually in a harbor. 

7.4.2 Point-to-point navigation 

As seen in Sections 7.1 and 7.2, the requirement of the reference path to be a regular curve might be 

too cumbersome in practice, since this curve has to go via desired points generated by the 

helmsman and its derivatives are needed in the path following controller. These restrictions 

motivate us to consider the point-to-point navigation problem as: 

Point-to-point navigation objective. Design the surge force xu and the yaw moment xr to make 

the underactuated ship (7.1) from the initial position and orientation, (x(t0),y(t0),w(t0)), go via 

desired points generated by a path planner. 

To solve this control objective, w e first assume that the path planner generates desired points, which 

are feasible for the ship to be navigated through. W e then apply the proposed path following 

controller in Section 7.2 to each regular curve segments connecting desired points in sequence, see 

Figure 7.4. The regular curve segments can be straight line, arc or known regular curve ones. A 

fundamental difference between point-to-point navigation and the proposed smooth path following 

is that there are a finite number of "picks", equal to the number of points, in the errors ze and we • 

This phenomenon is due to the path being non-smooth in the orientation at the points. 

Figure 7.4. Illustration of point-to-point navigation. 
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(7.46) 

7.5 Extension to output-feedback 

In this section, w e briefly discuss how the observer proposed in Chapter 4 can be used together with 

the state-feedback control methodology in this chapter to design an output-feedback controller for 

path following of underactuated ship (7.1). To make the observer and control design possible, we 

assume that all of the ship parameters are known. Furthermore, for simplification w e ignore the 

environmental disturbances. W e first rewrite the ship model (7.1) in the form of: 

f| = J(i])v, 

M v = -C(v)v - D v - D v (|v|) v + T 

where 

i = [ * y yrf,v=[u v rf,x=[Ttt o T,f, 

M = diag(mxl,m22,m33),D = diag(dxx,d22,d33),T>v(\\\) = diag\^dui\u\ ',]>X|v|' \5/*ri|r|' ' |> 

0 0 ~"hiv 

,C(v)= 0 0 nu^ 

m^v —n\xu 0 

Similar to Chapter 4, w e use the following coordinate change: 

x=Q(n)v 

where 

i-l i=l 

J(tl) = 

cos(yO -sin(yO 0 

sin(w) cos(yO 0 
0 0 1 

(7.47) 

Q(n) = 

to transform (7.46) to 

cos(y/-) -sm(w)m22/mll 0 

sin(yA) cos(w)m22 / mi] 0 

(sm(w)x-cos(w)y)mxx/m33 (cos(w)x+sin(w)y)m22/m33 1 

(7.48) 

(7.49) 
fl = J(i])Q-

1(ii)X, 

X = -D.diJX-QCiOM^D- ( I Q ^ ^ X D Q ' C ^ X + Q ^ M ^ 

where D1)(ii) = Q(ti)M
1DQ-1(n). It is noted that the term Q^M^D^ flQ'^nyxlJQ'^iOX satisfies 

monotonic damping property, see Lemma B.5. Therefore, we use the following observer: 

n=J(ii)Q'1(Ti)x+K01(ii-iiX 
(7.50) 

X = -D,(iOX-Q(i])M1Dv(|Q-
1(t1)x|)Q

x(iOX+Q(ii)M1T + K02(i1-ri) 

where tj and X are the estimates of r\ and X , respectively. The observer gain matrices 

K0,andK02 are chosen such that Q0 1 = K*P 0 1 + P0IK0I and Q 8 2 =Dj(n)P02 + P 0 2 D _ ( T J ) are 

positive definite, and that 

(j(iOQ'1(n))rP.i-P«K(l2 = o (7.5i) 
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with P01 and P02 being positive definite matrices. It is straightforward to show that K 0 1 and K, 

always exist since Dn(n) is positive definite. From (7.50) and (7.49), w e have 

n̂ wQ-'oox-K,,̂ , 
x = -D.GOX-^WMX (IQ-^XDQ-^X-QWMX ( 

where r\ = r\ -1| and X = X - X. The time derivative of the Lyapunov function 

V0=il
rPo.n + X r P 0 2 X (7.53) 

along the solution of (7.52) satisfies 

Vo=-n rQoi*l-X rQ 0 2 X. (7.54) 

Defining v = [w, v, r] being an estimator of the velocity vector v as 

v = Q"1(t,)X. (7.55) 

By using (7.55), (7.50) and the methodology of designing a state-feedback controller in the previous 

sections, we can design an observer based output-feedback controller. Since some elements of the 

matrix QOi) linearly depend on x and y, a special care must be taken when designing the control 

law to overcome the effect of the observer errors. 

7.6 Numerical simulations 

This section validates the control laws (7.15) and (7.16) by simulating them on a monohull ship 

whose parameters are given in Appendix A. These values are assumed to be of the real ships and 

are estimated on-line by the adaptation laws (7.16). W e assume that these parameters fluctuate 

around above values ± 1 5 % to calculate the maximum and minimum values used in the choice of 

the design constants in (7.37). W e assume that the environmental disturbances are 

TTO=llxl0
4(l + rand(.)), xm =26x10

4(l + rand(.)),TMr =950x10
5(1 + rand(-)), where rand(.) is 

random noise with magnitude of 1 and zero lower bound. This choice results in nonzero-mean 

disturbances. In practice, the environmental disturbances may be different. W e take the above 

disturbances for simplicity of generating. It should be noted that only boundaries of the 

environmental disturbances are needed in our proposed controller. In simulations, based on Section 

7.3 the control parameters are taken as: 

kx =1.5,*2 =7.5,*3 =6xl0
5,fc4 =3xl0

8,y1;- =y2j =y3y- =2xl0
7,£,. =0.2,5e =0.95. The initial 

conditions are [x(0), y(0), Y(Q), «(0), v(0), r(0),s] = [-200,-20,-0.4,0,0,0,0], and all initial 

values of parameter estimates are taken to be 7 0 % of their assumed true ones. 

For the case of path following, the reference is (xd =s,yd = 200tanh(0.02.s)) for the first 60 

seconds, then followed by a circle with radius of 200, which is larger than the ship's minimum 

Q-'WXjQ-'erDX - K 0 2 T J 
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turning radius of 155m. The virtual ship velocity on the path is taken as 

u0(t,ze) = l5(l-0.8e~
2')e~°s*-. The simulation results of the ship position and orientation, path 

following error ze, and path following orientation error we
 are plotted in Figure 7.5. The control 

inputs T„ and xr are plotted in Figure 7.6. For simple presentation, w e plot some samples of 

parameter estimates in Figure 7.7. It is seen that the projection algorithm clearly prevents instability 

in adaptation due to nonvanishing disturbances. 

For the case of point-to-point navigation, w e want the ship to go via points: 

((0,0), (175,100), (450,100), (635,0)) then followed by a horizontal straight line. For simplicity, w e 

use straight-line segments to connect the above desired points. The virtual ship velocity is taken the 

same as for the case of path following. The simulation results of the ship position and orientation, 

path following error ze, and path following orientation error we are plotted in Figure 7.8. The 

"picks" ze and we is due to the nonsmooth reference path. 

For the case of parking, w e assume that the parking position is at the origin and the parking 

orientation is w = K / 4 without environmental disturbances at the desired parking place. As 

discussed in Section 5, w e choose u0=5(l-e •2Zq,)e"02z< and a straight-line segment starting at 

(-20,-20) with a slope of 1. The simulation results are plotted in Figure 7.9. 

It can be seen from these figures that our proposed controller is able to force the underactuated ship 

in question to following predefined paths. The path following position error ze converges to a small 

nonzero value specified by 8e and does not cross zero as expected in the control design. It can be 

seen from Figures 7.5 and 7.8 that, under the nonvanishing environmental disturbances, the 

proposed controller forces the yaw angle to a small value. This value together with the ship forward 

speed prevents the ship from drifting away from the path. The high magnitude of controls results 

from the fact that w e simulate the proposed controller on a real ship and environmental disturbances 

with large magnitude. Indeed, the magnitude of the control inputs, can be reduced by adjusting the 

control and adaptation gains. However, this will result in slow transient response. There is less noise 

in xu than in xr due to the high forward speed. In practice, the control xr will not be as noisy as in 

Figure 7.6 since the wave, wind and ocean-current disturbances are not completely random, w • 

Finally, the transient response of we I
s much shorter than that of ze due to the control gains chosen 

such that k2 » kx to guarantee a nonzero lower bound of ze • 
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7.7 Conclusions 

This chapter presented a methodology to design a controller that is able to steer an underactuated 

ship with unknown parameters along a given path under environmental disturbances induced by 

wave, wind and current-ocean. The controller synthesis is based on Lyapunov's direct method and 

backstepping technique. The stability analysis is based on a technical lemma developed for a 

nonlinear cascade system with nonvanishing disturbances. A Lipschitz continuous projection 

algorithm was used to update the estimate of the unknown parameters to avoid parameter drift 

instability due to time-varying environmental disturbances. A n extension of our proposed controller 

to the case of output-feedback was also discussed. A n extension to the case of unmeasured thruster 

dynamics can be readily carried out as discussed in Chapter 2. Numerical simulations demonstrate 

the effectiveness of the proposed control laws. The approach in this chapter will be extended to the 

case of underactuated underwater vehicle in six degrees of freedom in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 8 

Robust and adaptive path following for underactuated autonomous 
underwater vehicles 

A nonlinear robust adaptive control strategy to force a six degrees of freedom underactuated 

underwater vehicle with only four actuators to follow a predefined path at a desired speed 

despite of the presence of environmental disturbances and vehicle's unknown physical 

parameters is presented in this chapter. Motivated by the approach in Chapter 7, the path-

following errors are first interpreted in polar coordinates. A n adaptation is introduced in the 

controller to estimate the vessel parameters. The controller is then designed using Lyapunov's 

direct method, the popular backstepping and parameter projection techniques. The closed-loop 

path-following errors asymptotically converge to an adjustable radius ball centered on the path. 

The developed control strategy is easily extendible to parking and point-to-point navigation. 

Numerical simulations illustrates the effectiveness of the proposed methodology. 

8.1 Modeling and problem statement 

8.1.1 Mathematical model 

The mathematical model of an underactuated underwater vehicle moving in six degrees of 

freedom under environmental disturbances can be described as (see Appendix A for details). 

ni=J.(n2)v, 

n.=Ja(na)v2 

M,v, = -C,(v,)v2 -D,(v,)v, +T, + T W 1 ( 0 

M 2 v2 = -C, (v, )v, - C 2 (v2 )v2 - D 2 (v2 )v2 - g2 (n2 ) + x2 + T W 2 (0 

where all of symbols are defined in Appendix A. The available control inputs are 

*i=foA0]r,T2=[Tp xq xrJ (8.2) 

where xu,xp,xqandxr are the control force and torque in surge, roll, pitch and yaw , 

respectively. The vectors of the environmental disturbances are given by 

t*iit)=K.it) ^it) ̂ ( o f . ^ o ^ v o **,(*) M o ] r (8.3) 

where T)W(0, Tw(f), Tlw(.), xwp(t), xwq(t), xwr(t) ate the disturbance forces and torques acting 

on surge, sway, heave, roll, pitch and yaw directions of the vessel, respectively. W e assume that 

these disturbances are bounded as follows: 

Kit)\^T <^K(t)\<x- ^ ^ ( o i ^ c * <oo, 

k«|<'C <~,M)|<<7 <^,K(t)\<x- <~ (8-4) 

Since the sway and heave control forces are not available in the sway and heave dynamics, the 

vehicle model (8.1) is underactuated. 
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8.1.2 Control objective 

In this chapter, we consider a control objective of designing the control inputs T, andr2 to force 

the underactuated vehicle (8.1) to follow a specified path SI, see Figure 8.1. In this figure, A is 

the vehicle center of mass, As is a point on the path attached to the virtual vehicle. If we are able 

to drive the vehicle to follow closely a virtual vessel that moves along the path with a desired 

speed «0, then the control objective is fulfilled, i.e. the vessel is in a tube of nonzero diameter 

centered on the reference path and moves along the specified path at the speed u0. Roughly 

speaking, the approach is to steer the vessel such that it heads to the virtual one and diminishes 

the distance betweens itself and the virtual vessel. 

Figure 8.1. General framework of underwater vehicle path following. 

Define the following path following errors 

xe=xd-x,ye=yd-y,ze=zd-z, 
r~, : r (8-5) 

de=yjx
2
e+y

2+Z2 

where xd, yd and zd are the coordinates of As. 

Then the terms a-, 1 < i < 3 in Figure 8.1 are obtained from xe, ye and ze by rotating the body 

frame around the earth fixed frame O X Y Z the roll, pitch and yaw angles, i.e. 

[a,, a2, a3 j = J,
1 (tj2) [xe ,ye,zj. (8.6) 

Expanding (8.6) yields 
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«1=^J!
I(n2)+rf(n2)+^Jr(n_), 

a2=xJ
X2in2) + ye5

22(T[2) + ze3fM, (8.7) 

a3=xej\
3(n2)+yeJ

23(n2)+zeJ
3
l
3(n2) 

where jf(t]2) is the element of Jx(r\2) at the i* row and f column. Therefore the path 

following orientation errors are defined by the angles a and /?. It is noted that the angles 

y, a and j3 are not defined at de = 0 but with the aid of desired controller, 

lim.w a gt_^(6,w) = iOs>Ws)
 with 0* a ^ ¥s

 b e i n S the orientation angles of the virtual vessel. 

Hence in this chapter, we will design a controller such that it guarantees de > d*e with d*e being 

an arbitrarily small positive constant to avoid chattering caused by de=0. With the above 

definitions, the control objective can be mathematically stated as follows. 

Path following objective: Under Assumption 8.1, design the control inputs TX andt2 to force 

the underactuated vehicle (8.1) to follow the path SI given by 

xd = xd (s), yd = yd (s), zd = zd (s) (8.8) 

where s is the path parameter variable, such that 

lim,_ de (t) < d~e, lim,_^ \y(t)\ < y, and lim,_ |0(r)| < 0 (8.9) 

with de , f and (j) being arbitrarily small positive constants. 

Assumption 8.1. 

a) The reference path is regular, i.e. there exist strictly positive constants a3min ,a3max and a2nii. 

such that 

o,„„<,||^ 
1- f -, -J-

+ 
ds J { ds J 

*"3^ and a2nrin < i ^ - | + f ^ - J . (8.10) 

b) The minimum radius of the osculating sphere of the path is larger than or equal to the 

minimum possible turning radius of the vehicle. 

Remark 8.1. 

-Assumption 8.1 ensures that the path is feasible for the vessel to follow, see Section 8.3. The 

condition (8.10) implies that the reference trajectory cannot contain a vertical straight-line to 

avoid singularity of J2(i]2) at the pitch angle 9 = ±0.5#. 

-If the reference path is not regular, then we can often split it into regular pieces and consider 

each of them separately. This is the case of point-to-point navigation, which will be addressed in 

Section 8.6. 

-The path parameter, s, is not the arclength of the path in general. For example, a circle with 

radii of R centered at the origin can be described as xd = Rcos(s),yd = Rsin(s). Assumption 
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8. Lb requires R be larger than the minimum turning radii of the vehicle, See Oprea (1997) for 

more details. 

8.2 Coordinate transformation 

From (8.5) and (8.7), we have the position kinematic error dynamics as follows 

<-Z 
L dxd , ,. 3x 

+ y*-ir-+z-
dz_ a, a. a, 

s -u—-v—-w. (8.11) 
ds ds ds 

** \ / c c C 

For the path following orientation errors, referring to Figure 8.1 and the control objective stated 

in the previous section, one can see that 

a, lde = cos(y) = cos(a)cos(/3) (8.12) 

which in turn implies that 

lim, 
faiit)y 

deit) t 
= l<=>lim,^y(0 = O o 

lim,^a(?) = 0 

lim,_£(f) = 0 
(8.13) 

a. Hence we can either choose the angles a and j8 or the angle y or the term — as the 
de 

orientation coordinates for the control design. W e now discuss the above options then choose 

one which results in a simple control design and enhance feasible initial conditions. 

8.2.1 Using angles a and /J 

In this case, the path following orientation errors are defined as follows (refer to Figure 1) 

a = ea-2nna(ea), 

P = ep-27Cnp(ep) 

where 

(8.14) 

*«=<! 
2arctan 

0 

(nA a 
a, v l j 

; (a3,ax)* (0,0) 

; (a3,a,) = (0,0) 

>e8 =i 

2arctan 

0 

> 
a. 

yjaj+a] j 
; (a2,^,

2+O32)^(0,0) 

(8.15) 

; (a2,7a,
2+O32) = (0,0) 

The functions na(ea) and np(ep) take values in (0,±1,±2,...) such that a and fi belong to 

(-K,K\ . Hence a and fi are periodic and piecewise continuous functions with respect to 

ea and e„ . The reason of introducing (8.14) is to convert all equilibrium points of a and j8 to 

the origin. It is seen from (8.15) that ea and ep are discontinuous on the following surfaces 

Da ={(ax,a3):a3 *0,ax =6},Dp ={(ax,a2,a3):a2 ^0,-JaJ+a] = o}. (8.16) 

It is also seen from (8.14) that a and (3 are discontinuous on the surfaces: 

Ca={(ax,a3):a=7c},Cp ={(ax,a2,a3):j3=K}. (8.17) 

W e now use (8.14) to transform the kinematic part of (8.1) into 
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i * = Cp « i + Cp (')» + fJp (-)v + Cp (•) w + A a p (.) J2 (q2 )v2 

where 

1 * = [ * a )3f,f;(.) = Fa(i(.) 

(8.18) 

dxd dyd dzd 
~\T 

ds ds ds 

f:P«=-FaP(.)[Jl
1(n2) J?db) Jf(ti2)]

r,Cp(-) = -FoP(-)[J!
2(ri2) J

22(n_) Jf(ib)J. 

g«=-F^(-)[J|3(iu) J?(n,) Jf(n2)]
r,FaP(.)=[o _!(.) f„2p(.)]

r, 
1 o 

Aap(.)= -cos(a)tan(/J) cos(0) + sin(a)tanO3)sin(0) 

sin(a) sin(0)cos(a) 

0 

cos(0)sin(0) + tan(/J)(sin(0)cos(a) -cos(0)sin(a)cos(0)) 

-(cos(a)cos(0)cos(0) + sin(a)sin(0)) 

with 

«i(-) 

'i«-

[cos(a)Jf (n2) - sin(a)Jj
1 (n2), cos(a)J23 (ti2) - sin(a)Jf (t]2), 

decos(P) 

cos(a) J23 (tj2) - sin(a) J
21 (i\2)], 

sin(/3)cos(a)Tl,,_ cos(/3) 12 
; Ji ( n 2 ) + — : —

J i (n_) 
sin(/?)sin(a)Tl3,_ 

z Ji (n2X 
sin(/3)cos(a) 2, t..MP, ,, 

: Ji (n2)+ 
cos(ft) T22/_ sin(ff)sin(a) T23/_ 

— : — J i (n2) : Ji (n2x 

sin(£)cos(a) 3, 
— J i (n2) + 

cos(y3)j32 sin(ft)sin(a) T3 

d_ ' "' i _/_ 
Jf(n2) 

(8-19) 

(8.20) 

From (8.19), w e calculate the determination of the matrix Aap(«) as follows 

det(Aap (•)) = -cos(a)cos(0) - sin(a) sin(0)cos(0) - sin(0) sin(0) tan(/3). (8.21) 

It is seen from (8.21) that the matrix Aap(») is not globally invertible even when 

0 = 0 and 9 i- ±0.5^. It is also observed that if w e choose the angles a and ft as the 

orientation coordinates for control design, there are a number of discontinuous surfaces, see 

(8.15), (8.16) and (8.17), which make the stability analysis difficult. 

8.2.2 Using angle y 

In this case, the path following orientation error is defined as follows (refer to Figure 8.1) 

y = er-27tnr(eY), (8.22) 

where 
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ey=\ 

2arctan 

0 

/ 2 . 1 

Va2+°3 

a, 
V 

;(a,,^[+af)^(0,OX 
(8.23) 

; (a„>/a
2+a2) = (0,0X 

The interpretation of the above expressions is similar to that of (8.14) and (8.15). It is seen from 

(8.23) that ey is discontinuous on the following surface 

DY =l(ax,a2,a3):y]al +a] *0,a, =0J. 

It is also seen from (8.22) that y is discontinuous on the surface: 

Cy={(ax,a2,a3):y = x}. 

Differentiating both sides of (8.22) results in 

(8.24) 

(8.25) 

( ( 

Y = «Ja2 +a 

(a22+a
2
3) 

axa2 
3xe+^ye+^z. 

da, . 3du • da. . da. . 9a, . 3a, .• ) f da, . 3a, 
3xe 3ye 3ze 3^ J [dxe dye dze d(j> j 

9 + 
da. . 3a, . 3a, . 3a, ,• | ( ( da7 da, 
\T^X< +3T^ +T^ +"HX^ + a' ai^-+ai — 
°Xe We °Ze W ) { { 

30 J 30 -W+«?)!_.' 30 

[ 3a, 3a, ] / 2 2 \ 3a. \. 

a. a , — - + a,—— -fa:+a3 ) — L W 

^ l{ 2d¥
 3dW)

 V2 3,dw)\ (8.26) 

Since 

( 

a, l 8e 30 J v ; 3 0 J 
d2\Ja2 +

a. 

( ( da 
a, 

3a3 
a2dw~+a3dw-

-(a2+a3
2) 
3a, 

d2e*Ja
2
2+a. 

* 0 (8.27) 

for all (xe,ye,z£,0,V^)e5K
5and0e9t\±O.5^, the angle y can be chosen as the orientation 

coordinate for the control design. However (8.26) will result in a very complicated control law. 

8.2.3 Using a, lde 

By defining 

a = Jx2 + y), cos(y,) = ̂ cos(0) --^sin(0), cos(y2) = ̂ cos(v)+^sin(vO (8.28) 
e v ' d d a. a. 

we can write a. Id, as follows: 1 ' "-e 

Since -^cos(0) 
de 

3- = cos(y,)+^cos(0)(cos(y2)-l). 
a. d. 

< 1, V (xe, ye, ze, 0) e <K
4, the following conditions 

lim,^„ y, = 0 and lim,_^, y2 = 0 

(8.29) 

(8.30) 
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implies that lim,_^,(a, lde) = l. Furthermore, from (8.28) w e can write 

Yi=e+9d,y2=w-Wd (8-31) 

where 9d =arccos(ae/de)andwd =arccos(xe/ae) are the desired orientation angles of the 

vessel in the horizontal and vertical planes, respectively. Hence (8.30) also implies the 

orientation control objective. If one differentiates both side of (8.31) to get the y, and y2, there 

will be discontinuity in the y, and y2 dynamics at ze=0 and/or ye=0, i.e. on the 

ae and/or xe axes. This discontinuity will cause difficulties in applying the backstepping 

technique. To get around this problem, we compute y, and y2 based (8.28) as follows 

. = ^ [ ae sin(0) + ze cos(0) de sin(y,) 

decos(yx) decos(yx)' 

• .,y , xesin(w)-yecos(w) a£sin(y2) 
Yi =W+ — — • 

aecos(y2) a£cos(y2) 
It is seen that (8.32) is not defined at y. = +0.5.T, i = 1,2 and ae = 0, de = 0. However, our 

controller will guarantee that |y.(.)|<0.5;r and de(t)>d*e, ae(t)>a*e, Vt>t0>0 with 

arbitrarily small positive constants d*e and a* and for feasible initial conditions. From (8.32), 

we can see that 0 and w are decoupled. Hence, designing a controller to achieve the control 

objective posed in the previous section by using the orientation coordinate a, Ide would be 

much simpler than using the angles y, a and ft . For convenience of control design, we rewrite 

the transformed system dynamics (8.11) and (8.32) as follows 

d-=d 
1 f v <**rf _L „ fyd A . dzd V a, a2 a3 

x —--hy^-r^ + z —- \ s — f u — - v — * - w , ds ds ds J de de de 
n2r=f2T(-) + J2(n2)v2, (8.33) 

M,v, = -C,(v,)v2 -D,(v,)v, +T, +Tw,(f), 

M 2 v 2 = -C^v^v, -C2(v2)v2 -D2(v2)v2 -g2(ii2) + T2 + TW2(.) 

where 

*r=for..raf.V0=[a(/I'*+^ 

fx =®ix^+Wn^+®"^t'fxU=-[cj"jiI^)+G7>2jr(ii2)+c713jr(ii2)], 

fiv =-[^iX2in2)+^iiJf(n2)+ojnJ
32(n2)],fx

w =-[iM_3(n.)+<W?(r\2)+tuX3jf(%)], (8.34) 

fi =®ii-^+®ii^fiu =-[^2.Ji
1(n2)+cy22Jr(ii2)], 

fi =-[^.Jl2(n2)+cJ_2Jf (n2)],/2
w=-[cJ21j;

3(n2)+GJ22Jf (ti2)] 

with 
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G7, 
xesin(0) xesin(y,) 

aedecos(yx) d2cos(yx) 
,tul2 = 

,W 
aecos(y2) a2cos(y2)j [ aecos(y2) a2cos(y2)^ 

yesin(0) yesin(y,) ̂  

ad^cos(y,) d2cos(y,); 

cos(yO yesin(y2) 

(8.35) 

Therefore, w e will design the control inputs xt and T 2 for (8.33) to yield the control objective. 

In Section 8.3, a procedure to design a stabilizer for the path following error system (8.33) is 

presented in details. The structure of (8.33) suggests us to design the actual controls TX andx2 in 

two stages. First, w e design the virtual velocity controls for u, v2 and choose s to ultimately 

stabilize de and y, i = l,2 at the origin. Based on the backstepping technique, control 

Tj and T 2 will be then designed to make the errors between the virtual velocity controls and 

their actual values asymptotically tend to a small ball centered at the origin. Since the vessel 

parameters are unknown, an adaptation scheme is also introduced in this step to estimate their 

values used in the control laws. W e split the control design procedure into two steps. The first 

step is to design T, while the second step takes care of r2. This allows us to simplify the 

choice of feasible initial conditions. 

Since the transformed system (8.33) is not defined at de (t) = 0, ae (t) = 0, y (t) = +Q.57C, i = 1,2, 

w e first assume that 

de(t)>d*e, ae(t)>a*e, |y ; (0|<0^, / = 1,2, Vf >t0 > 0 (8.36) 

for some positive constants d*e and a*. Our controller design will guarantee (8.36) for feasible 

initial conditions. 

83 Control design 

8.3.1 Design of T, 

The de -dynamics have two inputs that can be chosen to stabilize de, namely s and u. W e can 

either choose the input u ors and then design the remaining input. If w e fix s, then the virtual 

vessel is allowed to move at a desired speed. The real vessel will follow the virtual one on the 

path by the controller, and vice verse. In this chapter w e choose to fix s. This allows us to 

adjust the initial conditions in most cases without moving the real vessel, see Section 8.4. 

Define 

u=u-u. (8.37) 

where ud is the intermediate control of u. As discussed above, w e choose the intermediate 

control UJ and s as follows: 
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1 / \ 1 
ud=kx(de-8e) (a2v + a3w) + -

u0it,de) 
( dxd dyd 
x.-zjL + ye— + ze ds ds ds 

a, f &, t . (dyd t , (^ \ 
(8. 

35 + 3* 35 

a, 
s = -

uM,de) 

ds 
+ ds + 3̂  

\2 
(8.39) 

where A:, and <5e are positive constants to be selected later. u0 it, de)^0,\/t>t0> 0, de (t) e 5K, 

is the speed of the virtual vessel on the path. Indeed, one can choose this speed to be a constant. 

However, the time-varying speed and position path following error dependence of the virtual 

vessel on the path is more desirable, especially when the underwater vehicle starts to follow the 

path. For example, one might choose 

u^dJr-uKl-x^-'^e-^ (8.40) 

where u0*0, %i >0> / = 1,2,3, %X<1. The choice of u0(t,de) in (8.40) has the following 

desired feature: when the path following error, de, is large, the virtual vessel will wait for the 

real one; when de is small the virtual vessel will move along the path at the speed closed to u*0 

and the real one follows it within the specified look ahead distance. This feature is suitable in 

practice because it avoids using a high-gain control for large signal de. It is noted that ud is not 

defined at a, = 0. However, the terms a2lax anda3 /a, can be written as (a2 lde)l(ax Ide) and 

(a3 lde)l(ax lde), and recall that cos(y) = ax/de, the intermediate control ud is well defined if 

(8.36) holds and 

\y(t)\ < 0.5*, Vr >t0>0. (8.41) 

W e will come back to this issue in Section 8.4. 

Remark 8.2. 

-If one designs the virtual control ud without canceling the terms a2v and a-.w in the de -

dynamics, then the condition (8.41) is not required for ud being well defined. However, an 

assumption of the sway and heave velocities being bounded is needed in advance in the stability 

analysis, i.e. assume stability to prove stability. 

-If the sway and heave velocities are assumed to be bounded by the surge velocity, the terms 

a2v and a3w are not required to be canceled either. This controller can be similarly designed as 

the one in this chapter. L e m m a 5.1 in this thesis can be directly applied to the stability analysis. 

It is noted that the sway velocity does not require to be bounded by the surge velocity with a 

relatively small constant as in Skjetne and Fossen (2001) for the case of path following in the 

horizontal plane. 

Substituting (8.38) and (8.39) into the first equation of (8.33) results in 
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a, a, de=-kx-^(de-8e)-^-a. 
d. d. 

(8.42) 

B y noticing that under Assumption 8.1, (8.36) and (8.41), the intermediate control ud is a 

smooth function of xe,ye,ze,s,u0,x\2,v andw, differentiating both sides of (8.37) with (8.38) 

and (8.39) yields 

d, ^ d.. • nu7 nu, 
u = ——vr — 
"hi "hi 

"n V1 dui | u-i 1 1 
wq — K - > ——\u\ u+ T + T (.) 
f"u i=i "hi "hi "hi oxe dye dze 

Bu, . du, . dud . 
x. -^—ye - ^ - z . 

du, . du. . du, . du. f 

os du„ dr\2 3v 
d-z, v< d, , i/-i 1 

"hi "hi i=i"hi "hi 

dud f m, 

dw 
1 ^ 2 2 " >! 

— - u q —vp —w 
nu3 m33 

id 
nu3 

"hi "hi »n 
•wp —ur-

\"hi 

t^H'-'w + J- xmv(t) 

- (8.43) 

=i"hi rru3 

du, du. du. 
where for convenience of choosing u0, the terms — - , — - and — - do not include 

Bxe dye Bz. 

du0 du0 Bu0 
T T — , — — a n d — — , which are lumped into «0. F rom (8.43), w e choose the actual control 
dxe dye dze 

T, or xu without canceling useful nonlinear damping terms as 

T H =-c,u-0,
r/,(•)-4 tanh 

(u9 '21 

\ M J 

.(L^-tanl/ '22 3v 

dud U922 

dv £ 22 

Bu, 
• 9,,-r-^- tanh '23 dw 

dud u923 

dw £23 
(8.44) 

and the update law as 

ij=Yijl>roj(ufXj(-),9Xj), 1 < y < 16, 

^21 = 72lPr°j(|"|^21 )> ^22 = 722Pr°J 
-Bu, 

Bv 

\ . 

,0 22 ,#23 = Y13V™} 
-Bu, 

Bw 
,9 

\ 

23 

(8.45) 

where c,, £2j, yXj ,y2i,l<i<3,l< j <16, are positive constants to be selected later, fXj (•) are 

the j"1 elements of /, (•), respectively, with 

/_(•) = vr,-wq,-ud,-\u\ud,-u ud,-
d Bud . Bud . Bud . Bud . 3 ^ 

dxe dye dze ds du0 di\2 

dud du, dud dud • • dud 3 dud dud dud dud , , dud 3 

~-^P,^T-ur,—d-v,—•*- v v,—-v ,-—*-uq,—-vp,—-w,—-\w\w,—-w 
dv dv dv dv dv dw dw dw aw dw 

-\T 
(8.46) 

9i,l<i<2 is the j'h element of 0,, which is an estimate of 0, with 

mxxm33 m]x m^ n\xdv2 /n,,<3 m
2
x mxxm22 m,,^ m,,<,2 n\xdw3 

0i = 

e2 = 

J J J 

m22,m33,dxx,du2,du3,mxx,- "hi "hi "hi "hi "hi "hi "hi "hi ^ 3 > % 

T 

mix "hi -max "hi -max 

"ha "hi 

(8.47) 

The operator, prof is the Lipschitz continuous projection algorithm, see Chapter 7. Substituting 

(8.44) into (8.43) yields the error dynamics 
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u = — 
1 ( 

"hi 

du, 1 

c, +du + 5 X H " ' *+—e
Tifii-) «?/,(•)+—Kuit) 4 tanh 

£? m n mu nu, m,. 

u92l 

'21 

^ ( 0 - —ft^-^-tanh 
dv m22 m] 

8.3.2 Design of T2 

Define 

1 ^ B}h 
22 3v 

dud u922 
dv £ 

n 

Bu, I . . 1 - dud , 
-*im,it) 0,,^-tanh dw m33 m.. dw 

Bud u923 
Bw £ li 

(8.48) 

V
2 —

 V
2 "

 VM (8.49) 

where v M =[pd,qd>
rd] *s ine intermediate control of v2. Recalling that our goal is to 

ultimately stabilize i]^ = [0,y,,y2] at the origin, the second equation of (8.33) suggests us to 

choose this intermediate control as follows 

v2d = J2 0l_)(-f_y(-)-K2ii2y) (8.50) 

where K2 =diag(k2x,k22,k23) is a positive definite diagonal matrix. Substituting (8.49) and 

(8.50) into the second equation of (8.33) yields 

n2r=-K2n2r+J2(il2)v2. (8.51) 

To design the actual control x2, we first note that under Assumption 8.1, (8.36) and (8.41), the 

intermediate control vM is a smooth function of xe,ye,ze,s,u0,i\2 andvt. Differentiating both 

sides of (8.49) and multiplying by M2, along the solution of the last two equations of (8.33) 

results in 

M2v2 = -C2(v2)v2 -D2(v2)v2 +F(.)9, +G(.)64(0 + T2 (8.52) 

where 

F(.)93 =-C,(v,)v, -C2(v2)v2rf -D2(v2)v2, -g2(n2)-M 

3v 

* " * + * » >, + *_-.*_ + 

dvM 3vM 3vM 
5 + — M ( ) + _ _ i l 2 

3"0 3t|2 
35 

•M2"
 2,:l ™-x 

3v, 

Bxe Bye ' 3z 

M;,(-C,(VI)V2-D1(VI)V1+T1), (8.53) 

3v, 
G(.)84 (r) = TW 2 (r) - M 2 ̂ -M^x (0 

3v, 

with FWeg^andG^eft3*'"4 being the regression matrices, 93e SR™
3 andG4(*)€ 9T< 

being the vectors of unknown vessel and environmental disturbance parameters. For simplicity, 

the regression matrices F(»)andG(«), and the vectors G3and64(.) are not written down 

explicitly. From (8.51) and (8.52), we choose the actual control T2 and update laws as follows 

T2 =-K3v2-(^rJ2(ti2))
r-F(.)e3-G(.)e4, (8.54) 
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0a, = YaProi 

04, = r^proj 

( 3 

Sv2;/,.,03l. , 1 < i < nu, 
;=i 

\ 
(8.55) 

,l</<m 4 

;=i 

where e4|. > 0 , l«_i<3, y3. > 0 , l< j<nu, y4/ >0, l < / < m 4 , K3=diag(k3l,k32,k33) is a 

positive definite diagonal matrix. 03; is an estimate of the i
,h element of G3 and 04i is an 

estimate of the maximum value of the i'h element of G4(0. For simplicity of notation, we have 

defined 

F(-A -

G(.)G4-

^fii^ • ZjfiPii » Zr-fifiii 
1=1 1=1 1=1 

Jl^tanh £-'va^. .^Aitanh £^2X4 [2>3,4tanh e«vB£fo4 
/=i i=l 1=1 i=l i=l 

(8.56) 

with ffi, 1 < j < 3,1 < / < nu , being the element at /* column and i,h row of the regression 

matrix F(«) . Similarly gjt, 1 < j < 3,1 < i < m4, is the element at /* column and i'
h row of the 

regression matrix G(«). Substituting (8.54) into (8.52) yields the error dynamics 

M 2 * 2 = -C2(v2)v2 -(K3 +D2(v2))v2 -(nlrJ2(r\2)f +F(-)03 +G(.)94(r)-F(.)G3 -G(.)G4. 

(8.57) 

W e now present our main result whose proof will be given in the next section. 

Theorem 8.1. Assume that a) the vessel inertia, added mass and damping matrices are 

diagonal; b) the environmental disturbances are bounded; c) the vessel parameters are 

unknown but constant; d) the reference path satisfies Assumption 8.1. If the state-feedback 

control laws (8.44), (8.54) and the update laws (8.45),(8.55) are applied to the vessel system 

(8.1) then there exist feasible initial conditions such that the path following errors 

(x(t)-xd(t),y(t)-yd(t),z(t)-zd(t),yx(t),y2(t)) are ultimately stable at the origin. 

Furthermore, the ultimate bounds of these errors can be adjusted by tuning the control gains. 

8.4 Proof of Theorem 8.1 

To prove Theorem 8.1, w e first consider the (%r, v2)-subsystem then the (de,u)-subsystem. 

8.4.1. (t|2y,v2)-subsystem 

To investigate stability of this subsystem, w e consider the following Lyapunov function 

Vr =-\nUiy + ^ J M 2 V 2 +±_£°W>. 
l L I I=3 

(8.58) 
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where G, = G, -6, and Tt = diag(y,.), 1 < j <nu, for i = 3, l<j<m4 for i = 4. Differentiating 

both sides of (8.58) along (8.51), (8.55) and (8.57) yields 

V, ^-n_yK2ii2r -vJ(DM +K3)v2 +0.2785X^4, (8-59) 
/=i 

where D20 =diag(du,d55,d66) and we used |x|-xtanh(x/A)<0.2785/1, VxeSR and X>0. 

From (8.59), we conclude that r\2y and v2 ultimately stable at the origin. To estimate upper-

bound of v\2y and v2, we subtract and add — X^F^G, to the right hand side of (8.59) to 
2 ,=3 

obtain 

Vx<-axVx+px (8.60) 

where 

a, =min U ^ n ( K 2 ) , % ^ - ^ 1 p, =^S^r;1Gi +0.2785 j>4/. (8.61) 
4 I U K ( M 2 . > ) l i=3 i=l 

From (8.60), it is direct to show that 

V.CO^V.CfoK^'+A/a, (8.62) 

which further yields 

||n2Y (0|| < JWMe*
 /2('"'«) + & := a„ (.)e-ff' /2('-'°) + p„, 

"^^"V^dVI.)' V^n(M2)' " 

(8.63) 

:=av(.K
CT"--^+pv. 

8.4.2 (de,u)-subsystem 

For the ease of analyzing the stability of this subsystem, we first consider the u -dynamics then 

the ^-dynamics. 

a) M -dynamics 

Consider the following Lyapunov function 

K2=^M~
2 4X6.^6, (8.64) 

* ^ ;=i 

where G, = G, -% and T, = diag(y..),1 < ; < 16for i = 1,1 < ; <3 for i = 2. Differentiating both 

sides of (8.64) along (8.43), (8.44) and (8.45) yields 

3 

V2 < ~(cx + dxx)u
2 + 0.2785]T £2(.. (8.65) 

i=l 
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1 2 -
Subtracting and adding -J^r: 1!., to the right hand side of (8.65) yield 

2 ,=i 

V2<-cr2V2+p2 (8.66) 

where 

°2=™4l> Ju))pi =^t^r:1Gi +0.27855>2,. (8.67) 
( >"ii j 2t. M 

with rn™" being the minimum value of m„. From (8.66), it is direct to show that 

V2(t) < VMe-"*™ + p2 lo2 (8.68) 

which further yields 

\u(t)\ < yl2V2(t0)e-^
,2U-^ + 7 2 ^ 7 ^ := cxu (^e^'

2^ + pu. (8.69) 

Remark 8.3. It is noted that, thanks to the use of the projection algorithm, by adjusting 

K 2, K 3, c,, £2i, £4i, yXj y2i,y3n,y4l,l<i<3,l<j<l6,l<n<m3,l<l<m4, we can make 

pu, p_ and pv arbitrarily small. This observation plays an important role in the stability 

analysis of the de -dynamics. 

b) ^-dynamics 

Lower-bound of de. W e now show that there exist initial conditions such that de(t) > d*e > 0. 

From (8.42) and (8.12), we have 

d^-k^-^e-^-'^ + p^ (8.70) 

where de =de-8e, which , with a2 > 2kx which we can always choose, further yields 

l(t)>l(t0)e-
k^)+au{')e'kll'~'°\-l + 

Therefore, the condition de(t) > d*e > 0 holds when 

a2>2kx,8e>dl+^-,de(t0)>
 a £ \ +8e-pu. (8.72) 

kx a2/2-kx 

W e will come back to this issue in the next section. 

Upper-bound of de. W e rewrite (8.42) as 

de = -kxde - cos(y)u - kx (cos(y,) -1) + cos(y)(cos(y2) -1)) de. (8.73) 

It can be seen that (8.73) is of the form of the system studied in Lemma 5.1 with de := x and 

(u,yx,y2):= E,(t). The reader is referred to Chapter 5 for Lemma 5.1. Therefore, we will apply 

this lemma to analyze stability of (8.73) by verifying all conditions C1-C4. 

Verifying condition Cl. Take the following Lyapunov function 

V3=0.5d
2. (8.74) 
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It is direct to show that Cl holds with 

c0 = 0, c, = c2 = 0.5, c3 =l,c4 =kx. (8.75) 

Verifying condition C2. 

By noting that cos(y)u+kx(cos(yl)-l) + cos(y)(cos(y2)-l))de <|«|-i-fc, (|y,|+|y2|)|^|, we 

have 

Xi=l,X2=kl. (8.76) 

Verifying condition C3. This condition directly holds from (8.69) and (8.63). 

Verifying condition C4. From (8.75) and (8.76), condition C 4 becomes 

kx - rnax(p_, p„) (kx + 0.25p0 ) > 0. (8.77) 

From Remark 8.3 and noting that p0 is an arbitrarily positive constant, we can see that there 

always exists kx such that (8.77) holds. All conditions of L e m m a 5.1 have been verified, we 

therefore have 

\deit)\^(Xde(-y
ajA'~'o)+Pde (8-78) 

where cxde,ade and pde are calculated as in L e m m a 5.1. 

8.4.3 (v, w) -dynamics 

Expanding (8.50) gives 

qd =-(i
2iir}i)kn<t> + l

2
2
2ir]2)k22yx + 3f('n2)k23y2)-J

2
2
2(rl2)(fx

ss + fx
uu)-

Jrt3ft2)(/^ + / 2
u " ) - ( j f ( T 7 2 ^ ^ 

(8.79) 

rd =-(^iiri2)k2X<t> + 3
3
2
2(7l2)k22yx + J

3
2
3iJl2)k23y2)-J?(.rl2)(f*s + fx

uu)-

i"iini)(fiS + f2
uu)-(i32(n2)f: + 3firii)fi)v-(jf(%)fi

w +33i3ir\i)f2
w)™ 

where yJ2(r\2) is the element at the i'
h row and f of J^1^). To show that the sway and 

heave velocities are bounded, we take the following quadratic function 

v*=\"h\v2+^"hW (8.80) 

whose derivative along (8.33), (8.49) and (8.79) satisfies 

V4 <-m22dv3v
4 -nu3dw2\w\w

2 -m33dw3w
A + A 3

m a V + A^w2 +—A,max + — A T (8.81) 
4£5 4e6 

where £,. > 0, i = 1,2 , A™* X <> ;' < 4 is the maximum value of Ay with 
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A, =-"hi"hi"(r-Ji(Vi)k2l<p-3
32(J]2)k22yx - J33 (r]2)k23y2 -i

32(n2)(fx
ss +fuu)-

J 2 3 ( ^ ) ( / ^ + /2"")) + /«22^(f)' 

Ai=mii"hi»(q-32i\li)k2l<t>-J?(Tl2)k22yx-J
23^ 

Jf (̂ 2) (fis + f2u)) + m33Tlvw(f), 

<A „ i h u i m'>^H(|J3
2
3(^)(/iw+/2

,v)|+|jf^2)(/;+/;)|) 
-/n^ (</22 + < 2 j v|) + £51A | + ^ 

A3 = 

K -ntj^d 33 
. . . . ^l.^2H(|j2

3(^)(/,M'+/2,,') + J22^2)(/,V+/2V)) 
+ dw2 \w\) + £6 \A21+ i! 1 ^ LL 

(8.82) 

It is seen from (8.82) that A,"1" exist and are finite since their arguments are bounded as shown 

above. Hence (8.81) and (8.80) guarantee a finite upper-bound of the sway and heave velocities, 

see Theorem B.3 in Appendix B. 

8.4.4 Initial conditions for \y(t)\ <0.5tf,|y,.(0| < 0.5.T, / = 1,2, Vf >t0 > 0 

Since \yt(t)\ <|i]2y(r)|, / = 1,2, Vf >t0 >0, from (8.63), it is direct to show that the condition 

|y(t)\ < 0.5TT, i = l,2,\/t>t0>0 holds if the initial conditions are such that 

^2Vx(t0)+^2pxlax <0.5TT (8.83) 

which is further equivalent to 

Jn2Tao)||
2+^(M2)||v2(?0)||

2+Xr:1|G,.(f0)|
2 +ppx/crx <0.57t,Vt>t0 __ 0.(8.84) 

It is noted that the terms ^TT1 §,. (f0) and p, can be made arbitrarily small, See Remark 8.3. 
/=i 

From (8.29) and (8.12), the condition \y(t)\ < Q.5iz,\/t >t0>0 holds if the initial conditions are 

such that 

cos(y,(O)+-^cos(0(O)(cos(y2(O-l) > 0 
de(t) 

(8.85) 

Under the assumption that \9(t)\ < 0.5?c, V? > t0 > 0, the above condition is equivalent to 

cos(y, (t)) + cos(y2 (0 > 1. (8.86) 

From (8.63), the condition (8.86) holds if the initial conditions are such that 

Jh2Y(^o)|r +^maX(M2)||v2a0)||
2 +X r r l | |^^o)f +V2Pi / o ri <arccos(0.5), Vf >r0 > 0 . (8.87) 

Since arccos(0.5) < 0.5;r, the condition (8.87) covers the condition (8.84). 
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8.4.5 Initial conditions for ae(t) > a* > 0,Vf > t0 > 0 

Since a) = d2 - z] , w e have 

a] = -2kx cos(y)a
2 + 2kx cos(y)z

2 + 2kx cos(y)de8e -
. v (8.88) 

2cos(yK«-2z e - ^ i + sin(0)w-cos(0)sin(0)v-cos(0)cos(0)H> . 

V ds J 

From (8.88), it is not hard to see that under Assumption 8.1 and de(t) >d*e>0,if there exists a 

strictly positive constant a° such that 

ae(t0)>a°e (8.89) 

then there exists a positive constant a* such that the condition ae(t) > al > 0, V. > t0 > 0 holds. 

In summary, the feasible initial conditions are such that the conditions (8.72),(8.87) and (8.89) 

hold. Roughly speaking, with the above initial conditions, due to underactuated configuration in 

the sway and heave, the sway and heave velocities are not able to push the vehicle to the point 

ae = 0 and de = 0 . 

8.5 Initial condition discussion 

W e now discuss how to obtain the initial conditions such that (8.72),(8.87) and (8.89) hold. A 

close look at these conditions shows that they can be always satisfied by selecting the initial 

value, s(t0), if the vessel heads to the conical space containing the initial path to be followed, 

see Figure 8.2. If the vessel does not, the surge control should be turned off and the yaw and 

pitch controls should make the vessel turn until (8.72),(8.87) and (8.89) hold before applying the 

proposed path following controller. The angle 80 (see Figure 8.2) should be increased if the 

initial velocities v,(f0) and v2(.0) are large. Otherwise the vessel might cross the edge-line of 

the subspace in question, which might result in y. = ±0.57T and /or y = ± 0.57T. 

8.6 Parking and point-to-point navigation 

8.6.1 Parking 

Parking objective. Design the controls T, and x2 to park the underactuated underwater 

vehicle (8.1) from the initial position and orientation, (x(t0),y(t0),z(t0),(l>(t0),9(t0),w(to))> to 

the desired parking position and orientation of (xp,yp,zp,<t>p,9p,Wp) under the following 

conditions: 

1) There exists a large enough positive constant GJ such that 

yj(x(t0)-xpf +(y(t0)-ypf +(z(t0)-zp)
2 >tdp. 
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2) The vessel heads to the feasible cone containing the desired parking orientation, see Section 

8.5. 

3) At the desired parking position and orientation, the environmental disturbances are 

negligible. 

Figure 8.2. Illustration of feasible initial conditions. 

The above conditions normally hold for the parking practice. However, if the first two 

conditions do not hold, one can apply the strategy in Section 8.5 to move the vessel until they 

hold. Having formulated the parking problem as above, one might claim that the path following 

controller proposed in Section 8.3 can be applied by setting w0 equal to zero. However, this will 

result in an orientation, which may be very different from the desired parking one, at the desired 

parking position, since our proposed path following controller is designed to drive de to a small 

ball, not to zero due to the robust concern. T o resolve this problem, w e first generate a regular 

curve,Si (xd,yd,zd), which goes via the parking position and its orientation at the parking 

position is equal to the desired parking one. For simplicity of calculation, the curve can be taken 

as a straight line in almost all cases of the vessel initial conditions. Then the proposed path 

following controller can be used to make the vessel follow Slp(xd,yd,zd). In this case, the 

velocity u0 should be chosen such that it goes to zero when the virtual vessel tends to the 

desired parking position, i.e., l i m ^ ^ u0 = 0 with dep = <J(xd -xp)
2+ (yd - yp)

2 + (zd - zp)
2 . A 

simple choice can be taken as 

u0=u0(l-e~
Xld")e-Xld' (8.90) 

where Xi >0,/ = l,2. Special care should be taken to choose the initial values of 

(xdit0X yd it0Xzd it0)), and the sign of u0 such that it results in a short parking time. 

Remark 8.4. At the desired parking position and orientation, if there are large environmental 

disturbances, there will be an oscillatory behavior in the yaw and pitch dynamics and the vessel 
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might diverge from its desired position. This phenomenon is well known in the ship dynamic 

positioning. 

8.6.2 Point-to-point navigation 

As seen in Section 8.1, the requirement of the reference path to be a regular curve might be too 

cumbersome in practice, since this curve has to go via desired points generated by the helmsman 

and its derivatives are needed in the path following controller. These restrictions motivate us to 

consider the point-to-point navigation problem as: 

Point-to-point navigation objective. Design the surge force xu and the yaw moment xr to 

make the underactuated underwater vehicle (8.1) from the initial position and orientation, 

(x(t0),y(t0),z(t0),(l>(t0),9(t0),w(t0)), go via the desired points generated by a path planner. 

To solve this control objective, we first assume that the path planner generates desired points, 

which are feasible for the vehicle to be navigated through. W e then apply the proposed path 

following controller in Section 8.3 to each regular curve segments connecting desired points in 

sequence. The regular curve segments can be straight-line, arc or known regular curve ones. It is 

however noted that a fundamental difference between point-to-point navigation and the 

proposed smooth path following is that there are a finite number of "picks", equal to the number 

of points, in the orientation errors, y, and y2. This phenomenon is due to the path being non-

smooth in the orientation at the points. 

8.7 Numerical simulations 

This section validates the control laws (8.44) and (8.54) by simulating them on an underwater 

vehicle with the following parameters 

mxx =l,m22= l.5,m33 = 2,mu = 2.5,m55 = 3,/w^ = 3.5,dxx = l,d22 = 2,d33 = 2.5,^ = 2,d55 = 3.5, 

^ = 4 , < 2 =0.2dxx,du3 =0.ldxx,dv2 =0.2d22,dv3 =0.ld22,dw2 =0.2d33,dw3 =0.ld33,dp2 =0.24 

dpi = 9 1 dM,dq2 =0.2dss,dq3 =0.1 d55,dr2 =0.2d66,dr3 =0.1 d^.These values are assumed to 

be of the real vessels and are estimated on-line by the adaptation laws (8.45) and (8.55). W e 

assume that these parameters fluctuate around above values + 1 5 % to calculate the maximum 

and minimum values used in the choice of the design constants. In the simulation, w e assume 

that the environmental disturbances are 

^ = d(t), xm = 0.5^(0, T W = Q.2d(t), xwp = 0.2d(t), xwq = l.5d(t), xwr = l.5d(t) 

where d(t) = l-frand(-), rand(«) is random mean-zero noise with magnitude of 1. This choice 

results in nonzero-mean disturbances. In practice, the environmental disturbances may be 

different. W e take the above disturbances for simplicity of generating. It should be noted that 
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only boundaries of the environmental disturbances are needed in our proposed controller. In the 

simulation, based on Section 8.3 the control parameters are taken as 

kx = 0.5, c, = 2, K 2 = diag(0.05), K 3 = diag(2), Tj = diag(l0), 8e = 0.2. The initial conditions 

are chosen as [n](t0),nlit0),y](t0)y2(t0),s(t0)]
T = [-65,-15,-5,0,0.2,0.5,0,0,0,0,0,0,of, 

and all initial values of parameter estimates are taken to be 7 0 % of their assumed true ones. The 

virtual vessel velocity on the path is taken as u0(t,de) = 10(l-0.8*f
2')e~05'/'. The reference path 

is given by (xd = -50cos(5),yrf = 50sin(5),zd = 3 5 ) , i.e. a helix with constant curvature and 

torsion. Figure 8.3 plots the trajectory of the vessel and the path to be followed in three 

dimensions. The trajectory and orientation of the vessel in the horizontal plane are plotted in 

Figure 8.4. Figure 8.5 plots the path following errors de andae, the control inputs. Under the 

nonvanishing environmental disturbances, our proposed controller is able to force the vessel to 

follow a predefined path as expected in the control design. As seen from Figure 8.5, both 

de andae converge to nonzero values as discussed in Section 8.6, i.e. the sway and heave 

velocities cannot push the vessel to the points where de = 0 and/or ae = 0 . To illustrate that the 

proposed controller can force the vehicle to follow a path with varying curvature, w e also 

simulate it with a reference trajectory given by xd(s) = zd(s) = s,yd(s) = l00tanh(0.0ls-5) 

with the same above initial condition but s(t0) = 150. The simulation results in this case are 

given in Figures 8.6 and 8.7. 

8.8 Conclusions 

A methodology to design a controller that is able to steer an underactuated underwater vehicle 

with unknown parameters along a given path under environmental disturbances has been 

presented in this chapter. The controller synthesis is based on Lyapunov's direct method and 

backstepping technique. The stability analysis is based on a technical lemma developed for a 

nonlinear cascade system with nonvanishing disturbances. A Lipschitz continuous projection 

algorithm was used to update the estimate of the unknown parameters to avoid parameter drift 

instability due to time-varying environmental disturbances. Parking and point-to-point 

navigation are also covered by the proposed controller. Numerical simulations demonstrate the 

effectiveness of the proposed control laws. Extension to the case of unmeasured thruster 

dynamics is straightforward. However, it is difficult to extend to the case of output-feedback, 

i.e. only position and orientation measurements of the underwater vehicle in question are 

available for feedback. This is because of the fact that as discussed in Chapter 4 it is extremely 

complicated to solve the resulting partial differential equations to find a proper coordinate 

transformation to cancel the velocity cross terms to transform the vessel dynamics to a form that 

a passive observer can be designed. 
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Figure 8.3. Path following real and reference trajectories in 3 dimensions. 

Figure 8.4. Path following trajectory and orientation in the horizontal plane. 
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Part III 

Control of mobile robots, V T O L aircraft and 
nonholonomic systems 
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Chapter 9 

Output-feedback tracking and path following 

of mobile robots 

This chapter shows that the methodologies developed in the previous chapters for surface ships 

and underwater vehicles can be readily applied to control of mobile robots. In particular, we 

present a time-varying global output-feedback controller that solves both tracking and stabiliza

tion simultaneously, and a path following controller for mobile robots with only position and 

orientation measurements at the torque level. A passive observer is designed to globally expo

nentially estimate the unmeasured velocities based on a coordinate transformation that is de

rived to cancel the velocity quadratic terms. The controller synthesis is based on Lyapunov's 

direct method and backstepping technique. 

9.1 Mathematical model 

In this chapter, we consider a two-wheel driven mobile robot (Figure 9.1) whose equations of 

motion are given by: 

»i=J(n)<a 

Md> + C(ij)(o + D o = T 
(9.1) 

with 

x\ = [x y ^ f , w = [«, co2f ,T = [TV xwf, 

J(n)=^ 
2 

COS(0) COS((f>) 

sin(0) sin(0) 

b~x -b~x 
,M = "hi "h2 

_mx2 mxx 
,D = dxx 

0 

0 " 
"22. 

,c(n) = o c<j> 
-c<j> 0 

c = 0.5b~xr2mca, mxx = 0.25b'
2r2(mb2 +1) + /„,, 

mX2 = 0.25b~
2r2(mb2 -I),m = mc+ 2mw, 

I = mca
2+2mwb

2 + Ic+2Im 

where mcand mw are the masses of the body and wheel with a motor; IC,IW and Im are the 

moment of inertia of the body about the vertical axis through Pc (center of mass), the wheel 

with a motor about the wheel axis, and the wheel with a motor about the wheel diameter, 

respectively; a,bandr are defined in Figure 9.1; the positive terms du,i = 1,2 are the damping 

coefficients; (x,y,<j>) are the position and orientation of the robot, ft), and co2 are the angular 

velocities of the wheels; xv and xw are the control torques applied to the wheels of the robot. In 

this chapter, we assume that only (x,y,0) are available for feedback. 
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Figure 9.1. A two-wheel driven mobile robot. 

9.2 Observer design 

Similar to the approach used to design a global exponential observer for surface ships, see 

Chapter 4, we first remove the quadratic velocity terms in the mobile robot dynamics by intro

ducing the following coordinate change: 

X = Q(n)o (9.2) 

where Q(TJ) is a globally invertible matrix with bounded elements to be determined. Using (9.2) 

, we write the second equation of (9.1) as follows: 

X = [Q(TI)<O - Q(ti)M1C(f|)ca]+Q(n)Mx (-De> + T ) (9.3) 

In Besancon (2000), the author requires Q(q) with the above properties such that 

Q(t|) = Q ^ M ^ C C i i ) , Vtje SR3, which does not exist as a simple calculation shows. 

Our method is to cancel the square bracket in the right hand side of (9.3) for all (ti><*>)e SR5. W e 

assume that qij(r\),i = l,2,j = 1,2 are the elements of Q(q). Using the first equation of (9.1), it 

is readily shown that the above square bracket is zero for all (t|,<o)e 9t5 if 

itcrtrtM+^L .taW+^I+rtB-,, +!-fqn =0. 
dx dy d<p b b b 

%-cos(*)+%2.sin(*)-
dx dy 

cos(0) + 
fBqn ( dqi2 

dx dx t 

B(/> b b H" b Ha 

dy dy J { B(j> B(j> )b b 

(9.4) 

A family of solutions of the above set of partial differential equations is 

qn = CiX sin(cA0) + Ci2 cos(cA0), 

qn = «_. ((C/2A-C,,n,2)sin(cA^)-(CnA + Ci2/i,2)cos(cA0)) 
(9.5) 
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where i = l,2, nxx =mxx(mx
2
x -m,

2
2)

 x,nx2 = -#n,2(/nf, -n\
2
2) ' A = -Jnx\ -n\2 ; CiX and C;2 are ar

bitrary constants. A choice of Cn = C22 = 0, C12 = C21 = Aij, results in 

Qin)= (9.6) 
n,, cos(aA0) A sin(aA^) -nX2 cos(aA0) 

«,, sin(aA0) -n,2 sin(aA0) - Acos(aA0) 

It can be seen that this matrix is globally invertible and its elements are bounded. Now we write 

(9.1) in the (i],X) coordinates as 

f| = J(tl)Q1(il)X 
. f (9.7) 
X = -D_(T,)X+Q(il)M-1T 

where D (t|) = Q(i])M"1DQ" (r\). It is seen that (9.7) linear in the unmeasured states. Indeed a 

reduced-order observer can be designed but it is often noise sensitive. We here use the following 

passive observer: 

^JOOQ-'OOX+Ko^-ti) 
(9-8) 

X = -D.^X+Q^M^T + K^n-ii) 

where fjandX are the estimates of ijandX, respectively. The observer gain matrices 

K0, andK02 are chosen such that Q01 = Kj,P01 + P01K01 is positive definite and 

(JGDQ'WPoi -P«_K02
 =0 (9-9) 

with P0iandP02 being positive definite matrices such that Q^ =D^(ti)P02
 +Po2Dn(

1l) is Posi

tive definite. Since D_(T|) is positive definite, K01andK02 always exist. From (9.8) and (9.7), 

we have 

^JWQ-^X-Ko-fi, 
(9.10) 

X = -D_(T,)X-K02Ti 

where ij = ti-fiandX = X-X.Itis now seen that (9.10) is globally exponentially stable by 

taking the Lyapunov function V0=r\
T'P01r\ + X

TP02X whose derivative along the solution of 

(9.10) and using (9.9) satisfies V0 = -if Q01ii - X
rQ02X , which in turn implies that there exists 

a strictly positive constant a0 such that 

|(ii(0,X(f))|<||(ii(f0),X(?0))||e^
('-'»>, Vr>t0 >0. (9.11) 

Define ©. = [cbx cb2] being an estimator of the velocity vector <o as 

6 = Q-1(i1)X. (9.12) 

The velocity estimate error vector, 6 = to - 6 satisfies 

« = Q-1(n)X. (9.13) 
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To prepare for the control design in the next section, we convert the wheel velocities co, and co2 

to the linear, v, and angular, w, velocities of the robot by the relationship: 

[v w] =B x[cox co2f, with B = 
1 b 

1 -b 
(9.14) 

By defining v = v - v, w = w-w with v and w being estimates of v and w, we can see from 

(9.13) and (9.14) that 

|(v(0.<KO)|^y0|(iK<b).X(<b))|«""
oC'"*).V^ib^O (9.15) 

where y0 is a positive constant. W e now write (9.1) in conjunction with (9.12) and (9.14) as 

X = COS(0)V + COS(0)v 

y = sin(<p) v+sin(0)v 

<j> = w+w (9.16) 

v = T +S1 

w = x +S1 
*wc w 

where _Q and Slw are the first and second rows of SI 

fi = B r N B w + B^OOK^N^c 
«,2 nxx 

.«ii -«i2J 
(9.17) 

and we have chosen the control torque 

( 
x = MB BXB w-B-'MTDB 

n\ 
VC 

wc _ 

(9.18) 

with Tvc and xwc being the new control inputs to be designed in the next sections. 

9.3 Simultaneous stabilization and tracking 
In this section, we assume that the reference trajectory is generated by the following virtual ro

bot: 

xd=cos(<l)d)vd 

yd=sin(<l>d)vd (9.19) 

where (xd,yd,(j)d) are the position and orientation of the virtual robot; vd and wd are the linear 

and angular velocities of the virtual robot, respectively. 

Control objective 9.1: Under Assumption 9.1, design the control inputs xv and xw to force the 

position and orientation, (x,y,<j)) of the real robot (9.1) to globally asymptotically track 

(xd,yd,<t>d) generated by (9.19) with only (x,y,(t>) available for feedback. 
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Assumption 9.1. The reference signals vd,vd,vd,wd and wd are bounded. In addition, one of 

the following conditions holds: 

Cl. J(|v,(0| + |v,(0| + K(0|)^<M, 
o 

(9.20) 

C2. ](\vd(t)\ + \vd(t)\)dt <p2X and \wd(t)\ >p22, Vr > t0 >0 (9.21) 

o 

C3. ̂ ( O l ^ ^ ' V ^ ^ ^ O (9.22) 

where ju,, and p2x are nonnegative constants; p22 and p3 are strictly positive constant. 

Remark 9.1. The problem of set-point regulation/stabilization, tracking a path approaching to a 

set-point is included in Cl. Tracking linear and circular paths belongs to C3. 

Remark 9.2. C2 implies that the case, where the robot linear velocity is zero or approach to 

zero but its angular velocity is of sinusoidal type, is excluded. The reason is that our control ap

proach is to introduce some persistent excitation (PE) signal in the robot angular velocity virtual 

control to handle set-point stabilization/regulation. Therefore, this case is not included to avoid 

two signals from canceling each other. If the reference velocity wd is known completely in ad

vance, the above case can be included. However, this case rarely happens in practice. 

Remark 9.3. The problem of simultaneous stabilization and tracking not only is of theoretical 

interest but also possesses some advantages over the use of separate stabilization and tracking 

controllers such as only one controller and transient improvement because of no switching. 

Moreover, if the switching time is unknown, separate stabilization and tracking control ap

proach cannot be used. 

9.3.1. Control design 

As often done in tracking control of mobile robots, we first interpret the tracking errors as 

~e 

ye 

4>. 

cos(0) sin(0) 0 

-sin(0) cos(<j>) 0 

0 0 1 

x xd 

y-yd (9.23) 

Using (9.23), (9.19) and the kinematic part of (9.16), we have the kinematic tracking errors: 

xe=v-vdcos(<t>e) + ye(w+w) + v 

ye = vd s\n(<t>e)-xe(w+w) (9.24) 

§e = w—wd +w. 

It is seen that (9.24) and the last two equations of (9.16) are of the lower triangular structure. 

Hence, we use the backstepping technique to design xvc and xwc in two steps. 
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Step 1. In this step, w e consider v and w as the controls. From (9.24), it is seen that v and w 

can be directly used to stabilize xe and 0e-dynamics. To stabilize ye -dynamics, <pe can be used 

when vd is PE. When vd is not PE (stabilization/regulation case), we need some PE signal in 

w to stabilize ye -dynamics via xe. With these observations in mind, we define 

v=v-av,w = w-aw,^e=<l>e-a^e (9.25) 

where av, ccw and a^ are the virtual controls of v, w and <j>e, respectively. From the above 

discussion, we first choose the virtual controls av and a^ as 

a
v=-

ci®ilxe+vdcos(4>e) 
(9.26) 

a^ = -<ircsm(k(t)®x
 lye), k(t) = Xxvd + X2 cos(X3t) 

where 07, = yjl+x2 + y2 ; c, is a positive constant; \,i = 1,2,3 are positive constants such that 

\kit)\ ^k, <1, V.. They will be specified later. For simplification, the virtual control ccv does 

not cancel a known term yew in the xe -dynamics. It is of interest to note that the choice of 

(9.26) will result in global result and bounded virtual velocity controls, see Remark 9.4. 

To design aw, differentiating <pe =<pe-a(tle along the solution of (9.24) together with (9.26) 

yields 

0, =(l-k052xe)(aw + w + w)-wd -kGy2
xCj;2xeye(y + 

v)+UJ2
x (kye +kcxU5?x

2
eye +^rfG7f

2(l +xe
2)sin(&)) 

which suggests us to choose 

( 
1 

or 

(9.27) 

l-ktb~2xe 
__cA^ + ̂  _QJ-i tiy + k c p f x l y +kvdmx-

2(l+x2e)s\n(<t>e))) (9-28) 

where GJ2 =*Jl+x
2+ (l-k2)y2 ; c2 is a positive constant. 

Remark 9.4. From (9.26) and (9.28), the virtual controls av and aw, as a simple calculation 

shows, are bounded by some constants depending on the upper bound of vd,vd and wd. 

Substituting (9.26) and (9.28) into (9.24) and (9.27) results in 

xe = -cxtUx
xxe + ye (w + w) + v + v 

y^-^V^y.-x^vv+^ + v^r^sin^^-^os^)-!)^) (9.29) 

Qe = ~ P^-T + (l ~ k^2Xe )(w + w) - kCU2hjjf Xey„ (v + v) 
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Step 2. At this step, the control inputs xvc and xwc are designed. W e note that av is a smooth 

function of xe,ye, </>e and vd, and that aw is a smooth function of xe,ye, <f>e,vd,vd, wd and t. 

By differentiating v=v-av and w = w-aw along the solution of (9.24) and the last two equa

tions of (9.16), and noting the last equation of (9.29), we choose xvc and xwc as 

Tvc = ~c3v + T
1 (v - v</ cos(0e) + y» + —-(iv - wd) + —-*=-(vrf sin(0e) - xew) + 
dxe d(pe dye 

dfX 
-+vd -8V (v2+w

2)v+kG52
xm-2xeye^ 

dvd
 v ' 

T
wc = -c4w + -r-

SL(v- vrf cos(^) + yew)+—-^(w- wd) + —^(vd sin((pe) -xew) + 
Bxe B<t>e dye 

daw . da da.. 

(9.30) 

'"-V. _ , — wrf - (l - *flJ2
 xxe )<j>e - 8W (v

2 + w 2 ) w 
dvd dvd dwd

 v / \ / 

M , - v „ +-^v,+-

where c3, c4, 5vand £„, are positive constants. The terms multiplied by 8vand8w are the 

nonlinear damping terms to overcome the effect of observer errors, see (9.17). The choice of 

(9.30) results in 

v=-c3V-^(yew + v)-^w + ^xew + nv-8Jv
2+w2)v+ kG?®;2 xey$ 

dxe d<pe dye \ t - • 
(9.31) 

To analyze the closed loop consisting of (9.29) and (9.31), we first consider the ((j)e,v,w)-

subsystem then move to (xe, ye) -subsystem. 

9.3.2 Stability analysis 

a) (<pe,v,w) -subsystem 

For this subsystem, consider the Lyapunov function 

Vx=0.5(<j>? + v
2 + w2) (9.32) 

whose derivative along the solution of the last equation of (9.29) and (9.31) satisfies 

Vi ^-c2f/M-C3v
2-c4w

2
 + te,+^)^

H) 

^iXiiVi+XnV^ 

where Xu and Xn ™Q class-K functions of |(ii(/0),X(?0))|. The second line of (9.33) implies 

that Vx(t)<xn with Xn being a class-K function of |(TK'OXX('O)>X('O))| with 

X(0 = |^(0 v(t) w(t)\ . Substituting this upper bound into the first line of (9.33) yields 

Vx <-2min(c2/>/l + 2^3,c3,c4)vi +{Xu + XiiXnY*^-^ (9.34) 
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which implies that there exist CT,>0 and a class-AT function Xi depending 

on|(n(f0),X(.0),X(f0))| such that ||X(0||<^,e
_<T,('"'o), i.e. the (<pe,v,w)-subsystem is globally 

asymptotically stable. 

b) (xe,ye)-subsystem 

W e first prove that the trajectories (xe,ye) are bounded by taking the Lyapunov function 

V2=yjl + x
2 + y2e-l (9.35) 

whose derivative along the solution of the first two equations of (9.29) satisfies 

V2 < -cxU5x
2x] -kvdGj;

2y2 +X2ie-a»('-'o) 

<X2vdcos(X3t)njx-
2y2e+x2ie-

a2i{t-to) 

where cr21 = mincer,) and X21
is a class-K function of ||(ti(f0),X(r0),X(f0))||. Integrating both 

sides of the second line of (9.36) yields 

V2(t) < V2(t0) + 2Vr +*2, l^2i *Z22 (9.37) 

where v^ is the upper bound of |vrf(0|. Therefore, the trajectories (xe,ye)are bounded on 

[0,°o) . To prove convergence of (xe,ye) to zero, we consider each case of Assumption 1. 

Cases Cl and C2. From the first line of (9.36) and noting (9.26), we have 

V2 <-cxtu;
2x2+\X2vd\+X2ii')e~

a2l0"o)• (9.38) 

By integrating both sides of (9.38) and Barbalat's lemma, we have hmr^„ xe(t) = 0. To prove 

that lim H. ye(t) = 0, applying Lemma B.3 to the first equation of (9.29) yields: 

Mmt^(ye(aw + w+w) + v+V) = 0 (9.39) 

which is equivalent to: 

lim,_^E(0 = 0 (9.40) 

where 

m = yeit)(k(t)yeit)/Jl + il-k
2it))y2(t)-wd(t)) (9.41) 

On the other hand from (9.38), we have 

^^-JlV.^I^ + ^^.W^'^^^O (9-42) 
dt i 

t 

which means that V2-\\X2vd(x)\dx+<j2~lx2ii')
e~a2x(t~t°) is non-increasing. Since V2 is bounded 

0 

from below by zero, V2 tends to a finite nonnegative constant depending on Xe(r0)| with 
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Xe=(xe,ye,X,T[(t0),X(t0)). This implies that the limit of \ye(t)\ exists and is finite, say /Jv. If 

/. was not zero, there would exist a sequence of increasing time instants {r,}i=1 with ti, - » « , 

such that both of the limits of k(tt) and H(f,) are not zero. With this in mind, if w e choose the 

design constants Xt i- 0 and such that 

;L,V\A-**2<M22 (9-43) 

then under Conditions (9.20) and (9.21), £(*,.) and H(r,) cannot be nonzero simultaneously for 

any t . Hence L must be zero, which allows us to conclude from (9.40) that 

hm,^„ ye(t) = 0 ,i.e. the (xe, ye) -subsystem is asymptotically stable. 

Case C3. In this case, from (9.36), we have 

V>
2<^7r

2(c,x2 + (A1v
2-A2|v,|)y

2) + Z21^'
('-"') (9.44) 

which means that there exist <72>0 and a class-K function X2 depending on |X(?0)| such that 

\\(xe(t),ye(t))\\<X2°~
a2(t"o) (9-45) 

as long as 

Xxt4-X2vr>lh (9-46) 

where p*3 is a positive constant. In addition, it can be shown that in this case the closed loop of 

(9.29) and (9.31) is also locally exponential stable. Under Assumption 9.1, there always exist X% 

such that (9.43) and (9.46) hold. W e have thus proven the following result. 

Theorem 9.1. Under Assumption 9.1, the output-feedback control laws consisting of (9.18) and 

(9.39) force the mobile robot (9.1) to globally asymptotically track the virtual vehicle (9.19) if 

the constants Xt,i = 1,2,3 are chosen such that X-&0, (9.43) and (9.46) hold. 

93.3. Simulations 

The physical parameters are taken from Kukao et al.: r = 0.15, fc = 0.75,a = 0.3, 

mc = 30,mw = 1,Ic = 15.625,Iw = 0.005, Im = 0.0025, dxx=d22 =10. W e perform two simula

tions. For the first simulation, the reference velocities are chosen as: 

ud =0.5(tanh(^ -t) + l),wd = 0 , where .. is a positive constant. A switching combination of a 

tracking controller and a stabilization one available in the literature cannot be used to fulfill this 

task if ts is unknown in advance. A simple calculation shows that for t < ts (tracking a curve), 

condition C 3 holds with p3X = 0.25 and for t>ts (parking) Cl holds. Hence, our proposed con

troller can be applied. W e also assume that due to some sudden impact at the time tm>ts, the 
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robot position is perturbed to y = ym •& 0 to illustrate the regulation ability of our proposed con

troller. For the second simulation, the reference velocities are vd =0,wd= 0.2, i.e. C 2 holds 

with p22 = 0.2. The initial conditions are picked as: 

(tlT,<BT) = ((-2,2,-0.5),(0,0)),(r\T,Xt) = ((0,0,0),(0,0)),(xd,yd,<t>d) = (0,0,0), and w e take 

ts = 20, tm = 30, ym = 1.5 . The control and observer gains are chosen as 

c, =2,l<i<4,8v = 8W = 0.1,PM = P 0 2 =diag(l,l),\ =Xi=O.5,X2=O.l,K0l=diag(l,l), 

K02 = (J(n)Q 'Ol))7 • The above choice satisfies requirements in Theorem 9.1. Results are plot

ted in Figures 9.2 and 9.3 (robot position in (x,y) plane). The tracking errors in the form of 

yjx2 + y2+<p2 are plotted in Figure 9.4. This figure indicates that convergence of the tracking 

errors for the case of regulation to zero is much slower than for the other cases, which is a quite 

well-known effect when using the smooth time-varying controllers. Convergence of tracking 

errors in the case of C 2 is slower than that in the case of C3, since C 3 yields local exponential 

stability but only asymptotic for C 2 (see proof of Theorem 9.1). 

2 

1.5 

>, 1 

0.5 

0 

L i • • 

I ' ' ' 
l • i • 

11 
ii 
Ii 

i > ^ ^ i 

0 10 
X 

2 D 3 0 

Figure 9.2. The first simulation: Robot position in (x,y) plane. 
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Figure 9.3. The second simulation: Robot position in (x,y) plane. 

case of ud=1/2(tanh(20-t)+1),wd=0 

case of ud=0, w =0.2 

40 time [s] 80 

Figure 9.4. Tracking errors with respect to the first and second simulations. 
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9.4 Path following 

In this section, we consider a control objective of designing the control vector T to force the 

mobile robot (9.16) to follow a specified path T, see Figure 9.5. If we are able to drive the ro

bot to follow closely a virtual robot that moves along the path with a desired speed v0, which is 

tangential to the path, then the control objective is fulfilled, i.e. the robot is in a tube of nonzero 

diameter centered on the reference path and moves along the specified path at the speed v0. 

Roughly speaking, the approach is to steer the robot such that it heads to the virtual and elimi

nates the distance between itself and the virtual robot. 

W e define the following variables to mathematically formulate the control objective: 

where 

xe=xd-x,ye=yd-x, 

<l>e=<l>-<l>d>ze=ylx
2+yt 

<}>d =arcsin(ye/z£). 

(9.47) 

(9.48) 

Figure 9.5 General framework of mobile robot path following. 

Control objective 9.2: Under Assumption 9.2, design the control vector xv and xw to force the 

mobile robot (9.16) to follow the path F given by 
xd=xd(s),yd=yd(s) (9.49) 

where s is the path parameter variable, such that 

lim,^zeit)<7e, Um,^|^(0| = 0 (9.59) 

with ze being arbitrarily a small positive constant. 

Assumption 9.2 

a) The reference path is regular, i.e. 0 < /?_,,_ < 
s d 5 J 

+ *y± 
Bs 

<R <oo. 
max 
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b) The minimum radius of the osculating circle of the path is larger than or equal to the mini

m u m possible turning radius of the robot. 

Remark 9.5. 

-Assumption 9.2 ensures that the path is feasible for the robot to follow. 

-If the reference path is not regular, then we can often split it into regular pieces and consider 

each of them separately. 

-The path parameter, s, is not the arclength of the path in general. For example, a circle with 

radii of R centered at the origin can be described as xd = Rcos(s),yd =Rsin(s), see Oprea 

(1997) for more details. 

If one differentiates both sides of <pe = <j) -<t>d to get the (j>e -dynamics, there will be discontinuity 

in the Qe -dynamics when xe changes its sign. This discontinuity will cause difficulties in apply

ing the backstepping technique. To get around this problem, we compute <j)e -dynamics based on 

sin(^) = JC-SinW"};-C0SW, cos(^) = ^C°SW + y-SinW. (9.51) 

W e now use (9.47) and (9.51) to transform (9.16) to 

i-cos(0e)v, ze=-cos(0e)v+ 

4>e = w+ 

rxe Bxd j ye fy, ̂ 

ze ds ze ds 

Ysin(</>) x;esin(0e)W fcos(0) y.sin^J^dy, 

u <• 

-+- ds cos(<t>e) 

sin((j)e).„ _. _ 
+ — ^ - ( v + v) + w, (9.52) 

V = T +Q„ 

w=x +S1 
WC M 

It is noted that (9.51) is not defined at ze = 0 . However, our controller will guarantee that 

ze(t) > z*e > 0, V 0< t < °° for feasible initial conditions. The second equation of (9.52) is not 

defined at (j>e(t) = +0.5n but we will design s to overcome this problem. Therefore, we will 

design the controls xv and xw for (9.52) to yield the control objective. In the next section, a 

procedure to design a stabilizer for the path following error system (9.52) is presented in details. 

The triangular structure of (9.52) suggests us to design the controls xv and xw in two stages. 

First, we design the virtual velocity controls for v and iv and choose s to ultimately stabilize 

ze and <l>e at the origin. Based on the backstepping technique, the controls xv and xw will be 

then designed. 

9.4.1 Control design 

Step 1. The ze and <pe dynamics have three inputs that can be chosen to stabilize ze and <pe, 

namely s, v and w. The input w should be designed to stabilize the 0e dynamics at the origin. 

Therefore, two inputs, s and v, can be used to ultimately stabilize ze at the origin. We can ei-
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ther choose the input v or s and then design the remaining input. If we fix s , then the virtual 

robot is allowed to move at a desired speed. The real robot will follow the virtual one on the 

path by the controller, and vice verse. W e here choose to fix s . This allows us to adjust the ini

tial conditions in most cases without moving the robot. Since the transformed system (9.52) is 

not defined at ze = 0, w e first assume in the following that ze (t) > z*e > 0, V 0 < t < <». W e will 

then show that there exist initial conditions such that this hypothesis holds. 

Define 

v =v-v r , 

we = w—wr 
(9.53) 

where vr and wr are the virtual controls of v and iv, respectively. As discussed above, we 

choose the virtual controls and s as follows: 

vr=fc,(ze-<5e) + 
xe Bxd | ye Byd v0ihze) 
z, ds 7, 35 \(dxA fdyd^ 

ds ds 

Wr=-k2<l>e-
^sin(0) xesin(0J \k., fcos(</>) y ^ s i n ^ ) ^ ^ 

ds 

cos(</>) | ygsin(^) 

ds 
v0it,ze) 

(Bxd t . (By, 
ds ds 

sin(&) 
v-& 

'sin(&)V 

<t>e, 

s=-
cos(<j)e)v0(t,ze) 

^Bs J yBs 

(9.54) 

where kx > 0, k2 > 0, 8X > 0. The term multiplied by 8X is a nonlinear damping term to over

come the observer error effect. v0(t, ze)*0yt>t0>0,zeeiK,is the speed of the virtual robot 

on the path. Indeed, one can choose this speed to be a constant. However, the time-varying 

speed and position path following dependence of the virtual robot on the path is more desirable, 

especially when the robot starts to follow the path. For example, one might choose 

v0it,ze) = vl(l-Xle-
x*-,°))e-x>z< (9.55) 

where v* * 0,Xt >0,i = 1,2,3,^, < 1. The choice of v0(t,ze) in (9.56) has the following desired 

feature: when the path following error, ze, is large, the virtual robot will wait for the real one; 

when z is small, the virtual robot will move along the path at the speed closed to v* and the 

real one follows it within the specified look ahead distance. This feature is suitable in practice 

because it avoids using a high gain control for large signal ze. Substituting (9.54) into the first 

two equations of (9.52) results in 
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ze = -kx cos(&)(ze -8e)-cos(0e)(v + ve), 

<Pe=-kl<t>e-5 
^sin(^)V sin(d),_ . _ 

<j>e+—^-(v + ve) + w + we. 

(9.57) 

Step 2. B y noting that the virtual control vr is a function of t, xe, ye and s, and the virtual con

trol wr is a function of t, xe, ye, s and (j>, differentiating both sides of (9.53) along the solution 

of the last two equations of (9.52) results in 

Ve 

»V„ 

T +S1 
VC V 

T + S1 
wc w 

Bv. ,,N 3v. . ... 
—£-cos(0)+—^sin(0) 

N 

/ 

awr ... avvr . ,,s 
—icos(0)+—^sin(0) 
«*e «ye 

_ dw _ 
v -w 

30 
dvr 3v, 
—- +—-
dt dx. 

(Bxd . A ...̂  3v,Y3y r f. A . ,,^\ Bvr . 
—^-vcos(0) +—t- M-ij-vsinty) +—^5 

9wr. awrfaxd. „ 
- .s-vcos(0) a? ax. a* 

"̂  3wY3y, . „ . A dwr . dwr „ 
+-^-L -£^.s-vsin(0) +—-s+^r^w Bye Bs Bs 30 

(9.58) 

F r o m (9.57) and (9.58), w e choose the control vector without canceling the useful damping 

terms and with nonlinear damping terms to overcome the observer error effect as follows: 

C21V* 

C12We. 

-8, 

dvr dvr . ... * 
-^cos(0)+-^sin(0) 
Bxe dye 

dwr , ,x dwT . / , 
— ^ c o s ( 0 ) +—-^sin^) 
Bxe dye 

Y (dw. * 
w. + l ^ J J 

/"•l . ~ 2 \ 

(v +w )ve 
(v2 +w2)we 

+ 

3v_ av. 
— - + - -
Bt Bx. 

^s-vcos^+^f^s-vsK^+^s 
Bs ) dye[ ds j ds 'e \ 

dwr dwr (dxd . A 
—•-.y-vsin(</>) +-

*. e \ Bs 

dwr dwr „ 
+—J-s+—-Lw 

ds a^ 

sin(d) 

<t>e 

<t>e 

(9.59) 

where c21, c22, 82 and 5 3 are positive constants. T h e terms multiplied b y 82 and 83 are the 

nonlinear damping terms to overcome the observer error effect. 

Substituting (9.59) into (9.58) results in 

vv. 
CllVe 

CllWe. 

&v 

SI.. 
-8, 

/*2 , ~2\ 

(v +w )ve 
/*•! , ^2\ 

(v +vv )we 

sin(0,) 

Ze 

<t>e 

t 

fdv dv 
—^cos(<t>)+-±sin(<l>) 
Bxe Bye 

Bw Bw 
-^cos(0)+—-£-sin(0) 
Bxe dye L\ 

_ 3ivr _ 
V — r - ^ - W 30 

rdv dv 
—Lcos(<t>)+—s-stn(<j)) 
Bx. Bye 

\~~e 

dw, 

\-\ 

dw ^ 
-cos(0)+—-sin(0) 

Bxe Bye j 

vv, + 
'd*y 
{** ). 

(9.60) 
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9.4.2 Stability analysis 

T o analyze the closed loop system consisting of (9.57) and (9.60), w e first consider the 

i$e, ve, we) -subsystem, then move to the ze -dynamics. 

a) (0e,ve, we) -subsystem. For this subsystem, w e take the following Lyapunov function 

^i=|(t2+ve
2+w2) (9.61) 

whose the derivative along the solution of the last equation of (9.57) and (9.60), after some ma
nipulation, satisfies 

V^-pft+ftUe-*'™ (9.62) 
where p, is a positive constant and can be made arbitrarily large by increasing the design con

stants kx, k2,c2x andc2 2. £,(•) is a class-K function of j(ze(t0),(j)e(tQ),x\(t0),X(t0)) . From 

(9.62), it is not hard to show that 

||(0, it), ve it), we (0)| < a, (.)e-
ff'('-'») (9.63) 

where a,(«) is a class-if function of (ze(?oX0£(£o)>
ii(fo)>X(fo)) , and <r, is a positive constant. 

Hence (9.63) implies that the (<j)e, ve, we) -subsystem is AT-exponential stable at the origin 

b) ze -dynamics 

-Lower-bound of ze • Defining ze = ze — 8e, the first equation of (9.57) can be written as 

ze = -kx cos(<t>e)ze -cos(0e)(v + ve) >-kxze -\v + ve\ >-kxze -a2(.)e
<T2('"'o)(9.64) 

where a2(«) is a class-/i_ function of (ze(t0),<pe(t0),i\(t0),X(t0)) , and cr2 is a positive constant. 

From (9.64) and comparison principle, w e have 

zeit) * Zeito)e~
k,('"o) + - ^ ^ - ( ^ ( , - ' o ) -e-^'-'"'). (9.65) 

<J2 — kx 
Therefore the condition ze it) > z*e holds if 

a2 > kx, zM >-28e +-^-+ ze. (9.66) 
a2-kx 

-Upper-bound of ze • To estimate upper-bound of ze, we write the first equation of (9.57) as 

ze =-klze-kx(cos(<}>e)-l)ze+kx cos((j)e)8e -cos(0e)(v + v e ) . (9.67) 

B y taking the Lyapunov function V2 =0.5z
2 and noting that 0e, ve and v exponentially con

verge to zero, it is not hard to show that 

\ze(t)\^CX3(-)e-^'-
h)+p3 (9.68) 

where a3(«) is a class-AT function of \(ze(t0),<l>eit0),r\it0),X(t0)) , and a3 and p 3 are positive 

constants. The constant p3 can be made arbitrarily small by reducing 8e. 

9.4.3 Simulations 

T o illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed output-feedback path following controller, w e 

perform a numerical simulation. The observer gains are chosen the same as in Section 9.3.4. 

The design constants are: kx = 0.5; k2 = 5; c2I = c22 = 2; 5, = 82 = 83 = 0.05;8e = 0.2. The initial 
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conditions are: (tiT,coT) = ((-10,10,3.14),(0,0)), (iiT,XT) = ((15,5,3),(0,0)), s(0) = 0. The ref

erence speed of the virtual mobile robot is v0 = 5 m/s . The reference path to be followed is a 

horizontal straight-line for the first 20 seconds then followed by a circle with a radius of 20 m. 

Simulation results are plotted in Figures 9.6 and 9.7. From these figures, it can be clearly seen 

that the output-feedback proposed controller is able to force the mobile robot in question to fol

low the reference path, and that the path following error ze does not cross zero. The "pick" in 

the path following errors are due the fact that the reference path is nonsmooth when it changes 

from the straight-line to the circle. 

9.5 Conclusions 

This chapter presents a simple application of methodologies developed in previous chapters for 

underactuated surface ships and underactuated underwater vehicles to design a global output-

feedback controller to simultaneously solve the problem of stabilization and tracking, and an 

output-feedback path following controller for mobile robots. Extension of the proposed path 

following control design in this chapter to point-to-point navigation and parking for mobile ro

bots can be readily carried out as for surface ships. Numerical simulations illustrate the effec

tiveness of the proposed controllers. 
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Figure 9.7. Path following errors. 
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Chapter 10 

Global tracking control of a V T O L aircraft without velocity 

measurements 

This chapter presents an application of the methodologies developed for the ship trajectory 

tracking control in Chapter 4 to design a nonlinear output-feedback controller to force a non-

minimum phase, underactuated vertical take-off and landing ( V T O L ) aircraft to globally 

asymptotically track a reference trajectory generated by a reference model. The control 

development is based on a global exponential observer, some global coordinate transformations, 

Lyapunov's direct method and an extension of the backstepping technique. In addition, it is 

shown that our control design scheme can be extended to the case of control input saturation. 

Interestingly, the proposed methodology also yields new results for the previously studied 

problems of stabilization and output tracking or regulation. Numerical simulations illustrate the 

effectiveness of the proposed controller. 

10.1 Motivation 

Controlling a V T O L aircraft has recently received a lot of attention from the control 

community. The main difficulty with controlling V T O L aircraft is that it is underactuated and 

non-minimum phase. A n approximate input-output linearization approach was used in Hauser et 

al. (1992), Sepulchre et al. (1997), Huang and Yuan (2002), Tomlin and Sastry (1997) to 

develop a controller for stabilization and output tracking/regulation of a V T O L aircraft. In these 

papers, the controller was initially designed by ignoring the coupling between rolling moment 

and thrust. The controller parameters were then selected to take into account the effects of the 

coupling. In Martin et al. (1996), by noting that the output at a fixed point with respect to the 

aircraft body (Huygens center of oscillation) can be used, an interesting approach was 

introduced to design an output tracking controller. However, the proposed controller is not 

defined in the whole space. A simple approach was developed in Olfati-Saber (2002) to provide 

a global controller for stabilization of a V T O L aircraft. A n optimal controller was provided in 

Lin et al. (1999) for robust hovering control of a V T O L aircraft. In Al-diddabi and McClamroch 

(1998), dynamic inversion and robust control techniques were used to deal with the non-

minimum phase dynamics. However, this approach imposed restrictions on the desired 

reference trajectories. Recently, a dynamic high-gain approach was used in Setlur et al. (2001) 

to design a controller to force the V T O L aircraft to globally practically track a reference 

trajectory generated by a reference model. In all of the aforementioned papers, all of the V T O L 

aircraft states are required for feedback. 
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From the above discussion, an open problem for control of a V T O L aircraft is to design an 

output-feedback tracking controller when the measurements of velocities are not available for 

feedback. Under this controller, the V T O L aircraft globally asymptotically and locally 

exponentially tracks a reference trajectory generated by a reference model. Indeed, this tracking 

control problem should also include stabilization and output tracking/regulation studied in the 

above-mentioned papers. 

This chapter provides a simple positive answer to the above mentioned problem. The new result 

is facilitated by a global exponential observer, some nonlinear global coordinate transformations 

motivated by the ones used for the ship trajectory tracking control in Chapter 4, an extension of 

the backstepping technique and Lyapunov's direct method. 

10.2 Problem formulation 

A scaled mathematical model of a V T O L aircraft can be described as (Hauser et al., 1992) 

xx= x2 

x^ = -M, sin(0)+£u2 cos(9) 

yi = y 2 

y2 = ux cos(9) + £u2 sin(0) - g 

9=co 

(b = u2 

where xx, yx,9 denote position of the aircraft center of mass and roll angle, x2, y2,co denote 

linear and roll angular velocities of the aircraft, respectively, «, and u2 are the vertical control 

force and rotational moment, g > 0 is the gravitational acceleration and e is the constant 

coupling between the roll moment and the lateral force. It is seen that the aircraft model (10.1) 

is underactuated and that its zero dynamics are non-minimum phase for £ ̂  0 at the steady state 

when considering (xx,yx) as the output and 9 as an internal state. This phenomenon can be 

seen from (10.1) by setting xx=yx=x2=y2=0. W e assume that the reference trajectory to be 

tracked is generated by 

•*ir = X2r 

*2r = ~vhr sin(0r)+£u2r cos(9r) 

^r=y2r (10.2) 
y2r = uXr cos(9r)+£ulr sm(9r) - g 

9 =60 

(br=u2r 

where all of the variables in (10.2) have the same meaning as in (10.1). In this chapter, we are 

interested in designing the control inputs ux and u2 to force the aircraft model (10.1) to globally 
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asymptotically track the reference model (10.2) without measurements of the velocities 

x2, y2,co under the following assumption: 

Assumption 10.1 

/) The reference signals cor,ulr, u2r, ulr, iilr and u2r are bounded. 

2) There exists a strictly positive constant uXr such that 

uXr-£C0
2>uXr. (19.3) 

It is noted that the above condition covers the stabilization/regulation of the V T O L aircraft, and 

that the aircraft is not allowed to land faster than it freely falls under the gravitational force. 

10.3. Observer-based global tracking 

10.3.1 Observer design 

From (10.1), a reduced-order observer can be indeed designed. However, it is often noise-

sensitive. Here we use the following full-order observer: 

x2 = -w, sin(0) + £u2 cos(9) + kx2(xx—xx) 

y=92+k2x(yx-yx) 

y2 = ux cos(9) + £u2 sin(9) — g + k22 (y, - y,) 

9=cb + k3X(9-9) 

cd = u2+k32(9-9) 

where k{j, 1 < i < 3, 1 < j < 2 are positive constant observer gains. By defining the observer 

error as 

ir r -\T 

(10.4) 

X.-[^,x2,y,,y2,0,di] =[x,-x,,x2-x2,y,-y,,y2-y2,0-0,<D-d>] 

and subtracting (10.4) from (10.1), w e have 

X=AX , A = diag(Ai),Ai = 
-kiX I 

-ki2 0 
, / = 1, 2, 3. 

(10.5) 

(10.6) 

It is direct to show that 

|X(0| < %|X(f0)|<f^'-'^ V t >t0 > 0 (10.7) 

for some positive constants % and a0, which implies that (10.4) is a global exponential 

observer of (10.1). Therefore, in the following w e will design the desired tracking controllers 

ux and u2 based on the following transformed system: 
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xx — x2+ x2 

x2 = -w, sin(9)+£u2 cos(9) + kX2x\ 

y\ = h + % 
z. (10.8) 
y2 = w, cos(0) + £u2 sin(0) - g + k22yx 
9 =cd+co 

cb = u2 +k329. 

10.3.2 Coordinate transformations 

Solving for «2 from the last two equations of (10.1) and substituting in the second and fourth 

equations of (10.1), we have 

—(x, -£sin(0)) = x2 -£cos(9)co, —(x 2 -£cos(9)co) = -sin(0)(w, -eco
2), 

dt dt 

— ( y , + £cos(0)) = y2 -£sin(9)co, — ( y 2 -£sin(9)co) = cos(9)(ux -£(0
2)-g. 

dt dt 

(10.9) 

If w e consider xx -£sin(0) and y, + £cos(0) as outputs, it is seen that (10.9) is of a triangular 

form, and does not depend on u2. It is of interest to note that the above outputs coincide with 

the aircraft center of oscillation and they are the flat outputs, see Martin et al. (1996). Motivated 

by the above discussion, we define the following coordinate changes 

z, = x, - £ sin(0), z2 = x2 - £ cos(9)cd 

w, = y, +£cos(0), w 2 = y2 —£sm(9)cb. 

Applying the above coordinate changes to (10.8) results in 

z, =z2+x2 -£cos(9)cd 

wx =w2+y2-£ sin(0)d> 

z2 = -u\ sin(0)+£ sin(9)cbcd + ̂ x^ - £k32 cos(0)0 

w2 = w, cos(0)~g-£cos(9)cocd + k22yx -£k32sin(0)0 

9=cd+co 

co = u2+ k329 

where u\ = ux -£cb
2. Similarly, applying the coordinate changes 

zXr = x,r -esin(0r), z2r = x2r -£cos(9r)cor 
wn = yir+e cos(0r), w2r = y2r - £ sin(0r)cor 

to (10.2) yields 
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Z\r 

K 
z2r 
W2r 

er-
®r 

= z2r 
= w2r 

= -ux 

= uXr 

= cor 

= "2r 

,sin(0r) 

c o s ( 0 r ) - 8 
(10.13) 

where uXr =uXr -£C0
2. If one directly designs the control inputs ux and u2 to force (10.11) to 

track (10.13), it will be very complicated since the angle 9 enters in the third and fourth 

equations of (10.11). W e now interpret the tracking errors in a frame attached to the virtual 

aircraft as 

w. le 
= Jior) 

z, z,r 
Wl~Wlr. 

'~2e 

W. 2e. 

= J(9r) 
z2r 

w2-w2. 

0, 

CO. 

9-9, 

<jb-cor 
(10.14) 

where 

Ji0r) (10.15) 
~-sin(0r) cos(0r)" 

cos(0r) sin(0r) 

It is seen that the above coordinate changes are globally invertible and that convergence of 

izie>
Wu'z2e,w2e) to the origin implies that of (z, -zlr,wx -wXr,z2 -z2r,w2-w2r). Note that if 

one uses 7(0) instead of J(9r), it will be extremely difficult to design the control inputs for 

the resulted system. Differentiating both sides of (10.14) along the solutions of (10.11) and 

(10.13) yields 

Zie=z2e-wXecor+OzX 
Wle=W2e+ZXeC0r+OwX 

z2e = u\ cos(9e) -u\r- w2ecor - £ cos(9e)coeco + Oz2 

w2e = -ux sin(0£) + z2ecor + £ sin(0e )coeco + Ow2 

9e=coe+cd 

cbe =u2-u2r+k329 

where for simplicity of presentation, we have defined the following terms which exponentially 

converge to zero when X does: 

(10.16) 

OzX =-sin(0r)(x2 -£cos(0)d))+cos(0r)(y2 -£sin(0)di) 

OwX = cos(0r )(x2 - £ cos(0)«) + sin(0r )(y2 - £ sin(9)co) 

Oz2 =-sin(9r)(kX2xx -£k32cos(9)9)+cos(9r)(k22yx -£^32sin(0)0)-£cos(0e)tt>rd) 

Ow2 = cos(9r)(kX25i\ -£k32cos(9)9) + sin(9r)(k22yx -£k32sin(9)9)+£s'm(9e)corcd. 

(10.17) 

W e have therefore converted the tracking control problem to a problem of stabilizing (10.16) at 

the origin. 
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10.3.3 Control design 

It is observed that (10.16) is of a triangular form. Although there are connection terms between 

(zu,z2e) and (wXe,w2e) subsystems, they do not prevent us from applying the popular 

backstepping technique to (10.16), see below. To make our control design clear, we divide the 

control design into two steps. The first step designs ux while the control u2 is designed in the 

second step. 

Step 1. At this step, we design the control input ux and as an application of our approach used 

in underactuated ship tracking, the angle error 9e is also used as a "control" to stabilize the 

iZu > z2e, wXe, w2e) -subsystem. W e proceed in two sub-steps. 

Sub-step 1.1. Define 

z~2e = z2e-az, w2e = w2e-aw (10.18) 

where az and aw are virtual controls of z2e and w2e respectively. Consider the Lyapunov 

function 

Vii=V1+4+"£-i (io.i9) 

whose time derivative along the solution of (10.18) and the first two equations of (10.16) is 

Vu =^(z2e+ccz+OzX) + ̂ (w2e+aw + OwX) (10.20) 
A, A, 

where A, = y]l + zx
2
e + wXe . From (10.20), we choose 

«z=-^«,=-^ (10-21) 
A2 A2 

where A2 = yjl+z
2
e + wXe + z2e + w2e , kx and k2 are positive constants to be specified later. 

Remark 10.1. The choice of the virtual controls az and aw in (19.21) is different from a 

standard application of the backstepping technique in the sense that az and aw depend on 

z2e and w2e. This choice together with the Lyapunov function (19.19) instead of a quadratic 

function will result in a bounded control input ux (see Sub-step 1.2). This bounded control is 

crucial to obtain a global result, see Step 2. 

Substituting (10.21) into (10.20) gives 

^ =JlZl2e+k2wj+^+WX^L+0ii (1()22) 

A,A2 A, A, 

where the term Oxx containing the observer errors as a factor is defined as 
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0 = zleOzi . wXeOwX 
A, 

(10.23) 

Sub-step 1.2. Define 

9 e = 9 e - a e (10.24) 

where ae is a virtual control of 0e. To design ux and ae , w e take the following Lyapunov 

function 

VX2=VXX+ 0.5k3 ( z l + w l ) (10.25) 

where k3 is a positive constant, which is introduced to enhance the flexibility of choosing the 

design constants. Differentiating both sides of (10.25) along the solutions of (10.21) and (10.22) 

, the third and fourth equations of (10.16) gives 

^ = _ ^ ^ + ̂ j ^ ^ c o s ( a e ) _ - r ) + ^ s i n ( a e ) + / j + 
\A2 

k3w2e [b2X (u\ cos(ae) - u\r) +b22ux sin(ag) + fw ] + ge + 0X2 

where for simplicity of presentation, w e have defined the following terms: 

(10.26) 

-The terms bi},i = l,2, j = 1,2 are 

. , K-\e*u _ kxzXew2e k2wXez2e k2wXew2e 
% = 1 Ti—>% ~ — 7 3 — . * h \ 73 '^22 --1 + -3 

A 2 Aj2 AJ2 A 2 

-The terms / and fw, which will be canceled at this step, are 

/z = 
Zle 

k3Ax 

w. 

k k z 
° W +-±-iZ2e-Wle°>r) ^TT iZU Z2e+

WleW2e^ 

k,w. 
h =TT + ClZ(0r +^i^2e+Zu(Or)--^-(ZuZ2e+WXeW2e). 

k3Ax A2 A{ 

-The term ge, which will be canceled in the next step, is 

8e = k3itx [(h xz2e + b2X w2e )((cos(0£) -1) cos(ae) - sin(0e) sin(ae)) + 

ibl2~Z~2e + ̂ 22™2eX(cOS(0e ) -1) sin(Gfe ) + SUl(0^ ) C O S ^ ))]. 

-The term Ol2, which contains the observer error as a factor, is defined as 

k?Ou kO 
-£ cos(9e )cvecd + Oz2 + -L-iL 

AT 

^12 - *3Z2« 

kiik&^+kzw^) 

+ k3w-2e -£sin(9e)coecd + Ow2 + ̂̂
vi 

*l 
[zleOzX + wXeOwX + z2e (-£ cos(0e )coeco+Oz2) + 

(10.27) 

(10.28) 

(10.29) 

(10.30) 

w ^ (£ sin(0e )coecd+OwZj\ + Oxl. 

By noting that Ox2 is of at most linear in z2ecoe and w2ecoe, i.e. no nonlinear damping is needed 

for the observer effects at this step, from (10.26), w e choose the control input iix and ae such 

that 
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bx, («, cos(ae )-uXr)+ bx2ux sin(ag ) + fz= —^, 

- k w (10'31) 

b2X (ux cos(ae )-uXr)+b22ux sin(ae ) + fw=
 sWle 

A3 
where A 3 = yjl + z2e + w\e , k4 and k5 are positive constants to be selected later. Solving (10.31) 

results in 

ae=arctan(Ml2/(Mlr+«,,)), 

"i = ("ir + "i 1) cos(ae ) + uX2 sin(ae) 

where 

(10.32) 

"n 

(10.33) 
h h -h U (-(k^2e/Ai+fz)b22+(k5^2e^i+fW)bi2) 
°\\°12 °12C'21 

^ = hh -h U ((k*Z-r/A- +fr)bU -^5^/A3 +fW)hi\ 
^ l l ^ °12°21 

From expressions of by, i = 1,2, j = 1,2 given in (10.27), we have 

bxxb22-bx2b2X =-l + Mfr.+^^_2kxk2zXez2wXew2e 
A\ A\ A\ 

Therefore, there is no singularity in (10.33), if the positive constants kx and k2 are chosen such 

that 

kx+k2+2kxk2<l. (10.35) 

Moreover, the virtual control ae in (10.32) is well-defined if 

"lr+"ll>0- (10.36) 

This condition, as a simple calculation shows, is equivalent to 

M. < " ( * , +k2)jl + kx +k2) + (l + k2)(3kx +l/k3+k4) + kx(k5 +l/k3 +3k2) >Q 
U[r l-(kx+k2+2kxk2) 

Indeed, there always exist positive constants k n l < i < 5 such that (10.37) holds. Also it can be 

shown from (10.32) and (10.33) that wj is bounded by some positive constant, which can be 

calculated easily from (10.32) and (10.33). Note that under the conditions (10.35) and (10.37), 

ae is a smooth function of zu, z2e, wXe, w2e, cor and wjr. Substituting (10.32) into (10.26) 

yields 

y =Me+
k2"?e_kiik4Z2

2
e+k5W

2
2e)+ge + ^ (1Q 3g) 

A,A2 A3 

Step 2. At this step, we design u2 to stabilize (9e,coe)-system. Define 

rOe=coe-aa (10.39) 

where am is a virtual control of coe. To design am, we take the Lyapunov function 
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V2x=V12+0.59
2. (10.40) 

By differentiating both sides of (10.40) along the solutions of the fifth equation of (10.16), 

(10.38), (10.39), the virtual control am is chosen as 

, TT 8a Baa , x Baa,_ ,- . _ -. Ba0 , •. 
a* - - h ^ -^-+--7JL(z2e -wXeo}r)+—

L(uxcos(9e)-uXr -w2ecor)+-
JL(w2e +zucor) + 

9e dzu dz2e dwXe 
daa , _ . ,n x x daa . daa ^ 

-^-(-uxsm(9e) + z2ecor)+—^cor+~^-u]r 
dw2e dC0r duXr 

(10.41) 
where k6 is a positive constant. Note that ge I9e with ge being given in (10.29) is well defined 

I i 

because s\n(9e)/9e = \eos(9eX)dX and (cos(9e)-l)/9e =-\s\n(9eX)dX are smooth functions 
o o 

of 9e. Hence am is a smooth function of zXe, z2e, wXe, w2e, 9e,cor,cbr, uXr and u\r. Note that at 

this stage, we do not need a nonlinear damping term for the observer effects since 02X, see 

(10.43), is of at most linear in 9ecoe and we wish to design a weak nonlinear control law of aa . 

Differentiating both sides of (10.40) along the solution of (10.38) and the fifth equation of 

(10.16), and using (10.39), (10.41) give 

y =Me+^e_k3(k4Z2
2
e+k5W

2
e)_k-2 + - ^ ^ 

A,A2 A3 

where the term 02X, which contains the observer error as a factor, is defined as 

02l=9e 
~ Baa ^ daa „ daa , _ _ 3afl 
co+—^-OzX +~---OwX +^(-£cos(9Jcveco+Oz2)+—

l-(£sm(9e)coecd+Ow2) Bzie dwXe BZ2e 3 W~, 
+oi2 

v2e 

(10.43) 

We are now ready to design the control input u2 by considering the Lyapunov function 

V22=V21+0.5®
2. (10.44) 

By differentiating both sides of (10.44) along the solutions of the last equation of (10.16), 

(10.39), (10.41), the control input u2 is chosen as 

i - ~ Bam . Bam .. Bam _^ Bam ~ Bam, N 
„ = - M e ~Be +u2r +^-cor +^-cor + - ^ u X r + ^ + ^ ( Z 2 e -wXecor)+ 

-^(uxcos(9e)-uXr -Wle(0r)+--^-{w2e +zlecor)+^=-{-ux sin(9e) + Z2e(Dr)+^Q.e +u2dam 
dz-u dwle dw^ B9e 

(10.45) 

where kj is a positive constant, and the damping term u2dam to take care of observer error 

effects is given by 
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U2dam = ~S 

2 

+ 
[Me) 

2 

+ Idz* ) 
. 2 ,x (Ba. 
(co)+l) + 

\2 

•)w '2e 

i<K+l) + 
(Ba, \2 

B9. 
ae (10.46) 

where 8 is a positive constant. Differentiating both sides of (10.44) along the solutions of 

(10.42) and the last equation of (10.16) and using (10.45) yield 

^ 2 2 = -
kx zXe + k2wXe k3 (k4z2e + k5w2e) 

A,A5 
-k69

2-k7(0
2+u2damcoe+022 (10.47) 

where the term 022 containing the observer error as a factor, is defined as 

O22=coe 
"\ "\ ~\ —\ 

M~+____L0zi +-^Owl +-^(-ecos(0e)aJed>+Oz2)+P^(£sin(0eHdj+Ow2) + 
Bzle BwXe Bz •2e dw. le 

Bam _ 
— - c o 
30 

+0, 21-

(10.48) 

By replacing coe by coe +aa in all of the terms 0X2,02X and 022, and noting that wj is bounded 

by some positive constant, after a lengthy but simple calculation by completing squares, it is 

readily shown that 

y^ ^Zl+^e _ki(Kzt+k5W
2
2e) _k-2 2 +Xl(.))e«™ 

A,A2 A3 (10.49) 

^(Xii')V22+X2i'))e'
a°{'-to) 

where £,(•) and #2(»)
 are some class-/£ functions of X(.0) . To prove convergence of 

(z,e, wXe,z2e, w2e,9e,coe) to zero based on (10.49), we need the following lemma, whose proof is 

elementary. 

L e m m a 10.1. Consider the following first order scalar differential equation 

x = (ax+b) e-c("h) ,Vf>f0>0 (10.59) 

where a>0,b>0 and c> 0 are constants. The solution of (19.59) is bounded and satisfies 

|x(0|<K)kfl/c+^"'(^/c-l):=^(|^o)|)'Vr>f0>0. (19.51) 

Applying L e m m a 10.1 to the second line of (10.49), we have 

^(O^^^X^X^^X^^X^aoX^^xe,^),^^))!!) with n22(.) being calculated from 

Lemma 10.1. This implies that z2e,w2e,9e,coe,ux,u2 are also bounded for all te [0,°°). With 

this observation in mind, the first line of (10.49) yields 

v <Me+k2wl _k3(k4zl+k5w
2
2e)_kj2 _^+{Xi(.)^(.)+X2i.))e-^'^ (10.52) 

•^ A A A AimA2ra *3m 
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where Aim ,i = 1,2,3 are A, with the arguments being replaced by their upper bounds. Applying 

Babarlat's lemma to (10.52), it is readily shown that 

\irn,^(zxM^eit),z2M<it)Ait)Ait)) = 0. (10.53) 

By construction, see (10.18),(10.21),(10.24) and (10.32), (10.53) implies that 

lirnt^(zXeit),wXe(t),z2M
wieit)Aitl<»eit))-0-

W e now summarize the main result of the chapter. 

Theorem 10.1. Under Assumption 10.1, the dynamic output-feedback control law consisting of 

(10.8), (10.32) and (10.45) forces the aircraft (10.1) to globally asymptotically track the 

reference model (10.2) if the design constants k-,l<i<5 are chosen such that (10.35) and 

(10.37) hold. 

Remark 10.2. 

Under the condition (10.3), see Assumption 10.1, Brockett's condition does not apply to our 

proposed controller. If this condition is relaxed, a time-varying or discontinuous control 

approach has to be considered. 

10.4 Simulations 

In this section, we perform a numerical simulation to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed 

controller with £ = 0.8. The observer and control gains are chosen as: 

Itjl — <^2\ — ^31
 = A> ^12 = ^22

 = ^32 ~~ > 1 ~~ 2 ~" '-'•tD,/^ = i.,K4 = K- = KjJ\, K^ = Kn = J,0 = \J.l 

and the initial conditions are 

x,(0) = y,(0) = 5, 0(0) = 0.2, x2(0) = y2(0) =co(0) = 0.2, 

% ( O ) = ylr(O) = 0r(O) = x2r(O) = y2r(O)=G)r(O)=O,x1(O) = y1(O)=3,0(O) = O.l, 

x2(0) = y2(0)=©(0) = 0. 

In the first simulation, we consider the case of stabilizing the aircraft at the origin. Simulation 

results are plotted in Figure 10.1. In the second simulation, the goal is of forcing the aircraft to 

track a sinusoid signal of 5(sin(0.k) + 1.2) in the vertical plane generated by (10.2). One can 

show that there exists uXr for this case with uXr > 2 (see Assumption 1). Indeed, with the above 

choice of control gains and reference signal, conditions (10.35) and (10.37) hold. The results 

are plotted in Figure 10.2. Norm of observer errors is also plotted in these figures. It is seen 

from this figure that the tracking errors asymptotically converge to zero as expected. 
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10.5 Conclusions 

This Chapter has presented a methodology to develop an output-feedback controller to force an 

underactuated non-minimum phase VTOL aircraft to globally asymptotically and locally 

exponentially track a reference trajectory generated by a suitable model. The keys to success of 

the proposed controller are the coordinate transformation (10.14) and an extension of the 

backstepping technique in Section 10.3.3. 
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Figure 10.1 Stabilization results: Reference trajectories (dot), real trajectories (solid). 
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Figure 10.2. Tracking results: Reference trajectories (dot), real trajectories (solid). 
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Chapter 11 

Adaptive global stabilization of nonholonomic systems with 
strong nonlinear drifts 

A new input-to-state scaling scheme is first introduced to transform a class of nonholonomic 

systems in a chained form with strong nonlinear drifts and unknown constant parameters into a 

strict feedback form. The backstepping technique is then applied to design a global adaptive 

stabilization controller. A switching strategy based on the control input magnitude and the time is 

derived to get around the phenomenon of uncontrollability. Furthermore, to overcome the strong 

nonlinear drifts, which may cause a finite escape, the control input, uQ, is designed to dominate the 

nonlinear drifts and vanishes only when the state x0 approaches the origin. Simulation examples 

validate the effectiveness of the proposed controller. 

11.1 Motivating example 

A difficulty in designing adaptive stabilization controllers for chained systems with drifts is that the 

state of the x0 -subsystem can have several zero crossings due to transient behavior of the unknown 

parameter estimate. This phenomenon causes difficulties in applying the state scaling. To illustrate 

difficulties in control of nonholonomic systems with strong nonlinear drifts including in the x0 -

subsystem, let us consider a problem of stabilizing the following simple system at the origin 

x0=u0+ax
2, 

xx=u0x2, (11.1) 

x2 =«,. 

In discontinuous approach, see for example Jiang (2000b), assuming that x0(?0)*0one might 

design the control u0 and apply the state scaling for (11.1) as follows: 

u0 = -kox0 -ax\,zx=—, z2 = x2 (11.2) 

to transform (11.1) into 

XQ ~ ~KQXQ , 

Zi = ~z2ik0 + ax0) + k0zx, (11.3) 

z2=«,. 
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It is seen that the second equation in (11.3) is uncontrollable whenever kQ + ax0 (t) = 0. The 

situation is even more catastrophic when the x0-subsystem contains stronger nonlinearities of x0 

and the parameter a is unknown. In addition, when x0(to) = 0 if one applies a constant input 

u0 =u0 for 0<to<t<t* as proposed in Astolfi (1996) to drive x0 away from zero, due to the 

nonlinearity ax\, the solution x0 may blow up or even escape to infinity before the control input u0 

is switched back to u0 = -k0x0 - ax„. 

The above discussion motivates us to investigate a new solution to stabilize nonholonomic systems 

in a chained form with strong nonlinear drifts and unknown constant parameters, see Section 11.2. 

11.2 Problem formulation 

In this chapter, w e study a class of the following perturbed canonical nonholonomic systems 

x0=u0+%(x0)
T9, 

xi=u0xi+x+<pi(x0,u0,xl,---,xi)
T9, l<i<n-l, (11.4) 

xm=ul+(pH(xo,uo,xy
T0, 

where u0 and ux are control inputs, x0 and x = [x,,---,xn] are states, ^ 0 ( X 0 ) G 9 1
P and 

Vi (x0, u0, x,, • • •, x;) G SR
P, 1 < i < n are vectors of smooth nonlinear functions of x0, w0 and x,, • • •, x,, 

0 e 9 F is a vector of unknown bounded parameters. Indeed when q?0=0and <p, = 0 , the system 

(11.4) becomes a standard chain form which has been extensively studied in the literature. W e 

impose the following assumption on <p0(x0) and ^.(X^M,,,*,,---.^.). 

Assumption 11.1. The vector <p0(x0) consists of smooth nonlinear functions of x0 with x0 as a 

factor and the vectors fl>I.(x0,w0,x1,-",x/), l < i < n consist of smooth nonlinear functions of 

x0,«0,x,,"-,xI. with (x0,x,,"-,x,.) as a factor. In addition, (p0(x0)
 anc* <PiixQ,u(i,xx,---,xi) are 

bounded when their arguments are bounded. 

The above assumption implies that the origin is the equilibrium point of system (11.4). We impose 

this structure on (p0ix0) and ^.(x^w-.Xp-"..^) to avoid uncontrollability of x-subsystem in the 

limit when x0 —»0 as t —> °°. 

Global adaptive full state feedback stabilization problem. Design an adaptive control law of the 

form 

"o =0o(*b..4,), /i0 ̂ Zo-toM ( U 5) 

ux =-dx(xQ,pQ,x,p), p = xix0,pQ,x,p) 
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such that all solutions x0(0 and x(t) of system (11.4) converge to zero as r-*°°, p and p0 are 

bounded, with x0 and x being measurable states. 

The triangular structure of system (11.4) suggests us that the control inputs w0 and ux should be 

designed in two separate stages. The control input u0 should be designed to globally asymptotically 

stabilize the x0 -subsystem while the control input w, takes care of the rest. However since u0 is 

expected to converge to zero as t -> «>, the x-subsystem will approach to an uncontrollable mode in 

the limit. Hence the control input ux has to be designed such that it guarantees all states xx,---,xn 

converge to the origin faster than u0 does. In Section 11.4, w e will introduce an input-to-state 

scaling after designing the control input u0 to fulfill the task of K, . 

11.3 x0-subsystem 

As discussed in Section 11.1, in order to remove the obstacle of zero crossings of u0 due to the 

parameter update and strong nonlinear drifts in the x0 -subsystem, w e design the control input uQ 

such that it dominates the nonlinear drifts and vanishes only when the state x0 approaches to the 

origin. W e consider two cases, x0(t0)*0 and x0(tQ) = 0. From Assumption 11.1, there exists a 

vector of nonlinear functions 0o(xo)e Si
p such that %(x0) = x0Q0(x0). 

Case of x0(r0) * 0, we design the control input u0 as 

u0(x0,9) = x0p0(x0,90), 

I ; :r (n.6) 
po(xo,0) = -0o(xo)

r0o - ^ k
2 + (<pQix0)

T90) 

where 0O is an estimate of 0 and k0 is a positive constant. 

Remark 11.1 The above chosen control input w0 does not cancel (p0ix0)
T90 when <po(xo)

r0o is 

negative. u0(t)*0, V x0(t)*0 independently from 0O since po(xo,0)<O, Vx0(0e9t and 

90(t)e iK
p. In fact, (11.6) is a modified form of Sontag's formula, see Sontag (1989). 

The parameter estimate 0O of 0 is chosen as 

% = Lo^o ixo )> (11.7) 

T0(*o)
 = xo<Po(*o) 

where r o is a diagonal positive definite matrix. 
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Case of x0(t0) = 0, the control input u0 is designed as 

u0ix0,9Q) = x0p0(x0,90)-i-r]0, if (xoPo(x0,90)+T]0>u0) and (t<ts), ,n8) 

u0ix0,90) = x0p0(x0,00) elsewhere, 

where 0<u0 <rj0, ts >t0 and po(xo,0o) is given in (11.6). The selection of the control input w0 in 

(11.8) is interpreted as follows. At the initial time, x0(f0) = 0, the positive constant t]0 in u0 drives 

the state x0(0 away from zero, so x0(t) increases. 

Because of po(xo,0o)<O, V (x0(t),90(t))e 9t
p+1 and the structure of the x0-subsystem, 

xopo(xo,0o) +T]0 decreases but not necessarily cross zero. If the condition x0p0(x0,90) + T]0 >u0 

holds from t0 to tsX with tsX < ts, then switching will occur at tsX. On the other hand if the condition 

xoPoixo>@o) + rlo - uo holds from tQ to ts2 with ts2 > ts, then switching will happen at ts. 

Remark 11.2. Due to the nonlinear function (p0(xQ)
T90, it is difficult to determine the switching 

time for the control input u0 before it crosses zero. Therefore we have used the magnitude of the 

control input w0, and the time to determine the switching time. 

We now present the first result of this chapter, which is crucial for the input-to-state scaling in the 

next section. 

Lemma 11.1. For any initial conditions lx0(t0),9(t0))e 9l
p+1, the solution x0(t) exists and satisfies 

A. 

Iim(_^x0(f) = 0. The parameter update 90(t) is bounded and converges to an invariant set. 

Furthermore, the control u0(x0,90) given by (11.6) or (11.8) also exists, does not cross zero and 

satisfies lim,^, w0 (x0 (O,0Oit)) = 0. 

Proof of Lemma 11.1. We first show that Umr^„x0(0 = 0 and 90(t) is bounded for all 

0 < /0 < / < oo . Consider the following Lyapunov function 

1 , l^T 
^ 0 = ^ 0 + ^ 0 ^ 0 (H-9) 

with 0 O = 0 - 0 O . 
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For the case of x0(f0)*o, differentiating (11.9) along the solution of the x0-subsystem, noting 

(11.6) and (11.7) yields V0 <-k0xl which implies that lim,^,x0(0 = 0 and 0o(r) is bounded for all 

0<f0<f<oo. 

For the case of x0(t0) = 0, assuming that t = t' when u0 = u0, it can be seen that x0(0 is bounded 

for 0 < t0 < t < t*, and asymptotically converges to zero for t > t by differentiating the Lyapunov 

function (11.9) along the solution of the x0-subsystem and noting (11.8) and (11.7) as 

| -kQx
2 + r]ax0, for t0 < t < t', 

V0<\
 0 0 '° ° ° (11.10) 
[-^XQ, elsewhere. 

From Um/_+oox0(0 = 0 and 0o(r) is bounded, w e need to show that x0(0 does not cross zero by 

substituting M O ( X O , 0 O ) into the x0-subsystem as 

( r.—7~ 777 _ _^ 
xo ~~ xo 

\ 2" 

Jk20+(ti(x0)9Q) -0o
r(xo)0o 

Since x0(t) and 90(t) are bounded, the solution of (11.11) is 

(11.11) 

-jau)ds 

x0(t) = x0(t0)e-° (11.12) 

where Sl(s) = Jk2 + ($ (x0(s))90(s))
2 - $ (x0(s))00(s). It is clear from (11.12) that x0(0 can be 

only zero at t = t0 when x0(r0) = 0 or t = °°. 

Hence w e can see from Remark 11.1 that the control wo(xo,0o) exists, does not cross zero and 

satisfies U m , ^ u0 (x0(t),90 (t)) = 0. 

It is of interest to note that the use of (11.7) to update the unknown parameter 0 will result in 

overparameterization. However, it allows us to establish the stability of the x0-subsystem 

independently from the x-subsystem. 

11.4 Input-to-state scaling 

Having designed the control input u0 that satisfies properties in L e m m a 11.1, the remaining 

obstacle to design a global adaptive stabilization control input H, for system (11.4) is to remove the 

control input u0 in front of x; ,1 < i < n. To overcome this obstacle, w e propose the following global 

input-to-state scaling transformation 
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z , = ^ - , l<i<n (11.13) 
u0 

If the nonlinear function cp0(x0)
T9 is equal to zero, the control input u0 is a linear function of x0. 

The coordinate transformation (11.13) becomes the state-scaling used in the literature. We also note 

that (11.13) is well defined for all te [0,°°). Applying (11.13) to (11.4) yields a transformed system 

in the z coordinate as 

xo=uo(xo,0o) + (po(xo)
T0, 

zi=zM+fiix0,90,zi) + <t>iix0A^i)
TQ^^i<^ (11-14) 

zn^ux+(j)n(x0,9Q,z)
T9. 

where 

fiix0,90,zi) = -in-i)-L 
(du^ Bu0 

°x0 30o 

, , A _. (pi(x0,u0,xx,---xi) ..ZjBu0 . ,^. 
0,(^o^o^;)= „-/ '--(n-i)-+-—2-(p0(xQ),l<i<n (H.15) 

"o "o « b 

hiXoA>Z)=<PniXo>
U0>Xl>-"'Xn)> 

zi=[zx,---,zi] , z = [zx,---,z] . 

It should be noted that from Assumption 11.1 on nonlinear vectors <p(.(x0,w0,x,,• • •,x(.), l<i<n and 

from Lemma 11.1, all of the terms <P'(*("Mo,*1'"''*|) and — ^- are well defined for all 
"o ' "o 30o 

re[0,oo). 

We can now observe that system (11.14) is a strict feedback form with z being the measurable state 

vector since 0O is known from (11.7). Therefore the control design procedure in Krstic et al. (1995) 

can be applied to design the control input «, to stabilize system (11.14) at the origin. 

11.5 Design of control ux and main result 

For convenience of the reader, design of the control ux is briefly presented in this section. We first 

consider the case of x0(t0) * 0. Then, the case of x0(t0) = 0 will be discussed later. 

11.5.1 Case of x0(t0) *0 

In this case, the control input u0 is given in (11.6). 
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Step 1. At this step, w e consider the scalar z, -subsystem of (11.14) with z2 as its control. 

Introducing first two error variables <?, = z, and e2 = z2 - « , , where «, is referred to the first virtual 

control and is chosen as 

al(x0,90,zl,9) = -klel-fl(x0,90,zl)-col(x0,90,zl)
T9, (11.16) 

where kx is a positive design constant, 9=9-9 with 0 being an estimate of 0 , and for 

uniformity with subsequent steps, w e have defined 

0ix(x0,90,zl) = <l>x(x0,90,zl) (11.17) 

It is noted that a,(xo,0o,z,,0) is a smooth function and satisfies a,(xo,0o,O,0) = 0, 

V(x0, 0O je SR
P+1. From (11.16) and the first equation of (11.14) and (11.16), w e have the first error 

differential equation 

ex =-kxex +e2 +(U,(xo,0o,z,)
r0 (11.18) 

With (11.18), the derivative of the quadratic function V, =—e\ +—9TT~X9 with T being a diagonal 

positive definite matrix, satisfies 

V; =-kxe\ +exe2 -9
T(r!0 - T , ( X O , 0 O , Z , ) ) (11.19) 

where 

r, (x0,0O, z,) = excox (x0,0O, z,) (11.20) 

Step i (1 < / < n). At this step we consider z1+1 as the control variable of the i'
h equations of (11.14). 

At step (i - l)'h w e have the result 

Vi.x=-YJkje) +ei_xei -0"
r(r-10"-T(_1(xo,0o,z;._1,0)) +wM(xo,0o,z;._„0y (6-Tx^xJ^J)}. 

(11.21) 

Introduce eM = zM - ai, where a,, is referred to be the i'
h virtual control. At this step, choosing 

ag"(^4'^^)r0T0(^) + X
3gH(V0,^,e)(^. + //^A.^))+ di-22) 

30o .-i dZj 

da (x 9 7 9) - t3 3a,(xn,0n,z,,0) 

da,._,(x0.«..v,^rT<(j. tflo,5,e) + ̂ gjri ^ °; °' ̂' ̂ ( ^ , 0 . ^ , 0 ) 
30 y=l O0 

with ife,. being a positive constant and 
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xi(x0,90,zi,9) = xi_l(x0,90,zi_l,9) + e,.ft),(xo,0o,z;.,0) 

3x0 j=l dzj 

(11.23) 

results in the i'h error differential equation 

i, =-e,i -kf,,+eM +coi(xJ0,zi,9)
T9 + aa'-l(^'^'g)(rr,.(xo,0o,z:.,0)-0

X) + 

" 8«J(xbt0o,z},g) . _ ~ 
L e ; + i —

J — ^ — — r ( y v . ( x o , 0 o , z 7 , 0 ) 
1=1 da 

(11.24) 

Again note that that a,(xo,0o,z,.,0) is a smooth function and satisfies 

a,.(xo,0o,O,0) = 0, V(x0,0o,0)e iK
2p+l. (11.25) 

1 2 
It can be shown that the derivative of the quadratic function Vt = Vt_x + —ei satisfies 

J, -Ti .; - - \ ii 3a,(xn,0n,Z;,0)/- - -\ 
V i < - ^ y j + e i e i + x - 9

T ( r - x 9 - x i ( x 0 , 9 0 , z i , 9 ) y ^
 J" ° J J ' \9 -Tx^O^O)) 

(11.26) 

Step n. At the step n-1, we have defined en = z„ -an_x, where an_x is the (n - l)'
h virtual control 

variable. At this final step, we design the control input w, and the update law for 0 to stabilize 

(e,, • • •, en) - system with respect to the quadratic function 

V„=Vn_l+0.5e
2
n (11.27) 

whose derivative satisfies 

V»=-rtkje2 d1^8) 
7=1 

with the control w, chosen as 

ux(xj0,z,9) = -en_x -knen -con(x0,90,z,9)
T9 + d a ^ x o ^ z B - x , 9 ) ^ + 

Bx0 

30o ;=i 3z; 

do y=i da 

(11.29) 

with fcn being a positive constant, and the update law for 0 selected as 
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e = rxn(x0,o0,z,e) (11.30) 

where we have defined 

°x0 ^1 3z7 

xn (x0,0O, z,9) = T„_, (x0,0O, zn_x ,9) + encon (x0,90, z,0) 

It is not hard to show that the n'h error differential equation yields 

<=-**. ~knen +o;B(xo,0;,z,0y0" +
 8a"-l(^rI"-1^)(rTn(xo,0o,z,0)-0l + 

30 ' ' 
t? 3a.(xo,0o,zy,0) . 

Le/>i— l—-rr~^—rwn(xo,0o,z,0). 
j=i dO 

(11.31) 

(11.32) 

11.5.2 Case of x0(r0) = 0 

In this case the control input u0 is given in (11.8). The control input «, is essentially designed the 

same as for the case of x0(t0) •£ 0. Note that all of the virtual controls a, and at are discontinuous 

at t = t . Due to strong nonlinear functions q>t in (11.4), if one applies a constant control input 

ux =ux for 0<t0 <t <t*, some solutions of x-subsystem may blow up before the control u0 is 

switched. To prevent this phenomenon, the control input w, is also designed as in Section 11.5.1 

with the control input u0 given in (11.8). In other words, the control input ux is given in (11.29) 

with u0 in (11.8). 

We are now ready to present the main result of this chapter. 

Theorem 11.1 Under Assumption 11.1, if the above switching control scheme, the update laws 

given in (11.7) and (11.30), the control u0 given in (11.6) and (11.8), and the control ux given in 

(11.29) are applied to the system (11.4), then the system (11.4) is globally asymptotically regulated 

at the origin. Furthermore the parameter updates 90 and 0 are bounded and converge to an 

invariant set. 

Proof of Theorem 11.1 Since we have already proven that lim,^ x0(0 = 0 and 0O is bounded in 

Section 11.3, we just need to show that lim,^x(t) = 0 and 0 is bounded. Furthermore, based on 

the above analysis, it suffices to prove the statement in the case of x0(t0) *0. 
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In this case, from (11.27) and (11.28), w e have lim,_^e(O = 0 and 0 is bounded and converges to 

an invariant set. By construction, ei = zJ+, - a,, and the property (11.25) of a,, w e have 

ai(xJQ,zJ) = %jaij(xJ0,zi,0) (11.33) 

where a^A^fi) is a smooth function. Therefore we have lim,^ z(t) = 0 which implies from 

(11.13) that lim,^ x(t) = 0. This completes the proof of Theorem 11.1. 

11.6 Simulation Examples 

To verify our proposed controller, w e consider the following low dimensional system. 

Example 11.1. Consider a system with parametric uncertainty 

XQ — UQ T OXQ , 

x, = w0x2 + ax\, (11.34) 

where the unknown constant parameter a is assumed to be bounded. The control objective is to 

design w0 and u, such that (x0 (0, xx (t), x2 (t)) -»0 as t -> <» regardless to a bounded value of x0 (0). 

It is noted that the controller proposed in Jiang (2000b) fails to globally stabilize (11.34) since the 

x0 -subsystem is not globally Lipschitz. It can be seen that system (11.34) can be brought into a 

system in the form of (11.4) with 

<Po(*o) = [*o ° °] ,<Pi0O = [0 x,2 0] ,<p2(x0,x,,x2) = [0 0 x0x,x2f and0 = [a a a] ; 

and Assumption 11.1 satisfies. Hence the controller proposed in this chapter is applicable. In 

simulation, w e pick k0 = 2.5, kx = 2, k2 = 5,7]0 = 5, u0 = 3 , T0 = T = 0.5 and the unknown parameter 

a is assumed to be 0.5. The simulation result for the case of initial conditions 

(x0(0),x,(0),x2(0)) = (1.5,2.5.3.5), (a0(0),a(0)) = (0.1,0.1), is plotted in Figure 11.1 while the 

result for (x0(0),x,(0),x2(0)) = (0,2.5.3.5) is in Figure 11.2. It is clear from these figures that all of 

the state x0, x, andx2 asymptotically converge to zero and the parameter estimates a0 and a, are 

bounded as proven in Theorem 11.1. 

The following example is considered to compare our proposed adaptive control controller with the 

exponential stabilization approach based on homogeneous systems theory. 

Example 11.2 Consider the third order system in a chain with parametric uncertainty 
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xx=u0x2+ PiXl + p2x
2, (11.35) 

where p, andp2 are small unknown parameters. When px =0 and/?2 =0, the control scheme 

proposed in McCloskey and Murray (1997) is applied to yield a continuous, but non-smooth at the 

origin, time varying state exponential controller, see Jiang (2000b) for a deviation of this controller. 

To test the robustness of this controller, w e assume that (11.35) has small parametric uncertainties 

Pi = P2 =0.2 and the initial condition of (x0(0),x,(0),x2(0)) = (1,1,1). Simulation result is plotted 

in Figure 11.3. It is clear from this figure that, the controller proposed in (McCloskey and Murray, 

1997) fails to stabilize (11.35) with even relatively small parametric uncertainties. The instability 

results from the fact that the terms p,x, andp2x
2 driving x, away from the origin to a sufficiently 

large value. From this large enough value, the term p2x,
2 drives x, to infinity in a finite time. 

Indeed, the system (11.35) is a simple form of (11.4). Hence our proposed control design procedure 

is straightforward to apply. 

W e simulate with initial conditions: (x0(0),x,(0),x2(0),p,(0),p2(0)) = (1,1,1,0.05,0.05). In the 

simulation, w e pick k0 =1, kx =0.5, k2 =10, T = diag(1.5) and the unknown parameters are 

assumed to be px = p2 =0.2. Simulation results are plotted in Figure 11.4 indicating that all states 

converge to zero and estimates of all unknown parameters are bounded. 

11.7 Conclusions 

A global adaptive stabilization controller has been proposed for nonholonomic systems in a chained 

form with strong nonlinear drifts and unknown constant parameters by introducing an input-to-state 

scaling and application of the backstepping technique. The controls are not only continuous in time 

t but also smooth as long as the initial value of the state is different from zero. W h e n this condition 

fails, the switching scheme, based on the magnitude of the designed control u0, and the time that is 

easy to detect, has been provided. Earlier control algorithms in the literature do not apply to the 

class of nonholonomic systems studied in this chapter. 
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Figure 11.1. Simulation results of Example 11.1 with (x0(0),x,(0),x2(0)) = (2,2.5.3.5). 
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Chapter 12 

Conclusions and future work 

12.1 Conclusions 

The thesis has reported new results on stabilization, trajectory tracking control and path 

following of underactuated surface ships and underactuated underwater vehicles based on 

nonlinear control theory and combined with thorough process knowledge. A global output-

feedback controller for simultaneous stabilization and tracking controller, and an output-

feedback controller for mobile robots at the torque level have been developed. Global trajectory 

tracking control, which included the stabilization and output regulation, of a V T O L aircraft was 

also addressed. In addition, a novel result on adaptive global stabilization of nonholonomic 

systems with strong nonlinear drifts has also been presented. For each newly developed 

methodology, numerical simulations have been carried out to illustrate its effectiveness. 

A controller has been developed in Chapter 2 for underactuated surface ships with only surge 

force and yaw moment available to globally asymptotically track a reference trajectory 

generated by a suitable virtual ship in a frame attached to the ship body without imposing the 

yaw reference velocity to satisfy restrictive P E conditions of various kinds as required in the 

literature. As a result, the proposed controller is able to force the underactuated ship to track a 

curve including a circle and straight-line. A n extension to trajectory tracking of underactuated 

underwater vehicle has also been presented in this chapter. The methodology developed in 

Chapter 2 was extended to design a universal controller that solves both stabilization and 

tracking in Chapter 3. This time-varying controller takes advantages of the one proposed in 

Chapter 2 and generates necessary P E signal in the yaw control input. These features make the 

problem of both stabilization and tracking solvable simultaneously. The requirement of 

measuring vessel's velocities in Chapters 2 and 3 was relaxed in Chapter 4 where a global 

output-feedback was developed. The new result is obtained by deriving a coordinate 

transformation to cancel the velocity cross terms in the ship dynamics to design a global 

exponential velocity observer, and introducing a key coordinate transformation to transform the 

tracking errors interpreted in a frame attached to the virtual ship, to a triangular form, to which 

the backstepping technique can be applied. 

Due to high dependence on the reference model and complicated control laws of the trajectory 

tracking approach, this thesis also addressed new results in the path following problem, which is 

more suitable for practical implementation. State and output-feedback controllers that force 

underactuated ships to globally ultimately follow a straight-line under environmental 

disturbances induced by wave, wind and ocean current were developed in Chapter 5. W h e n 

there are no environmental disturbances, the controllers are able to drive the yaw angle and 
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cross-tracking error to zero asymptotically. Motivated by the work in Chapter 5, both state and 

output-feedback controllers that force an underactuated surface ship to follow a predefined path 

at a constant forward speed controlled by the main thruster system under the presence of 

environmental disturbances induced by wave, wind and ocean-current, were developed in 

Chapter 6. The solution is originated from an observation that it is reasonable in practice to steer 

a vessel such that it is on the reference path, and its total velocity is tangent to the path. It is also 

realistic to assume that the vessel travels along the path with a constant forward speed 

controlled by the main thruster control system. The path-following errors were first transformed 

to a Serret-Frenet frame. The controller was then synthesized based on Lyapunov's direct 

method and backstepping technique. The stability analysis is based on a technical lemma 

developed for a nonlinear cascade system with nonvanishing disturbances. Since the controller 

developed in Chapter 6 requires the initial position of the ship to be closed to the path to be 

followed, a different approach was proposed in Chapter 7. A nonlinear robust adaptive control 

strategy was developed to force an underactuated surface ship to follow a predefined path at a 

desired speed, despite the presence of environmental disturbances induced by wave, wind and 

ocean-current. The solution is originated from an observation that long-distance navigation tasks 

are usually carried out by traveling via way-points. It is reasonable to steer a vessel such that it 

is in a tube of nonzero adjustable diameter centered on the reference path, and moves along the 

path with a desired speed. The path-following errors were first interpreted in polar coordinates. 

The proposed controller was then designed using Lyapunov's direct method and the popular 

backstepping and parameter projection techniques. The developed control strategy was easily 

extendible to situations of practical importance such as parking and point-to-point navigation. 

The output-feedback path following problem was also addressed in this chapter. The control 

methodology in Chapter 7 was extended to underactuated underwater vehicles in Chapter 8 

where the problem of forcing a six degrees of freedom underactuated underwater vehicle with 

only four actuators to follow a predefined path at a desired speed despite of the presence of 

environmental disturbances and vehicle's unknown physical parameters was presented. 

The methodologies developed for trajectory tracking and path following of underactuated 

surface ships and underwater vehicles have been applied to simultaneous stabilization and 

tracking, path following for mobile robots without measurements of robot velocities in Chapter 

9. Chapter 10 presented a nonlinear output-feedback controller to force a non-minimum phase, 

underactuated V T O L aircraft to globally asymptotically track a reference trajectory generated 

by a reference model. The control development is based on a global exponential observer, some 

global coordinate transformations motivated by the ones used for ship trajectory tracking in 

Chapter 4, Lyapunov's direct method and the popular backstepping technique. In addition, it is 

shown that the proposed control design scheme can be extended to the case of control input 
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saturation. Interestingly, the proposed methodology also yields new results for the previously 

studied problems of stabilization and output tracking or regulation. 

Finally, the problem of stabilizing a class of nonholonomic systems with strong nonlinear drifts 

and unknown constant parameters was posed and solved in Chapter 11. A new input-to-state 

scaling scheme was introduced to transform these systems to a strict feedback form. The 

backstepping technique was then applied to design a global adaptive stabilization controller. A 

switching strategy based on the control input magnitude and the time was derived to get around 

the phenomenon of uncontrollability. 

12.2 Discussions 

12.2.1 Extension from trajectory tracking and local path following to global path following 

While trajectory tracking designs in the thesis provide global results and require the reference 

trajectory to be generated by a suitable model, the path following controllers can only achieve 

local results due to coordinate transformations used, and but allow pre-specified path. The path 

following controller in Chapter 6 requires the vessel not to be too far away from the initial point 

of the path to be followed. The controller in Chapter 7 requires the vessel not to be too closed to 

the path. Therefore, a nature question is that whether these controllers can be combined together 

to the one that can take their advantages and eliminate their drawbacks. 

The aim of this section is to discuss an extension of the proposed methods of the trajectory 

tracking and path following controller designs in Parts 1 and 2 to a global path following 

controller instead of local ones as in Chapters 6 and 7. For simplicity, w e only consider the case 

of underactuated ships. The case of underactuated underwater vehicles can be done similarly. 

Figure 12.1 Interpretation of maneuvering control errors. 

Specifically, the control objective of this section is to (1) force the underactuated ship (2.1) to 

converge to and follow the path SI parameterized by (xd(s),yd(s)) with s being the path 
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parameter, see Figure 12.1, and (2) let the desired surge speed be adjusted on-line. This control 

objective coincides with the one studied in (Fossen, 2002) for fully actuated ships. 

Part (1) of the control objective can be mathematically written as 

lim,^ (x(t) - xd (s(t))) = 0, lim,^ (y(t) - yd (s(t))) = 0, lim,^ (\¥(t) - Wd (s(t))\) < ̂  (12.1) 

-\ 

where y/d =atan(yd(s)/xd(s)) with • denoting — , £ is a small positive constant. Ideally, 
ds 

w e wish 8 is zero, i.e. the ship is on the path and its linear velocity is tangential to the path, i.e. 

^ = 0. However, due to the un-actuated dynamics and the path SI is arbitrarily, as shown later 

that £ cannot be zero except for the case of a straight-line path. W e now interpret the errors 

((x-xd),(y- yd),(y -y/d)) in the frame ObXbYb, of which the origin Ob is a point on the path 

SI, ObXb and ObYb axes are parallel and perpendicular to the surge axis and sway axis. From 

Figure 12.1, w e have 

xe = (x - xd) cos(vO + (y-yd) sin(i/A), 

ye = -(x - xd) sin(yO + (y-yd) cos(yO, (12.2) 

¥e =V-¥d-

Differentiating (12.2) along the solution of (2.1) results in 

xe = u-udcos(yfe) + rye, 

ye=udsin(ij/e) + v-rxe, 

¥e=r~Td 

. m22 dlx 1 
u=——vr - « H x , 

mxx mxl mxx U ^ - J ) 

mxl d22 
v = —ur — v , 

m22 m22 
. (nut-nty.) d33 1 

r = __Jli ^LUv —r + xr 
"hi "hi "hi 

where for notational simplicity, w e have defined 

/ <2( ^ -2/ x- - x'd
fs)y'd(s)-x'd(.s)y'd(s) ̂  

"_ = 4xdis)+y2is)s> rd = -2, x ^ -2/,—
s- (12-4> 

xd is)+yd is) 
It is seen that (12.4) is well-defined if the path is regular, i.e. 

xd
2is) + y'2(s)^0,\/s (12.5) 

If the path is not regular, one can break it into different regular paths and consider each path 

separately. In this section, w e assume that the path SI is regular. From (12.3), it can be seen that 

(x , y ,ijf ) = (0,0,0) is the equilibrium point only if the surge velocity v is zero, i.e. the path is 

a straight-line. Therefore, w e introduce an angle 8 to the heading error y/e to allow an 

arbitrarily path. Toward this end, defining 

¥e =We+
5 (12-6) 

and substituting into the first three equations of (12.3) give 
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xe=u-ud cos(^) -vd sin(\ife) + rye, 

ye = ud sin(i/̂ ) - vd cos(i/Ae) + v - rxe, (12.7) 

We=r-rd 

where 

ud = ud cos(8), vd = ud sin(5), rd=rd-8. (12.8) 

It is now seen that (12.7) is exactly the same as the first three equations of the tracking error 

system (2.6). To determine the angle 8, we note that vd should be such that 

v_=-^v,--^rtVi. (12.9) 
™22 "*22 

From (12.8) and (12.9), we have 

ud (m22 -m,,)cos(<5)<5 = -(d22ud +m22M</)sin(5)-mn«^ cos(<5). (12.10) 

It is now observed that (12.7), (12.9) and the last three equations of (12.3) are the same as the 

tracking error system (2.6). Therefore the controllers developed in Part 1 can be directly applied 

here such that (xe(t),ye(t),y/e(t)) converge to zero. This convergence implies that \pe(t) tends 

to 8(t). To guarantees that the vessel does not turn around, it requires that 

|<5(0| < 0.57T, V/ > 0. From (12.10), it is readily shown that this condition holds if 

\"\iudrd 
T T < 1 and|5(0)|«l. (12.11) 

\d22ud+m22udl 

The condition (12.11) represents a restriction on properties of the path SI for the maneuvering 

objective to be solvable. For example, the minimum radius of the path cannot be arbitrarily 

small. W e refer ud and rd to the desired surge speed and yaw velocity of the ship on the path. 

In addition, when the path is a straight-line, 7d = 0, hence 8 is zero if the initial condition 

5(0) = 0, or converges to zero if 5(0) * 0, and |<5(0)|«1. Indeed, the desired surge speed can 

be adjusted by varying s, see (12.4) and (12.8). Furthermore, the variable s can also be used 

for stabilization/regulation by applying a simple time-varying technique developed for mobile 

robots in Canudas de Wit et al. (1996, pp. 344-347). 

12.2.2 Relaxation of assumptions on off-diagonal terms 

In Parts 1 and 2, the mass and damping matrices are assumed to be diagonal. These restrictive 

assumptions imply that the ship must be a semi-submerge sphere. Indeed, these assumptions do 

not usually hold for the real ships. The aim of this section is to discuss how to the proposed 

control design methodologies in Parts 1 and 2 can be applied when the above assumptions are 

relaxed.The mathematical model of underactuated ships with off-diagonal terms in the mass and 

damping matrices can be described as (Fossen 2002): 

n = J0i)v 
(12.12) 

M v = -C(v)v-Dv-Dn(v)v + x + Tw(0
 v } 
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where 

n = [x y y/f,\ = [u v rf , T = [xu 0 rr f , rw(t) = [xwu(t) xwv(t) Twr(t)f, 

JGl) = 

C(v) = 

cos(l̂ ) -sin(l//) 0 

sin(l/0 cosG/O 0 

0 0 1 

0 0 

0 0 

m22v + m23r -mxxu 

, M = 

~mxl 

0 

u 0 

-m22v - m23 

mxxu 

3 

0 0 " 

ItV'yy Yttryx 

mZ3 m33 _ 

r 

,D = 

dxx 

0 

0 

f i 
,DB(\) = diag 1" > '=2 

0 

a22 
d32 

Au\~ 

0 

a23 

"33 

3 

'•1 
i=l 

i-l 

i=l 

The terms m23, d23 and d32 represent the off-diagonal components in the mass and damping 

matrices. Indeed, if these terms are set to zero, the model (12.12) reduces to the one studied in 

Parts 1 and 2 of this thesis. All the other terms in (12.12) are defined in Appendix A. It is noted 

that the model (12.12) is valid for the ships of xz-plane symmetry moving in the horizontal 

plane. For simplicity we ignore the higher-order damping terms. Expanding (12.12) yields 

x = u cos(yO - vsin(y/"), 

y = w sin(t̂ ) + v cos(i/f), 

V = r, 

ll-I /n„ m 
u = ——vr + 

m. 

'"->i > "i i v d, | II-I 1 1 
-^-r2 ^u-£-^-juj " + T„+ xwu(t), 
m. m, i=i mn m, m. 

j. =
 W23 ~ ̂ 11^33 Uf. ,

 ffl23(OT23 ~ "*ll) .,.. miidll ~ ̂ 23^32 .. , W23^33 ~ OT33^23 r 

m m. m. 

A 

m. 

(12.13) 

r = 

31 V » I l'-l "*23 X"* i I l'"l '"23 '"33 /^\ "*13 /n\ 

f 5 X M »+-fS"-kl '~f*'+-^*-«-rT-(,)-
m23(m„ -m22) _^ rn^rn^ -m2 2) m23d22 ~

m23^32 2̂2̂ 33 ~^23^23 
A A 

-wr + • -MV + - r + 

^dvfrVv-^dri\rt
lr+^xr-^xm(t) + ^xwM) 

A £ A 1 

where A = m22m33 - m\3. Now applying Lemma B.6 to the last two equations of (12.13) yields 

the coordinate change: 

v=v + £r (12.14) 

where e = m23lm22. Substituting (12.14) into (12.13) results in 

x = wcos(yO - v sin(y/-) + ersin(yr), 

y = usin(yf) + vcos(y/)-£rcos(y/), 

y/ = r, 

^22 
u = 

ra,-, _ dxl ^ dui | 1,-1 1 1 ,, 

mxx mlx U"hi "hi "hi 
3 

^ = _£_u_w r_^_Lv-f^_r-—i<,|v-er|
W(7-er) + -i-Twv(0, 

™22 "*22 m m 22 '=2 m. 

. ̂ra22(ra,,-ra22) _ . m23rf22 - ra23cf32 _ m22 (m22d33 - ra23<f23) + m23 ( r a ^ - m22^32) ̂  

A "V A m22A 
+ 

A 1 
S^-lv-^^-^-^s^i^r+^-^w+^co. 

A t 
™23 

A 

(12.15) 
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By viewing r as a control input in the first three equations of (12.15), applying L e m m a B.6 

again to these equations yields the coordinate changes: 

x = x + ecos(</0, ( 1 2 1 6 ) 

y = y + £sin(y/). 

Substituting (12.16) into the first three equations of (12.15) results in 

x=u cos(i^) - v sinO//"), 

y =usin(yO + vcos(y), (12.17) 

tf = r. 

It is now seen that the ship dynamics consisting of (12.17) and the last three equations of 

(12.15) are in the form studied in Parts 1 and 2 of this thesis if x, y and \j/, see Figure 12.2, are 

considered as the output instead of x, y and \ff . Therefore, the control methodologies developed 

in Parts 1 and 2 can be readily applied to (12.12) for both trajectory tracking and path following 

objectives. 

Figure 12.2 Illustration of changing the output for ships. 

12.3 Future work 

The following issues are recommended for future works: 

Robust trajectory tracking: Although trajectory tracking controllers in this thesis 

possess certain robustness, more research is needed to design such a controller that 

explicitly takes the environmental disturbances into account. Disturbances entering the 

actuated dynamics (e.g. surge and yaw for ships) can be easily taken care of. However, 

disturbances enters the un-actuated dynamics (e.g. sway for ships) are more difficult to 

handle. A possible way to reject the constant part of these disturbances on the un-
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actuated dynamics is to apply the method in Section 12.2.1, i.e. introducing a small 

angle to the heading error to compensate for the disturbances. 

• Adaptive trajectory tracking: Since the controllers in Chapters 2-4 require exact 

knowledge of the system parameters, it is of interest to examine the problem of entirely 

unknown vessel's parameters. As opposed to the approach based on time-varying linear 

system stability, the proposed control designs in this thesis generate explicit Lyapunov 

functions. This feature can be further exploited in conjunction with adaptive control 

algorithms in the literature to address the adaptive tracking problem. 

• Output-feedback tracking for Lagrange systems: The global coordinate transformations 

in Chapters 4 and 9 bring the ship and mobile robot systems to an affine form for which 

a global exponential nonlinear observer can be easily designed. It is worthy 

investigating the possibility of extending this type of transformation to a certain class of 

Lagrange systems. Indeed, the most difficult task is to obtain a solution of a set of 

partial differential equations, which are in general not easy to solve. Furthermore, an 

adaptation rule should be included in the observers to estimate the constant components 

(bias) of the environmental disturbances. 

• Tracking and path following of an underactuated ship with a trailer (a towing system): 

In the literature, the problem of tracking or path following has only been addressed for a 

car-like with a trailer. It is of interest to consider an extension of designs in this thesis to 

the case of an underactuated ship with a trailer. 

• Bounded control based on backstepping: An interesting extension of the backstepping 

technique was presented to obtain a bounded control for a V T O L aircraft in Section 

10.3.3. It is of interest to extend this idea and combine with those presented in Mazenc 

and Iggidr (2001), Freeman and Praly (1998) to ships and underwater vehicles, and a 

class of nonlinear systems. 

• Experimental work: It is of great practical interest to validate the controllers proposed in 

this thesis and to compare with existing ones in experiments. Sea trials are time 

consuming and expensive. However, w e expect to have an opportunity to work with 

some ship building industry to have our proposed methodologies tested. 
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Appendix A 

Mathematical models of underactuated ocean vehicles 

This appendix presents mathematical models of ocean vehicles that are used for control designs 

throughout the thesis. The materials in this appendix are taken from Fossen (1994) and Fossen 

(2002). 

Figure A.l Definition of surge, sway, heave, roll, pitch and yaw modes of motion 
(Fossen, 2002). 

A.l Simplified mathematical model of underactuated underwater vehicles in six degrees of 

freedom 

In this section, w e assume that the inertia, added mass and damping matrices are diagonal. This 

assumption holds when the vessels have three planes of symmetry, for which the axes of the 

body-fixed reference frame are chosen to be parallel to the principal axis of the displaced fluid, 

which are equal to the principal axis of the vessel. Most ocean vehicles have port/starboard 

symmetry. Fore/aft nonsymmetry of the vehicles implies that the off-diagonal terms of the 

inertia and damping matrices are nonzero. However these terms are often small compared to the 

main diagonal terms. For clarity, the off-diagonal terms are assumed to be zero to illustrate the 

main ideas developed through out in Parts 1 and 2 of the thesis. Relaxation of these assumptions 

is given in Section 12.2.2. Under the aforementioned assumptions, the mathematical model of 

an underactuated underwater vehicle moving in six degrees of freedom under environmental 

disturbances can be described as: 
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(Al) 

ili=JiOh)vi 

Tl2=J2(Tl2)V2 

M , V, = -C, (v, )v2 - D, (v, )v, + T, + Tw l (0 

M 2 v 2 = -C^v^v, - C2(v2)v2 - D2(v2)v2 - g2(n2) + x2 + TW2(.) 

where il,=[x y zf,r\2=[(p 9 yrf,vt=[u v wf,v2=[p q rf. The symbols 

0, 9, if/, p, q, r denote the roll, pitch and yaw angles and velocities while x, y, z, u, v, w are 

the surge, sway, heave displacements and velocities, respectively, see Figure A.l. The terms 

Ji Oh). J 2 O h ) . M i , Cx ̂ ) , Dx (v,), M 2 , C 2 (v2), D2(v2), g2 (t]2) denote the kinematic 

transformation, inertia, Coriolis, damping matrices including the added mass effect, and the 

restoring vector, respectively and will be defined in the sequel. 

The kinematic transformation matrices in roll, pitch and yaw are defined as 

cos(y/0 cos(0) -sin(y0 cos(0) + sin(0) sin(0) cos(y0 sinO/0 sin(0) + sin(0) cos(i/0 cos(0) 

Ji Oh) = sin(y0 cos(9) cos(y0 cos(0) + sin(0) sin(0) sin(i/0 -cosO/0 sin(0) + sin(0) _in(y0 cos(0) 

-sin(0) sin(0)cos(0) cos(0)cos(0) 

~1 sin(0)tan(0) cos(0) tan(0) ~ 

J 2 0 h )
= 0 cos(0) -sin(0) 

0 sin(0)/cos(0) cos(<t>)/cos(9) 

(A.2) 

Note that J20i2) is not defined when the pitch angle is equal to ±90°. However, during 

practical operations with underwater vehicles, this problem is unlikely to happen due to the 

metacentric restoring forces. One way to avoid the singularities of J2(TJ2) is to use a four-

parameter description known as the quaternion. W e use the above Euler parameters because of 

their physical representation and computational efficiency. 

The inertia matrices are given by 

M , = diag (mxx,m22,m33),M2= diag (m^, ra55, ra^) (A.3) 

where the positive constant terms m~, l<j<6, denote the vehicle inertia including added 

mass in surge, sway, heave, roll, pitch and yaw. For ocean vehicles, these positive constants are 

such that 

mxx<mxx,mxx<m33 (A.4) 

because the added masses in sway and heave are always large than the added mass in 
surge. 

The Coriolis matrices are as follows 

0 "hiw ~"h.2v 

C!(vx)= -m-^w 0 raj,« 

"h2v -"hiu ° 

,C2(v2) = 

0 

-™66r 

_m55q 

m«r 
0 

-m^p 

~m55a 

m^p 

0 

(A.5) 
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The damping matrices are 

Vl(\l) = diag 
( 3 3 -1 3 M^ 
dX\ + ̂ d

u\u\~\d22 + ]g
rfwH" ' J33 + 5 X / M " 

D2(v2) = J/ag 

1̂  /=2 /=2 '=2 y 
A 3 ._ 3 3 ._^ 

1=2 i=2 i=2 

(A.6) 

where the positive constant terms Ĵ ., dH/, dvl, <*WI., ̂ ,, â - and d„.,l < j <6,i = 2,3 represent 

the hydrodynamic damping in surge, sway, heave, roll, pitch and yaw. For simplicity, we ignore 

the higher nonlinear damping terms. 

The restoring force vector g20i2) is given by 

g 2Oh) = [P£VGM;sin(0) pgVGMlsin(0) 0 ^ (A.7) 

where p, g, V, GMT and GML are the water density, gravity acceleration, displaced 

volume of water, transverse metacentric height and longitudinal metacentric height respectively. 

The available control inputs are 

T1=[rH,0,0f,T2=[Tp xq xrJ (A.8) 

where xu, xp, xq and xr are the control force and torque in surge, roll, pitch and yaw 

respectively. 

Finally, the vectors of the environmental disturbances are given by 

*wi(0 = K u ( 0 rm(t) r w(0f,r w 2(t) = [xwp(t) xwq(t) xwr(t)J (A.9) 

where xwu(t), x^t), r w ( 0 , xwp(t), xwq(t), xwr(t) are the disturbance forces and torques acting 

on surge, sway, heave, roll, pitch and yaw directions of the vessel, respectively. W e assume that 

these disturbances are bounded as follows: 

IT ( O I ^ T ™ * <°°,|T (t)\<xmax <°°,|T (t)\<xmia <°° X (t)<xmax<oo 

IT (t)\ < T1"3* < oo, k (t)\ < x™* < oo 

Since the sway and heave control forces are not available in the sway and heave dynamics, the 

vehicle model (A.l) is underactuated. 

A.2 Simplified mathematical model of underactuated ship in horizontal plane 

In addition to assumptions made in obtaining the mathematical model of underwater vehicles in 

six degrees of freedom, w e assume that the roll, pitch and heave are zero. The simplified 

mathematical model of underactuated ships moving in the horizontal plane is described as 

(A. 10) 
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n = J00v, 

M v = -C(v)v - D(v)v + T + T W (t) 
(All) 

with 

n = [x y y f , v = [M v r f , T = [Tu 0 r rf ,TW(/) = [xwu(t) xm(t) xwr(t)f. 

M = diag (mxx,m22,m33),D(\) = diag 
( 

JOl) = 

cos(yO -sin(v^) 0 

sin(yO cos(v) 0 

0 0 1 

,C(v) = 

dn + 5 X H'\d22 + ̂ dvi \v\~\d33 + Y^dri |rf"' 
i'=2 ,=2 ,=2 

0 0 -ra22v 

0 0 ra,,H 

ra22v -n\xu 0 

(A. 12) 

Since the sway control force is not available, the ship model (A.l 1) is underactuated. 

Furthermore, if the high-order damping terms and environmental disturbances are ignored, 

model (All) 

n=J(nK, 
Mv = -C(v)v - Dv + x 

(A.13) 

where all of the terms in (A.13) are the same as in (A. 12) but 

D = diag(dxx,d22,d33) (A14) 

On the other hand, if only the motions in the sway and yaw are considered, we have a 

mathematical model of the underactuated ships used in way-point tracking or linear-course 

tracking as follows: 

y = usin(y/) + cos(tyOv, 

tf = r, 

• _ ' " i i " 

v = -
_£22_V_£-^|V i-l v + -

1 

r = 

m22 "hi i22 "*22 

hi-mn)uy
 d

33 

"hi "h,i 

"hi 
•**,(*), (A.15) 

dxx v d. , ,,-i 1 1 

,>i "hi "hi "hi 

For numerical simulations in this thesis, w e use the data from a monohull ship with a length of 

38 meters and other parameters calculated by using V E R E S , a ship program that can be used to 

calculate the inertia matrices including added mass and damping matrices, as follows: 

ra,, =120xl03, m22 =177.9xl0
3, ra,3 = 636x10

s, 

dxx =215xl0
2, d22 =117xl0

3, d33 =802xl0
4. 

The higher order damping terms are taken as: 

du2 =0.14,, du3 =0.14,, dv2 =0.ld22, dv3 =0.ld22, dr2 =0.ld33, dr3 = 0 . W 3 *33" 
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Appendix B 

Lyapunov stability 

Stability theory is important in system theory and engineering. There are various types of 

stability problems that arise in the study of dynamical systems. This appendix is concerned with 

stability of equilibrium points. Stability of equilibrium points is often characterized in the sense 

of Lyapunov, a Russian mathematician who laid the foundation of the theory, which now carries 

his name. Roughly speaking, an equilibrium point is stable if all solutions starting at nearby 

points stay nearby; otherwise it is unstable. It is asymptotically stable if in addition, all solutions 

tend to the equilibrium point as time approaches infinity. These kinds of notations will be 

mathematically made in this appendix. 

The materials in this appendix are mainly taken from Khalil (2002), Krstic et al (1995), 

Sordalen and Egeland (1995), Jiang and Nijmeijer (1997), Pantely and Loria (2001), and Jiang 

(2002). 

Consider the following nonautonomous system 

x = f(t,x) (B.l) 

where /:[0,oo)xD—>9T is a piecewise continuous in t and locally Lipschitz in x on 

[0, oo) x D and D e SH" is a domain that contains the origin x = 0. 

B.l Definitions 

Definition B.l The origin x = 0is the equilibrium point of (B.l) if 

f(t,0) = 0,Vt>0. (B.2) 

Definition B.2 A continuous function a:[0,a)-»[0,oo) is said to belong to class K if it is 

strictly increasing and a(0) = 0. It is said to belong to class Km if a = °o and 

a(r)—»<»asr—»oo. 

Definition B.3 A continuous function ft : [0,a) x [0,oo) _> [0,oo) is said to belong to class KL if, 

for each fixed s, the mapping p(r,s) belongs to class K with respect to r and, for each fixed 

r, the mapping (3(r,s) is decreasing with respect to s and fi(r,s) -> 0 as s -> oo. 

Definition B.4 The equilibrium point x = 0 of (B.l) is 

• stable if, for each £>Q, there is 8 =8(£,t0) >0 

|xa0)||«5^|x(0||<e, Vf >t0 >0 (B.3) 
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• uniformly stable if for each £ > 0, there is 8 = 8(e) > 0 independent of tQ, such that 

(B.3) is satisfied 

• unstable if it is not stable 

• asymptotically stable if it is stable and there is a positive constant c = c(t0) such that 

x(t) -> 0 as t -> oo, far all \\x(t0 )\\ < c 

• uniformly asymptotically stable if it is uniformly stable and there is a positive constant 

c, independent oftQ, such that for all ||x(f0)|<c, x(f)->0 as t^>°°, uniformly in t0; 

that is, for each T]>0, there is T = T(r\) >0 such that 

\\x(t)\\<ri, Vt>t0 + T(r\), V|xa0)||<c (B.4) 

• globally uniformly asymptotically stable if it is uniformly stable, 8(e) can be chosen to 

satisfy ]ime_^08(£) = °°, and, for each pair of positive numbers 77 ande, there is 

T = T(Y],c) > 0 such that 

\\x(t)\\<T], V. >t0 +T(7],c), V|x(/0)|<c. (B.5) 

Definition B.5 The equilibrium point x = 0 of (B.l) is exponentially stable if there exist positive 

constants c, k and X such that 

||x(0||</:||x(r0)||e-
A('-'o), Vt>t0 > 0 , V||x(f0)||<c (B.6) 

and globally exponentially stable if (B.6) is satisfied for any initial state x(t0). 

Definition B.6 (Sordalen & Egeland, 1995) The equilibrium point x = 0 of (B.l) is K-

exponentially stable if there exist positive constants c and X, and a class K function a such 

that 

|x(0|<a(|K)|)^ A ("' o )' Vt>t0 > 0 , V|x(r0)|<c (B.7) 

and globally K -exponentially stable if (B.7) is satisfied for any initial state x(t0). 

Definition B.7 (Khalil, 2002) The solutions of (B.l) are 

• uniformly bounded if there exists a positive constant c, independent of t0 > 0 , and for 

every ae (0,c), there is P = j3(a)>0, independent oft0>0, such that 

\\x(tQ)\\<a=>\\x(t)\\<P,Vt>tQ (B.8) 

• globally uniformly bounded if (B.9) holds for arbitrarily large a. 

• uniformly ultimately bounded with ultimate bound b if there exist positive constants 

fcandc, independent of t0>0, and for every ae(0,c), there is T = T(a,b)>0, 

independent of t0 > 0, such that 
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|x(/0 )|| < a =>\\x(t)\\ <b,Vt>t0+T (B.W) 

• globally uniformly ultimately bounded if(B.W) holds for arbitrarily large a. 

Definition B.8 (Sontag, 1989) The system 

x = f(t,x,u) (B.ll) 

where f is piecewise continuous in t and locally Lipschitz in x and u, is said to be input-to-

state stable (ISS) if there exists a class KL function j3 and a class K function y, such that, 

for any input u(») continuous and bounded on [0,oo), the solution exists for all t>t0>0 and 

satisfies 

\\x(t)\\ < P (lx(tQ)\\,t -10) + y (sup,^ ||M(T)||). (B.12) 

B.2 Lemmas and theorems 

The following lemma provides equivalent definitions of uniform stability and uniform 

asymptotic stability by using class K and class KL functions. 

Lemma B.l (in Khalil, 2002) The equilibrium point x = 0 of (B.l) is 

• uniformly stable if and only if there exist a class K function a and a positive constant 

c, independent of t0, such that 

|x(0|<a(|K)||), W > t 0 >0, V||x(?0)||<c (B.13) 

• uniformly asymptotically stable if and only if there exist a class KL function (3 and a 

positive constant c, independent of t0, such that 

\\x(t)\\<P(\\x(t0)\\,t -t0),Vt>t0>0, V|x(.0)|<c (B.14) 

• globally uniformly asymptotically stable if and only if inequality (B.14) is satisfied for 

any initial state x(t0). 

The following lemmas are useful in investigating convergence of time-varying systems. 

L e m m a B.2 (Barbalat) Consider the function <j): 9T -> SH. If 0 is uniformly continuous and 

oo 

lim,^ J $(x)dx exists and finite, then 
o 

1 ^ ^ 0 ( 0 = 0 . (B.l 5) 

Lemma B.3 (Jiang & Nijmeijer, 1997). Consider a scalar system 

x = -cx+p(t) (B.16) 
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where c> 0 and p(t) is a bounded and uniformly continuous function. If for any initial time 

t0>0 and any initial condition x(t0), the solution x(t) is bounded and converges to 0 as 

t —> oo t then 

limMoop(.) = 0. (B.l 7) 

L e m m a B.4 (Jiang 2002). Consider a first-order differential equation of the form 

x = -(a(t) + fx(£(t)))x + f2(£(t)) (B.18) 

where xe SH, /, and/2 are continuous functions, and E,: [0,oo) —> SH
m is a time-varying vector-

valued signal that exponentially converges to zero and, for all t>t0>0, satisfies 

U^(0)|<ri(|^Oo)|)^
('"'o) (B.m 

where a{ >0,/ = 1,2 and yt are class-K functions. If a(t) enjoys the property that there is a 

constant a3 such that 

)> 
(x)dx > o3 (tx -12), Vr, > t2 > 0 

then there exists a class-K function y and a constant a>0 such that 

Lemma B.5 (Ortega and Rheinboldt, 1970). Assume that d : SH" —> SH" satisfies 

(B.20) 

(B.21) 

dx 
+ 

dd_ 

dx 

-\T 

P>0,VxeSH" 

where P = PT > 0 . Then 

(x-y)TP(d(x)-d(y))>0, Vx,yGSH". 

(B.22) 

(B.23) 

(B.24) 

L e m m a B.6. The following nonlinear interconnected system 

% = fiit,xx,x2) + g^t^^Ju, 

x2 =/2(r,x1,x2) + ̂ 2(r,x,,x2)« 

where x,. G SH,/= 1,2, /-(f.XpXj) are l°cauy Lipschitz in xt and piecewise continuous in t; 

ueiKis the control input, and g2(t,xx,x2)±0, V t>0, x,. e SH, can be transformed to the 

following system 

Zx=Yx(t,zx,x2), (B25) 

x2 =Y2(t,zx,x2) + (p2(t,zx,x2)u 

Proof. Define 

zx=xx+7t(t,xx,x2) (B.26) 

where ̂ (/,x,,x2) is to be determined. Differentiating both sides of (B.26) along the solutions of 

(B.24) yields 
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= 'a*M^+1V(( )+___^/iM^)t___y__i) + 
dx, dx, of 

'(dn(t,xx,x2) , ^ 

3x, 
+ 1 g,(/,x,,x2) + 

3x2 

d^(f,x,,x2) 
(B.27) 

dx. 
g2(/,x,,x2) 

N o w choosing the function 7r(f,x,,x2) such that 

r 3^(f,x1,x2) 
dx, 

+ 1 gx(t,xx,x2) + 
dn(t,xx,x2) 

dx-. 
g2(t,xx,x2) 0 (B.28) 

results in (B.25), where the functions yi(t,zx,x2) and (p2(t,zx,x2) are defined as 

^ ^ - , x 2 ) M ^ 

dx. 
Yiita^Xn,)-^ 

a^,x,,^)+1^(^^)+a^,^)/a(f^^)+^(f^,x3) 
dx. â  

^2 0' ̂1»•*_ / •— /2 M> Xx>X^ ), 

p 2 (f.Zp•*_):= £2 fo*i.*2) 

with x, being solved from (B.26) and substituted in. 

(B.29) 

Remark 

1). The success of L e m m a 1 depends on the possibility of finding a solution to the partial 

differential equation (B.28). Solving this partial differential equation is difficult in general but 

might be simple in some specific cases such as strict-forward second order systems and the ship 

systems in this thesis. 

2). In some cases, designing a control input u for the transformed system (B.25) is simpler than 

for the original system (B.24). 

The main Lyapunov stability theorem, which has a number of applications in studying stability 

of (B.l), is given below. 

Theorem B.l (in Krstic et al., 1995) Let x = 0 be an equilibrium point of (B.l) and 

D = |xeSHn L^-J. Let V: D x SH" -> SH+ be a continuously differentiable function such that 

V/>0,VxeD, 

Yx(ixl)<V(x,t)<Y2(\\xl), 

dy_ dv_ 
dt dx %+%:fM^m 

(B.30) 

Then the equilibrium point is 

• uniformly stable, if yx and y2 are class K junctions on [0,r) and y3 > 0 on [0,r) ; 

• uniformly asymptotically stable, if yx,y2 and y3 are class K functions on [0,r) ; 

• exponentially stable if yt(p) = ktp
a on [0,r) ,k. >0,a >0,i = 1,2,3; 
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• globally uniformly stable if D = SH", y, and y2 are class Km functions, and y3 > 0 on 

SH+; 

• globally uniformly asymptotically stable if D = SH", y, and y2 are class K^ functions, 

and y3 is a class K function on SH
+; and 

• globally exponentially stable, if D = SH", y. (p) = ktp
a on SH+ ,jfc. > 0,a > 0, i = 1,2,3. 

Theorem B.2 (LaSalle-Yoshizawa) Lef x = 0 fe an equilibrium point of (B.l). Let 

V: SH" xSH+ —> SH+ fee a continuously differentiable function such that 

yxi\\x\)<V(x,t)<y2i\\x\), 

• dV dV , x (B.31) 
V= — + ?-f(t,x)<-W(x)<0. 

ot ox 

W > 0 , V X G S H " , where yx andy2 are class Km functions, and W is a continuous function. 

Then all solutions of (B.l) are globally uniformly bounded and satisfy 

\imt^W(x(t)) = 0. (B.32) 

In addition, if W(x) is positive definite, then the equilibrium point x = 0 is globally uniformly 

asymptotically stable. 

The following Lyapunov-like theorem is useful for showing uniform boundedness and ultimate 

boundedness. 

Theorem B.3 (in Khalil, 2002) Let D c S H " be a domain that contains the origin and 

V: [0,oo) x D —> SH be a continuously differentiable function such that 

a1(|x|)<V(x,0<a2(W), 

^+^f(t,x)<-w(x),y\\x\\>p>o
 (BJ3) 

ot ox 

W > 0 , V X G Z ) where axanda2 are class K functions, and Wis a continuous positive 

definite function. Take r > 0 such that BrczD and suppose that 

p<a2-
x(ax(r)). (B.34) 

Then there exists a class KL function fi and for every initial state x(t0), satisfying 

[ x ^ ^ a j ^ a ^ r ) ) , there is T>0 (dependent on x(t0) and p) such that the solution of (B.l) 

satisfies 

\\x(t)\\ < fi (lx(t0 )\\,t-t0),Vt0<t<tQ+T, (B^ 

\\x(t)\\<a2
l(ax(r)),\/ t>t0+T. 

Moreover, if D = SH" and a, belongs to class K^,, then (B.3 5) holds for any initial state x(t0) 

with no restriction on how large p is. 
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B.3 Stability of cascade systems 

Consider the following cascade system 

zl=fl(t,zx) + g(t,zl,z2)z2, ,B36. 

z2=f2(t,z2) 

where z, e SH",z2 e SH"',/,(t,zx) is continuously differentiable in (t,z,) and f2(t,z2), g(t,zx,z2) 

are continuous, and locally Lipschitz in z2 and (z,,z2) respectively. 

If w e set z2 = 0 in the first equation of (B.36) becomes z, = fx(t,zx). Therefore w e can view the 

first equation of (B.36) as the system 

G.: zx=fit,zx) (B.37) 

which is perturbed by the output of the system 

Q2: z2=f2it,z2). (B.38) 

N o w assume that the systems Q, and 0 2 are asymptotically stable at the origin, i.e. (B.37) and 

(B.38) yield lim,^ zx(t) = 0 and lim,^ z2(t) = 0, respectively. Based on these assumptions, it is 

plausible to conclude that the system (B.36) is asymptotically stable at the origin in general. In 

many cases, the solution zx(t) of the system (B.36) goes to infinity in finite time. This 

phenomenon can be seen from the following simple cascade system: 

4\ "-i 4*\ ' 4,t 4,%' 

4.2 — ^ 2 2 

(B.39) 

where kx and k2 are strictly positive constants. It is obvious that the subsystems 

z, =~kxzx and z2 =-k2z2 are globally exponentially stable at the origin. It is straightforward to 

show that the solution of (B.39) is 

z(t) = zx(t0)(kx+k2) 

zMz2(t0)e-^"'
) + (kx +k2- z,00)z200))e

i'('-'»)' (B.40) 

z2(t) = z2(t0)e-
k*-'°K 

It is seen from (B.40) that if zx(t0)z2(t0)<kx+k2, then both zx(t) and z2(t) are bounded and 

converge asymptotically and exponentially to zero, respectively. If zx(t0)z2(t0) = kx +k2 then 

z2(t) is still bounded and converges exponentially to zero but zx(t) tends to infinity 

exponentially fast. If zx(t0)z2(t0)>kx +k2, the situation is catastrophic, i.e. zx(t) tends to 

infinity when t—>t0+tf with 

tf = In 
I . ( zx(t,)z2(t0) 

^zxit0)z2it0)-ikx+k2) j 

(B.41) 

The following theorem gives sufficient conditions of stability of the cascade system (B.36) 

based on stability of (B.37), (B.38) and the connected term g(t,zx,z2). 
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Theorem B.4 (Panteley & Loria, 2001). Consider the following assumptions 

1) The systems (B.37), (B.38) are both globally uniformly asymptotically stable (GUAS) and we 

know explicitly a C1 Lyapunov function V(t,zx), two class K„ functions a, anda2, a class K 

function a4, and a positive semi-definite function W(zx) such that 

«,(|z,|)<\/(.,z,)<a2(|z,|), 

dV dV , 

-^-+^/,e,z,)^-w(z,x (B.42) 

dV\ 

fe, 
^(ND-

2) For each fixed z2 there exists a continuous junction A:SH
+ ->SH+ withlims_>ooA(..) = 0.sHc/i 

that 

dV 

dzx 
g(t,zx,z2) ^flkD^u,). (B.43) 

3) There exist continuous junctions 9 : SH+ —> SH+ anda5: SH
+ —»SH+ such that 

||g(r,z„z2)||<0(||z2||)a5(||z,||) (B.44) 

and a continuous nondecreasing function a6: SH
+ —> SH+, and a nonnegative constant a such 

that 

a6 (s) > cc4 (a;
1 (s))a5 (a;

1 (s)), 

r ds 
= oo 

{cc6(s) 

4) For each r > 0, there exist constants X > 0 and 77 > 0 such that for all t>0 and all ||z2| < r 

(B.45) 

^z—git,zx,z2) 
dzx 

<XWizx), V|z,|>77. 

5) There exists a class K function <p such that the solution z2(0 of (B.38) satisfies 

(B.46) 

J"M')|N(||z2«o)|)- (B.47) 

Then we can conclude that if 

• Assumptions 1) and 2), or 

• Assumptions 1), 3) and 4), or 

• Assumptions 1), 3) and 5) 

hold then the cascade system (B.36) is globally uniformly asymptotically stable. 
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